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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
THis book could never have been written without the
help of numerous friends and acquaintances in Europe
who gave generously of their knowledge and experience
and helped me to clarify manifold new trends and phe
nomena. During my stay in Europe I met many people
of all social classes who lived or traveled in fascist coun
tries-bankers, industrialists, importers and exporters,
fascist or Nazi journalists, and radical opponents of the
totalitarian states. Many of these people frankly discussed
all the questions I raised. They helped me solely with
the object of making the truth known; they had no pri
vate axes to grind. These collaborators must remain
anonymous; the confidence and trust they reposed in me
have placed upon me the grave responsibility of conceal
ing their identity so that no evil will come to them or to
their friends in Germany or Italy.
A number of American friends were very helpful in
revising and improving this work. I am especially obli
gated to Miss Dorothy Davis, to Dr. Henri David, to
Mrs. Edna Mann, to Dr. Ruhen Gotesky, to Mr. Liston
M. Oak, and to Dr. Sterling Spero. Needless to say, I am
solely responsible for any statements made in this book.
I also wish to thank the editors of "Harper's Maga
zine" and of "The New Republic" for permitting me to
use material from articles of mine published by them.
GUENTER REIMANN

PREFACE
Tms book may be helpful as an answer to these burning
questions: Why did Hitler start another war? How did
it become possible that the "Fuehrer" could lead mil
lions of intelligent and cultured people, who hate sense
less slaughter, into a war which must have devastating
effects upon Germany as well as upon the whole of
mankind?
We cannot be satisfied with the answer that Hitler is
a madman and that the German people are fools and
slaves willing to go to war to satisfy a madman's dreams.
Most people in Germany are like people in other coun
tries, hard working and decent, with human qualities as
good and as bad as those of other people throughout the
world. But a system has been built up which has enabled
one man to decide about war or peace; a system which
held and still holds a whole nation in its iron grip and
does not allow any individual German to escape the in
herent fatalities of this regime.
The fatalism which was typical of the spirit of the
German businessman before Europe was plunged into
this war was not due to economic difficulties alone, but
far more to a feeling that he had become part of a
machine inexorably leading him to disaster. German
businessmen once believed that the Fuehrer would lead
them into a world of happiness and prosperity. They
were willing to accept the first measures of regimenta
tion as necessary but temporary emergency acts. They
thought of the raids against the Jews and the sadistic
brutalities of the Brownshirts as the excesses of "unconvu
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trollable elements" which would soon disappear. These
hopes had vanished before the start of the war. Those
who hated bureaucracy and regimentation had been
compelled to participate in the construction of a system
which could end only in war and destruction. They had
been made part of a monster-machine steered by a Fueh
rer who was responsible to nobody.
This totalitarian Frankenstein could not exist peace
fully. lt could not transform armaments production into
production of consumption goods, thus ending the war
scare and creating another era of prosperity. Nor could
it wait for the peaceful exploitation of new conquests
which, as a matter of fact, were not sufficient to correct
the shortage of basic raw materials. Any attempt to
create a new era of peace would have precipitated a
major crisis, economically and politically, for the totali
tarian regime, and this would have meant the end of all
far-reaching imperialist plans. Sacrifices and investments
made in preparation for imperialist expansion and for
world rule would have been in vain. The gradual decay
of the totalitarian regime would have been inevitable
had the Fuehrer chosen peace instead of war.
History is revengeful. Dictators are also dictated to by
the necessities of their own regime. "The logic of the
machine crushes the constructor and turns him into its
slave," says Emil Ludwig.
We do not know what Adolf Hitler thought about
Germany's capacity for waging totalitarian warfare when
he decided to march into Poland and thus begin a new
world war. lt may be that he was convinced he would
get another Munich without a large-scale war, or that he
could conclude a "peace with honor," i. e., with Poland
as a Nazi protectorate, a few weeks after the outbreak of
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a war with the Western Powers. Yet he must have rea
lized that this war might become a major conßict, last
ing many months, perhaps even years. How long can the
Nazi economy stand the strain of such a war?
During the last pre-war years tremendous economic
preparations were made for this conflict. German Army
experts had worked out two schemes, one in preparation
for a short "Blitzkrieg" or "lightning war," the second
for a longer totalitarian war of attrition. The first plan
was completed during the first Four-Year Plan. Then
preparations for the longer totalitarian war were pushed
through.
In accordance with these plans of the German Gen
eral Staff, the Third Reich was getting ready for a two
year totalitarian war. But what such a war meant in
practice depended on who was to be the enemy and who
the ally. lt is impossible to have on hand sufficient stocks
of all essential materials needed for a totalitarian war of
even a single year's duration. According to all estimates,
Nazi Germany's fuel reserves during the Munich crisis
would have been sufficient for a totalitarian war of not
more than four months. But these same reserves might
be quite sufficient if Rumanian and Russian oil is avail
able in large quantities. Furthermore, the consumption
of materials in a totalitarian war depends also on
whether an aggressive or a defensive war is being con
templated. If, for instance, the war becomes purely
defensive on all fronts and no large-scale offensives are
carried out, consumption of war materials will be con
siderably less than in an offensive war, and the economic
reserves of German militarism will last longer. But a
defensive war cannot last forever and Germany's eco
nomic reserves will be exhausted earlier than those of
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the Western Powers if the latter are able to import
materials from overseas.
The whole aspect of Germany's wartime economy
seems to have changed as a result of the Stalin-Hitler
pact. This pact assures the Third Reich that the Soviet
Union will not stop exports to Germany even in war
time. Russian oil, manganese, foodstuffs and necessary
materials will be available during the war, according to
the terms of the Treaty signed on the eve of the war's
outbreak. This pact is helpful to Hitler in overcoming
economic deficiencies and in enabling him to avoid an
early collapse of the military machine. Yet the economic
significance of this pact may be overestimated. Stalin
and Hitler did not decide to pool their economic and
military forces. They are unlikely to do that because
they do not sufficiently trust each other. Stalin will,
however, sell Russia's products to the German militarists
if he gets cash or other goods he needs in exchange. The
size of this wartime trade will depend on the capacity
of the Third Reich to pay for imports. Reserves of for
eign currency or gold are negligible. Exports of German
manufactured goods are restricted by the urgent de
mands of the army for arms and ammunition. The finan
cial plight of the Third Reich makes it impossible to
finance imports in unlimited quantities. Therefore, the
pact with Stalin may enable Hitler to put up a more
stubborn and longer fight, but will not necessarily solve
his raw material difficulties.
Germany's military strategists would have preferred a
"lightning war." For only a quick victory would be a
real victory. A long-drawn out war, threatening eco
nomic collapse, would inevitably spell defeat whatever
the military result. Hitler could not have expected a
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quick victory against the Westem Powers when he de
cided to march into Poland, with Great Britain and
France fully mobilized. The armaments race had put a
much heavier strain upon the economy of the Third
Reich than upon other countries. In no other industrial
country were raw materials so scarce and the replace
ment of vital parts of the industrial machine so neglected
as in Germany. The extent of the economic decay which
preceded this war will be indicated in this book. True,
the German War Economic Council has kept in store
vast quantities of raw materials and other products
essential for a wartime economy. But even if all storage
possibilities were fully used, such preparations would
have been sufficient at best only for a "lightning war"
lasting no langer than a couple of months.
The deficiencies of a wartime economy are important
and eventually decisive in a totalitarian war. Yet it is
impossible to foretell when a military system will col
lapse as a result of a deficiency in foodstuffs, raw mate
rials or other economic factors. As long as the state
machine is in order, it has the power to cut down the
consumption of the general public and to reduce-almost
to eliminate-expenditures for the renewal of the indus
trial machine. The proportion of the national income
or of industrial production spent for armaments is elas
tic. lt is possible to increase production of arms and
ammunition even with reduced supplies of raw mate
rials. This can be done by drastically limiting production
of consumption goods, by putting the population on
starvation rations, and by letting vast sectors of the
economy decay. How far this can be done is not merely
an economic question, but also a question of morale and
of the effectiveness of the totalitarian police forces.
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Therefore, especially in a totalitarian war, the factor of
morale is as important as the supply of war materials.
This becomes clear as we examine the manifold ex
periences of businessmen under fascism as well as the
peculiar developments of business practices in a totali
tarian state.
We might and must assume that Hitler is well aware
of the dangers to which he has exposed himself and his
system by beginning this war. His economic and political
experts will have carefully considered any conceivable
crisis. They will have organized the State power in such
a way that they may hope to keep it intact even during
the most perilous times. They are prepared to crush all
internal opposition even in the case of the severest war
time difficulties. They will suppress all but a few
"friendly" private interests, compelling all other indi
viduals to sacrifice everything for their monstrous sys
tem. The "conservative" forces-all those who still own
private property and who are not closely related to the
supreme Leadership-will be expropriated and their
property rights will be wiped out. The businessman
who is an isolated individual in the gigantic and reck
less totalitarian state is the helpless prey of his fascist
masters.
The totalitarian dictatorship will become more ruth
less in its attitude toward businessmen as well as toward
the workers and middle classes. The so-called radicals
among the Party bureaucrats will claim that their pro
gram has been fulfilled after the expropriation of most
private property holders, while simultaneously the ruin
of the middle classes will be completed and the workers
will be exploited on an unprecedented scale.
This development is not unwelcome to Nazi Party
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leaders. These leaders were extremely unpopular before
the war broke out. Germans were beginning to place
upon them the responsibility for the growth of a corrupt
bureaucracy. The Party Leaders would have had to
endure a "purge" had peace been preserved. They had
reason to fear that during a peacetime depression the
Fuehrer might, while renouncing his world imperialist
dreams, throw them overboard to increase his own pres
tige. Instead of such a development, it is the turn of the
Party Leaders and Nazi Storm Troopers to dictate. The
author is reminded of a discussion, at the beginning of
Mussolini's Abyssinian campaign, with an Italian friend
who held an important post in the fascist State despite
his secret anti-fascist sympathies. The author asked:
"Why is Mussolini so mad as to start this Abyssinian
adventure when he must realize that his gains will never
equal what he must spend for the conquest? From the
military point of view the war in Abyssinia will weaken
rather than strengthen him." "The so-called radicals in
the fascist Party bureaucracy," the Italian friend replied,
"are jubilant about this war. They expect the economic
difficulties in wartime to strengthen their authoritarian
control of the so-called conservative forces. These will
be weakened by further measures of expropriation.
Those who still have privileges and property rights will
live in fear that they may lose everything and that they
will perish too if the dictatorship should break down."
Similarly, Nazi leaders in Germany do not fear pos
sible national economic ruin in wartime. They feel that,
whatever happens, they will remain on top, that the
worse matters become, the more dependent on them
will be the propertied classes. And if the worst comes to
the worst, they are prepared to sacrifice all other inter-
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ests to maintain their hold on the State. If they them
selves must go, they are ready to pull the temple down
with them.
G. R.
New York,
September 8, r939.
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THE VAMPIRE ECONOMY

Chapter I

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE
B US IN ESSM A N
"The role of the individual businessman has been com
pletely altered in the totalitarian States, and his position
cannot be judged by American standards."
BUSINESSMEN all over the world are dissatisfied and
apprehensive. The depression has proved to be not only
the most drastic and widespread in modern times, but
also the most lasting. lt can no langer be dismissed as
a mere trough between waves of good times, as just .an
unpleasant but passing phase of a business cycle. Econo
mists and businessmen alike disagree as to what it por
tends and what measures should be taken to meet it
or whether, indeed, any governmental measures are
helpful in the situation which faces us. While one school
of thought demands increased activity from the State,
another calls for a complete cessation of State economic
activities and insists that private economy be permitted
to work out a solution.
With the world still at the crossroads, one may well
conclude that there is something to be learned from
the experiences of businessmen in the two countries
which, without abolishing private property, have gone
farthest in State interference to insure national pros
perity. In both Germany and Italy the problem of un
employment seemingly has been solved. The industries
3
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of both countries are running at full speed, demand
apparently outstrips supply, labor unions have been
abolished, and manufacturers have become authorita
rian "leaders" of their employees. lt is inevitable that
American businessmen, harassed by what they regard
as unreasonable government interference, finding a
large part of their profits siphoned off by taxes, direct
and indirect, confronted with what is apparently a
shrinking market, worried by increasing competition,
should examine critically, objectively, and even sympa
thetically, the situation in the totalitarian States.
What has been the result for the individual busi
nessman in the two countries governed by administra
tions put in power by business interests and devoted to
restoring economic prosperity?
What has the businessman gained in Germany? A
great deal, if we may credit the headlines in the Voel
kischer Beobachter, official newspaper of the Nazi party.
There we read:
NO

UNEMPLOYMENT-TREMENDOUS SUCCESS

OF

THE

FOUR-YEAR PLAN-WORKERS WILLING TO WORK HARDER
CELEBRATING THE NEW WORK COMMUNITY-RISING SALES
AND DIVIDENDS.

Beneath these headlines the reader will find many
facts and figures designed to prove their truth, figures
relating to the scarcity of workers, the increase in pro
duction, the rise in building activity, the rise in profits.
These figures, upon analysis, prove to be largely correct
so far as they go, but it is apparent that they teil merely
part of the story. They do not reveal how Germany's
new prosperity is distributed-whether it is shared by
all industries or by only a few, and whether it is con
fined to a comparatively few large units. The figures do
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not show what happens to the profits, how large a pro
portion of them are absorbed by taxes, nor what the
businessman is permitted to do with the portion that
is left to him. They give little hint of the extent to which
the government intervenes in every business transaction.
They do not reveal whether the individual businessman
is permitted to raise his prices if his costs advance nor
whether he is allowed to shut down a department or
even an entire factory, the operation of which is prov
ing unprofitable.
We cannot be satisfied merely with official statistics
and reports, nor with fragmentary comments. We must
penetrate the mystery arising out of contradictory facts
an industrial boom coupled with increasing bureau
cratic intervention, a mounting accumulation of State
debts in order that the State may maintain its position
as the consumer of the largest part of the nation's pro
duction.
The answer to this problem cannot be a simple one;
it will be found in the pages of this book. lt must be
understood, however, that the role of the individual
businessman has been completely altered in the totali
tarian states, and his position cannot be judged by
American standards. The reader must try to put himself
in the place of the German or Italian businessman in
order to understand the latter's problems and his new
position. As a general introduction to the subject and
as a means of approaching it from a sympathetic point
of view, we cannot do better than read a letter written
by a responsible German businessman during a visit
to a neighboring country where he was free from censor
ship. The communication might be almost as appro
priate if it came from an Italian industrialist, for there
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is little difference, so far as the individual is concemed,
between conditions in the two totalitarian countries.
This man's letter expresses worries and fears unknown
to the businessman in America. He writes:
Dear Mr. X. Y.:
This letter will probably be a disappointment to you, but
I raust confess that I think as most German businessmen do
who today fear National Socialism as rauch as they did
Communism in 1932. But there is a distinction. In 1932, the
fear of Communism was a phantom; today National Social
ism is a terrible reality. Business friends of raine are con
vinced that it will be the turn of the "white Jews" (which
means us, Aryan businessmen) after the Jews have been
expropriated. Just when this will happen and the extent
to which "Aryan" businessmen will be pillaged depends on
the internal struggle within the Nazi party ...
When we consider that Hitler himself came not from the
ranks of organized labor, but from the ruined middle dass
or the fifth estate, what guarantee have we that he will not
make common cause with the bandits whom he has put into
uniforms? The difference between this and the Russian
system is much less than you think, despite the fact that
officially we are still independent businessrnen.
You have no idea how far State control goes and how
much power the Nazi representatives have over our work.
The worst of it is that they are so ignorant. In this respect
they certainly differ from the former Social-Democratic
officials. These Nazi radicals think of nothing except "dis
tributing the wealth."
Some businessmen have even started studying Marxist
theories, so that they will have a better understanding of
the present economic system.
How can we possibly manage a firm according to busi
ness principles if it is impossible to rnake any predictions
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as to the prices at which goods are to be bought and sold?
We are completely dependent on arbitrary Government deci
sions concerning quantity, quality and prices for foreign
raw materials. There are so many different economic agree
ments with foreign countries, not to mention methods of
payment, that no one can possibly understand them all.
Nevertheless Government representatives are permanently
at work in our offices, examining costs of production, profits,
tax bills, etc. . .
There is no elasticity of prices, sorely needed though it be
by businessmen. While State representatives are busily en
gaged in investigating and interfering, our agents and sales
men are handicapped, because they never know whether or
not a sale at a higher price will mean denunciation as a
"profiteer" or "saboteur," followed by a prison sentence.
You cannot imagine how taxation has increased. Yet
everyone is afraid to complain about it. The new State loans
are nothing but confiscation of private property, because
no one believes that the Government will ever make repay
ment, nor even pay interest after the first few years. Com
pared with these new State loans, the bonds issued during
-the World War were gilt-edged investments.
We businessmen still make sufficient profit, sometimes
even large profits, but we never know how much we are
going to be able to keep . . .
Workers also make a fair living, particularly where the
hourly rate has not been changed. A workingman who
worked six hours a day before must now work eleven and
twelve hours daily. Often his wife and children are also
employed so that the family income has considerably in
creased....
You will find it hard to understand that, although from
the financial point of view we ought not to complain, no
one enjoys life any more. Everywhere there is a growing
undercurrent of bitterness. This feeling is worse now than
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it has ever been. Everyone has his doubts about the system,
unless he is very young, very stupid or is bound to it by
the privileges he enjoys. Therefore the real enthusiasm we
experienced after the occupation of the Saar is no more and
it cannot be revived. Even great historical events, such as
the Anschluss of Austria and the Sudetenland, did nothing
to lift this bitter spirit. Everywhere I hear businessmen declare that Anschluss with bankrupt concerns makes a bankrupt enterprise still more bankrupt.
All of us—even convinced Nazis—are hungry for news
from abroad. Somehow British broadcasts seem better than
the French, but perhaps that is only our imagination, because we know England's attitude is decisive to us. An alliance with Italy is quite unimportant as compared to our
relations with England. Most Germans feel that another war
would be lost before it started if England as well as America
were against us.
If a war should start, we should probably have a revolution in Germany very soon. The French Revolution will
seem like nothing in comparison. A tremendous reservoir
of hatred exists and it has no outlet at present. As in
1918, the workers will not start the revolution. It will
begin with the army; young officers are as unpopular as
they were in the old Prussian army. Personally I predict that
there will be mass desertions. A good many people feel that
the soldiers will start the revolution by massacring all the
Nazis. In any case, our government is certainly not going
to feel safe, and it is sure to introduce a reign of terror
of Draconic proportions. Hatred and bitterness will increase
just that much more.
There are terrible times coming. You can imagine how
I feel when I think that I am going to have to go through
this terrible debacle. If only I had succeeded in smuggling
out $10,000 or even $5,000, I would leave Germany with
my family . . .
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The totalitarian state has fundamentally changed
conditions of business life. In this book an attempt has
been made to describe the experiences and to explain
the anxieties of a businessman in a totalitarian State.
We shall accompany him to various Party and State
institutions. "\Ve shall try not merely to show how a
private enterprise must be conducted in a State-regi
mented economy, but also how the fascist businessman
is affected as a human being. We shall deal with the
complexity of trends resulting from the existence of
private economy side by side with State economy. In
conclusion, we shall endeavpr to arrive at an under
standing of the new social position of the private
capitalist in a totalitarian State and to give an evalua
tion of the historical role of the authoritarian bureauc
racy.
The old type of capitalist who adheres to the tradi
tional concepts of property rights is doomed to faÜ
ure under fascism. The Voelkischer Beobachter pre
dicts that "a new type of individual will arise in the
economic field who will enjoy living dangerously and
who by his individual efficiency will create freedom of
economic action for himself." We shall have to find out
what this "new type" of capitalist is like.

Chapter II

DESTRUCTION OF THE
SANCTITY OF PRIVATE PROPERTY
"The government of a totalitarian State would not be
'authoritarian' if the courts still functioned inde
pendently."

HERR V. is one of the largest landowners in Eastern
Prussia. He is a conservative old landowner who was
once proud of being the free and independent master
of a huge domain and who boasted of his patriarchal
relations with his employees. As an ardent German
nationalist he felt certain, when Hitler came to power,
that the country had been "saved from the Bolshevists
and the Jews." He never dreamed that the new regime
would dare interfere with his God-given rights far more
than had the Social-Democratic government he had
hated. Unable to grasp quickly enough the changes that
were occurring, he did not conform to the ever-mount
ing requirements of the ruling Party. Soon he was on
bad terms with the provincial Party secretary, whom
he despised as an upstart. The Party leader tried to
break his stubborn spirit by all manner of petty decrees
and regulations, as, for instance, by ordering him to give
lodging to S.A. men (Brownshirts) and members of the
Hitler Youth League, who annoyed him endlessly.
There was no longer a Hindenburg, who as President
of the Reich and Supreme Commander of the Army,
10
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would listen to the complaints of his agrarian friends
and intervene with the government on their behalf.
Herr V. learned only through bitter experience that
there was no longer any court or official to protect him,
and he began to fear that his estates might be expro
priated. He visited his former banker, Herr Z., to whom
he confessed:
I want to invest my liquid funds in a way which is safe,
where they can't be touched by the State or the Party. In
the old days I always refused to speculate, to buy stocks.
Now I would not mind. However, I would like best to buy
a farm in South-West Africa. Perhaps my next crop will be a
failure and I will be blamed, accused of "sabotage," and
replaced in the management of my estates by a Party ad
ministrator. I want to be prepared for such a contingency
and have a place to go should the Party decide to take away
my property.
The banker was compelled to inform his landowner
friend that there was no such way out. The State would
not allow him to leave Germany with more than ten
marks. South-West Africa was closed to him; he would
have to stay where he was.
Formerly numbered among the most independent
and largest landed proprietors in Germany, with estates
that had been in his family for generations, Herr V.
today shares the despair of numerous German capital
ists, none of whom can be sure that their property
rights will be regarded as sacred by the State.
Manufacturers in Germany were panic-stricken when
they heard of the experiences of some industrialists who
were more or less expropriated by the State. These in
dustrialists were visited by State auditors who had strict
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orders to "examine" the balance sheets and all book
keeping entries of the company (or individual business
man) for the preceding two, three, or more years until
some error or false entry was found. The slightest for
mal mistake was punished with tremendous penalties.
A fine of millions of marks was imposed for a single
bookkeeping error. Obviously, the examination of the
books was simply a pretext for partial expropriation of
the private capitalist with a view to complete expropria�
tion and seizure of the desired property later. The
owner of the property was helpless, since under fascism
there is no longer an independent judiciary that protects
the property rights of private citizens against the State.
The authoritarian State has made it a principle that
private property is no longer sacred.
The decree of February 28, 1933, nullified article 153 of
the Weimar Constitution which guaranteed private prop
erty and restricted interference with private property in ac
cordance with certain legally defined conditions . . . The
conception of property has experienced a fundamental
change. The individualistic conception of the State-a re
sult of the liberal spirit-must give way to the concept that
communal welfare precedes individual welfare. (Gemeinnutz
geht vor Eigennutz).1
The government of a totalitarian State would not be
"authoritarian" if the courts still functioned independ
ently, as they do under liberal capitalism.
The division of power between the executive or legis
lative branch on the one hand and the judicial branch
on the other was formerly a guarantee to the owner of
private property that his property rights would be pro
tected even against his own government. The totali
tarian State, in abolishing this separation of power, abol-
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ishes the sanctity of private property, which thereupon
ceases to be a basic principle of society fundamental to
State morality.
Constitutionally the businessman still enjoys guaran
tees of property rights. But what is. the value of such
constitutional guarantees without courts that dare to
defy the omnipotent bureaucracy or to enforce laws that
are "out of date"? The judge who had the temerity to
attempt this would land not in a concentration camp
but in a lunatic asylum. A totalitarian State does not
tolerate any "second government," any challenge to the
power of the all-wise dictator.
"Within the constitution of the Third Reich any
position independent of the will of the Fuehrer no
langer exisits. The principle of separation of power is
a thing of the past. Only the Party has a privileged
position." 2
Fritz Nonnenbruch, the financial editor of the Voel
kischer Beobachter, states: "There exists no law which
binds the State. The State can do what it regards as
necessary, because it has the authority." 3
"The next stage of National-Socialist economic
policy consists of replacing capitalist laws by policy." 4
This Nazi doctrine has nothing to do with Com
munism or Socialism. lt is offered as a new justification
for the State's use of private capital and it is a means
of placing drastic limitations upon private property
rights in the "national interest."
"National interests" are not determined by laws,
courts, or any legislative body. The decision is made
mainly by the Nazi party, or, rather, by its leaders, that
is, by the State bureaucracy. lt is a principle that only
Party members shall occupy key positions in the govern-
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ment and in all organizations where the State influences
the distribution of jobs. They must be engaged when
ever there is a choice between a Party member and
non-Party member. The carrying out of this essential
part of the unwritten constitution is assured by the fact
that Party members, devoted to the leader and to the
maintenance of the Party's authority, occupy all key
positions and appoint all new officials.
In the early days of the Nazi regime, some of the
conservatives holding economic key posts, such as Dr.
Hjalmar Schacht, former president of the Reichsbank
and former Minister of Economics, and Dr. Kurt Schmitt,
director of the largest German insurance company and
Dr. Schacht's predecessor as Minister of Economics,
sought to restrain the growth of bureaucracy. These
men upheld the traditional posüion of conservative
capitalists-economy in administration and efficiency in
civil service-and they sought to win the leading Nazis
to this point of view. In a speech to young bank
clerks and students Schacht openly attacked Party
careerists who sought a place in the new ruling caste
and hoped to become a part of the privileged aristoc
racy, with nothing to recommend them except their
record as loyal Party men. He declared:
The aim of National Socialism is an economic and social
order where everybody, whoever he is and whatever he did
before, can obtain the highest posts in the economy and in
the State if he has the strength, the will and the ability to
do his job. This principle has been fully applied by the
Reichsbank. At the Reichsbank, in contrast to conditions in
the State offices, any employee can rise from a low to a high
position. He is not evaluated according to recommendations
or good friends, nor according to other similar things which
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have nothing to do with his abilities, but he is judged
merely by his fitness, his personal value, his knowledge and
his performance. 5
At the same time, however, the Party leaders asserted
their right to continue in control of patronage, of the
distribution of State jobs and special privileges to
trusted old Party members personally devoted to the
Fuehrer. Ministerialdirektor Sommer, as spokesman for
Rudolph Hess, Hitler's official representative, wrote m
the Deutsche Juristenzeitung of May 21, 1936:
The influence of the Party cannot be seen in laws, but in
practice, and personalities are the important factor. A large
number of the ministers [at present all ministers] are Party
members. Some of them are also Reich leaders of the Party,
all Reichstatthaelter are Party members, and most are also
provincial leaders of the Party. All Prussian Oberpraesi
denten are district leaders in their area. Other personal con
nections exist through the office of landrat [govemmental
chief of a district administrative office] and the correspond
ing Party leader of the district, and finally, in general all jobs
of political importance are held by old reliable Party mem
bers. • 6
This does not mean that there are only Party members
in the government. Even important branches have many
non-Party members. But they are technical experts with
out freedom of decision rather than independent admin• The general meaning of this paragraph will be clear to the reader
despite the obscurity of the manner in which the thought is phrased.
The original German is written in the Nazi idioms that have become
characteristic of German official documents; in their eagerness to demon
strate that there has been a complete break with the past, the present
rulers of Germany have almost invented a new tongue.
Similar difficulty has been encountered in rendering into English
other Nazi documents.
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istrators. They must be particularly careful not to hurt
the prestige of the Fuehrer in the application of any
law or instruction. Because they are not subject to the
rigid discipline of the Party, they are always suspected
of being "unreliable." Consequently they are inclined
to be stricter than Party members in adhering to the
letter of the law or in refusing personal favors to a
businessman. They have no "Party friends" in other
key positions of the administration who can do anything
for them or for their friends.
To a great extent a person's status depends upon the
personal opinions and impressions of the Party secre
tary. lt is exceedingly difficult to appeal from his author
ity; he can oust any person from his job and deprive
him of his rights by simply declaring him "unreliable."
Hence it is very important to remain on friendly terms
with the Party secretary, for his one word "reliable"
has greater value than the highest honors any king may
bestow on his favorites.
In the administrative apparatus and the State police
force all key positions are occupied by individuals whose
devotion has met the acid test.
The Party is the whip with which the leaders control
the administration as well as the behavior of the citizen,
be he the manager of the steel trust, a small shop
keeper or a worker. The Party has its own courts and
judiciary because Party members are not bound by
official laws in their activities; they are permitted and
indeed required to violate the laws in order to defend
the prestige and authority of the Party leaders.
The official Union of German Civil Servants has a
membership of 1,200,000, of whom one-sixth-206,000are Party members,7 but 81 per cent of the higher State
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officials in Prussia are members of the Nazi party
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter Partei, to give
it its full name. In the national government, all leaders
are in the Party and subject to its rigid discipline. Few
exceptions are made to the rule that all important posi
tions in the administrative apparatus must be held by
Nazis. The majority of those holding State jobs are also
leaders of the Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter
Partei (N.S.D.A.P.) in their districts or communities.
"No one is to be appointed unless in addition to the
qualifications which fit him for his post he gives a guar
antee that he will always defend the National Socialist
State without reservation." 8 The equivalent of this Ger
man rule is common to all totalitarian countries.
In a totalitarian land where the "will of the Party"
is in effect the unwritten constitution, the membership
rolls are well guarded. Not everyone who declares him
self a loyal supporter of Hitler can join. lt is no ordinary
party. Nor is it a party wherein members can help to
formulate policy and criticize the leader, or choose the
leader. The authoritarian Nazi party makes the will
of the leader the supreme law.
"The Elite Guards [S.S. men] and the Brownshirts
[S.A. men] do no productive work. They do not work
for the State. They work solely and exclusively for the
leader." 9
The existence of the Party machine and its control
of the government render hopeless any attempt of an
industrialist or banker-though he may be the most im
portant financial figure in the country-to get control of
the executive power and to supersede the authority of
the Party leaders.
The Party secretaries and those in leading positions
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jealously guard their authority, so that no businessman,
!arge or small, can gain in influence at their expense.
The Party machine, as the vehicle of absolute power,
was and is too valuable an asset to let slip into other
hands. At all costs, the vested power of the leadership
must be preserved.
The existence of a state within the State-the Party
and the bureaucracy-is a phenomenon of the post-War
world.
The Party and the government bureaucracy are above
the law, but it must be pointed out that this special
status of being above the law is reserved chiefly for the
leadership. To create stability on which the leadership
relies, there are strict laws regulating relationships
among private businessmen. lt is even conceivable that
a businessman or concern might be successful in an
appeal to the courts against some regulation of an over
zealous Nazi official, provided such a regulation were
a gratuitous interference with private property and had
no bearing on the defense of the Nazi regime. However,
court action has been very rare because most business
men fear arousing the anger of Nazi officials who on
some later occasion might have opportunity to take
revenge.
As a rule, the relations between businessmen are still
regulated by laws and customs. But customs have
changed and modified law, and law has, in turn, been
largely replaced by a vague conception of "honor." lt is
easier for a businessman to win a case in the German
courts by appealing to "National-Socialist honor" than
by referring to the exact text of the law.
This would lead to complete anarchy in business
affairs unless a businessman knew when the "honor" of
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a National Socialist required payment of a debt or the
execution of a commercial transaction. Consequently
chambers of commerce and group or •�estate" organiza
tions in the various trades have instituted "Courts of
Honor." A businessman who objects to another firm's
conception of "honor" can apply to these "Courts"
which settle commercial disputes. Officially they are only
maintaining "national" or "group discipline." In reality,
however, "Courts of Honor" are a kind of self-help
organization for businessmen. The Party-controlled offi
cial courts are replaced by courts made up of business
men. No businessman is officially compelled to submit
his case to the "Court of Honor" or to accept its judg
ment, but the official trade organization urges its mem
bers to stick to certain rules which the group organiza
tion has established, except in cases where members
have close relations with influential Party functionaries
who show little respect for the businessmen's courts.
On the whole, there is a definite trend toward substitut
ing for the centralized State jurisdiction courts com
posed of businessmen representing different trades.
Businessmen feel the need of maintaining certain
business rules and respect for property rights. Their
self-help organizations are similar to the guild organi
zations of medieval times, which had their own courts
for disciplining members. But at that time the State
power was weak, while today the authoritarian State
is strong in its maintenance of a gigantic bureaucratic
and military machine. The "Courts of Honor," there
fore, will always have to consider Party interests so as
not to arouse the anger of important figures in the
Party.
Employers have been badly shocked by their new legal
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status, especially the "conservatives" who have held
their property for generations and to whom the sanctity
of private property has been a part of their religion.
They might have excused previous violations of prop
erty rights as exceptional emergency measures, but they
hoped that the buttressing of the State power through
fascism would also bring about a strengthening of the
sanctity of private property. They were independent
and individualistic businessmen, not only economically,
but politically and psychologically. For this very reason
they are the most disappointed and unhappy over the
new state of affairs and are likely to get into trouble
with a Party secretary or the Gestapo (the Secret State
Police) for having grumbled incautiously or for not
having shown enough devotion to the Fuehrer.
The capitalist under fascism has to be not merely a
law-abiding citizen, he must be servile to the repre
sentatives of the State. He must not insist on "rights"
and must not behave as if his private property rights
were still sacred. He should be grateful to the Fuehrer
that he still has private property.
This state of affairs must lead to the final collapse
of business morale, and sound the death knell of the
self-respect and self-reliance which marked the inde
pendent businessman under liberal capitalism.

Chapter III

CORRUPTION:
MONEY POWER AGAINST
ABSOLUTE POWER
"Under such conditions, corruption is not merely a vice
but an economic necessity."

A GERMAN manufacturer, executive manager ("Factory
leader") of an enterprise which employs 4,000 workers
and a relatively large staff of office workers obtained a
privileged position largely because he got along well
with a prominent Party leader. This does not mean
that the industrialist in question is necessarily an ardent
Nazi. As a matter of fact, he is a man who makes friends
easily both among Nazis and anti-Nazis. He sent a con
fidential report to a foreign friend about his experiences
in Germany today.
Amsterdam, May 15, 1939.
My dear Mr. --I am here-in Amsterdam-for a couple of days and take
this opportunity to write unrestrictedly to various friends
abroad. I know you will be interested in hearing what is
happening within Germany.
As for myself, my knowledge as a technical expert would
not have been sufficient to enable me to struggle along dur
ing the past five years, were it not for the fact that our firm
has the backing of a prominent Party man who comes to
21
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our assistance when we need certificates for foreign currency,
raw materials, and so on. No firm in our trade can exist
without such a "collaborator." As it is, we have to spend
considerable money for "juridical advice."
lt is not a question of simple bribery. The process is more
complicated. I knew pre-War Russia. In general, bribery
under Czarism was a simple affair. You could figure out
how much you had to pay a State official by counting the
number of stars on his uniform. The higher the rank, the
more stars he wore, and the more you had to pay. It's differ
ent in Germany today. Party members who control the dis
tribution of raw materials and similar matters do not accept
money directly. You do not offer money to a Party leader.
You ask him whether he knows a good "lawyer" who might
be of help in proving to the authorities the urgency of your
demand for foreign exchange or raw material. He refers
you to a "lawyer," who gives you the necessary "juridical"
advice-for which you pay-and eventually your request is
granted. But the fees for this advice are extremely high,
much higher than you would have had to pay in direct
bribery or than you would have paid formerly to a first
rate lawyer on a retainer basis.
There are many cases, of course, where your "juridical
adviser," despite the high fees, cannot assist you. For in
stance, until a short time ago it was possible by skillful
and expensive-"interpretation" of the law to circumvent
the law prohibiting branch offices from opening new dis
tributing agencies. A few months ago, however, it became
absolutely impossible to circumvent that law, and even the
best contact man or "lawyer" could no longer assist you in
a case of this kind.
Nevertheless, it is virtually impossible to function at all
without maintaining close relations with one of these "law
yers." He can tel1 you whether or not you have a chance to
obtain what you are seeking. You come to depend upon
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him completely. A good "juridical adviser" knows exactly
how far you can circumvent the law in any given case, or
whether or not a recent change in Party leadership makes
it possible to re-interpret a given decree.
I cite one of my own experiences: I needed foreign cur
rency for my current trip to Amsterdam, and duly made a
request for what I needed to the Administration for For
eign Currency. In reply, I received the following answer:
"Absolutely impossible." I thereupon went to my adviser
and inquired of him how I might prove the "special
urgency" of my business trip. He told me something I had
not known before. A new ruling had been issued to the
effect that factory leaders in my particular line of business
could no longer obtain foreign currency for a business trip
abroad. "Well," I said, "what about a personal trip-in
order that I might inspect some new types of machines for
my personal information." "This might be possible," he
said, "but it will cost you 300 Marks." I paid the 300 marks
and got the foreign currency without further difficulty.
Everywhere you will find new bonds of "friendship" be
tween businessmen, "contact men" and "Party men" who
are tied to each other by complicity in violations of laws
and decrees. lt is a kind of community of interest based on
common risks . . .
I shall have to return to Berlin tomorrow.
All the best,
Yours,
lt is not unusual for businessmen to get together and
discuss in a businesslike way how much has to be paid
to a State or Party official in order to obtain some favor.
Two businessmen from western Germany, Herr
Schmidt and Herr Mueller, met each other in a train
on their way to Berlin.
Said Herr S.: "I must get in tauch with the Raw
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Material Distribution Board. How much is it going to
cost me to approach a Party member in that office?"
Herr M. answered: "Well, it all depends on what
kind of a Party member you have to deal with. If he
no longer believes in National Socialism, it will cost
you a hundred marks. If he still does, five hundred
marks. But if he is a fanatic, you will have to pay a
thousand marks."
An Italian economist and editor who is familiar with
present conditions in ltaly was asked by the author:
"What are the relations between businessmen and the
State bureaucrats in ltaly?"
"I can answer in one word-corruption," he declared.
"The businessman in ltaly has as much influence as he
has money to bribe the bureaucrats. Without cash you
are a helpless subject of the State."
The word "corruption" is not to be taken in the
sense in which we normally use it in democratic coun
tries. Under fascism, it is not primarily the power of
money which corrupts, but rather does corruption spring
from the power of the State.
Whereas in democratic countries the businessman
may use his money to influence legislation and public
opinion and thus operate as a source of power and cor
ruption, in fascist countries he can exist only as the sub
ject upon whom State power operates. The corruption
in fascist countries arises inevitably from the reversal
of the roles of the capitalist and the State as wielders
of economic power.
Viewed in this light, the statement of the Italian
economist is more comprehensible and is well illustrated
by several cases which he cited. Unfortunately, the
names and data which he gave to prove his point can-
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not be revealed, for to disclose them would endanger
the lives of those involved. But these cases are so typical
that names do not matter. For example, an Italian
manufacturer, owner of an enterprise in which his
family had worked for generations, produced a certain
kind of light machine of chrome steel. Knowing that
he would have to replenish his supply of steel shortly,
he wrote to the proper State official in plenty of time
to avoid any interruption of work in his plant. Two
months passed without a reply. He wrote again and
again, stressing his urgent need of materials. Finally
the order permitting him to buy the necessary chrome
steel arrived-but there was none obtainable. Only a
few days' supply remained and he was faced with the
necessity of closing down his factory. Then suddenly an
"angel" appeared, a gentleman unknown to the firm,
who said he had heard about the firm's plight through
a friend in the State Office for the Distribution of Steel.
He just "happened" to know that he would be unable to
obtain immediately the required steel, unless a satis
factory private arrangement could be made, in which
case, of course, he and his friend would use their in
fluence to see that immediate delivery was effected. "By
chance" he had at his disposal exactly the quantity of
steel needed by the firm, but, unfortunately, the price
was double the official rate-because steel, especially of
the required quality, was scarce.
Such a transaction was, of course, illegal, but the
Italian industrialist knew perfectly weil that refusal to
accept the proposition would not only result in the
closing of his plant, but might mean his denunciation
by fascist officials. His business would be ruined. He
paid the price demanded. Having become a party to an
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illegal transaction, in which the fascist officials protected
themselves through good friends among those higher
up, he was, thereafter, even more at the mercy of the
bureaucrats. Ultimately the fascist State official became
a silent "partner" in the firm, and the manufacturer
had no further trouble in obtaining steel and other
materials.
Similar stories could be told about German manu
facturers. Rome and Berlin have become the head
quarters of many agencies specializing in providing
"good connections" (that is, acting as glorified public
relations counsels) for their clients. The "connections"
are with State and Party officials holding key positions
in offices which make decisions regarding the distribu
tion of raw materials and the issuance of certificates for
foreign exchange, subsidies for exports, permits for new
construction, and the like.
Large German and Italian firms maintain brauch
offices in Berlin and Rome respectively with staffs of
"reliables" whose sole job it is to visit the proper State
officials and Party leaders, entertain them, establish
good connections and friendly relations, and otherwise
protect the interests of their concerns. Smaller firms which
cannot afford such a staff are served by independent
agencies. There are hundreds of such agencies, some
times fraudulent in the sense that they have no genuine
influence, more often with real friends in high places,
from whom, unofficially and illegally, it is possible to
get concessions and privileges.
New elements-not adequately covered by the term
"graft"-exist in the relations between businessmen and
State officials in Germany and Italy. lt is not true that
any capitalist with plenty of money can buy the in-
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fluence of State bureaucrats. The businessman's influ
ence depends on more than merely the amount of cash
he spends for graft.
A businessman who is an old Party member may get
many favors for which another would have to bribe
some Nazi official. A businessman who has criticized
the regime at some time or another may find it advis
able to protect himself by improving his relations with
a local Party leader. For this he will have to pay, while
those who had always made regular contributions with
out grumbling would not feel it necessary to make an
extra contribution to the Party. Consequently, many
companies have found it too expensive to keep an execu
tive who does not get along sufficiently well with Party
authorities or whose political record makes him suspect
in the eyes of a Party secretary. lt is economical to
replace such a man by a "reliable Party member" even
though the latter may know nothing of the business.
But he must have friends in power, or at least contact
through intermediaries with the State officials upon
whose goodwill the concern is dependent. The friends
and intermediaries must, of course, be reliable Party
people who have survived all purges and are still trusted
by the government. The very nature of the Nazi party
makes these "old Party members" realists who are apt
to exploit their positions for personal gain within the
safe limits dictated by national interest. They rarely,
however, become active businessmen themselves, regard
less of how much wealth they accumulate, as they find
it far safer to remain in the bureaucracy and levy trib
ute for the distribution of patronage.
This tribute is paid in actual cash, for money has not
lost its role under fascism. Even the Party badge does
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not entitle the wearer to appropriate whatever he sees
or needs. He must have money to pay for it. There are
exceptions, of course, such as the raiding of J ewish
homes, but homage is paid to the general rule by term
ing such raids "spontaneous."
A superficial observer might easily claim that such a
regime does not differ fundamentally from liberal capi
talism; some governmental forms have changed perhaps,
but the role and position of the capitalist or businessman
have remained what they were before. Money still rules
the world-democratic or fascist.
Such a conclusion would be just as false or incom
plete as the opposite one, suggested in recent literature,
that fascism is a new brand of feudalism in which the
private capitalist has become merely a tool of the State
-where absolute power has entirely taken the place of
money power. This estimate overlooks new features in
Nazi society and the unique position of the capitalist
under fascism.
Fascist society still relies on a money economy, and
is driven by money spending and the passion to earn
more money. But there is a novel feature which does
violence to the essence of liberal capitalism under which
money must be earned through work or the use of
capital.
Sources of money in the fascist State are open to those
who have power, simply by virtue of their power. Nazi
officials, though they cannot take what they want with
out paying for it, are in a position to obtain money for
themselves by merely taking it from capitalists who have
funds available with which to purchase influence and
protection.
This power is not illegal but grows naturally out of
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the system and is organized and made legitimate by the
State. lt is exercised by State organizations representing
naked power-the S.S. (Elite Guard), the regular police
forces under the command of Party leaders, the fanatics,
of the Hitler Youth organization, the Gestapo-all led
by Party members who are personally tied up with one
leader or another.
The leaders of these groups operate without the re
striction of a constitution or of courts, and they wield a
tremendous influence upon the economic and business.
life of the nation.
In this set-up, private capitalists who have funds at
their disposal naturally still exert great influence. The
social background of the Nazi official renders him par
ticularly responsive to the lure of money and private
property. As a former member of the ruined middle
dass, he lost his savings and economic security in the
struggle for existence. His low salary as a State official
would seem to bar him from wealth. But in his hands.
he now holds naked power-and the capitalist must share
his funds with very many State officials if he wishes to
share their political power, to win their favor and,
thereby, provide for his own necessities.
Despite the great centralization of power in the hands.
of the highest leaders of the Party, there is wide variety
in the role played by the provincial or municipal
bureaucrats in their relations with private capital. Cer
tain capitalists are so situated that they share in the
power which a Party leader has at his disposal. A big
industrialist, for example, who is in close contact
with one of the important leaders of the Party, him
self becomes an authority to the minor Party leader in
his district. He reflects the authority of the national
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leader by whom he is befriended. He might even be
come a Party leader himself, at least of the provincial or
district bureaucracy. Herr Thyssen and Herr Krupp
need not court their district Party leaders. They them
selves are greater authorities than the minor leaders, al
though neither Herr Thyssen nor Herr Krupp could
defy the will of Hitler. Manufacturers who are of im
portance only an a provincial scale will endeavor to gain
influence inside the district Party leadership-a low
rung of the Party ladder-while the small business
man will be glad if he succeeds in being on good terms
with his local leader.
Behind the scenes, different business interests com
pete with each other, influencing the "leaders" and
trying to get their representatives appointed to key
positions. The greater financial strength of the big con
cerns and trusts facilitates their getting into close con
tact with the chief political leaders.
Herr Kurt Weigelt is a leading member of the
Kolonialpolitisches Amt of the N.S.D.A.P. He is also
a managing director of the Deutsche Bank! Further
more, Herr Weigelt is a member of the Supervisory
Board of the Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Gesellschaft,
Deutsch-Asiatische Bank, Dette Publique Ottomane,
Straits and Sunda Syndicate (Batavia) and of other colo
nial enterprises. The Bureau for Foreign Affairs of the
N.S.D.A.P. is under the leadership of an old Party
member, but one of its National Office leaders is Herr
Werner Daitz, a director of the Possehl concern, and a
member of the Supervisory Board of two very powerful
industrial concerns-Kloeckner and Flick. Obviously, big
industrialists have been more successful than other
groups in penetrating the decisive committees of the
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Party, while the Party permeates the whole governmental
bureaucracy.
There is a general correlation between the size of a
business and the rank of the Nazi officials with whom
personal contact is established. This correlation is weak
est just where the need is greatest. There are too many
small businessmen seeking the favors of the local Party
leader, and they do not have enough money to make the
granting of such favors interesting to him.
Of all businessmen the small shopkeeper is the one
most under control and most at the mercy of the Party.
The Party man, whose good will he must have, does not
live in faraway Berlin; he lives right next door or just
around the corner. This local Hitler gets a report every
day on what is discussed in Herr Schultz's bakery and
Herr Schmidt's butcher shop. He would regard these men
as "enemies of the State" if they complained too much.
That would mean, at the very least, the cutting of their
quota of scarce and hence highly desirable goods, and
it might mean the loss of their business licenses.
Small shopkeepers and artisans are not to grumble or
to reveal any kind of dissatisfaction. But how can Herr
A., a shoemaker in Augsburg, South Germany, avoid
grumbling if he has to pay about 28 per cent of his
small income-less than the wage of an industrial worker
-for taxes. His case is quite typical.
In 1937-1938, Herr A. had a total income of 2,400
marks. He paid 1,012 marks for materials, tools, and costs
for the maintenance of his workshop. His net income
was 1,012 marks. But he must pay about 28 per cent of
his small net income (88 marks monthly) for taxes and
compulsory contributions, as follows:
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2 per cent Turnover Tax
Income Tax
Trade Tax
Municipality Tax
Citizen Tax (Head Tax)
Church Tax
Guild Contribution
Winter Help
Contribution for Chamber of Artisans
Health Insurance

48 marks
85
10

15
36
3
24
3
4
60

"
"

288
The following story illustrates the plight of the inde
pendent artisan under the new regime. A Berlin
locksmith, whom we shall call Herr Z., had a small
but long-established shop. His father had owned it be
fore him, and his grandfather before that. He had a
modest but very steady trade in the neighborhood, con
sisting mostly of contracts to keep the locks of apartment
houses in order. He had never engaged in politics.
About two years ago another locksmith, Herr Y., came
into the district and opened a shop directly opposite
Z.'s. Y. was an old Party member and also belonged
to the S.S. He was a regular attendant at Party func
tions, and many of the neighbors suspected him of being
connected with the Gestapo, the dreaded Secret State
Police. lt was remarkable how suddenly any neighborly
gathering would break up when Y. joined it.
Owing to his being an outsider and to the aversion he
aroused in the neighborhood, Y.'s business did not pros
per particularly at first. Then, gradually, a change set
in, which was brought about in the following way. Each
of the apartment houses with which Z. enjoyed a repair
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contract had a Nazi housewatcher or Blockwalter. These
are reliable Party members whose job it is to keep an
eye on everyone in their apartment house, or their city
block, and to report any person suspected of being a
"dangerous element." Y. knew the local Party secretary
well and, in due time, denounced Z. as a "dangerous
element," constantly criticizing the system and stirring
up his customers against it. As a result, the local Party
secretary found it necessary "in the interest of the State"
to influence the Nazi superintendents to transfer all their
repair business to his friend Y.
Another report tells of the vain fight of the owner of
a newspaper stand against a monopoly protected by the
Nazi-dominated court.
At a Hamburg railway station, Herr P. used to sell
his newspapers and magazines. He had a good stand
which had been installed by his father many years be
fore. Travelers who pass that station today can no
longer meet Herr P ., for after four years of National
Socialism he had to leave his stand, having been put out
of business by a large distributing concern, the Nord
deutsche Zeitschriftenzentrale. This concern has close
relations with influential Party leaders in Hamburg and
dictates its terms to independent newspaper dealers.
Those who do not accept the terms get no newspapers.
Herr P., determined to defend his economic independ
ence, appealed to the law. Believing Hitler's promises to
the small businessman, he thought the courts would
surely decide in his favor. But the decision of the court
fully upheld the Norddeutsche Zeitschriftenzentrale, de
claring:
In the economic struggle the right of anybody to pursue
his own interests even at the expense of somebody eise can-
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not be denied. ...This applies also to monopolist
artides....The proprietor of a monopoly has the right
to exploit his monopolist position....The monopolist
power has not been misused if it supplies one businessman
with and excludes another businessman from the supply of
monopolist articles.1
The authoritarian position of the provincial and local
bureaucrats-and the degree to which the local Party
bureaucracy is independent of industrialists and busi
nessmen-varies with the social structure in different sec
tions of the country. In districts where big industrial
magnates have direct relations with the top flight of
Party leaders, the local bureaucracy is largely dependent
on-in some cases, a tool of-the big concern or trust.In
districts where only small and medium-sized firms exist,
however, the Party bureaucracy is much more authori
tarian and independent.
A dual power exists under fascism: the indirect power
of money and the direct power of the Party leader.
The minor Party leader of the district is dominated
by the power of big money, but he is able to exercise his
power over the smaller businessman and to extort from
him contributions to funds under his control.However,
in certain situations, this minor Party official might also
become a threat to the big businessman by virtue of his
position as a functionary in the State apparatus who
takes his orders directly from the Fuehrer.
When the industrialist pays money to a Party official
to obtain privileges, that is indirect power-corruption
as we know it.But when the Party official extorts tribute
as a result of the capitalist's outright fear, without
guaranteeing the latter an equivalent in return, that is
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an example of direct power and is the distinct contribu
tion of fascism to corruption as such.
If we are to seek an historic parallel, we must go back
to feudal times. The small landed proprietor, who was
a helpless victim of attacks and pillaging by war lords
and knights, preferred to put himself under the "pro
tection" of one feudal lord to whom he paid a regular
tribute and from whom he expected a certain measure
of protection against the attacks of other feudal barons.
Most businessmen in a totalitarian economy feel safer
if they have a protector in the State or Party bureauc
racy. They pay for their protection as did the helpless
peasants of feudal days. lt is inherent in the present line
up of forces, however, that the official is often sufficiently
independent to take the money but fails to provide the
protection.
The preceding chapter described the decline and ruin
of the genuinely independent businessman, who was the
master of his enterprise, and exercised his property
rights. This type of capitalist is disappearing but an
other type is prospering. He enriches himself through
his Party ties; he himself is a Party member devoted to
the Fuehrer, favored by the bureaucracy, entrenched
because of family connections and political affiliations.
In a number of cases, the wealth of these Party capitalists
has been created through the Party's exercise of naked
power. lt is to the advantage of these capitalists to
strengthen the Party which has strengthened them. Inci
dentally, it sometimes happens that they become so
strong that they constitute a <langer to the system, upon
which they are liquidated or "purged."
A few pointed examples of Nazi "get-rich-quick" suc
cess stories follow:
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In Munich, Party Comrade Christian Weber's rise to
wealth was meteoric. In 1932 he was employed as a
janitor at the Blauer Ochsen restaurant where he
devoted all his spare time to Nazi activity. As an old
Party fighter he is now one of the wealthiest and most
powerful of Munich's citizens. This former janitor now
sports a string of race horses, is the proprietor of several
transportation companies and owns the largest tract of
land in Daglfing. He owns the big Hotel Wagner in
Munich and the brewery connected with the hotel. He
practically controls all the gas stations in Munich, and
the suburban bus traffic, a source of great income in
itself. Somehow, he learned in advance of the plan to
construct an airdrome at Erding, bought land there
cheap from the peasants, and sold it to the State at a
handsome profit. A similar transaction in Reim, near
Munich, where the largest airdrome in Europe is to be
erected, added 500,000 marks to Weber's fortune. The
land was purchased with State bonds.
Comrade Weber feels quite safe, for he is a personal
friend of the Fuehrer himself. Weber once heard that
the Gestapo was keeping a file in which the facts as to
his graft occupied a prominent place. He went to
Gestapo headquarters, was given the file, and destroyed
it.
A minor State official in Bremen was charged with
embezzlement of State funds. In defense he said: "The
President of our Senate, Party Comrade Heidrich, has
embezzled over 1,500,000 marks from a foundation estab
lished as a legacy by citizen Walter. Our S.S. and S.A.
leaders got a share of the spoils. One cannot take amiss
what the big leaders do and should not be condemned
for following their example." Detailed proof of the
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fraud perpetrated by the Bremen leaders was given to
the court. The only result of these revelations was that
Heidrich no langer appears quite so prominently at
meetings and in the newspapers. He still keeps his job,
and no one dares mention the facts exposed at the trial.
The minor official is, of course, in prison, not so much
for his crime as for his indiscretion.
Rudolph Hess, prominent member of the Reich Gov
ernment as personal representative of the Fuehrer, was an
undistinguished, unknown middle-class citizen when he
entered the Nazi ranks. Recently he had built, for his
own use, one of the finest and most luxurious homes in
Germany. German industrialists have difficulty obtain
ing building materials and labor. Hess did not.
Propaganda Minister Goebbels was an impoverished
intellectual in the days when the menace of fascism
seemed remote to the German people. Until 1933 he
lived on the meager salary which he received as a Party
functionary. His rise illustrates the operation of direct
power-getting without giving. He simply let it be
known to his Party friends in the Municipal Council
of Berlin that a large gift would be acceptable to him.
He is now the owner of extensive estates near Berlin,
formerly the property of the municipality, recently given
to him as a "present" by the Berlin Chamber of Com
merce in recognition of his "services to the nation."
Hitler, too, receives liberal presents. On Obersalzberg,
near his domicile, Wachenfeld, a new estate has been
created. The State bought up all the peasant holdings
and demolished the farm buildings. In a short time
there will be a model farm, under a management ap
pointed by Hitler, with · the most modern technical
equipment-a gift from Hitler to Hitler.
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This is only the latest of Hitler's acquisitions. He is
a "partner" in the Franz Eher Publishing Company in
Munich-the most prosperous in Germany. lt controls
more newspapers than did even Hugenberg when he
was leader of the Deutsch-Nationale Volkspartei (Con
servative Nationalists). The author of Mein Kampf has
received royalties of several million marks; over
5,000,000 copies of the book have been printed. lt is
sold under State compulsion. Hitler's castle was bought
with State funds, not with his private funds. lt must be
added that Hitler is a vegetarian, a "mystic" and a
"romantic" who disapproves of drinking parties and
other extravagant behavior, and who is extolled as a
model of modesty and heroic simplicity-extolled as such
by Party bureaucrats anxious to counterbalance wide
spread whispers about orgies and extravagances of Party
leaders.
These cases feature outstanding "leaders." However,
the same process is producing countless nouveaux riches
in almost every town and district throughout Germany.
In an atmosphere of general distrust and corruption,
"friends" help "friends" among the Nazis, but who can
be sure of continued friendship and loyalty in an
emergency, in a land where honor is a lost virtue? New
jealousies constantly flare up among intriguing careerists
who are apt to stab their best friends in the back. Family
ties have acquired special and considerable importance
-blood is thicker than water. A relative to whom one is
attached is likely to be "reliable." Fortunate indeed is
one who has a member of his family in the upper
bureaucracy. Businessmen who possess relatives in the
Party apparatus are relatively well protected from abuse
by Party officials and can usually win special privileges
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which give them advantages over competitors less for
tunately connected. These privileged capitalists are in
turn willing to make !arger contributions to the Party
than others do. This business aristocracy is very re
stricted; it is almost impossible for outsiders to enter
this inner circle.
The life of the German businessman is full of con
tradictions. He cordially dislikes the gigantic, top-heavy,
bureaucratic State machine which is strangling his eco
nomic independence. Yet he needs the aid of these de
spised bureaucrats more and more, and is forced to run
after them, begging for concessions, privileges, grants,
in fear that his competitor will gain the advantage.
The press represents another unique feature of Nazi
corruption. Under a parliamentary democracy, such as
in France, political influence can be secured by using
money to create favorable or unfavorable public opinion.
Political corruption of this type cannot exist under
totalitarian rule.
lt is impossible in the totalitarian countries for a
capitalist or political group to buy a newspaper, or to
influence a newspaper's editorial policy through adver
tising or other financial means, in order to support a
candidate in an election campaign or to oppose some
proposed legislation. There are no parties or candidates
to support or oppose and legislation is not proposed but
decreed. The sole contribution to an "election" cam
paign would be a "gift," to the ruling party, for fascist
propaganda. The logical outcome of a fascist system is
that all newspapers, news services, and magazines be
come more or less direct organs of the fascist party and
State. They are governmental institutions over which
individual capitalists have no control and very little
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influence except as they are loyal supporters or members
of the all-powerful party.
This does not mean that there are no connections be
tween newspapers and private groups. The Frankfurter
Zeitung is still under the influence of the chemical
trust, I. G. Farbenindustrie A.G.; the Deutsche Berg
werks Zeitung and the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung
are closely connected with the iron and steel trust,
while the Voelkischer Beobachter is directly the prop
erty of the Nazi party-i.e., the personal property of the
Fuehrer and his business manager. These distinctions in
newspaper ownership still find expression in the treat
ment given certain economic questions in the various
papers. While these differences are sometimes illuminat
ing they are relatively slight and never lead to open
disagreements. Any differences of opinion are found
solely in indirect allusions recognizable only by experts;
99 per cent of the contents of all newspapers are prac
tically identical.
This absence of opportunity to buy editorial opinion
does not mean that the editors of the newspapers in
totalitarian countries are more honest than their
brothers in the democracies. In countries where free
dom of the press exists, editors may often be corrupt,
but they are under no compulsion to be dishonest. If an
English or American newspaper lies or distorts the facts
for the benefit of certain business interests, if privately
owned public utilities buy newspaper space for propa
ganda against public ownership, they risk exposure by
rival independent newspapers, or investigation by gov
ernmental committees.
Under fascism or any totalitarian regime an editor no
longer can act independently. Opinions are dangerous.
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He must be willing to print any "news" issued by State
propaganda agencies, even when he knows it to be com
pletely at variance with the facts, and he must suppress
real news which refl.ects upon the wisdom of the leader.
His editorials can differ from another newspaper's only
in so far as he expresses the same idea in different lan
guage. He has no choice between truth and falsehood,
for he is merely a State official for whom "truth" and
"honesty" do not exist as a moral problem but are
identical with the interests of the Party.
The fascist dictator cannot be defeated in elections.
He tolerates no criticism or opposition, inside or out
side his party. The civil liberties which make it possible
for a political opposition to get rid of unpopular rulers
have been destroyed. Hence the fascist politicians can
be far more independent of the financial oligarchy than
is ever possible under the most autocratic of parlia
mentary systems. And it follows that fascist capitalists
who pay graft do not necessarily get their quid pro quo.
Such a system also changes the psychology of business
men. Their experiences teach them that the old right
of property no longer exists. They find themselves com
pelled to respect the "national interest" or the "welfare
of the community." On the other hand, they also learn
that the privileges and advantages which a businessman
might obtain from the State depend largely on "good
connections" with State officials. Those who do not play
the game but who still abide by the old rules of fair
play cannot survive in this new kind of economic strug
gle. Businessmen must claim that everything they do,
any new business for which they want a certificate, any
preferment in the supply of raw materials, etc., is "in the
interest of the national community." This claim is justi-
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fied in so far as a business transaction or investment
serves to strengthen the country's military position. In
evitably, every businessman endeavors to identify his
personal and private interests with the "national in
terest," and it depends largely on political "connections"
and influence whether and how far that claim will be
regarded as justified by the State. Under such condi
tions, corruption is not merely a vice but an economic
necessity.
Laws and decrees are issued by the State according to
immediate needs and, emergencies. Officials, trained
only to obey orders, have neither the desire, the equip
ment, nor the vision to modify rulings to suit individual
situations. The State bureaucrats, therefore, apply these
laws rigidly and mechanically, without regard for the
vital interests of essential parts of the national economy.
Their only incentive to modify the letter of the law is
in bribes from businessmen, who for their part use
bribery as their only means of obtaining relief from a
rigidity which they find crippling. So does corruption
become a liberative force under fascism!
The novel feature of corruption under fascism is that
despite the magnitude it has assumed, no businessman
can be sure that he will get the expected results, nor
can he foretell what the party leader whom he has treated
"generously" will do next. The party member is merely
a cog in a gigantic machine. The authoritarian rule of
the party relies upon a top stratum of old party mem
bers, an "old guard" closely connected with the execu
tives on top through many personal ties, common in
terests and experiences. Nothing is so zealously watched
by authoritarian leaders as the first signs of any new
group arising which may endanger their supremacy.
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This makes it impossible for even the most important
industrialist to secure for himself and his corporation the
control of the Party machine, to become the "power
behind the throne."
Apparently, the businessman has no way out of this
plight. New economic difficulties for the State offer no
hope of a change. On the contrary, the Nazis, instead of
reducing state expenditures, turn to the capitalists for
sufficient funds to prevent any economic breakdown
which might endanger the fascist system and the self
appointed representatives of the "racial community."

Chapter IV

THE CONTACT MAN
"A curious new business aide •.. is now all-important."

THE business organization of private enterprise has had
to be reorganized in accordance with the new state of
things. Departments which previously were the heart of
a firm have become of minor importance. Other depart
ments which either did not exist or which had only
auxiliary functions have become dominant and have
usurped the real functions of management.
Formerly the purchasing agent and the salesmanager
were among the most important members of a business
organization. Today the emphasis has shifted and a
curious new business aide, a sort of combination "go
between" and public relations counsel, is now all-im
portant. His job-not the least interesting outgrowth of
the Nazi economic system-is to maintain good personal
relations with officials in the Economic Ministry, where
he is an almost daily caller; he studies all the new regu
lations and decrees, knows how to interpret them in re
lation to his particular firm and is able to guess at what
may be permitted or forbidden. In other words, it is his
business to know how far one can go without being
caught. He also develops special knowledge on how to
camouflage private interests so that they appear to be
"interests of the community" or of the State. He knows
how urgent the demand of a State department or insti
tution for a certain article may be and the effect of
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possible delays in delivery, and, therefore, whether it
will be possible to obtain a higher price or a bonus for
speedy delivery. Such a contact man knows whether,
when and how it is possible to obtain a special urgency
certificate for a certain article and when to complain
about the refusal of such a certificate. He also knows
when to be satisfied with an ordinary certificate.
Just what can be done about all this does not merely
depend on decrees and official policies. Many other fac
tors of a personal nature are important, factors which
only an expert in this field understands. lt is not always
a question of bribery or corruption. The contact man
must know, for example, whether the head of a certain
raw material department is a Party man, an army man
or just an "old conservative." Different arguments and
facts must be used in each case. When he deals with a
Party man, it is advisable to show letters and recom
mendations from local Party chiefs, receipts showing
contributions to Party funds, or Labor Front certificates
on National Socialist party activities in the factory. This
may, however, have the reverse effect if the department
head is by chance one of the "old conservatives" who
have not yet completely disappeared. An official of the
latter type is very correct, sticks to the letter of the law
and cannot be bribed. lt might be advisable to enter his
office with the old greeting Guten Morgen whereas his
secretary perhaps had better be addressed with a strict
Heil Hitler. The army man, on the other hand, might
be more impressed if the military aspect of the matter
were stressed. Such small particulars might seem un
important to the outsider; a contact man, however,
knows that these small details sometimes have miracu
lous effects, assisting him and the firm he represents to
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obtain an urgently needed raw material, supply certifi
cate or a price increase for an article ordered by some
government department.
A large part of the advertising section in German
newspapers is filled with advertisements in which the
applicant emP.hasizes his "skill," "special ability," "good
connections," or "experience" in negotiations with the
authorities.
In almost every issue of the Frankfurter Zeitung, for
example, there appear advertisements like the follow
ing:
"Corporation lawyer, Dr. pol econ., 35 years old.
Party member, at present actively engaged in diversified
work for a number of associations and banks, willing
to assume further responsibilities for trade associations
or in industry . . ." 1
"Special tasks for a limited period performed by an
economic adviser. Negotiations and inquiries at Gov
ernment offices in Berlin, advice and research, organiza
tion of sales. Supply complete information, fully docu
mented." 2
"Technician and businessman, Party member, former
officer in the air force, good contacts with State offices
and authorities, etc., wants employment, if possible
partnership in industrial enterprise ..." 3
The businessman who is in need of a "contact man"
will not find it difficult to get the right person if he is
willing to pay the price.
Any firm wishing to remain in business must have
such a contact man, who, if possible, should be person
ally acquainted with some high official. If a firm cannot
find a man with such qualifications, it will have to con
tent itself with a man having contact with a lesser offi0
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cial, who in turn can promote the firm's interests with
his superiors and inform the firm of how the wind is
blowing. Should a firm fail to find a satisfactory contact
man and otherwise have bad luck in establishing good
working relations with officialdom, purest "Aryan"
though its members be, it is likely to be forced out of
business. Therefore one of the effects of the State regi
mentation of foreign trade is the rise of a few big con
cerns superseding all other competitions. According to
a statement of Dr. Max Ilgner, director of the 1. G.
Farbenindustrie, in a lecture on January 28, 1938,4 one
third of the German export business is in the hands of
only twenty firms.
In no field of business is the contact man more im
portant than in Germany's import and export trade. The
early morning train from Hamburg to Berlin is so full
every day of Hamburg import and export agents or their
contact men going to Berlin for permits and authoriza
tions of various kinds that it has come to be known locally
as the "Permit Express." You have only to take a seat in
a compartment of this train to hear, in the three and a
half hours of the journey, a fair cross-section of the story
of German foreign trade under the Nazis.
The experiences of Herr A. are typical. For a lang
time he has been the head of a wool-importing firm es
tablished for fifty-six years, with a good standing on the
London Wool Exchange. Recently, after obtaining per
mission from the Administration for Wool Importation
and Distribution, the supervisory board for his industry,
and the Administration for Foreign Currency, he bought
a quantity of wool from a London firm. The wool ar
rived in Hamburg, but the Reichsbank failed to release
punctually the foreign currency to pay for it. The wool
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was, therefore, put in storage in the "free port," where
it piled up charges. When he finally received the money
from the Reichsbank, the London firm naturally insisted
that he pay the storage charges, in accordance with inter
national usage. However, to get the relatively small addi
tional amount of foreign exchange needed, Herr A.
would once more have to apply to all these offices.
His application would not be decided upon immedi
ately; there would be numerous inquiries and consid
erable correspondence before he would know their
decisions. In the meantime the wool would be accumulat
ing further storage charges, and if he finally received
the money, he still would not have enough. This is an
endless process; he is caught in a vicious circle which
seemingly offers no outlet. Any profit which he might
have made on the deal has already been eaten up by
the cost of correspondence and the running around
from commissar to commissar. After thus spending a
number of days fruitlessly and aggravatingly, all he has
to show for his trouble is a thick bundle of letters, appli
cation forms and introductions. He has to make a
supreme effort to cut through the entangling red tape;
he must go to Berlin to see the leader of his business
group to get a letter of introduction to an influential
official of the Reichsbank, who has close relations with
the Administration for Foreign Currency, who may per
haps overcome the obstacles and help him get his wooll
Herr B., a type very often encountered in trains going
to Berlin, must deal with a violation of some decree in
a harter contract made by his firm. He hopes to sur
mount his firm's difficulties through a personal chat
with an important personage in the Ministry of Eco
nomics, to whom he carries a letter of introduction
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from a friend in the Economic Section of the War Min
istry. The ability to reach such people makes Herr B.
a valuable-one might almost say, an indispensable
employee to his firm, and he knows it. Last week the
simple intimation to his employer that a rival firm had
offered him a higher salary was sufficient to secure him
an immediate and most satisfactory salary increase.
Such is the life the Hamburg importer and exporter
formerly the most independent of German businessmen
-now leads. In the old days he decided for himself what
he should buy and where he would sell, without asking
anybody for a permit-especially not someone residing in
Berlin. Today he cannot move hand or foot without a
permit or certificate, quota or allowance. He cannot
make the smallest purchase abroad without first taking
into account a hundred new decrees and laws and fill
ing out a score of application forms and petitions. No
langer is his the pleasure and profit of buying raw mate
rials abroad when they are cheap; he can buy only
when he can get foreign currency. If, while he is wait
ing for this, prices abroad go up, he must console him
self with the hope that the Price Commissar might allow
him to raise the price to the home consumer. Usually
this authorization is forthcoming and, since there is
never any difficulty in finding a buyer for imported raw
materials-so scarce are they in Germany-in practice the
importer who can obtain a grant of foreign currency
has virtually insured himself of a profitable deal with
out any risk.
Turning to the wholesaler, we find a businessman
whose calling appeared doomed at the time of the Nazis'
advent to power; for according to National-Socialist
theory trading is unproductive and should be elim-
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inated as far as possible. Yet there are still wholesale
dealers in Germany who do a good business and make
a handsome profit. Just as with those engaging in for
eign trade, however, this is possible only through good
relations with the State authorities.
A private banker who previously resided in Germany
and now has his office in the capital of one of the small
independent neighboring countries is often visited by
German industrialists who are his personal friends or
who want his advice and assistance. This banker-whom
we shall call Herr X.-told of a typical conversation he
had with a German business friend, Herr Y. Herr X.
once said to Herr Y., rather provocatively:
"My dear friend Y., you must have a wonderful time.
No more worries about sales; the customers are running
after you. What a wonderful prosperity, to judge by
production figures and other economic reports in your
daily papersl"
Herr Y. (rather angrily): "You are talking nonsense.
Never in my life have I had so many worries as today.
What do you know of the terrible job I have trying
to get the necessary raw materials for the following
week? Daily I have to fill out an immense number of
requests, questionnaires, complaints and so on. Yes, I
can sell as much as I can produce, but I can never say
when it will be ready or whether I will be able to de
liver at all. For better or worse, the customer has to
accept what he gets. He can't blame me if I have to
change production plans and produce something dif
ferent from what he wanted; probably I have had to use
a different raw material from the one provided for in
the original sales contract. However, this is not my warst
worry. How can I do anything without violating one of
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the thousands of new decrees dealing with prices, raw
materials, preferential and non-preferential or forbid
den supplies? Of course one doesn't take certain decrees
seriously, but this might change tomorrow and I might
suddenly be penalized. A competitor might denounce
me. Perhaps I may have sold a small quantity of raw
materials for a hundred marks, forgetting all about some
decree on restricted sales. Or I may have violated a
foreign exchange decree, a still worse crime. On one
occasion a foreign customer visited me, and I invited
him to supper at a fashionable restaurant. He had for
gotten his wallet, and I lent him a hundred marks. Of
course this is forbidden; giving credit to a foreigner
without having asked the Reichsbank for permission is
a terrible crime. I could not sleep that night for fear
that the waiter might have seen what I had done. He
knows me and might denounce me. I have not dared to
go to that restaurant since. When I enter my office in
the morning, I can hear my heart pounding. Will there
be a letter from the Commissar for Foreign Currency
about this, or a letter from the tax office demanding an
additional tax payment of 100,000 marks for the year
1 936? Life is difficult in Germany these days. All of us in
business are constantly in fear of being penalized for the
violation of some decree or law."
The tone of this conversation may sound exaggerated,
yet it is typical of the experiences of the medium-sized
independent manufacturer or dealer in Germany who
does not happen to be connected with a high Party
official.
lt is the average businessman's dream to find the per
fect contact man who can solve all these difficulties for
him.

Chapter V

RAW MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION
"Wood, for example, has been used largely as ersatz for
other more valuable raw materials, such as metals. But
wood and timber in turn have become so scarce that the
use of wood for numerous purposes not directly connected
with armaments and not immediately necessary is verboten."

AT LEAST half the time of a German manufacturer is
sperrt on the problem of how to get scarce raw materials.
These cannot be obtained without a certificate from
one of the supervisory boards which distribute the avail
able raw materials, domestic as well as foreign. Usually
a manufacturer needs dozens of different materials. He
cannot work without any one of them. For each one
there is a special supervisory board with a different pro
cedure, with all of which the businessman must be
familiar. For example, before a builder starts work on
a new building or even accepts an order for repairs,
he has to make sure that the various supervisory boards
will issue permits and certificates. In describing the
manifold things a German builder must know, the Koel
nische Zeitung came to the following conclusion:
"One necessarily needs a guide to get through the
administrative labyrinth of officialdom. The normal
human being needs an assistant who can explain the
procedure to him. .. .We are experiencing an era of
exuberant growth of new central authorities ...
"The second Four-Year Plan should not create new
52
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authorities, but the establishment of new supreme Reich
offices could not be avoided; for example, the Office for
German Materials (Leader: Col. Loeb), the Office for
Iron and Steel Supply (Leader: Col. von Hannecken)." 1
These supervisory boards estimate how much iron,
steel, copper, rubber and other raw materials are needed
by the whole country in order to carry out certain pro
duction programs. They even know how great the de
mand is from individual industries and plants. But this
knowledge is of little practical use when it is impossible
to obtain an adequate supply and to regulate the demand.
The supply depends on factors which are not under the
control of the supervisory boards. There are other
authorities, such as the Reichsbank, the Commissar for
Foreign Currency, the Price Commissar, the War Depart
ment Business Council, etc., which might nullify the
policy of the Raw Material Boards. The supply and de
mand of raw materials change according to changing
conditions in home industries-and on the world market
-as well as under the influence of foreign policies which
are not under the control of the commissars and super
visory boards. They might calculate at best how large
a quantity of a certain raw material is actually available
on the market and how much is needed in order to satisfy
the most urgent and immediate demands. However, this
is somewhat theoretical, for there is no way of measur
ing how urgent a demand is.
Many raw materials which are scarce in Germany are
being imported in greater quantities than at any time
before. During 1929, a year of prosperity, when harter
trade was unknown, German industry had reached a high
level of production. Yet in 1938 Germany had a net im
port of 30 per cent more iron ore than in 1929, 143 per
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cent more lead ore, 330 per cent more chrome ore, 50
per cent more copper ore, 140 per cent more nickel ore,
70 per cent more raw copper, 24 per cent more other
copper, 62 per cent more nickel, 26 per cent more flax,
76 per cent more hemp, and so on. The greater part of
these raw material imports is needed for armaments.
GERMAN IMPORTS OF RAw MATERIALS
(In thousand metric tons)

Iron
Ore

1929
1933
1937
1938

1,683-4
452.7
2,061.0
2,192.5

Lead Copper Nickel
Ore
Ore
Ore

58.1
96.8
126.7
141.0

439.6
230.0
549.9
648.3

13.8

3-4

20.0
34.2

Raw
Crude
Copper
Oil

518.7
280.6
732.3
777.8

162.8
120,1
162.8
272.1

Textile
Fibers
Hemp Flax & Yarns

17.1
11.2

28.5
29.9

5.7
8.4
7.5
8.5

802.0
660.7
775·1

(Figures from the ofjicial German foreign trade statistics)

Until just a few years ago, Germany's iron and steel
industries were able to export !arge quantities of iron
and steel after having satisfied the domestic demand.
Since then, production has greatly increased, exports
have declined, yet iron and steel are as scarce in Ger
many today as are foreign raw materials because of the
gigantic armaments program.
Scarce raw materials are not distributed according to
productive capacity, consumption or past production.
Conditions may have changed in the sphere of produc
tion and consumption. Peacetime articles which were
previously in demand may very well be considered of
minor importance today. A new measure for estimating
the urgency of any given demand has to be found.
Therefore, "urgency certificates" are issued which en
title the holder to the privilege of a special supply from
producers or dealers. These certificates are often gradu
ated according to different degrees or urgency or
"national interest." There are certain categories of de-
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mand which are always privileged: for example, de
mands for the construction of army, State and Party
buildings, for fortification work and war supplies, and
for export requirements. In the next category are usually
to be found buildings sponsored or recommended by
the Four-Year Plan Commission and by other State
authorities. There are general rules as to the priority
of other demands. Decisions as to the distribution of
raw materials are often subject to later changes dictated
by new policies or unforeseen conditions. An identical
general trend, however, prevails in all fields of raw
material distribution.
At first the State intervened only in particular emer
gency situations which seemed temporary. The private
raw material syndicates or producers were instructed to
give preference to customers who were in possession of
urgency certificates. When the number of urgency cer
tificates exceeded the quantity of raw materials avail
able, special or preferential urgency certificates were
issued. Firms which were unable to obtain certificates
had to be satisfied with what they could get after the
certified demand had been filled. This right of "free"
purchase often meant nothing, especially to those who
did no direct work on armaments, Party buildings, etc.
This led to the introduction of "control numbers" for
firms which had obtained certificates for iron and steel
supplies, and quota numbers for individual firms with
preferential and special urgency certificates.
Factors which are decisive for measuring the degree
of urgency vary according to circumstances. During the
first period of the Four-Year Plan, Party buildings or
armaments production had preference on the schedule.
Four-Year Plan projects for production of substitute
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raw materials and exports ranked second. In 1939 ex
ports and armaments were given preference even over
Party buildings.
Theory and practice, however, are far apart, espe
cially under a system where a huge bureaucracy exists
and "private initiative" tries to make official rules con
form to personal and business interests. Realities have
a way of peeping out from behind the fa<;ade of rules
and regulations. There are many loopholes in the bu
reaucratic system through which private and individual
interests can modify the distribution of raw materials.
Heads of the gigantic bureaucratic organizations have
difficulty in controlling the demand and the urgency of
the requests. "Private initiative" upsets their efforts. A
whole army of investigators and office workers is en
gaged in checking up demands for raw material, future
stocks and new requirements, with the result that a
steady stream of complaints against decisions rendered
arrives every day. The volume of daily or weekly appli
cations does not indicate what proportion of the requests
are genuine, nor how much they may have been pur
posely inflated. An extra staff of thousands of officials
is necessary to investigate these cases. Millions of ques
tionnaires are sent out in order to get a true picture of
demands, stocks, etc. Questionnaires and statistical re
ports of thousands of firms are collected and catalogued.
A vast number of office workers labors over them in
order to calculate normal requirements, the volume of
demand, and other figures necessary for getting a pic
ture of the market situation. And what has been the
result of all this tremendous bureaucratic work? The
"urgent" demands do not correspond to the real needs
and render it impossible to ascertain which cases are
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truly urgent and which requests should be granted first.
lt is impossible for the raw material supervisory
boards to meet the most important requirement for
effective control and organization-issuance of purchas
ing permits or certificates in accordance with the quan
tity of raw materials actually available. The supervisory
boards have neither the knowledge nor the means to ad
just demand to supply. They are compelled to grant cer
tificates according to arbitrary schedules of "urgency,"
only to discover when it is too late that the certificates
issued are for a quantity of raw materials far surpassing
the supply. Then an avalanche of complaints arrives,
sent in by firms which have made strenuous efforts to
obtain urgency certificates, only to find themselves in
possession of sheets of paper with the seal of the authori
ties, but with no way of obtaining the actual raw
materials.
Many special decrees have been issued, modified and
modified again-all of them dealing with emergency
situations and all attempting to bring order into this
"organized disorder."
The scarcity of iron and steel, for instance, is felt
perhaps more than that of any other raw material, in
spite of the fact that Germany is the greatest iron and
steel producer in Europe, and the world's largest after
the U.S.A. But from the beginning it was impossible to
examine every single demand for a material necessary
to all industries. Therefore certain quotas were decided
on for each industry. But this system did not work
satisfactorily because the supply did not correspond to
the sum total of the quotas. Fortuitous circumstances
and special connections determined whether or not a
firm could obtain its quota of iron and steel. Many
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firms, on the other hand, succeeded in getting more than
their allotment; there are always individuals or com
panies willing to sell scarce raw materials secretly-in
exchange for some other scarce raw material. A direct
harter of scarce raw materials, without the knowledge
and permission of the authorities, circumvents State
control and upsets the plan; but such arrangements are
quite frequent. The "contact" man who is working for
the firm must be versed in such practices. He not only
has to know the decrees, laws, and State authorities; he
must also know how to circumvent them.
This internal harter system has attained considerable
proportions. To a certain extent, it has even been Iegal
ized and encouraged. The Reich Association of the
German Textile Industry, for example, organized an
"exchange service for raw materials." A circular of
November 5, 1937, informed its members:
"The need .. . to make available all existing raw
materials has caused us to organize a raw material ex
change service. ... If for some reason a firm does not
finish a repair job although repair materials have
already been supplied (lumber, fittings, iron parts, etc.),
it would be economically unjustifiable not to utilize
these materials...."
This exchange service of group organizations com
petes with private "contact men" or agents who arrange
harter contracts among individual firms.
The commissar in charge of the supply of iron and
steel sent many circulars to industrialists blaming them
for and warning them against the use of non-quota iron
and steel, as well as against exceeding their quotas. He
appealed to their "national consciousness," pointed out
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the disadvantages to those firms that could not obtain
their share and, finally, threatened industrialists with
heavy penalties should they disregard State decrees. The
firms were advised to accept new orders for manufac
tured articles only if and when they knew whether they
could obtain sufficient iron and steel within the quota.
Firms may even insist that a company desiring delivery
of a certain machine should transfer to them sufficient
iron and steel out of its own supply to manufacture the
machine.
The following circular illustrates how raw material is
distributed:
"To all members of the Building Trade Guild, Loe
bau, Saxony. Referring to the iron and steel quota.
A.Z.: 541.
"The Reich Guild Association informs me that it has
succeeded in obtaining a considerable increase in the
quantity of crude steel to be delivered this month....
This extra quantity is to be used only to satisfy the most
urgent demands. Every firm will have the opportunity
of receiving a share, with the exception of metal for
oven construction, the quota for which is still centrally
administered.2
"Notify me at once as to your immediate needs for
iron and steel. Kindly list them in detail and have them
verified.
"... Under no circumstances may supply certificates
be used in building work when a quota has already been
allotted or registration numbers have been received
from the proper labor office.
" . . . Nobody will receive anything unless he has
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sent in the lists covering his needs together with receipts
for supply certificates .. .
"Heil Hitler!
"Signed: Paul Selig, Obermeister.
There are many other raw materials which are scarce.
They are arranged according to degree of scarcity so
that one raw material may be replaced by another raw
material which is less scarce. The ideal balance would
be achieved if the degree of scarcity could be equalized
so that different raw materials would all be equally
scarce. This is the unattainable goal of all the planning
and scheming in the distribution of raw materials.
Wood, for example, has been used largely as ersatz
for other more valuable raw materials, such as metals.
But wood and timber in turn have become so scarce
that the use of wood for numerous purposes not directly
connected with armaments and not immediately neces
sary is verboten.
The Market Association for German Forest and Wood
Economy is in charge of the production and consump
tion of timber. Any purchase without a special permit
of the Association is forbidden. New enterprises requir
ing a continuous supply of timber may not be set up
without the Association's previous approval. Even peas
ants are no longer allowed to burn wood in their stoves,
although it is cheaper than coal. In general, not even
dead wood can be bought or sold for firewood. How
ever, when it is absolutely necessary, the assumption is
that those who have to use dead wood in their stoves
are unable to use coal; otherwise scarcity of wood would
merely have been shifted to scarcity of coal.
The businessman needs every bit of his ingenuity to
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circumvent regulations and restnct10ns and to avoid
interruptions in production. Rubber, for example, is
extremely scarce, and it is consequently very difficult to
buy a new rubber tire. lt has become an officially de
creed rule that no new tires may be sold unless the old
tire is returned completely worn out. But this system
does not work out in practice. Reserve tires are needed
so badly that firms have resorted to buying entire
new trucks just to obtain new tires. These tires were
then removed and the new trucks sold without the tires
as scrap iron. Business ingenuity in circumventing the
State bureaucracy thus results in fantastic waste of ma
terials, all in the name of preventing waste.
As a result of the raw material scarcity, certain trades
are flourishing. Firms specializing in the demolition of
old buildings are very prosperous. The materials which
can be salvaged-from scrap iron to old bricks-are valu
able and are often sold at prices not much lower than
prices for unobtainable new material.
Secondhand motorcars are in great demand. They
are bought by dealers who break them up even if they
still are in good condition, and the parts are sold at
prices which often add up to more money than the car
was worth when it was in operation.
The businessman and the State differ considerably
over the question of what constitutes an indispensable
raw material. For example, the use of iron or steel is.
forbidden in the construction of garages, the installation
of window frames, and for many agricultural needs.
In practice, however, the restrictions are much more
severe. In 1938 a rule was in force forbidding private
building projects altogether if they required more than
1,500 kg. (1.65 tons) of iron or steel products. Such un-
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official restrictions are relaxed or dispensed with accord
ing to the actual raw material situation.
Only an expert in dealings with the authorities and
organizations knows the difference between official and
unofficial rules. Outsiders who read only official reports
might easily be misled. Thus, restrictions on the use of
iron and steel and other raw materials have been re
laxed. There are fewer decrees forbidding the use of
scarce raw materials. This does not, however, indicate a
relaxation of the restrictions in practice. For it is obvi
ous that a manufacturer who obtains merely a fraction
of his former supply of a certain raw material will use
it only where it is most needed.
But, in spite of permits, certificates and the "private
initiative" of the contact man, production often has
to be held up due to the lack of one or more materials
that fail to arrive on time. In factories, many different
materials, tools and so on are needed. lt is a question
of luck whether or not all the materials arrive at the
same time. Sometimes skilled metal workers have great
difficulty in buying new tools, and they must remain
idle even though enough raw materials are available.
Many appeals are issued and letters written to the
manufacturers to persuade them to fulfill their "national
duty." But the private entrepreneur is inclined to con
sider primarily his own and his firm's special require
ments. He needs raw materials which are scarce. Special
measures to "fight against waste" are expensive. Econo
mizing on raw materials means a decline in the quality
of the manufactured articles and affects sales in com
petition with similar articles. In the name of "national
duty" the manufacturer is asked to expend his energies
and money to save scarce raw materials and to replace
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them by more expensive ersatz materials. "National
duty" against private interests-the latter would surely
prevail if it were not for the many coercive measures
used to prevent the businessman from acting in his own
interest.
Many businessmen boast of their sacrifices in the
"national interest," emphasizing their special efforts to
economize on the consumption of raw materials and to
support the policies of the various governmental agen
cies. The skill of the firm's representative in advertising
its patriotism and military fervor is often more impor
tant than anything else as a means of impressing a
patriotic bureaucrat who makes the decisions of the
distribution board. This impairs the position of less
"patriotic" competitors. Their representatives also must
do something to put them in good standing with the
State bureaucrats. So the out-of-favor manufacturer re
ports on the transactions of competitors who try to
circumvent regulations. In this way a State bureaucrat
obtains inside knowledge of business affairs in the in
dustry which he is to control. This knowledge adds to
the reputation of the bureaucrat, who thus proves his
efficiency to his superiors. Consequently an atmosphere
of mistrust and suspicion prevails among businessmen
in the same trade. They may have been business friends
for many years, yet they do not know what is said be
hind closed doors at the commissar's office. They often
are surprised at the fact that the commissar has knowl
edge of certain trade secrets which he could have heard
about only through a competitor's betrayal of confidence.
One's closest business friend may be the informer. The
State commissar may even pretend to know for certain
what he merely suspects, so as to get more information.
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The greater the shortage of raw materials, the stronger
has become the pressure of different groups for prefer
ential treatment. Many enterprises could claim that their
work was of utmost importance to the State, and many
State authorities were willing to certify the "absolute
necessity" and the "national interest" to be served by
preferential treatment of applications. There was a
tendency to neglect raw material requests for under
takings which could be postponed or which were not
directly related to the armaments program.
When supervisory boards for raw materials were
first organized, quotas were not usually provided for re
pair work or for independent artisans. Usually such
people maintained repair shops where they worked
directly for the consumer. Consequently their work did
not appear sufficiently important for the State com
missar to grant them a share, especially since the leaders
of this group had little influence with the Party bureauc
racy. But the long period of scarcity changed the situa
tion. At first many industries or consumers could be cut
off from supplies of raw materials without any notice
able effect on the national economy. When, however,
insufficient repair work threatened to result in the ruin
of machinery and thousands of independent artisans
were idle because they could not replace urgently needed
tools, their demands for a share of iron or steel assumed
greater importance. The commissar might advise firms
which insisted on a share to use more ersatz. But this
was not always possible; neither an independent artisan
nor a big industrialist can afford to replace iron nails,
for example, by nails made of wood, aluminum or other
ersatz.
In 1938, years after the introduction of State control
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of raw-material distribution, the "Independent Artisans"
group finally obtained a share of the available iron and
steel. lt was only a small share, but previously they had
had no quota at all.
With the growth of this control system, bureaucratic
requirements have grown tremendously. Even the small
est artisan must fill out dozens of questionnaires and
must read long circulars. One circular of the Reich
Estate for German Handicrafts with regard to applica
tions for a supply of iron and steel asks thirty-one ques
tions which have to be answered with great care by all
independent artisans in Germany.
The clash between different groups and authorities
who simultaneously claimed to represent the most
urgent and most important "interests of the State" and
therefore insisted on preferential treatment, resulted
in such anarchy, in such a flood of complaints, investi
gations and wasted correspondence, that as a final solu
tion, a new authority was created for the most important
branches of industry. Three commissars were ap
pointed: one for the building trades, one for the
machine-tool industry, and one for the iron and steel
industry. These new commissars are plenipotentiaries
extraordinary who can overrule decisions of all other
authorities; they are responsible solely to Goering. This
"reform" might have made superfluous a part of the
paper war between different oflices and authorities, but
the relationship between supply and demand did not
improve. Nor was a method found for the elimination
of preferential treatment for those having "good con
tacts."
The clash of different groups and policies compelled
the commissars to find a compromise between the vari-
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ous groups clamoring for preferential treatment. A plan
was conceived which provided that the supervisory
board would act only as a central agency fixing raw
material quotas for each industry as a whole. The dis
tribution within each industry was to be left to the
industrialists themselves, or, rather, to the "leaders" of
the various industries. Such a reform would have les
sened the influence of the Party, which was stronger
in the supervisory hoards than in the industrial group
associations. The latter would have gained in power con
siderably.
The reform was rejected by the Government. Instead,
the group associations were made the go-betweens be
tween the supervisory boards and the individual firms
in the handling of complaints and general information.
The supervisory board is not to deal directly with any
complaints, which must be sent to, and investigated or
commented on, by the group association. The decision
as to the issuance of certificates or allotment of raw
material quotas to an individual enterprise must be
made by the supervisory board.
The group associations acquired real functions as a
result of this reform. Previously, they had had no task
of practical importance; now they function as inter
mediaries between commissars distributing raw ma
terials and the individual firms, as complaint bureaus
and information agencies. These functions have created
a vast amount of office work and have considerably
raised the authority of the group leader. He does not
merely deal with complaints; he also maintains a kind
of advisory service for group members, explaining to
them the technique of applying for raw material cer
tificates, giving them hints as to procedure so that a
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particular application will be granted. Especially impor
tant in the group association is the legal adviser. He is
in a position to advise the membership on what is
allowed or forbidden each member. He is familiar with
the latest decrees. He can tel1 whether a contemplated
business transaction is contrary to any instructions of
the supervisory boards and therefore dangerous. Last
but not least, the manufacturer needs a letter from his
group leader in support of his request for certificates
from the supervisory board; otherwise he has little
chance of gaining his end.
The small manufacturer in particular is dependent
on the favors of his group leader. The group leader
in an industry composed of many small enterprises is
more "authoritarian" than group leaders in mass-pro
duction industries.
Firms which have close connections of long standing
with producers of raw materials are much better off
than manufacturers who were in the habit of buying
their raw materials from dealers and who had no direct
contact with producers. A certificate granting a supply
of a certain quantity of raw materials entitles the holder
to buy that particular quantity. But it does not indicate
whether and from whom the supply will be forthcoming.
This becomes a matter of "private initiative" and per
sonal contacts.

Chapter VI

PRICE DICTATORSHIP AND
PRIVATE INITIATIVE
"Effective price restrictions are impossible without com
plete control over supply and demand."

How cunning ingenuity and "private initiative" circum
vent official rules in a country under totalitarian rule
can be illustrated by the way in which a dealer bought
a pig from a peasant in Nazi Germany.
A peasant was arrested and put on trial for having
repeatedly sold his old dog together with a pig. When
a private buyer of pigs came to him, a sale was staged
according to the official rules. The buyer would ask the
peasant: "How much is the pig?" The cunning peasant
would answer: "I cannot ask you for more than the
official price. But how much will you pay for my dog
which I also want to sell?" Then the peasant and the
buyer of the pig would no longer discuss the price of
the pig, but only the price of the dog. They would
come to an understanding about the price of the dog,
and when an agreement was reached, the buyer got the
pig too. The price for the pig was quite correct, strictly
according to the rules, but the buyer had paid a high
price for the dog. Afterward, the buyer, wanting to
get rid of the useless dog, released him, and he ran
back to his old master for whom he was indeed a
treasure.
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These "combination deals" have an interesting eco
nomic aspect. The supplementary article which is sold
in order to make the whole transaction as legal as pos
sible is not always an old dog, but, in most cases, an
article which may have a certain usefulness in itself,
though not necessarily for the buyer. The purchase of
these supplementary articles therefore largely amounts
to waste of money, made necessary to facilitate the pur
chase of other more urgently needed articles. Private
initiative was wont to seek economies which would in
crease profits and the productivity of labor. Today, in a
society which is laboring under great hardships as the
result of scarcity of many essentials, the same goal can
be achieved only by purposely arranged waste.
Other efforts of "private initiative" have similar eco
nomic results. Thus, manufacturers may introduce
changes in standardized products which result in making
the finished article more complicated, solely for the
purpose of enabling the manufacturer to claim that the
finished product is a "new article," which will not be
subject to the old price restrictions. The State is en
forcing more standardization of production in order to
save raw materials; manufacturers must do exactly the
reverse in order to defend their private interests.
The new "group discipline" which is being enforced
often runs counter to the individual interests of all the
group members, so that the group leaders play the role
of policemen.
The Deutsche Handelsrundschau complained: "Those
businessmen who conform to the letter of the law and
instructions [ of the Price Commissar] are at a greater
disadvantage than those who are less conscientious." 1
This German trade organ therefore defended stricter
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police supervision of businessmen. Plainclothesmen ap
proach traders as harmless buyers offering them higher
prices than those officially set. Such "control purchases"
are executed by secret police agents in order to strengthen
"national discipline" among businessmen. lt often hap
pens that the plainclothesman even makes a special effort
to induce the businessman to make an illegal transaction.
Many businessmen therefore regard the "control pur
chase as a swindle maneuver and as immoral." 2
In order to discuss illegal business transactions in a
manner that makes them seem legal, businessmen in
fascist countries learn to speak the language of experi
enced underground adversaries of the regime. They are
often uncertain as to whether a prospective buyer is
"reliable" and therefore talk in terms which are inno
cent and the meaning of which can be interpreted in
different ways.
For example, Mr. A., the purchasing agent of a cer
tain firm, inquires of Mr. Z., the manager of another
firm, regarding the delivery of iron wire and receives
the following answer: "I am sorry, but iron wire is
very scarce and I do not know when I shall be able to
deliver any. However, I can supply you immediately
with screw drivers made of a new alloy." This means:
lron wire is available if an ersatz article is purchased
at the same time. Mr. A.'s order might then read: "Two
hundred kilograms of iron wire costing 150 marks and
ten dozen screw drivers made of the alloy for 150 marks."
However, Mr. Z. may insist on a larger purchase of
screw drivers, and if Mr. A. fails to comply, the order
for the iron wire may be turned down. But as downright
refusal to accept the order would be illegal, Mr. A. a
few days later might receive a letter from Mr. Z. stating:
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"Unfortunately delivery of the wire you ordered must
be delayed on account of general difficulties of supply.
We shall be glad to get in touch with you as soon as
we have a new supply available." Mr. A. would under
stand this perfectly: he had not ordered enough ersatz.
Combination deals are forbidden in Germany, but
they will be common practice as long as the price of
articles that are scarce is not allowed to rise and as long
as sales of these articles are less profitable than sales
of other articles.
N umerous clashes between private enterprise and the
State occur as a result of price restrictions, which repre
sent the State's most far-reaching attempt to control pri
vate economy, but effective price restrictions are im
possible without complete control over supply and
demand.
Such a centralized State economy has not come into
existence, although numerous measures have destroyed
the old private economy. The Price Commissar alone
did not wield sufficient influence over competitive econ
omy to pave the way for State economy. Other depart
ments, besides that of the Price Commissar, have had
considerable influence on the volume of production in
different industries, through their distribution of raw
materials. This was another step toward State manipu
lation of demand. The full force of propaganda and
various coercive measures were used to force consump
tion of goods which were abundant. The same means
were brought into play to prevent the use of those goods
which were scarce. Medical experts were conscripted
and had to prove that available foods were of greater
health value than those which were scarce. But too
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much proof of this sort defeats its own ends, and the
Price Commissar's campaign suffered such a fate.
When the government started its armament race and
launched its spending program, it never intended to
set up a price dictatorship. The extension of State con
trol over prices had effects which the government did
not anticipate and which were at variance with the
original expectations.
A member of the "old guard," Joseph Wagner, was
appointed Price Commissar. He has a huge administra
tive staff at his disposal and keeps in close touch with the
police to insure the effectiveness of his decisions. His job
is to fix both wholesale and retail prices for raw materials
as weil as for finished goods.
lt is the duty of the Price Commissar to see that a
stable price level is maintained. Price increases are for
bidden and in many cases reductions are not allowed.
Theoretically, at least, the authoritarian state does not
allow any price changes without permission. There are,
however, plenty of exceptions and much circumvention,
an amusing contrast between theory and practice.
To increase his prices a dealer must have a special
permit from the Price Commissar. A request for a price
increase must first be certified to by the group leader; it
must be accompanied by a detailed statement of neces
sity and other pertinent data, such as production and
distribution costs.
At first, Herr Wagner did not realize the tremendous
difficulties facing him. He simply decreed that after
November 26, 1936, any increase in prices was forbid
den. Perhaps he thought an order issued by a Party
leader could suspend economic laws. He soon discovered
that he did not have enough power to cope with the prob-
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lern. Businessmen overwhelmed him with complaints
of irregular or indirect price increases, made necessary
by rising costs of production. They demanded that they,
too, be allowed increases. At first Wagner stood firm
and refused to make concessions. But he had no control
over costs of production and it was not in his power to
decide what should be produced and sold on the market.
Wagner could prevent neither the rise in production
costs nor the growing scarcity of goods, the price of
which he had "stabilized." Producers tried to abandon
fields where low prices reduced profit and turned to
production of more profitable goods. Because of the
scarcity of raw materials, it was not easy for a manu
facturer to make such a change. On the other hand,
market conditions did not aid the Price Commissar.
While he fought against price increases, other depart
ments and governmental institutions made decisions
which ran counter to his activities.
The scarcity of raw materials grew. Imported raw
materials became more expensive, ersatz materials were
still more expensive and, in addition, ersatz required
new machinery. The huge State orders for armaments
created an artificial boom for many articles and the State
itself paid higher prices than before. The discrepancy
between supply and demand of essential articles
widened, and yet their prices were supposed to remain
stab1e.
Within a few months after the announcement of the
Price Stop Decree, the Price Commissar had to retreat;
price increases were granted for numerous industries
dependent on foreign raw materials, especially in view
of the fact that they could not obtain ersatz materials
without paying exorbitant prices. Growing taxation
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and increased administrative work were further factors
adding to production costs.
However, in mass-production industries where only a
small part of the productive capacity had previously
been used, the increase in production made possible a
more rational use of machinery and plant, thereby re
ducing overhead. But this factor was effective in these
industries only during the initial period of the arma
ment boom. Thereafter they were forced to speed up
production to such an extent-often under government
orders-that the means of production depreciated pre
maturely, with a resultant rise in production costs.
Another factor made rising prices inevitable. The
State had created additional buying power by inflating
the currency. State banks which had to rely on the
Reichsbank paid the armament bills, in cash or credit.
Under such conditions price control could be effective
only insofar as it prevented an uncontrolled or excessive
rise in prices. Trying to prevent it entirely turned out
to be futile.
The Price Commissar's policies had unexpected re
sults. For example, the peasants fed their cattle and pigs
grain, although grain was scarce and had to be imported
from abroad. The reason was that, in the interest of
the big agrarians, who had a considerable surplus on
hand, the price for fodder had been raised higher than
the price for grain. At the beginning of 1937, 100 kg.
of rye cost 16 marks, while 100 kg. of fodder cost 16
to 18 marks. Peasants were prosecuted for feeding their
pigs grain, but the practice could not be stopped, until on
March 25, 1937, Wagner finally conceded a price in
crease of 12½ per cent for rye.
Party leaders often disregarded economic facts un-
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less these facts agreed with current Party notions. The
more insistent the manufacturers' demand for price in
creases became, the more the Commissar extended his
power and functions. Fear of inflation and hoarding
in part due to the war scare-would have led to a sharp
rise in prices and to a repetition of the experience of
1923 had not the State used its totalitarian authority to
ban any speculative increase and to insist on "national
discipline." The rise of the price level itself could not
be prevented, but it could be held in check and the
relationship between different prices could be changed.
The Price Commissar's power increased greatly when
he was given the right to investigate costs of production.
Pressure occasionally necessitated his making exceptions
to his strict rule of stable prices. But he insisted on
the right to check upon the rate of profit and on costs.
Often such an investigation would fail to influence his
decision in any way. By a strake of the pen he would
decree a reduction in the rate of profit for an entire
category of articles.
There were a number of official definitions of the
"justified" price. At first the definition was that the
price should be "reasonable," then that it should repre
sent the cost of production plus a "reasonable" profit.
But there was no effective control of production costs
and what might constitute a "reasonable profit" re
mained a mystery. However, all this was soon forgotten
when manufacturers started complaining about the tre
mendous increase in the cost of raw materials and other
expenses. A new definition had to be found: the price
must be "justified from the point of view of national
economy." This was still more mysterious and vague.
In reality it meant that the price level of any given
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commodity no longer depended merely on economic
conditions, but also on political factors.
lt is relatively easy to control prices for articles manu
factured in mass-production industries. The Price Com
missar ordered price reductions, claiming that an in
crease in production made possible more rational use
of plant, thereby reducing manufacturing costs.
According to Nazi price statistics-which are mislead
ing-many articles are cheaper than they were before
the advent of the Price Commissar. In reality, prices
which were officially reduced actually have risen. Cartels
and syndicates formerly kept the price "stable" during a
depression by granting "special reductions" to the
buyers. The official or "list prices" were never changed,
only the "special reductions." The advantage lay in the
fact that the price could be changed according to com
petitive demands and no "official" price increase was
necessary when market conditions forced an increase.
By the simple device of making the real price identical
with the "list price," it was possible to increase prices
from 40 to 60 per cent on the average.
Furthermore, armaments made up the greater part
of the output of the big concerns and trusts. During a
period of international- tension, when quick delivery of
planes, antiaircraft guns or material for fortifications is
necessary, there is not likely to be much quibbling over
the cost sheet. But later the Government's financial
difficulties made it necessary for the Price Commissar
to investigate armament costs as well. He issued "In
structions on Prices to Be Charged for State Orders."
When an industrialist, however, thought he ought to
have more and said so, some kind of a compromise was
usually arranged.
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Other "model" instructions issued by the Price Com
missar prevent the manufacturer from including cer
tain items in his cost sheets, such as Party "contribu
tions," wages above the official rates, interest charges
on investments not directly connected with the item in
question, etc. These "models" enable the Price Com
missar to exert pressure on industrialists for price reduc
tions on State orders, and to restrict price increases.
For political reasons, the Price Commissar tried to
prevent price increases in consumers' goods. The unrest
among workers, many of whom could hardly pay for
the most urgent necessities of life, might have com
pelled the industrialists to raise wages. Therefore, manu
facturers and dealers who had little political influence
were forced to absorb the cost of increased raw material
pnces.
"When it was found necessary to allow an increase in
the price of bread on account of the increase in the
world price of grain, it was decided that the cost should
be borne mostly by the sugar, milk, and brewing in
dustries, which, in turn, were partly compensated by
the abolition of certain taxes and regulations. lt is obvi
ous that under such a policy a price cannot be regarded
as an important factor in regulating supply and demand.
"Under National-Socialist economic policy, the State
determines to what extent the increased profits of indus
try, resulting largely, directly or indirectly, from State
orders, should be used for increase of wages or divi
dends." 3
The cost of the price increase in rye, amounting to
some 75,000,000 marks, was thus arbitrarily shifted to
other industries. The breweries had to contribute
34,000,000 marks, the sugar refineries, 29,000,000 marks
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and the flour mills 12,000,000 marks to an "equaliza
tion fund" so that the farmers would get more for their
product without an equivalent rise in the price of flour
and bread. After the introduction of this measure, the
quality of flour and bread declined considerably, but
the price remained "stable."
Another similar measure was the cut in fertilizer
prices. One day in May, 1937, fertilizer manufacturers,
much to their surprise, received an order from the Price
Commissar to cut their sales price immediately by 25
to 30 per cent, retroactively as of January 1, 1937. In
effect, this price cut was a transfer of income from the
fertilizer concerns to the farmers.
According to the German Institute for Business Re
search, the total price cuts on standardized products
amounted to 300,000,000 marks, or approximately 1 per
cent of the total value of retail sales (31 billion marks
in 1937).
The price of "luxury goods" is not so strictly super
vised. In their case, supervision is rendered difficult by
the fact that the processes of production are more com
plicated. Manufacturers, therefore, prefer these branches
of industry and it is not uncommon for a concern manu
facturing consumers' goods in the standardized, fixed
price category to switch to the manufacture of "luxury
goods," which have a more flexible price range.
Der Aufbau (a Nazi periodical), expressing its resent
ment of such shifts in manufacture, said: "While in
principle no increase has taken place in clothing prices,
in practice the cheaper lines of men's and women's
clothing have become very scarce and people have had
to accept higher-priced goods. This is due entirely to

the fact that manufacturers and dealers are too anxious
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about their profits. These people must be made to
understand that they cannot use the raw materials dis
tributed to them in such a way."
Most of the time it is impossible or inadvisable for
the manufacturer to replace a mass-production article by
a "luxury" product.In such cases the industrialist will
try to reduce costs of production. He may do this by
using better technique, employing cheaper labor or
lowering the quality of his product. lt has become a
common practice to sell an article of inferior quality at
a price for which an article of better quality could pre
viously be bought. Therefore group or trade associa
tions were ordered by the Government to issue warnings
against violations of "national discipline." The Reich
Association of the German Clothing Industry sent the
following circular to German textile manufacturers:
NEWS SERVICE
OF THE GERMAN CLOTHING INDUSTRY
BERLIN

KIELGENSTR.

BUSINESS ECONOMY-CALCULATION-PRICES

Reference Number

5

Lfg 45. Aug. 20, 1937
EDITED BY THE ECONOMIC GROUP AND THE REICH ASSOCIA
TION OF THE GERMAN CLOTHING INDUSTRY

Price Stop Decree with loopholes. Attempts to circum
vent a law ...are like desertion in war times. lt is regret
table that today "businessmen" look on the law only from
the point of view of whether they can circumvent it by any
type of swindle. Is there any other explanation for attempts
to get around the Price Stop Decree by selling a cheaper
quality product instead of the higher quality? ... Scarcity
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of materials is a glib excuse for such unfair business
practices.
. . . Cases of "circumvention of price decrees" should be
reported immediately to the Economic Group. They will be
dealt with at once.
According to reliable estimates the quality of con
sumption goods sold in Germany has declined about 30
to 40 per cent since 1933, while the price has remained
"stable."
The Price Commissar is often a silent partner in the
manufacturer's practice of maintaining price by lower
ing quality-it is more opportune, politically, to avoid
a direct price increase.
Group association leaders were ordered by the Price
Commissar not to violate price decrees, so that "national
discipline" might be strengthened. The following circu
lar from the leader of such a grou p-the Reich Asso
ciation of the Building Trades-is illuminating, as it
reveals that the violation of the Commissar's price de
crees has become a common trade practice.
REICH ASSOCIATION OF THE BUILDING TRADE GUILDS
(REICHINNUNGSVERBAND DER BAUGEWERBES)

District Saxony.
Dresden-AI, Gruner Str. Telephone rn754
Printed as manuscript. Reprinting or quotation for
bidden.
Druck-R.Sehr. Nr. 1/1938
Br.-No.588. 38.R./Schr.
Dresden-A, Febr. 3, 1938
To the Guild Members:
As we know, there are great difficulties in maintaining a
supply of lumber in our district....Under the pressure
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of conditions our members have shown themselves willing to
concede prices which are not in accordance with the decree
of September 4, 1937.We urgently warn the members of the
grave penalties involved....Price increases without legal
basis are:
1) Attempts to classify inferior qualities in higher-priced
categories....
2) Attempts to obtain the highest possible prices without
regard to poor quality ...
3) Reduction of the cutting of building lumber in favor
of planks, in order to get higher price.
4) Combination deals ... If a cabinetmaker has to buy
additional lumber for which he has no use.
.. .We therefore decree: "Scarcity is not to be used
for open or hidden price increases (see example above) ....
Arbitrary complaints and denunciations to Guilds should
cease.Everyone is responsible for seeing that only reason
able complaints reach the Guilds."
The leaders issue warnings, as well as open threats,
to businessmen.The following confidential circular of
the Clothing Industry is typical of the relations between
State authorities and businessmen:
REICH ECONOMIC GROUP
CLOTHING INDUSTRY

Strictly Confidential!
To the business leader personallyl
"The accursed hoarderl"
lt has been definitely established that during the last few
months in a number of firms belonging to our association,
inefficiency, self-seeking and misuse of capital have led to
long-term orders and unnecessary stocks of materials.
Purchases which in the normal way would not have been
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made until four or five months later, have been made far
ahead; ridiculous orders were placed and accepted by the
manufacturers during the winter of 1936-37 for delivery in
February-March, 1937.
Such behavior calls for the most severe condemnation
and can only be described as disgusting hoarding. As stated
unambiguously by those charged with the fulfillment of the
Four-Year Plan, it is also a crime ...
Instructions concerning stocks will be given within the
next few days.
Leaders of enterprises who fail to comply with these
regulations will be pilloried.
We draw your attention to the fact that under the new
powers given to the State Commissar of Prices he is em
powered to detain or sentence to prison evildoers or sabo
teurs and hoarders and that he can close down concerns
entirely.
This is the last warning.We have shown you how to
mend your behavior immediately. You are betraying the
interests of the community.
In most cases it is impossible to know whether an
indirect price increase is allowed or forbidden.lt largely
depends on the businessman's ingenuity, on his political
influence or on the changeable opinions and policies
of the Price Commissar.Political unrest among the con
sumers may make it necessary for the Price Commissar
to find a scapegoat, and he might suddenly accuse and
even order the arrest of businessmen for indirect price
increases which were tolerated y esterday, but are for
bidden today.
The Price Commissar has the power of the State be
hind him and an army of police agents at his disposal.
A notice from him to the Secret State Police may mean
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a sudden change of status from manufacturer to inmate
of a concentration camp.
The most repressed and restricted businessman in
Germany will not be found in the ranks of big business
men. He is the retailer, more especially the small shop
owner; the man whose income has shrunk as the result
of the steadily rising cost of raw materials and produc
tion, and the rigidly govemed retail price level dic
tated by political exigency; the man who supported
Adolf Hitler most staunchly in his fight for power and
hoped to gain the most by his triumph, but instead has
been the most bitterly disappointed in the development
of Nazi economy.
Small shopkeepers have the least political influence,
and they make the easiest scapegoats when there is an
unpopular rise in prices. These shopkeepers were told
that the Nazis would destroy the competition of chain
stores, trusts and J ewish shopkeepers. The State was going
to give them special protection. The Government ful
filled its promise to eliminate Jewish competition, but
this no longer impresses "Aryan" shopkeepers. They are
caught in the net of price restrictions which specifically
forbid increases in retail prices, although the shop
keepers themselves have to pay higher prices and higher
taxes than before.
The Price Commissar has granted innumerable price
increases to manufacturers at the expense of retailers.
The latters' business has been curtailed by scarcity of
many articles which they can obtain only if, in addition,
they buy superfluous article� or luxury goods not easily
sold. They were badly off when National Socialism came
to power; they are in a desperate situation today.
Although theoretically still in business for themselves,
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they have become nothing more than distribution
agents for the State, without a fixed salary or even a
guaranteed minimum income. Often they survive only
by illegally selling scarce articles to customers who are
willing to pay higher prices or buy "luxury" articles.
H undreds of thousands of small businessmen and
their customers are forced to violate the law daily, and
a whole army of policemen has been mobilized to catch
these lawbreakers.
Die Deutsche Polizei, the organ of the S.S., issued the
following appeal which graphically shows the relations
between the State and shopkeepers in Germany today:
"Businessmen who are ignorant [ of the new legisla
tion J must be reminded of the price restrictions; they
must know the prescribed prices....Police, making
their regular visits, are informed by the retailers that
they were just about to put price tags on or that the
goods had just arrived. As a matter of principle, this
kind of excuse cannot be condoned any longer.Fixed
maximum prices are ignored; shrewd businessmen mark
the prescribed maximum price on one side of the price
tag, and a higher price on the other side. Even when
official prices are quoted, forbidden price increases must
be looked for.
...Special attention must be paid to
the firm's books." 4
This State control is not everywhere effective to the
same extent. A police officer or an agent of the Price Com
missar will naturally be more severe with the small
shopkeeper than with the big armament manufacturer
who has friends in the Party or on the General Staff
of the Army.Prices have, therefore, changed income dis
tribution, and the small shopkeepers and manufacturers
have lost in the process.
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The Deutsche Volkswirt complained of the economic
absurdities which hit the small trader in particular:
"Combined sales of foodstuffs and fodder are forbid
den. .. . The unwanted article is not used....Ex
tremely high penalties have been inflicted on dealers
in Leipzig, Cologne and Berlin who combined sales ....
"Wholesaler and retailer have become merely distrib
utors....Today selling is nothing but distribution
...without the most essential element of 'distribution'
-the quota....
"The retailer will not make combined sales openly on
account of the strict control and heavy penalties, but
there is the 'regular customer.' He will get more than
his due of scarce articles if he always makes big pur
chases....The customer with a small purse is the one
who suffers. ... Besides orderly market conditions,
there ought to be market justice too!" 5
This cry for "justice" in connection with the price
policies of the State was published by a periodical known
to be the organ of Hjalmar Schacht at the time when
he was president of the Reichsbank.lt still represents
if one knows how to read between the lines-the in
terests of the private trusts.They were disturbed be
cause, with the further extension of State cont.rol over
prices, the Price Commissar had entered their own
bailiwick and had enforced price reductions even when
big industrialists could argue convincingly that their
costs of production had risen.The attempts of the Price
Commissar to investigate prices paid for munitions more
dosely than during the first Four-Year Plan aroused
the industrialists.They felt that the State had taken
a sufficiently heavy toll from all classes to be able to
finance itself.Prices paid by the State for armaments left
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a handsome profit, and the armaments business enabled
industrialists to get back a part of the money which
the State had taken from private economy. On the other
hand, the Price Commissar regarded it as his duty to
take away from the industrialists as much as possible
of what they had taken from the State.
These conflicts demonstrate the financial plight of the
State. They also show that price is no longer merely
an economic, but also a highly political, factor. Under
the totalitarian State, price control has become a matter
of governmental policy.
In spite of the Price Commissar, however, price has
not become solely a political matter; economic laws still
influence the price level. When the lengthened work
day and more widespread employment increase the buy
ing power of the consumer without a corresponding
growth in mass-consumption goods, prices will rise, no
matter what the Price Commissar may do. He can
merely influence this process. Price increases may not
be visible immediately, but they show up in quality of
goods, in "combination" sales and in direct violation of
Government decrees.
Under such circumstances nearly every businessman
necessarily becpmes a potential criminal in the eyes of
the Government. There is scarcely a manufacturer or
shopkeeper who, intentionally or unintentionally, has
not violated one of the price decrees. This has the effect
of lowering the authority of the State; on the other
hand, it also makes the State authorities more feared,
for no businessman knows when he may be severely
penalized.
The consumers have similar experiences. They are
told by the State officials that prices have not risen and
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that increases in prices are forbidden. But articles of
the old quality are unobtainable at the former prices;
consumers have to participate in the process by making
illegal offers of higher prices and by replacing articles
they used to buy with "luxury products." The cost of
living increases although prices remain "stable."
This whole system of camouflage to circumvent gov
ernmental decrees is carefully hidden in the official pic
ture of the nation's economy. But sometimes the facts
are revealed, as, for example, in a report for 1937-38
of the Reichs-Kredit-Gesellschaft, a Government-owned
commercial banking institution, which reads:
"Just as the building index is calculated on the
assumption of constant building methods, so the cost
of-living index presupposes a constant standard distri
bution of purchases on the part of consumers. Since
1933, however, fundamental changes have taken place
in this field due to the general position with regard to
supplies. The index is intended to express the cost of
living for a working-class family of four. In normal
times, such people, who represent the great mass of con
sumers, have always preferred cheaper-quality goods;
but during the last few years the increasing scarcity of
such goods has forced them to a growing extent to pur
chase goods of higher quality. In addition, the figure
for housing is becoming progressively less representative
from year to year since it is based upon rents payable
in respect to dwellings constructed before 1918, whereas
in actual fact living accommodation is more and more
taking the form of houses built since that year." 6
To take another case, the official price index for shoes
has remained comparatively stable since 1933. A good
pair of men's shoes cost 12.50 marks in 1933. The same
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quality shoes-if obtainable-cost at least 20 marks in
1938.
The Deutsche Arbeitskorrespondenz, the organ of the
German Labor Front, was still more outspoken as to the
contrast between official fiction and reality:
"With utmost conviction and emphasis the Fuehrer
insisted on stable wages and prices at the Reich Party
Congress. ...The stability of wages and salaries is a
fact.
"...lt is different as to prices.The price level, which
had remained unchanged until recently, has been altered
to such an extent during the last few months that every
body is made to feel it and this is contagious as nobody
wants to be left holding the bag. From the vegetable
store to the boarding-house keeper, from the butcher
to the milliner, everyone says they must get higher
prices, because 'everything has become more expensive.'
... The authorities in control of prices ought to be
more helpful. The Reich Bureau of Statistics would gain
in prestige if it were to draw up a representative budget
for the workingman as soon as possible. There probably
would be unexpected surprises. Prices for the most neces
sary foods may have remained stable as a result of
market regulation by the Reich Nutrition Estate and
the fixed prices of the cartels. But this is true only to
a limited extent of other articles which are in daily
use." 7
lt is difficult to realize the full implications of such
price control. Calculations of cost in thousands of dif
ferent trades, industries and enterprises, correspondence
concerning thousands of disputes over the real costs of
production and "nationally justified" prices are piled
up in the offices of the Price Commissar and the bureaus
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under his control. Instructions issued by them on com
parative costs of production and distribution are a mine
of information. They lay bare the workings of economic
law, especially as reflected in the productivity of labor
and the interdependence of a nation's industries. The
Price Commissar collects data and reports which are
essential for a planned society, but he does not use
them for that purpose. He is interested only in proving
that some industrialist or merchant is charging too high
a price and can be accused of "sabotaging" government
policies.
As lang as industry remains under the management
of individual capitalists whose interest is profits, the
businessman will be in conflict with the Price Com
missar, since he forbids sales at a price which is justified
by market conditions but not by "national interests."
The struggle of the businessman against the Price Com
missar becomes a matter of life and death if and when
the latter insists on a price which is unprofitable or
would even result in a loss.

Chapter VII

INDUSTRIAL GROUP LEADERS
"Official communications now make up over half of a
German manufacturer's entire correspondence."
WALTER FUNK,

Reich Minister of Economics

IF THE State were to socialize industry, the businessman
would at least know, for better or worse, what his posi
tion is. Many manufacturers utterly dislike the idea of
becoming State officials or agents. But there are also
many managers who are tired of the risks of competitive
struggle, of being dependent on the favors of the State
bureaucrats. These businessmen see no chance of im
proving their personal position through competition.
They would like to be freed from these uncertainties
by becoming a part of the State machine, with a fixed
salary and a pension. The State offers no economic
security to the scared businessman who prefers security
to the risks of business under totalitarian rule.
The only plan for complete socialization of all indus
tries and trade branches has been prepared by the War
Economic Council of the General Staff, a plan which
provides for the introduction, overnight, of complete
state socialism-or state capitalism-in case of war.
Measures for the immediate execution of such a plan
have been carefully organized. The purpose of this plan
to regulate economic life is clear: maximum production
of war materials for huge mass armies and subordina90
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tion of all economic activities to the specific needs of
war.
The main purposes of the Four-Year Plan were: (1)
extension of State control over raw materials; (2) sub
sidizing German production of raw materials on a mass
scale in order to make the country independent of im
ports and to strengthen the war industries.
New bureaus were established to survey Germany's
raw-material needs in peace and in war, to find the
weak spots in the economic structure, to encourage
national production, to replace imported goods, espe
cially those necessary to a war economy. The chiefs of
the new offices were military experts and reliable Nazi
economists. Dr. Keppler was transferred from his posi
tion as head of the Economic Research Office and
Economic Adviser of the Party, in which capacity he
had come into conflict with Schacht; he was put in
charge, under Goering, of developing German mineral
resources in order to make Germany self-sufficient.
The planning work in Goering's ministry was largely
work on paper, of little immediate practical importance.
In fact, many activities in which the State is engaged at
present are superfluous today, but necessary in anticipa
tion of a totalitarian State during war. Millions of ques
tionnaires, for instance, filled out by thousands of manu
facturers and artisans, have been collected and filed.
These statistical data are registered without any practical
use being made of them. For handling these statistics, a
huge staff of clerks is required; it seems to be a job in
tended only to keep the bureaucracy busy. But such sta
tistics and surveys are basic materials necessary to launch
"war socialism," should war be declared.
Activities which are directly concerned with prepara-
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tions for war do not alter the status of the private capi
talist. They are like a tax which is a burden on him
but which does not interfere with the control he exer
cises over his business. An example of such activities
is the construction of dugouts or bombproof shelters for
use during air attacks.
Other types of State interference which alter or vitiate
the functions of the private manufacturer are: price fix
ing, distribution of raw materials, regulations as to what
and how much shall be produced (not applied in most
industries), restrictions upon the issuance of stocks and
bonds, general control of investments, etc. All of these
measures encroach directly on essential functions of the
entrepreneur, as does the transfer of factories from
frontier districts into central parts of Germany.
This second type of State interference creates the
impression that "war socialism" is already in existence
in peacetime. But these acts of State interference are
not part of a general economic plan; they are merely
emergency measures, introduced to overcome unfore
seen critical situations or weak spots in the economic
system. They are largely concomitants of the armament
policy, though they are not a part of the armament
program. Rather are they the result of its shortcomings
and deficiencies. This is confirmed by a statement in Der
Vierjahresplan, the organ of Goering's Four-Year Plan
Commission:
"The National-Socialist economic policy soon had to
face bottlenecks and deficiencies. . . . lt is typical of
the present stage of State economic management that
the great tasks of reconstruction and social order are
temporarily superseded by measures destined to over
come deficiencies and which, as such, are to remain in
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effect only for a short period, as the economic leader
ship may determine....
"A logically minded person might easily conclude·
that this kind of State interference leads to a system
of State economic planning, that such a planning system
will and must become more and more stringent and
complete, and that increased planning narrows the eco
nomic field where competition exists. ...Such meas
ures [of State planning] are transitional and temporary.
. . . They should not be ideal or permanent, nor should
they be regarded as the goal of State economic leader
ship ...as a system of total planning which replaces.
self-administration by State interference. . .. The
National-Socialist economic leadership is not inclined
to free the private entrepreneur from his responsibility
for economic development, still less from his personal
responsibility for his factory." 1
Army representatives are working in the offices of
many companies and trusts, watching the execution of
orders for war materials. Private enterprise has to take
this superintending in order to comply with the wishes
of the army and to back demands for preferential sup
ply of materials without which production could not
continue.
A whole army of Wehrwirtschaftsfuehrer-Leaders of
Defense Economy-has been appointed. Most of them
are army officers who have taken special courses in eco
nomics and industrial relations. Although lacking in
practical industrial experience, they are clothed with
supreme authority upon their appointment as leaders.
They are ignorant of the conditions peculiar to the in
dustries over which they are to have control; neither can
they estimate the importance of urgent requests for-
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preferential treatment. They therefore have to rely on
the judgment of minor bureaucrats and decide ques
tions arbitrarily-which makes matters worse-or they
have to rely on personal friertdship with businessmen
who are willing to give them unofficial information in
return for special privileges.
The more economic difficulties threaten the prompt
execution of armament orders, the more army leaders
are appointed to make sure that military interests are
given first place in industry. This interference of the
military authorities in industry, which was not a part
of the original armament plan, was necessitated by the
decline in private economy which endangered impor
tant war preparations. This forced the military to take
a hand in private industry, although the army had re
garded the existence of a "sound private economy" as
an essential element for the preparation of a sound
wartime economy.
There are many State institutions which issue orders
and instructions to the businessman, telling him how
he should conduct his business, what is allowed or for
bidden, and what he should, may, and must not do.
He receives orders from and has to send his appeals
and representatives to:
Ministry of Economics, and its subdivisions:
Four-Year Plan Commission
Foreign Exchange Board
One or more of 25 Import Control Boards
Price Control Commissar
Reich Administration for Economic Expansion
Reich Administration for Soil Exploration
Reich Administration for Usage of Scrap Materials
Administration for Renovation
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Administration Labor Service
Special Commissars (Building Trade, Automobile In
dustry, Machine Industry, Power Industry)
Food Ministry and Reich Nutrition Estate, and their sub
divisions:
Various Monopoly Marketing Boards
Various Compulsory Cartels of Processing Industries
Labor Ministry, and its subdivisions:
Labor Front
Labor Exchange
Regional Labor Trustees
Reichsbank, and its subdivisions:
Bank Control Board
Foreign Currency Department
Reich Economic Chamber, and its subdivisions:
Economic Groups
Occupational Groups
Regional Groups
Regional Economic Chambers
Leaders of Defense Economy (War Economic Council)
Administration for Self-Help of German Industry (in con
nection with the Export Subsidy Fund)
All these organizations are huge bureaucracies with
headquarters in Berlin, in many cases organized inde
pendently of each other, interfering with private busi
ness and with the national economy.
The businessman has to adapt his business to the
State bureaucratic system by building up a huge private
bureaucracy too.Clerical work in companies and trusts
and even in small enterprises has increased tremendously.
To quote from a report of Mr. A. Parker, published
in Lloyds Bank Monthly for July, 1937:
"The bureaucracy is inevitably more bureaucratic
than before....Bureaucratic work occupies the semi-
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officialdom of numerous 'estates' and public corporations
(Nutrition Estates, Organization of German Business,
German Labor Front, etc.), the staffs of business under
takings which have to observe State requirements and
individual citizens. lt has been said that one commer
cial bank maintains 500 officials alone for dealing with
foreign exchange regulations. The manufacturer can get
raw materials (and then only a ration) only on applica
tion, which must be documented by presentation of
data on past consumption, present stocks, proofs of Or
ders, etc. The importer cannot ever, and the exporter
hardly ever, initiate a simple deal without innumerable
formalities. The industrial workman must take out and
keep in order a work-book, and the farmer, under a re
cent decree, must keep certain otherwise unnecessary
records for official inspection. The regulations about
shop competition, which are but one branch of much
wider retail trade regulation, fill 700 closely printed
pages. The householder must now, as in time of war,
keep margarine, bacon, and fat cards. The government
has no other means of enforcing its system of vetoes,
permits and restrictions than by punishing transgressors;
and in fact nearly all industrial, commercial and finan
cial transactions for which official permission has not
been obtained are criminal offenses."
Since this report was published, bureaucracy in Ger
many has become even more top-heavy.
The greater part of every day is taken up with official
conferences and correspondence with State boards, con
trol commissions, etc. Walter Funk, Reich Minister
of Economics, admitted at a meeting of economic leaders
of Pomerania, a province of Prussia, that "official com-
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munications now make up over half of a German manu
facturer's entire correspondence." 2
The growth of the State agencies under the first Four
Year Plan finally resulted in such an anarchic state -of
affairs that the economic dictator, Marshal Goering, had
to appoint special Reich Commissars in an attempt
to enforce co-ordination among the manifold State au
thorities. According to an official statement, the func
tions of these new Commissars are as follows:
"He deals with factory regulations and technical prob
lems, the process of work and its regulation, the organ
ized employment of human beings and the retraining
tasks, as weil as with the distribution of materials, the
flow of investments, the control of the capital market,
the correct division between State finance and private
financing, the elimination of superfluous offices and un
necessary regimentation, the establishment of sound
relations between production of capital goods and con
sumers' goods, and the necessary participation of ex
portation." 3
The result of the appointment of the new commissars
has been a general poisoning of the atmosphere, since
criticism and differences of opinion fester beneath the
surface instead of being expressed openly. Antagonistic
groups are neither reconciled nor satisfied.
Such commissars were appointed for the building,
automobile, machine-tool, and power industries.
These new supercommissars receive direct from
Goering their orders as to the tasks of the particular
industry which they control. To carry them out they
must disregard the interests of particular groups and the
decisions of minor Party leaders. But for the manufac
turer, the result of this reform is: more decrees and
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instructions and more uncertainty as to what is allowed
or forbidden.
Mention must be made of still another bureaucratic
machine, the "corporation," "group," or "estate organiza
tion." These had lain dormant but have now been re
vived in order to facilitate collaboration between the
bureaucrats and the businessmen.
Neither the "group organizations" in Germany nor
the "corporations" in Italy have developed according to
official theories. After the solemn introduction of "cor
porations" at the Congress of Corporations in Rome, in
1929, corporations either did not exist or were unim
portant for several years. In Germany, manufacturers
and small producers thought that the "group organiza
tion" (or "estate") might be used to build up an entre
preneurial system of self-administration. They expected
to control their "group organizations" and they thought
that these organizations would safeguard their specific
interests, as the former trade associations had clone.
They were disappointed. The application of the prin
ciple of "authoritarian leadership" in these "group
organizations" transformed them into tools of the Party
bureaucracy, although in some groups-especially those
of big industrialists-the members still exerted a certain
influence upon their leaders.
During the first period of existence of the "cor
porate" or "group" organizations, they were mainly
concerned with collecting data, etc., for a wartime
economy having no practical influence on the existing
economy. However, the situation has changed, as a result
of unexpected trends which have upset the original
national schemes for economic State interference.
"Group" organizations began to function as important
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links between the State and private enterprise, although
they were not intended to function in such a way in a
peacetime economy.
The group or corporate organizations have become
the go-betweens of private enterprise and the State
organizations which distribute raw materials, decide
price policies, etc. The manager of a factory who wants
to protest against curtailment of his allotment of raw
materials, or who wants to obtain a permit for a price
increase, acts wisely in not going directly to the proper
State office, but in going first to the leader of his group
organization, from whom he demands a certificate back
ing the firm's request and certifying that it should be
granted in the interest of military preparations or in the
interest of the Party.
The secretariats of these group organizations have
also become a kind of legal information office. This is of
great importance, especially for small manufacturers
who cannot maintain a legal department of their own to
study all decrees and the legal aspect of business affairs.
Each business move has become very complicated and
is full of legal traps which the average businessman can
not determine because there are so many new decree�.
The group organization has a !arge legal department and
can advise a manufacturer as to what he is allowed to do
and what is illegal or inadvisable.
This development has turned the leaders of the group
organizations into important personalities who are held
in high respect by the manufacturer, especially by small
and medium-sized industrialists who are much more
dependent on their "group leader" than is a big concern
or trust.
The group leader today is a contact man between firms
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'Of a given trade and the State authorities. He is no langer
the mere representative of one specific trade; he is ap
pointed by the State and has to act according to Govern
ment instructions. His task as a Party member and State
representative is to maintain "national discipline"
among the businessmen of his group-in addition to col
lecting data, questionnaires, etc., about technical condi
tions, raw material demands, productive possibilities
·of all group enterprises and statistics.
The group leader is "authoritarian," appointed by the
State, yet he is supposed to let the membership vote each
year as to whether they want him to continue as their
·group leader. This vote is merely a test of the sentiment
·of the members; the State does not necessarily comply
with the result of the vote.
Such a leader is often in a difficult position. On one
hand he is the representative of the State, watching the
individual entrepreneur for any lapse in fulfilling his
"national duties"; on the other hand, he must be will
ing to sponsor or advocate the special interests of his
:group in so far as they do not conflict with the policies
of higher authorities. Generally a group leader will at
least try to demonstrate his good will, aiding group in
terests, as well as exercising his authoritarian power
against firms which behave too independently or do not
conform to Party interests.

Chapter VIII

THE "FACTORY LEADER"
AND HIS FOLLOWERS
"1 urgently need some mechanics, but I am not allowed
to engage anyone unless he can show me his 'labor book'
and a permit from the Labor Exchange to change his job."

IN ONE of the uncensored letters a German industrialist
wrote to a friend of his, he described industrial labor
relations in Germany today. His views are commonly
held by many other German industrialists.
My dear Mr....
I really wonder why the Nazis have not succeeded in
winning over the workers. After all, there are more jobs
than workers now and we find it very difficult to find the
workers we need. In general, we have to be more polite now
than formerly to our workers.
This is especially true of office workers, whose position
both economically and insofar as prestige is concerned has
improved. These workers now have an opportunity to make
occasional trips to the seaside in conformity with the
"Strength through Joy" movement.Sometimes they accom
pany a member of the management when they go on these
trips. There is always plenty of beer, and in general the
outings are well organized.
In our factory, we are on excellent terms with the "confi
dential man" [Vertrauensrat]. He has a job with good
pay and little work, and with him we can discuss in com
plete confidence all the difficulties we may have with our
101
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workers. Sometimes the Party instructs him to make certain
demands "against the firm," demands that are designed
largely to bolster the prestige of the Party. He comes to us
and togeth:er we discuss the best way of handling this
demand.
The workers celebrate the new Nazi festivals, and on
their "community evenings" get all they want to drink. Yet
they do not believe in the stability of the regime, and they
oppose going to war.They often talk about the impend
ing collapse of the regime.
I spoke to one of our chauffeurs, for example. He has quite
a good income and should have no cause for complaint. When
I talked with him, he must have believed that I was a 100
per cent Nazi. Yet he was not afraid to say quite openly:
"Hitler was lucky that war did not break out when he
took Czecho-Slovakia." I answered: "But militarily we are
very strong."
"Wait and see ...when we [the workers] get arms
in our hands, many things might happen ... Everybody is
dissatisfied and grumbles.I am not surprised that there is
so rauch grurnbling."
"But don't forget Ostmark [former Austria] and
the new protectorate of Bohemia.After all, these are real
successes," I replied.
"These conquests will not help us either. These coun
tries are industrial countries, too, and nobody knows at
present what we still have to pay for those conquests."
I became a little ironical and said:
"Well, we won quite a lot, in particular supplies of arms
and of workers. Of course, these workers were formerly
better fed and got higher wages. But as recompense, we
have given them the new National conception: 'communal
welfare precedes individual welfare' [Gemeinnutz geht vor
Eigennutz]. What I would like to know is: do all the workers
in rny factory think as you do?"
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"No, not in our shop. There are still at least 25 per
cent Nazis."
You should know that we engage a relatively large
number of office workers, and you find more Nazis among
these groups than among factory workers. Wages have not
been changed, but prices have gone up considerably. Cheap
goods tend increasingly to disappear from the market. The
government has a name for this-"steering of consumption"

[Verbrauchslenkung].
Recently I gave a job to a worker who came from a
small provincial town. He was a 150 per cent Nazi when he
arrived. But he rapidly conformed. Shortly thereafter I
asked him what had made the greatest impression on him
since his arrival. He said: "I was amazed to hear so much
grumbling, and I was also amazed that I didn't find one
single informer. One evening I was drinking beer with some
fellow workers. One of them who had drunk a little too
much shouted: 'Hitler should be chokedl' A policeman was
standing near the bar drinking beer, too. But he looked the
other way, pretending not to hear."
The new gigantic and luxurious buildings of the Party,
in particular those belonging to Goering and to Hitler, are
really provocative for the people. My general impression:
only a relatively small number of fanatics and very young
people, and perhaps also a certain percentage of office work
ers, really believe in the stability of the regime.
At the beginning of this year I was conscripted to a
regiment in order to refresh my military knowledge.
I lost some of the illusions I had had about the efficiency
of our anti-air raid measures. The military machine appears
to be excellent. Anti-air raid guns can shoot with accuracy
at great distances. But after a short while (1 think after
half an hour) the instruments which are to spot the enemy's
planes no longer function with accuracy. Something goes
wrong. I heard about similar experiences with anti-air raid
cannons in foreign armies.
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The next war will be decided by the relative industrial
capacity of the contestants and by their relative command
of raw materials. I agree with what I heard from high army
officers: "Does Hitler really think he can risk a war with
the materials we have at our disposal?" Don't believe every
thing you hear about the effectiveness of the German Array.
When I had finished my military service (two months), our
major told me: "We have to appeal to the soldiers to be
very careful with the only uniform we can give them. In 1914
every soldier had two uniforms, and three others were in
reserve. Today, there is only one uniform for each soldier."
Workers grumble a great deal about the time they have
to spend in the Array (two years) and in the labor service
(one year). I don't dare to think how another war will end
for US.
All the best,

Signature

The totalitarian State seems to hold out the promise of
a paradise to the industrialist who hates the interference
of trade unions in his business. Yet capitalists who are
fully satisfied with the social peace which fascism pro
vides for them are rare in Germany. The real picture of
labor relations does not conform either to that painted
by Nazi propagandists nor to that imagined by those who
see only the destruction of the labor movement.
The amazing experiences of a Berlin industrialist
illustrate the new position of the "boss" under fascism.
Herr A.Z. is an extremely efficient and skillful execu
tive. He was one of the managers of the I.G. Farben
industrie A. G. (Germany's largest chemical trust) and
could have had a lifetime position with it. He was
esteemed because he never indulged in superfluous talk
and his instructions were given without any unneces-
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sary show of authority; instead, he impressed his sub
ordinates with the correctness and objectivity of his
decisions.
When a certain Berlin concern got into financial diffi
culties, Herr A.Z. was asked to become chairman of its
board of directors. Having had dealings with the firm as
representative of the chemical trust, Herr A.Z. had so
impressed the firm's board members that they regarded
him as the one man who could save the business from
bankruptcy.
Success meant brilliant possibilities for advancement;
failure, the end of his career. Herr A.Z. took the chance.
Within a short time he had reorganized the firm, closed
one plant which was unprofitable and modernized an
other.
But real success depended largely on the firm's highly
skilled workers who were well-organized in a trade union
and who refused to sanction the dismissal of any fellow
worker. Herr A.Z. succeeded in doing what all the other
board members had regarded as impossible. He came
to an understanding with Herr R., the trade-union secre
tary. As time went on, Herr R. had many opportunities
of meeting Herr A. Z. They often clashed over matters
of labor policy, but they grew to respect each other's
frankness and ideas.
At the time Hitler came to power, the enterprise was
on firm financial ground once more and for the first
time was showing a profit. During the first year of the
new regime nothing changed, except that a few highly
skilled workers disappeared-and also Herr R., the trade
union secretary. Same unemployed S.A. men had to be
given jobs, which increased expenses and decreased effi
ciency. Yet this was a minor change. Herr A. Z. re-
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mained the "boss." He was a conservative rather than a
Nazi, although he was quite willing to accept the new
regime as an improvement in comparison with the
former liberal or radical governments. He felt that
under the old regirne Gerrnany could never have pros
pered again and he welcorned the re-establishment of the
Gerrnan Reich as a world power.
However, this did not prevent hirn from gradually
becoming more and rnore dissatisfied. He received orders
to supply certain rnunitions factories, but difficulties in
obtaining raw rnaterials cornpelled hirn to deal with
dozens of bureaucrats and State institutions. Official
dernands overwhelrned hirn. He had to establish a new
departrnent in order to deal with thern. When, in spite
of all his efforts, he was unable to fulfill his contract, a
representative of the Four-Year Plan Cornrnission ap
peared. This representative was followed by an army
officer, who took full charge of the plant. The latter
received the highest salary of any director or ernployee.
He had access to all correspondence; Herr A. Z. had to
ask his permission before rnaking any irnportant deci
sions, although it was well known that the arrny officer
knew practically nothing of business rnanagernent.
Knowing that insurrnountable obstacles and fruitless
disputes would result if he tried to increase efficiency,
Herr A. Z. naturally lost interest in rnaking the attempt.
Difficulties increased and the bureaucracy grew. Party
representatives, who interfered with his rnanagernent,
assumed rnore and rnore authority. Never a talkative
man, Herr A. Z. now lapsed into cornplete silence.
When the Nazis carne to power, Herr R., the forrner
trade-union secretary, had gone to live as an ernigre in
a srnall town in a neighboring country. By accident, Herr
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A. Z. learned from a friend, who knew a member of the
Gestapo, the whereabouts of the former trade-union
secretary. One Sunday morning, some six years later,
Herr R. was surprised by a visit from Herr A. Z., who
had come from Germany over the week end for the
specific purpose of seeing him. He had six hours before
the train which he must take back to Germany would
leave. During the entire time, Herr A. Z. talked, almost
without interruption, as if he had to make up for five
years of silence. The burden of his conversation went
something like this:
"I must talk once more to someone whom I can
esteem as a person and to whom I can speak frankly. I
cannot stand it any more, always keeping silent when
young Party men who are completely ignorant interfere
with my management and issue instructions which I
must follow without comment.
"Yes, I am the 'leader' in my factory; my workers are
my 'followers.' But I am no longer a manager. You will
remember that we fought over the right to hire and fire
workers. In principle I stuck to the rule that if a worker
was efficient and knew his job he had a permanent posi
tion in my factory. Certainly I never asked what party
he belonged to; that was his business. Today I cannot
apply this rule.
"There are no longer factory councils elected by the
workers, or trade-union secretaries who can interfere.
I have to appoint my own 'Confidential Board.' The idea
is not so bad, but I would like to be able to appoint
workers who can influence their colleagues and with
whom I can talk frankly, as I did with you. Unfortunately,
all the workers who are efficient and who can readily
influence their fellow workers are either former trade-
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unionists or otherwise not in good standing with the
Party people.
"The secretary of the Party cell is a former clerk in
my office. lt was he who told me what men were 'reliable'
from the Party point of view. These people were to be
come my 'Confidential Board.' Mostly they were workers
with no special skill or ability to recommend them. Of
course they had Party cards. I tried to appoint one other
man. The Party secretary told me that he was a former
socialist and made me understand that such an appoint
ment would be regarded as secret support of 'Marxist
elements.' He suggested that I might be on better terms
with the Labor Front secretary if I appointed someone
they trusted. Naturally, there was nothing forme to do
except follow this advice. These Party people are very
unpopular; they are feared as spies, and the workers feel
that they are responsible for the dismissal of former
trade-unionists.
"After our army marched into Prague, a member of
the Hitler Youth, whom I employed as an apprentice,
came to me and denounced several workers. He had
listened to a conversation in which one of the workers
had declared, 'The Czechs will never become German.
Hitler has broken his word and it can't come to a good
end.' The other workers had agreed. I did not transmit
the denunciation because I did not want to lose my best
workers, but the boy spoke to a leader of his Youth
League about the incident and he informed the Gestapo.
A whole detachment arrived at the factory. The workers
said that they remembered nothing of the matter.
Finally the worker who had been denounced for making
the remark was arrested. Obviously many workers must
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have thought that I was the one who had informed the
Gestapo and I did not dare tel1 them the truth.
"Once I was told that I was not fulfilling my duty to
the Party. I was not employing enough 'old Party mem
bers.' So they sent me twenty-five 'old Party members'
and S.A. men. Without exception they had had no real
training and were inefficient, but I was simply forced
to take them. Accidentally one of them overheard me
grumbling about some new bureaucratic regulation and
he immediately denounced me to the Party and to the
Labor Front office. Another Party member came and
told me about it and warned me that I had better be
careful in the future. So it has got to the point where
I cannot talk even in my own factory. Incidentally, he
added that the Party secretary did not really believe
I was devoted to the Fuehrer. lt seems that the Party
secretary once heard me answer a 'Good morning' with
'Good morning' instead of emphatically replying 'Heil
Hitler.'
"Something had to be done, so I tried to compromise.
The Party members who were on my 'Confidential
Board' were given easy jobs with good pay. After that
they agreed that I could dismiss some S.A. men who had
ruined valuable machinery because they neither knew
nor cared about learning the work.
"However, things are still bad. I cannot employ the
workers I want. There are no trade-union secretaries
insisting that I employ only union members, but the
present situation is worse. Now I urgently need some
mechanics, but I am not allowed to engage anyone un
less he can show me his 'labor book' and a permit from
the Labor Exchange to change his job. If I were to offer
a worker a job at a higher wage, just because I regarded
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him as competent, I hate to think of the trouble I would
have and the fines I would have to pay.
"On the other hand, when I need new workers and
apply for them, the Labor Exchange is always sending
me workers wanting jobs, all of them either S.A. men
or Party members.I am really put to it to invent excuses
for not hiring them. Naturally, I suspect them of being
in the Party just because they are inefficient and need
Party backing in order to make a living. They them
selves know this, so, if I give them jobs, they will spend
a great deal of their time making themselves indis
pensable to the Party secretary by sending him reports
on gossip and grumblers. One of them is enough to
poison the entire atmosphere in the factory. And I
should have to be more careful than ever so that I won't
be denounced for an incautious remark.
"Although I am the 'leader,' I cannot decide what is
allowed or forbidden in my own factory. Recently the
Labor Trustees advised me to introduce 'factory regu
lations' corresponding to the 'model rules' now in force
in the airplane factory at Dessau, which declare:
" 'Applicants are employed only if they are suitable
for the work, irreproachable, racially sound, of Aryan
origin, German and members of the Labor Front. . . .
Reasons for immediate dismissal are ...any obvious
offense against the National-Socialist movement and its
conceptions. ... lt is not permissible and a defamation
of the work community to discuss matters which might
damage the work community with outsiders.'
"If I were to put such regulations into effect in my
factory, it would mean that I would have to fire all my
best workers.So I didn't change my 'factory instruc
tions.' Other factory leaders also ignored the reforms
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suggested by the Labor Front. Thereupon the Labor
Trustee sent us a circular:
" 'The general picture of factory regulations is not
pleasant; it reveals little initiative, much copying of
what someone eise is doing, much formality, too much
similarity with previous work regulations, nice phrases
on occasion, but little real National-Socialist spirit
within the work community.'
"In August, 1938, before the 'Munich crisis,' the
Labor Exchange informed me that 10 per cent of my
workers must be released for work on the fortifications
in western Germany. Simultaneously I got urgent re
quests from the Junkers aircraft people at Dessau and
from various military authorities that the delivery of
articles previously ordered must be made without any
further delay. The workers resented the idea of having
to work on the fortifications and I was opposed to it, too,
because I could not replace them. Consequently I did
what most businessmen do today. I paid no attention to
the communication from the Labor Exchange. Suddenly
a delegation from the Labor Exchange appeared, ac
companied by an army officer. These people ordered me
to take them through the factory. lt was the first time
they had seen my factory, but they picked out a number
of workers and said to me: 'Prepare their papers. They
will leave for western Germany tomorrow morning.'
None of them even thought to ask me whether I could
spare these workers and what effect it would have on the
work.
"Recently I was delayed in filling urgent army orders
because I did not have enough mechanics. I was afraid
to apply at the Labor Exchange. Anyway, there is such
a scarcity of skilled workers that I would probably have
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had to wait at least a year before I could obtain any. I
explained the situation to the army representative in
the factory when he insisted that I speed up production.
So he arranged that I should get some mechanics who
are held as political prisoners by the Gestapo. Every
morning a patrol wagon arrives with twenty prisoner
mechanics. They work in a special place in the factory
under the guard of S.S. men. In the evening they are
taken back to prison. Do you think that this situation
helps to create the right atmosphere in a 'work com
munity'?
"A year or so ago I was ordered to spend social eve
nings with my 'followers' and to celebrate with them by
providing free beer and sausages. The free beer and
sausages were welcome enough, but the 'work com
munity' parties have not been successful. Drunken
workers, or workers who pretended drunkenness, would
start a fight with some unpopular Nazis. One worker,
who had had somewhat more than one glass of beer, told
me that beer parties were a poor substitute for a wage
increase. Fortunately the whole idea of such compulsory
beer parties has been dropped.
"The Labor Front secretary tries to increase his popu
larity, and I have to pay for it. Last year he compelled
me to spend over a hundred thousand marks for a new
lunchroom in our factory. This year he wants me to
build a new gymnasium and athletic field which will
cost about 120,000 marks. Now, I have nothing against
sports. But, as a matter of fact, the workers nowadays
don't care much for sports or things of that kind. They
work ten, eleven or twelve hours daily-at least sixty
hours a week-and they complain that they never get
enough rest. More often than not they take a nap during
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their lunch hour. Really, no worker is interested in the
gymnasium and athletic field. Yet I shall have to build
it in order to satisfy the Labor Front secretary.
"I am opposed to mass meetings artificially staged to
show how harmonious things are in the 'work com
munity.' Neither do I care for all the demonstrations
my workers and I must attend, where we must march
for hours, shouting 'Heil Hitler.' I was an officer in the
German Army during the World War, and I am in favor
of discipline, efficiency and social distinctions. After all,
I am supposed to be the 'factory leader.' But at such a
demonstration I am likely to be ordered to shout and
sing by some Party member who doesn't know the mean
ing of decent work. I must behave as though I were his
orderly. Next morning, however, I am again supposed
to be an 'authoritarian leader.'
"Most of the workers try to avoid going to these
demonstrations and quite often they are successful. This
is distinctly embarrassing for me because I have to ap
pear as the 'leader' of a 'work community' with only a
small fraction of my 'followers' present. The next day
work will be slowed down and the workers will com
plain that they are still tired from all the marching the
day before and that they have not had enough sleep.
"A couple of months ago work in one of my key de
partments suddenly slowed up and the filling of urgent
orders for the Junkers plant at Dessau became impos
sible. I got into considerable trouble trying to settle
this affair. Obviously there was some resentment among
the workers over the wages they were receiving. Not
long before higher wages had been granted in a nearby
factory, so I was told. I consulted the 'Confidential
Board,' but their only suggestion was to call in the Labor
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Trustee. Naturally, I didn't want to do that. From ex
perience, I knew that his interference would do nothing
to improve the situation. He would merely come and
make a speech to the workers, and if they were not suffi
ciently 'convinced' by his words, he would send for the
Gestapo. And in any case he would insist on my giving
the names of the 'hostile elements' responsible for the
trouble. Then I would be faced with another worry
are my most efficient workers going to be arrested? A few
weeks later I might very well have the same trouble all
over again. After all, the work is complicated and the
slightest misstep may ruin valuable machinery. I cer
tainly can't take that risk. Consequently, I tried to have
a private talk with one of the workers in the department
where the work had slowed down, so that we could
arrive at some sort of understanding. I could tel1 that
he was annoyed, because he told me I ought to know
that he could not act as spokesman for his fellow work
ers and that I should consult my 'Confidential Board.'
Obviously he did not trust me, and I could not make
it clear to him that I wanted a frank talk with him
about the demands of the workers.
"Sometimes I am really afraid of what might happen
if new rusli orders should arrive. My 'followers' would
be forced to work faster and it would really be disastrous
if this should happen to coincide with a decline in their
living conditions. Everyone knows about things that
have happened in other factories. In the Siemens glass
factory at Dresden, sixteen workers recently shut down
four furnaces. Similar incidents occurred in two large
print shops in Leipzig, in the Linke Hofmann Works
at Breslau and in a Silesian steel mill. 1 have often
heard that foremen in the coal mines, attempting to
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execute an order to speed up production, have had fatal
accidents underground. In the M.A.N. Works [one of
the leading machine-tool plants in Bavaria], an engineer
who was very unpopular with the workers charged a
metal turner with unsatisfactory work. The latter de
fended himself against the charge and the engineer
threatened to fire him and make it impossible for him
to find another job. He thereupon hit the engineer with
an iron bar, injuring him seriously.During the fight,
none of the bystanders came to the aid of the engineer.
"Really, I would prefer to grant a wage increase
certainly rather than get into such difficulties. After all,
the cost of living has gone up.And besides, it does not
matter.I need efficient workers and can't keep them in
the long run unless I make some concessions. In all
probability I could get higher prices from the Army
authorities if I had to pay higher wages.Once I tried to
attract efficient workmen by offering them higher wages.
The Labor Trustee sent me a threatening letter which
read:
Without my special permission it is forbidden to pay
wages to newly-employed followers which are higher than
wage rates for other workers doing similar work . ..The
reason for this decision is that it is impossible to agree
on higher wages (and salaries) with newly employed
workers ...
"I had to reduce the wages again. The following
month there was another collection for the Winter
Help. The workers refused to give an hour's pay to the
fund and most of them contributed only a few pfennigs.
I did not dare to send in such a small amount to the
authorities on whose recommendations I depend in order
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to obtain State orders or raw materials. Obviously I can
not afford to be regarded as the 'leader' of workers who
are not enthusiastic about National Socialism. Conse
quently, I myself made the greater part of the contribu
tion, reporting to the authorities and to the Labor Front
that every worker had given a full hour's wage.
"As difficulties mount, the activities and organizations
of the Labor Front multiply. In every German factory
there are Labor Front secretaries, committees, and auxili
aries, sections of a huge, top-heavy, bureaucratic machine.
We, the factory ieaders, are responsible for the follow
ing committees, deputies, etc:
"The Council of Trusted Men, appointed by the fac
tory leader; the National-Socialist Party cell with a secre
tary and a representative in each department; a Hitler
Youth committee; special boards for National-Socialist
education, for sports, women, 'Strength through Joy'
activities, and professional training; a 'work guard'
which is armed for emergency situations; and several
other committees. The Labor Front had instructed
me to see that all the young men starting work join a
special 'work guard.' A great many refused to do so,
claiming that they could not afford seventy-eight marks
for the uniform. The same thing happened in other fac
tories. Nothing is heard any more about the 'work
guard.'
"Don't think that the Labor Front and the 'work
community' are my main worries. The greater part of
the week I don't see my factory at all. All this time I
spend in visiting dozens of government commissions
and oflices in order to get the raw materials I need.
Then there are various tax problems to settle and I
must have continual conferences and negotiations with
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the Price Commissar. Besides which, I have considerable
traveling to do; in fact, it sometimes seems as if I do noth
ing but that, and everywhere I go there are more leaders,
Party secretaries and commissars to see. All of this just
to settle day-to-day problems.
"Not long ago the Labor Trustee warned me that I
did not spend enough time in 'work community' meet
ings and that evidently I didn't really care for National
Socialist principles since I never spent any time teaching
them to my workers. There have been cases where
managers were removed by the Party or Labor Trustees
and replaced by 'commissars.' At present I am consider
ing whether I should appoint a 'representative' as factory
'leader.' He could deal with the Labor Front and Party
secretaries. But I still hesitate. I do not know anybody
whom I would trust completely . . ."
The final words of Herr A. Z. were:
"I do not know what will happen. But things cannot
come to a good end.''
The Nazis could never duplicate the labor policy of
Mussolini during the early period of his regime. At that
time, fascist labor policy did two things: first, it deprived
the worker of his means of self-defense, and then it
offered him fascist labor organizations as a weapon
against excessive exploitation. But Mussolini later had
to follow the example of Hitler's labor policy-against
any kind of trade-union. The Nazi Labor Front was never
able to play the role of self-appointed mediator between
workers and manufacturers. The bureaucracy would
have preferred to blame private manufacturers for the
excessively bad labor and wage conditions and to pre
serve its role of a neutral third party. But the system
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needs increased production so badly and has made eco
nomic conditions so much worse that the State itself has
to urge manufacturers to speed up production and to
economize on wage expenditure.
Few German manufacturers have much respect for
the Labor Front bureaucracy and its work. Like their
workers, they are compelled to make large contributions
to the Labor Front and its auxiliary organizations. They
feel that this money is wasted. Neither the workers nor
their employers dare protest, however. A strange situa
tion has arisen in which the majority of the workers
as well as many, if not most, employers regard the Labor
Front as a parasitic bureaucracy. lt must be endured
silently because it is backed by the Nazi party and its
orders reinforced by the Secret State Police. Certainly
the Labor Front has failed in its promise to create an
ideal "work community" of social peace and happy col
laboration among all classes.
The factory leader is compelled to be an agent and
propagandist of the Party in his own factory. The State
makes it a rule that those factory leaders who excel in
work for the Party shall be privileged in the distribution
of State orders and subsidies. Therefore many factory
leaders regard it as good business policy to obtain Party
badges as a means of getting good results from Party
organizations.
The Party organizes yearly "efficiency competitions"
in order to select the best factories. Some of the official
rules of this "efficiency competition" are:
"A positive attitude toward the National-Socialist
movement . . . will be demonstrated by promoting the
aims of the N.S.D.A.P., of its sections and subsidiary
organizations, propaganda and education work. . . .
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Therefore it must be asked: 'Does the factory leader
participate in collective educational work?' 'Does he
make participation of his followers easy by compensat
ing them for wage losses [on account of Party work],
payment of fares [to Party meetings] and similar meas
ures?' The factory which wants the prize has to prove
by its unfailing support of National Socialism that it has
identified itself with the aims of the Fuehrer and his
movement. . ."
The position of the manager or "factory leader" is
contradictory in theory and in practice. On one hand,
he has more authority than before within his factory;
he can rule his business by issuing orders which must
be obeyed by all his "followers." On the other hand, he
himself is only an infinitesimal part of a gigantic State
and military machine. Party and military authorities
will interfere with his management, while at the same
time making him responsible for difficulties in fulfilling
his production program and for dealing with labor
troubles, should they arise. He may even be declared
unfit for "leadership" if he is not on good terms with
Party authorities.
"The manager has been promoted . . . to the rank
of leader by the racial State order which has equipped
him with a power previously attributed only to State in
stitutions.... The State leadership leaves it to the leader
of the factory to establish discipline among the work
ers . . . He is no longer merely the business leader and
responsible for the technical process of production, but
is, to a great extent, the representative of the State." 1
"The manager practices his functions primarily as a
representative of the State, only secondarily for his own
sake." 2
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In principle, Party authorities, especially those in the
Labor Front, can insist on removing a manager because
he does not have a suitable "leader personality"; they
may replace him by a "reliable" Party man. In practice,
this right of the Party is not applied against factory
leaders who are in good standing with Party authorities
and who are protected by supreme Party leaders in case
of a conflict with minor Party people.
The contradictory position of the factory leader is
aggravated by circumstances which are a result of State
policies, but it remains the private affair of the factory
leader to deal with them and manage his work in spite
of an insufficient supply of skilled labor, dissatisfaction
of the workers with rising prices and general conditions,
numerous anti-air raid exercises and Party or Labor
Front activities which interfere with work. Under such
conditions, the manager will try to deal with his man
agement difficulties by establishing strict military disci
pline. But in that case, he will need the closest collabora
tion with Party and Labor Front authorities. He will
become more dependent on their support and interfer
ence, the more authoritarian his behavior toward his
workers. If, on the other hand, he tries to create a better
atmosphere among his workers and improve relations
with them, he will have to graut wage increases which
are forbidden, and be on good terms with workers who
are trusted by their fellow workers and who are not
Nazis. This is still more dangerous, for he might easily
be accused of sheltering anti-Nazi elements and might
be made responsible for any trouble in his factory or
for a stoppage of production.
Skilied workers in ammunition factories are relatively
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well paid, but on one hand the buying power of money
has considerably decreased as a result of price increases
and the scarcity of cheap articles, and, on the other,
they must work at terrific speed at least ten hours a day,
and often much longer, so that they have neither time
nor energy to participate in social life.
In modern industry, especially where technical skill is
necessary, excessive length of working hours easily re
sults in a decline in the quality of work and great waste
of materials. Many factory leaders are already complain
ing that it does not pay to let the workers work more
than eight hours a day. lt is much more profitable to
work with fresh labor forces than with workers who are
warn out by overtime. The result is a considerable rise
of accidents and of waste of materials.
Even the army opposed excessive overtime for work
ers who, it realized, were rapidly becoming exhausted
and even ill. The army feared that they would not be
able to man the complicated engines of war when the
time came.
At the end of January, 1939, General Thomas made a
speech to the N.S.D.A.P.'s Commission for Economic
Policy in which he said that the sixty-hour week would
lead, in the long run, to reduced production and that
the eight-hour day, according to extensive scientific in
vestigations, is the optimum working day. These mem
bers, who are most influential in formulating the eco
nomic policies of the Third Reich, had to learn this
from a general in the army.
Even the Deutsche Wirtschaftszeitung, an organ of
German business interests, wrote:
"lt is obvious that working time can no longer be
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increased to any extent without exhausting the labor
potentialities of German workers. In addition, there is
the danger of a decline in the quality of the work." 3
The shortage of workers in Germany seems to be an
achievement often admired in countries suffering from
extensive unemployment. Shortage of labor is a phe
nomenon well known in wartime. The Third Reich is
not yet engaged in war, but its system includes many
features of a wartime economy. This also applies to
the labor situation.
Modem industry needs labor discipline. Such disci
pline may be established by voluntary agreement,
through workers' trade-unions, or by compulsion. The
Nazis attempted to create a new scheme of labor disci
pline by destroying trade-unions and substituting the
Labor Front, a gigantic propaganda machine promising
everything to all classes in the "work community." This
scheme could have been successful only if these promises
had been fulfilled.
Under liberal capitalism the private owner of a fac
tory can establish his authority over his workers either
by voluntary agreement with the trade-unions, or by a
system of strict supervision and enforced discipline.
When State authorities interfere they generally appear
as a "third party." Under a fascist system, labor disci
pline and "social peace" in industry cannot be main
tained without the eternal, overt interference of State
authorities, to such an extent that they often supersede
the manager. He himself is "authoritarian," but he is
rarely master in his own hause. Increased taxation,
scarcity of raw materials, and the use of expensive and
inferior substitutes have added greatly to business ex
penses, especially in view of the fact that price increases
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are forbidden. Consequently many industrialists, espe
ciaHy in industries which profit less than others from
the armament boom, seek to reduce production costs by
wage cuts and the speed-up. Thus they become increas
ingly dependent on assistance from the Labor Front
and the Gestapo.In such factories an atmosphere is cre
ated which makes the factory leader continually fear
that labor troubles and sabotage will occur at the exact
time when labor peace is most urgently needed.
The old type of conservative employer who tried to
establish some kind of patriarchal relations with his
workers and who could afford to pay a relatively high
wage to those workers he needed most, cannot survive
under fascism.
A new type of fascist entrepreneur is emerging and
prospering-the capitalist who is a trusted Party mem
ber. He contributes generously to Party funds, carries
out orders faithfully, and has an increased authority
which his American or British colleague might envy. He
has more power than the old German businessmen and
bankers ever enjoyed. He is not the rather liberal
minded, cultured businessman who believed in fair
treatment for his employees or in paternalism, nor is he
the conservative capitalist accustomed to give, not take,
orders in the conduct of his business. He is more nearly
like the old Prussian official, a man who likes to be part
of a military, authoritarian regime, an officer who can
take, and give, orders.
"The soldier at the front has grown in stature as com
pared with the entrepreneur type....The entre
preneur has become small, while simultaneously the
soldier has become big." 4
Some of the big corporations prefer to hire as man-
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agers or factory leaders men who were army officers,
accustomed to manage men in the military manner. The
military managers enjoy greater authority in relation
to the Labor Front bureaucracy and cannot be accused
of failing to behave as "leaders" should. But militariza
tion of factories does not improve labor relations.

Chapter IX

INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT POLICIES
"Not even from Krupp would Goering take 'no' for an
answer."
BAcKED by the General Staff of the army, Nazi bureau
crats have been able to embark upon schemes which
compel the most powerful leaders of business and
finance to undertake projects which they consider both
risky and unprofitable. The building-up of German war
economy takes precedence over everything, including
the opinions of private capitalists and their scientific
research staffs. The hasty preparation for war, made
necessary by the foreign policy of the fascist powers,
has left no time for their leaders to consider what might
happen in the more distant future; they have had to
prepare for possible immediate emergencies. The view
point of private investors and industrialists who think
of the ultimate safety and soundness of investments has
been disregarded.
This is particularly true of the big industrialists who
earned huge profits from the armament boom and who
have large amounts of capital to invest. Their liquid
funds do not escape the attention of State commissars,
who are searching for means to finance new State
sponsored plants.
To illustrate the point, let us consider the case of
Herr Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, head of the
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Krupp concern, Europe's largest armament works. The
Krupp properties are as much a family affair as the
Ford Motor Company. The Krupp family was, and still
is, the leader of Germany's industrial aristocracy. The
elder Krupp was a personal friend of the Kaiser. His
heir, Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, enjoyed un
diminished respect under the Weimar Republic. The
Fuehrer, in turn, paid his respects to Krupp soon after
coming to power. On the eve of the famous purge in
June, 1934, before ordering the execution of his own
closest friends, Hitler consulted Krupp von Bohlen und
Halbach at Villa Huegel, the latter's family residence
near Essen.
Krupp's firm profited more from the armament
boom than any other industrial enterprise in Germany.
Yet even Herr Krupp is grumbling because he is no
longer the absolute master he used to be.
This is reflected in the investment policies which the
Krupp concern pursues-or, rather, is compelled to pur
sue. In common with all big industrial concerns in Ger
many, Krupp wants to make financial preparations for
the time when the armament boom will slow down
and when it may once more be difficult to find enough
profitable work for his plants. He therefore sought to
put aside reserves against an uncertain future and to
avoid risky investments. But here he ran counter to the
policies of the regime. In such a clash between the
totalitarian State and private business, Krupp was
bound to lose, in spite of his name and political con
nections.
In 1936 Goering's Four-Year Plan Commission inti
mated to the Krupp concern that it was planned to
erect a new plant for large-scale production of synthetic
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rubber, or "Buna," extracted largely from coal and lime.
The Commission further suggested that Krupp might
finance this project out of his enormous armament
profits, adding it to the manifold interests of his con
cern. After having spent considerable time in investigat
ing the probable costs of production and the commer
cial possibilities of synthetic rubber, the research
department of the Krupp concern answered the Govern
ment's proposal with an emphatic refusal.
But not even from Krupp would Goering take no
for an answer. A few weeks after its negative reply, the
Krupp firm was summarily informed that, on a given
date, a meeting would be held of the founders of a new
company-Buna G.m.b.H. At the meeting arrangements
would be made for the financing of a plant to produce
Buna. The Krupp concern was directed to send a repre
sentative with authority to assume a share in financing
the project. There was no room for argument as to the
merits of the idea, certainly none for rejection of it.
The matter had been decided in Goering' s office, and
Krupp was left only the choice of a representative. At
his leisure he might calculate to what extent his liquid
assets would be reduced after his firm had subscribed
its share to the synthetic rubber project.
Even Krupp can no longer insist on his formerly
unchallenged independence when the all-powerful Party
"requests" sacrifices in the "interests of the community."
He cannot fight singlehanded against the ruling Party. lt
is necessary to understand this political background in
order to appreciate the story of how Krupp came to the
rescue of a bankrupt relative in Austria.
There is a brauch of the Krupp family in Austria,
owners of the Berndorfer Metallwarenfabrik Arthur
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Krupp A.G., a large machine-tool plant. This enterprise
did not prosper under the Austrian Republic, partly
because of the general decline of Austrian industry and
partly on account of the personality of the Austrian
Krupp, who preferred the leisurely, extravagant life of
the old aristocracy to that of an active businessman.
While Austria was still independent, the Austrian Krupp
had approached his German relative for financial assist
ance. After thorough investigation, Krupp turned down
the request, believing neither in the ability of his
Austrian relative nor in the wisdom of the investment.
However, the owner of the Berndorf factory was no
fool; before and during the days of Austria's "deliver
ance" he cultivated Nazi leaders at drinking parties.
When Anschluss had become a fact, his bankrupt com
pany was recommended as one deserving aid "in the
national interest." The available subsidy funds proved
insufficient, so the Party approached Krupp, suggesting
that his family interests, as well as national interests,
demanded the rescue of his relative. Krupp had to make
the investment, whatever his misgivings.
Other private concerns and trusts had similar experi
ences. Among them was I. G. Farbenindustrie, which
maintains a synthetic gasoline plant in Leuna, where new
methods of producing gasoline from coal are tried under
varying conditions, and large-scale experiments con
ducted, in a constant effort to find means of reducing
production costs and of testing theory in practice. The
chemical trust was reluctant to make further large in
vestments in the production of synthetic gasoline before
all the practical aspects had been thoroughly explored.
They did not want to build new plants unless they
could be sure that the new product would be able to
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compete successfully on the world market and would not
have to rely permanently on State subsidies. According
to reliable sources, this stage had not been reached when
the State notified the chemical trust and all other owners
of soft-coal mines in central Germany that they must
finance the establishment of "Brabag," or Braunkohlen
Benzin A.G., with two large plants at Boehlen and
Magdeburg, each with a capacity of 170,000 tons of
synthetic gasoline yearly.
Nor were Fritz Thyssen and his Stahlverein, the larg
est steel trust in Europe, given any consideration when,
in 1939, Goering established a new mining and steel con
cern and decided that important properties of the Stahl
verein should be incorporated in this new enterprise, to
be known as the Hermann Goering Reich Iron Works.
All private iron and steel concerns in the Reich had
declined to finance new plants for extracting iron from
low-grade domestic ore. Thereupon Herr Keppler,
Hitler's former economic adviser and a personal an
tagonist of the former "financial wizard," Schacht, was
placed in charge of the exploitation of Germany's
mineral resources. He was full of wonderful schemes for
opening up new sources for the raw materials so badly
needed in Germany. Iron deposits in Franconia and
Baden (particularly Salzgitter) had been neglected be
cause the iron content of this ore was less than 25 per
cent and smelting of ore with an iron content of less,
than 30 per cent has been regarded as uneconomical..
The iron and steel companies were unanimous in advis
ing the government "experts" that the costs of produc
tion would be prohibitive and that too great an
investment would be required. Furthermore, this ore
could not be used in existing German furnaces because
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of its excessively high content of silicic acid. If the same
smelting process were to be used as for other ore, this
would necessitate greatly increased consumption of
coke, and expensive technical changes in the furnaces,
with the result that costs of production would be con
siderably increased. Hence new furnaces would have to
be constructed.
All this scientific advice was disregarded and Goering's
office announced to the iron and steel masters that the
Hermann Goering Reich Iron Works was to be founded.
New furnaces were designed to cope with the low-grade
ore. British and American experts were hired. Goering
had enough foreign currency at his disposal to buy the
experience and technical assistance of H. A. Brassert &
Company of Chicago, which had subsidiaries in Europe.
This American firm made available the best technique
for smelting iron from low-grade ore. Mr. Brassert, the
American expert, is an international figure, of German
stock, born in England and naturalized in the United
States. Most of his experience has been in the American
steel industry.
The new iron and steel plants are being erected in
great haste. The big industrialists who had provided
Hitler with funds in the days when they thought that
he would remain their willing puppet could not avoid
contributing to the new project of which they disap
proved. The State, however, generously arranged to sup
ply the major portion of the necessary liquid capital.
The total capital is 400 million marks, of which 270
millions are represented by common stock, the majority
of which is held by the State. A minority share of the
common stock was presumably given to owners of mines
taken over by the State. The remaining 130 million are
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preferred stock without voting rights. Of these, 10 mil
lion are allotted to (i.e. have to be subscribed by) the
Reich's Group of German Artisans (on the theory
that artisans such as plumbers, etc., are interested in an
increased supply of iron and steel), and 95 million are
allotted to the member firms of all industrial groups
interested in the iron and steel supply. Each such firm
has had to subscribe to 50 marks of these preferred shares
for each worker employed by them as of July 31, 1938that is, a firm employing 1,000 workmen must subscribe
to 50,000 marks, etc. The remaining 25 million have
been offered for public subscription.
The Alpine Montanwerke, Austria's most important
iron and steel concern, was a subsidiary of the Stahl
verein, which counted on enjoying a virtual monopoly
in Austria after the Anschluss. But Party leaders
and the War Economic Council demanded that new
iron and steel mills be erected in Austria, where they
would be less exposed to air raids from France than the
steel trust's plants in the Ruhr district. The Stahl
verein hesitated to expand its Austrian subsidiary be
yond regional requirements, the more so as such a ven
ture did not promise to be very successful financially,
because of competitive disadvantages resulting from geo
graphical conditions. What was the result of this hesi
tation? The State, through the Hermann Goering Reich
Iron Works, simply assumed control of the Alpine
Montanwerke and proceeded to establish a new produc
tion center in Linz on the Danube.
The construction of gigantic new foundries in Salz
gitter and Linz (in former Austria) will greatly increase
Germany's production of iron and steel. After the com
pletion of the "greater production program" in 1942
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or 1943, an estimated 21 million tons of domestic ore
will yield approximately seven million tons of iron and
steel. This will be a substantial addition to Germany's
present supply of about 21 million tons of iron ore,
imported primarily from Scandinavia, France and Spain.
The rise of German iron-ore production is quite im
pressive: from 6.37 million tons in 1929 and 2.59 million
tons in 1933 to 7.57 million tons in 1937 and 11.15 mil
lion tons in 1938 (including the Saar district). In 1938,
domestic iron-ore production surpassed imports of iron
ore. This fact, however, is misleading. The quality of
German iron ore has greatly declined, so that in 1938
the share of iron produced from German ores amounted
to only 22 per cent of the total iron production. Die
Wirtschaftskurve emphasized the difficulty of producing
iron from German ore-not merely as a result of the low
iron content, but also because of its chemical composi
tion. "lt is probable that at present emde iron and semi
manufactured iron products can be bought at a price
which is below costs of production-" despite the fact that
German iron and steel prices are kept on a relatively
high level by the German iron and steel syndicates.
If consumption remains at the present rate, iron
produced from domestic ore should constitute close
to 60 per cent of total production in 1942-43, as against
19.0 per cent in 1937. If, however, the demand for iron
should continue to expand, and imports should be
allowed to continue at approximately the present levels,
the share of production from domestic ore would in
crease to only about 45 per cent of the total. lt is doubt
ful whether this goal will ever be reached.
A number of factories in Ostmark-formerly Austria
were incorporated into the Hermann Goering Reich
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Iron Works. These factories-for the mass production
of automobiles, machinery, freight cars, etc.-had been
expropriated from "non-Aryans" and are of consider
able military importance.
There are other enterprises where investments are too
risky or undesirable for private capital. Consequently,
State institutions, having large liquid funds at their
disposal, helped to finance such undertakings. The pro
jected plant for the mass production of a cheap "people's
automobile" (Volkswagen) is such an undertaking. The
idea of the new automobile plant is supposed to have
originated with Adolf Hitler himself, who has a penchant
for spectacular, monumental projects.
In 1935, at a time when butter and meat rations were
at a low level, Hitler promised every citizen an auto
mobile. He wanted a car cheaper than the Ford, a fac
tory larger than Ford's Detroit plant or the Russian
Gorki plant. The German automobile manufacturers
-Opel, Daimler-Benz and others-were consulted and
displayed no enthusiasm. They advised Hitler that there
would be no market for such a car-the workers and
middle classes could not afford to buy and maintain
even the cheapest automobile. Gasoline in Germany is
about five times the world market price. Repairs can
not be made without using scarce materials which cost
several times more than they would on the world mar
ket. Therefore the maintenance of a car is three to four
times more expensive than in the United States. The
"people's automobile" will compete with the Opel and
the German-built Ford cars. Thus the scarcity of raw
materials and skilled labor will increase, while the new
State-sponsored factory is privileged at the expense of
the privately owned automobile factories.
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Daimler-Benz A. G., one of the largest corporations
in the automobile industry, stated in its annual report
for 1938:
"Production in the automobile industry does not de
pend on the demands of the public. The limitations in
herent in supplies of raw materials, spare parts and labor
are decisive."
The objections of private manufacturers to the new
automobile plant were overruled. The War Economic
Council voted for the project, not merely to please the
Fuehrer, but to increase Germany's capacity for the pro
duction of armored cars, trucks, etc.
An effort will be made to imitate Ford's mass produc
tion methods. Some technical details on the projected
automobile may be of interest: the weight will be 650
kilograms (1,170 pounds); it is to be capable of carry
ing four to five passengers, and it will be equipped with
a 24 h.p. motor; the consumption of gasoline is supposed
to be six to seven litres ( a litre is approximately a quart)
for each hundred kilometers (about 62 ¼ miles). lt is
doubtful, however, whether the new car will be as good
as it is promised, especially in view of the fact that it
will have to be built largely with ersatz. Yet the new
mass production automobile has a good chance of suc
cessful competition with other low-priced cars, especially
those on the markets of southern and southeastern
Europe.
The construction of the new factory was started in
1938 in Fallersleben, after the establishment in 1937
of the "Gesellschaft zur Foerderung des deutschen Volks
wagens" (Society for the Promotion of the German
People's Automobile), with a capital of 50 million
marks. The capital is being raised partly by the Labor
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Front and partly by individual weekly subscriptions of
five marks as advance installments on a car. The
Fuehrer's hope that hundreds of thousands would re
spond eagerly have not been realized. Boys and girls
were therefore enlisted and entitled to sign the contracts
providing for a monthly payment of five marks each.
The car is to be delivered in four or five years, but
only to those who have paid the installments without
fail for about three years. No provision has been made
for reimbursing those who will have paid a part or
even the greater part of the installments but may have
had to interrupt their payments because of the lass of
their jobs or for other unforeseen reasons, although in
a few exceptional cases eighty per cent of the money
already paid may be returned. There are no definite
arrangements as to the time of delivery. "The important
question of the time of delivery has not yet been cleared
up," said Die Deutsche Volkswirtschaft of August 3, 1938,
in a semiofficial statement after the propaganda cam
paign for the purchase of these cars had been initiated.
The new car will be extremely cheap compared to
other automobiles. lt is to cost 990 marks (about $240)
and is supposed to be delivered after 750 marks have
been paid on account. Yet even this cheap price-espe
cially considering the high costs of maintenance of an
automobile-is beyond the means of both workers and
the overwhelming majority of the middle classes. Strong
pressure on the part of the Party, especially upon State
employees, has succeeded in obtaining a considerable
number of subscriptions. However, though it had been
hoped to obtain half a million subscriptions, the total
number received by February 17, 1939, amounted,
according to an official statement, to only 170,000. This
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would mean a weekly payment of 850,000 marks, and
more, because subscribers sometimes pledged themselves
to pay at a higher rate.
Public opinion has been skeptical as to whether the
cars would ever be delivered, either because the State
would not fulfill its contract or because the buyers
would be unable to complete their payments. Among
the better paid bureaucrats and employees, how
ever, the projected "people's automobile" has become
popular.
This and other such projects of the Four-Year Plan
Commission do not reveal the full scope of State inter
ference in industrial investments. In many other in
dustries, State and Army commissars have insisted upon
rapid extension of plant capacity and increased pro
duction, the construction of dugouts as shelters in case
of air raids, etc. At the insistence of the commissars,
out-of-date machinery, discarded in order to reduce pro
duction costs, has been put back in operation in indus
tries producing scarce products.
Because of work on the fortifications, demands for
cement in western Germany have increased to such an
extent that, according to 1938 plans, the cement indus
try, previously suffering from overexpansion, was to
increase its production from eighteen to twenty-four
million tons per year.
Private concerns are reluctant to enlarge their plants,
merely to meet temporary demands for fortifications
and other emergency needs. They have sought to avoid
the heavy expenditure involved in building up an indus
trial reserve capacity needed only in the event of war.
The Frankfurter Zeitung of February 1, 1939, carried
this concealed threat to any industrialist who might
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object to extension of plant capacity to meet the State's
emergency demands:
"In several branches of industry, subject to emer
gency State orders, industrial firms have no choice but
to adapt their productive capacity accordingly, unless
they wish to run the risk that new independent fac
tories-backed by authoritative State customers-will
arise. They will become uncomfortable competitors
when demand declines.If new factories must be erected
for emergencies to meet the present increase in demand,
it will mean that expenditures will be much greater in
the long run.If the methods of planned economy are
to be applied anywhere at all, they must be applied in
this industry."
Many foreign observers, who do not know the inside
picture, wonder why German industrialists should be
dissatisfied notwithstanding increased production and
greater profits. A special source of dissatisfaction springs
directly from this increased production. Industrialists
who produce urgently needed materials must speed up
production, often more than is economically sound.
" ...The optimum scale of output (i.e., the most
favourable relationship between expenditure and re
ceipts) is reached before activity is fully up to the level
of capacity ...That rising costs have already made
their appearance in a number of branches of the pro
duction goods industries is shown in the balance sheets
...e.g., in the mining industry at the middle of 1938.
As early as then the necessity was felt to increase de
preciation allowances (owing to the over-employment
of machinery) and to make additions to plant, while
the need was already urgent for extra labouring power
which was either not available at all or could only
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be obtained in comparatively inefficient forms. . . .
"Business is therefore now confronted ... by the
opposing movements of increased costs and on the other
side relatively shrinking returns-lower prices in the
home market, losses on the export trade, etc." 1
A machine which runs day and night at top speed
will depreciate much more quickly than one that op
erates at a normal speed, one shift a day. Additional
replacements and renewal of technical equipment are
necessary in order to avoid a shrinkage of industrial
capital.
Increased production and sales should enable the in
dustrial enterprise to accumulate sufficient liquid funds
for the renewal and even extension of the plant. This is
however, mere theory. In practice, there are many ob
stacles to the reinvestment of capital.
The Dyckerhoff Portland Zement Werke, A. G., one
of the largest cement concerns, stressed the rapid de
preciation of machinery, as a result of too much pro
duction, in its report for 1938:
"The depreciation rates established by the tax authori
ties are not in accord with economic necessities. The
value of plant installations largely depends on whether
machinery runs day and night throughout the year or
whether sufficient time has been allowed for renovation
and repairs."
The London Statist, in its issue of May 13, 1939, called
the "overstrain" of human beings and of machines the
most serious feature of Nazi economy. lt said:
"Food shortage and signs of inflation are not the most
serious indications of the excessive strain to which the
Reich's national economy has been subjected during the
last few years.
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"Much more serious is the overworking of men and
machines which is probably without precedent in peace
time.. .. This overstrain ... merely additional evi
dence of the well-known fact that in the course of her
gigantic rearmament effort Germany has exhausted those
very resources in man-power and industrial capital which
normally would be considered the 'iron reserve' to be
drawn upon in case of war.... Industrial machinery
is exposed likewise (like workers) to abnormal and ex
cessive strain.Not only is the wear and tear of machinery
in general appalling, but in the building industry con
crete mixers and other machines operated in some in
stances without stop and adequate repairs for 24 hours
are being quickly ruined.... The normal depreciation
rates have proved utterly inadequate under present con
ditions."
In 1938, about 44.5 per cent more "capital construc
tion " was produced than in 1929, yet "replacements"
were less than in 1929. These figures indicate more pro
duction, more depreciation of machines, and less replace
ments.
GERMAN CAPITAL CüNSTRUCTiüN" 2
(In million marks)
New ConReplaceTotal
struction
ments
1929 ............
6,950
5,850
12,800
5,060
1933 ............
5,060
5,825
2,360
1934 ............
8,185
6,000
5,600
1935 ............
11,600
6,200
1936 ............
7,500
13,800
1937............
16,000
9,500
6,500
1938 (estimate)...
18,500
11,700
6,800
"Normal Replacements": 5,800 million marks.
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A considerable part of the liquid funds of all com
panies is requisitioned by the State either for the financ
ing of State-sponsored industrial projects, or as tax pay
ments. The latter have risen to such an extent that
many industrial enterprises have had to reduce their
reinvestments.
At the end of the first Four-Year Plan period the tax
bill of German business had increased enormously. Even
the large firms, which had to finance new armament fac
tories, were not exempt.
Typical tax bills of German concerns are as follows:
z934-35

Taxes paid:
z937-38
z934-35

z937-38

(in thousand marks) (in per cent of net profits)
Gute Hoffnungshuette
(heavy industry)
4,130
Kloeckner (heavy industry) 43,733
Mannesmann
(heavy industry)
6,fö.?4
Daimler-Benz
(auto industry)
4,191
I. G. Farbenindustrie
(chemical industry)
41,400
Zellstoff-Fabrik Waldhof
(textile industry)
2,893
Bremer Wollkaemmerei
textile industry
1,309

16,500
79,1 98

80.9
85.7

343.7
165.0

22,643

194.8

205.8

22,758

102.2

1083.7

125,100

81.1

229.1

9,439

144.6

393·3

3439

77.o

286.6

The annual report of the Dresdner Bank for 1937-38
complained:
"The additional tax payment has completely wiped
out the additional gross income. Added expenses, espe
cially for personnel and social purposes, had to be
financed by other means. They have been covered by
a reduction in the contributions to the pension fund
and the official reserve fund amounting to one million
marks each."
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Vereinigte Glanzstoffwerke A. G. is the largest manu
facturer of artificial silk in Germany. The tax bill of this
company rose 578 per cent within three years (1935-38),
the number of employees, 35 per cent. The State re
ceived 180 per cent more than was distributed to the
shareholders in dividends.
Many German concerns are afraid to reveal large
liquid reserves because it might mean an invitation to
the tax collector. The experience of one of the most
important German textile concerns, the Kammgarn
spinnerei Stoehr A. G. in Leipzig, is a case in point.
Stoehr had pursued a cautious financial policy, prepar
ing for an eventual recession. In 1938, the firm had
considerable liquid funds at its disposal-1.2 million
marks in bank deposits. In August the authorities took
action. The Price Commissar came to the conclusion
that certain price decrees had been violated. A "penalty"
of 1.5 million marks was imposed on Stoehr, obviously
on the basis that there must be more liquid assets
where such considerable cash reserves existed.
The fact that there have been so many additions to
the nation's industrial plant makes it appear that there
is a genuine industrial prosperity. But often these in
vestments are made merely to replace machinery which
is unsuitable for production with ersatz. The rubber
goods manufacturers, for example, were compelled to
find money for extensive new equipment, because Buna
-synthetic rubber-is much harder than natural rubber.
Therefore heavier machinery had to be built to replace
what was obsolete.
Will these new investments pay or must they be writ
ten off immediately? In this connection a Nazi magazine,
Die Deutsche Volkswirtschaft, stated:
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"We have to consider that the risks in the rubber
industry are at present very high....We must antici
pate that these risks will be higher in the future, as the
manufacture of Buna will certainly result in losses."
Most textile manufacturers have had to buy new ma
chinery in order to work with German cotton and wool
ersatz. According to the official figures on new invest
ments and production of capital goods, Germany's in
dustrial capital has increased greatly.But these reports
do not indicate the amount of "capital goods" used for
armaments; they say nothing about the extent to which
machinery must be replaced so that ersatz may be used.
The boom in many German industries indicates that
the whole industrial structure is undergoing a rapid
transformation at the hands of the State in order to meet
present emergency situations and in preparation for a
future wartime economy. New factories arise for the
satisfaction of special demands, springing from unfore
seen raw material shortages. No one knows how long
such emergencies will last. Industrialists, therefore, feel
that they should be prepared for future losses and the
probability that much machinery will soon have to be
renewed or may, in a relatively short time, become ob
solete. Consequently they try to recover the money spent
on new plant investments as rapidly as possible. This
is often impossible, because the State has so many in
vestment schemes of its own.lt has created new tech
nical difficulties which can be overcome only through
new investments.
The Krupp concern summarized the effects of its
"forced" production boom and its anxieties about the
future in its annual report for 1937-1938 (dated March
1939): 3
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"The tempestuous upward development of the Ger
man economy during the past few years has forced us
to use our plant to its fullest capacity and to wring the
ultimate from our factories. So far it has still been pos
sible to overcome the difficulties of obtaining sufficient
manpower and the necessary materials. The increase in
turnover thus achieved was rendered possible by exten
sive overtime and double shifts . ..
"In a number of plants earnings no langer kept step
with the increase in turnover as reserve capacity was
called into use to a point where production costs were
adversely affected. Earnings were furthermore affected
unfavorably by lower profits from foreign sales and the
lesser yield of coal, the latter due to well-known causes.
In the production of iron and steel the increased use
of domestic raw materials involved large additional ex
pense. If we were nevertheless able during the fiscal
year to attain satisfactory results, this is due less to the
increase in turnover than to the mechanization of our
plant. However, the trend toward increasing cost of pro
duction continues. We will have to make increased
efforts to combat it. This will require considerable
means during the years to come.
"The fact that the new issue market continued to be
pre-empted by the Government necessitated most care
ful handling of our finances. W e sought to devote re
serves for depreciation and net profits to renewal of plant.
The excessive strain on our production plant caused
depreciation at an extraordinary rate, necessitating more
extensive renewal.. ..
·"For the current fiscal year we have a large backlog
of orders which safeguards full employment of our plant
for many months. We therefore hope to be able again
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to obtain satisfactory results. lt is true that we have to
reckon with heavy additional expense, resulting espe
cially from the still-continuing fall in export proceeds,
from the increased use of German ore, from the decreas
ing yield of coal and from the increase in corporate tax
rates. . . . "
Private firms cannot sue the Government for not pay
ing armament bills. In April, 1939, German building
firms were surprised by a Government decree announc
ing that all German contractors had to accept forty per
cent of the payments due for armaments in two types
of "Tax Certificates": type A, which can be used to
pay taxes six months after their issue; type B, to pay
taxes at 112 per cent of their face value after three
years. Building contractors tried in vain to pay their
own raw material suppliers with these "Tax Cer
tificates."
Private business in Germany still has its own invest
ment plans. Whether they can be put into practice or
will be profitable depends much more on decisions of
the Government than on circumstances under the con
trol of the capitalist. Long-term investments, in the
nature of things, involve a certain element of specu
lation.
"The question of whether newly invested capital will
be productive can only be answered in the future. Cer
tain reserves must be maintained in order to finance a
possible transformation of the economy to a peace
time basis." 4
The investment plans of the industrialists must not
conflict with Government decisions and policies. But
what the next decisions of the Government will be is
largely unpredictable. There is no plan which pre-
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scribes what a manufacturer should produce and invest.
Most acts of State interference in investments and
output are negative in character. To make new invest
ments or to increase productive capacity is forbidden in
many industries. In nearly all branches of industry the
erection of new factories or the establishment of new
firms is proscribed. Most State agencies and commissars
start functioning by issuing prohibitions. One is for
bidden much more often than permitted. A workshop
cannot be closed without a special permit. However, it is
permissible to change from the production of one article
to another, although this is often of little practical
importance, for if State offices do not grant the necessary
supplies of raw materials or labor to produce the new
product, then the right to increase production or make
changes is worth very little.
There are two general principles which guide the State
offices in making decisions on investments: military in
terests and the "interests of the Party." Often the de
cisions are dictated by a sudden shortage of raw materials
or demands for a huge quantity of military equipment
-unforeseen and at complete variance with previously
planned schemes and projects.
The individual manufacturer seeks to protect his own
interests against decisions of State agencies or commis
sars. To further them, he tries to exert pressure, indi
vidually, through Party connections, through group or
estate organizations and-last but not least-through per
sonal friends among the State bureaucrats.
The absence of hard and fast rules has its advantages.
lt serves to avoid schematic generalizations and addi
tional bureaucracy. However, the laws of competition
are no longer in effect. There are so many institutions
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and offices, representing group or particular Party in
terests, interfering and planning, that confusion concern
ing the plans of the various State agencies is the
inevitable result, and an ever-recurring doubt as to what
is allowed or forbidden whenever a new investment is
to be made.
U nforeseen changes in State regulations often force
industrialists to change their investment plans. This can
perhaps be illustrated best by the experience of a big
German firm with a famous trade name.
World-wide advertising has made Kaffee Haag, a caf
feine-free coffee, a name familiar to nearly everyone.
This German firm has spent large sums on research
in analyzing foods and in studying methods of
production with a view to improving the taste and
quality of its product and decreasing costs. For years
this company had investigated the possibilities of pro
ducing denicotinized cigarettes which would satisfy the
smoker. After extensive research, a factory was started.
New decrees on construction and equipment added to
production costs. Other decrees affecting the distribu
tion of tobacco and sales of cigarettes made it impossible
to obtain the necessary raw materials and sales quotas
in quantities sufficient to make the enterprise profitable.
Finally Kaffee Haag had to abandon its plans, which had
been based on mass production. Work on the half
finished plant was stopped. The funds originally set aside
for this project were invested in a factory making news
print.
The Schultheiss Brewery, one of the largest in Ger
many, sought to invest its considerable liquid funds in
fashionable restaurants, bars and similar luxury estab
lishments in Berlin. With this aim in mind, the concern
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entered upon a program involving considerable build
ing and construction work. Then new decrees were
issued forbidding the use of iron, steel, cement, etc.,
for new projects without special certificates, which
Schultheiss was unable to obtain. The capital already
expended went to waste and the firm had to look for
other fields of investment.
No longer is it possible for a concern having large
resources at its disposal to construct a new factory in
order to drive a competitor out of the market. This
would all too evidently be sheer waste of capital, unless
technical improvements could be introduced which
would lower the cost of production or increase the pro
ductivity of labor.
The author is reminded of a visit he made to the Ford
Motor Company in Detroit in the summer of 1938. The
vast potentialities of this truly gigantic organization
were mostly unrealized. Yet an immense building was
under construction, a factory for the mass production
of automobile bodies. When this plant starts operating,
Ford will cease buying bodies from independent manu
facturers. No reply was forthcoming to the question as
to what would happen then to the independent pro
ducers of bodies and their factories. There was also no
answer to another question-does the Ford Motor Com
pany intend to remain faithful to Henry Ford's original
policy of reducing the price until sales have increased
so much that all machinery is working at full capacity?
The author was promised an answer in writing to these
and other questions. The written reply said only that
no answer could be given. 5
In Nazi Germany, Ford would not be allowed to
build a new body plant when other body plants were
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idle or not completely in use. Insofar as such govern
ment interference avoids waste of capital, it may be re
garded as progressive. However, a genuine national
investment board to plan Germany's investments does
not exist. New investments are planned only from the
point of view of military necessity. Without war the
new investments planned by the State will, to a large
extent, also be a waste of capital.
The flow of capital is no longer regulated by a capital
market which directs it into industries that are par
ticularly profitable. The State has supplanted the capital
market. lt compels private capitalists to make invest
ments in a future wartime economy and creates eco
nomic conditions which cause old investments to decline
in value. Thus the State makes drastic preparation for
a still greater scarcity of raw materials and labor supply
-all this in the expectation that wartime economy is
not far off.
A visitor to the new industrial districts in central
Germany is impressed by the many gigantic establish
ments. He does not see that simultaneously industrial
life in other parts of the country is decaying. The new
factories do not signify a genuine development of the
country's productive forces, but an intensified one-sided
growth of certain branches of production at the expense
of other industries. Thus heavy industry-important for
wartime economy-continues to increase disproportion
ately within the economy as a whole. Funds for renewal
of technical equipment in industries not directlyinvolved
in the production of armaments are insufficient, because
the maintenance of factories which do not satisfy the
most urgent needs of a wartime economy has become
relatively unimportant. For reasons of military strategy
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many plants in frontier districts have had to close down.
The Frankfurter Zeitung of September 11, 1938, carried
this account of the decay of industrial life in Germany's
eastern districts.
"Idle factories-near the Polish border-were not re
opened. The workers emigrated to prosperous industrial
districts. Towns like Kuestrin and Landsberg in Silesia
lost 15,000 to 20,000 workers, and in some small pro
vincial towns the populations had declined ten to twenty
per cent in recent years. . . . The list of industrial losses
in the frontier district is moving indeed. Three big
machine-tool plants in Landsberg, Kuestrin and Schwie
bus, with over a thousand workers each, have dis
appeared. Also two enamel factories in Kuestrin and
Reppen. Six out of eleven lignite mines east of the
River Oder have been closed. The seventeen shoe fac
tories have completely disappeared. The same is true
of the factories manufacturing musical instruments and
tobacco products, in the Frankfurt (Oder) and Schwerin
districts. The number of workers in the textile industry
in Landsberg declined from 3,000 to 2,000....
Efficient young workers emigrate because they have no
opportunities in their home provinces. In certain re
spects the frontier district is similar to a colonial coun
try exporting men and raw materials."
Even sectors of German economy which are most
essential to national well-being, particularly in wartime,
have experienced a deterioration in their technical
equipment. The State has pre-empted the capital market
for rearmament purposes to such an extent that for
years the State-owned railway system, Germany's most
important means of transportation, was unable to raise
funds for maintenance and rep airs.
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A confidential report on the technical condition of
German railway equipment vividly portrays a process
which never before had been witnessed in German rail
road history, except during the World War.
"Most of the rolling stock is in need of repair. The
condition of the locomotives is worse than it has ever
been. The larger yards are congested, because there is
a lack of shunting engines to clear them. In certain dis
tricts the State railway is compelled to work with oil
burning engines borrowed from private companies.
Locomotives stand about in the repair shops, because
there are no raw materials with which to repair them
properly. Formerly, axle bearings, piston rods, crank
pins, coupling pins and bolts were lined with a mixture
of lead, tin and antimony, but all available stocks of
these metals were put at the disposal of the shipyards,
because the Third Reich is rearming at sea as quickly
as possible. Good bearings are even removed from loco
motives and trucks and they are relined with substitute
metal. This substitute is a mixture of brass, copper and
lead; it is hard and brittle and 'eats' oil; when pressure
is increased it breaks, and if the lubricant used is an
inferior one, the bearings become hot and 'grab.' There
is also a shortage of good lubricating oil. When bearings
have been lined with substitute metal, the locomotives
are compelled to reduce speed on the curves, and the
working speed generally is reduced. In order to over
come the disadvantage of poor lubricating oil and in
ferior bearings, the bearings are no langer made air
tight, and the result is that the axles, etc., whip and
destroy the bearings.''
During the winter of 1938-39 the accuracy of this
confidential report was confirmed by many official Nazi
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reports. In the News Service of the Reich Railway Com
pany the following statement appeared:
"There were congestions at freight stations resulting
in temporary traffic tie-ups. 6 Cars were overworked.
Open freight cars became particularly scarce, making
severe measures necessary in order to have any avail
able."
Compared with 1928, traffic in 1939 had increased by
10 per cent, but the rolling stock had decreased by no
less than 4,000 locomotives and 80,000 cars. As an in
evitable result, the safety of transportation was affected.7
The Anschluss with Austria and with the Sudetenland
increased traffic difficulties. 8
THE DECLINE OF RAILWAY EQUIPMENT IN GERMANY9

z929
Number of locomotives
Number of freight cars
Number of passenger cars

25,017
660,112
68,248

At the end of

z93z

23,066
647,097
70,428

z938

Old
Reich
22,172
577,060
61,309

Greater
Germany•
25,20 6
629,693
68,942

Gooos TRANSPORTED
(Monthly Average, in thousand, tons)

z932

20,170

Greater Germany
44,000 (Jan.-March)

These figures were commented on by the German In
stitute for German Business Research itself as follows:
"The demands made on the rolling stock last fall were
so great that it seemed questionable whether the Reichs
bahn [Reich's Railways] could take care of any further
increase in transportation. This question was justified
especially by the fact that the increase in performances
last year could only be attained by utilization of all re
sources. The increase in transportation and the nsmg
(•Includes Austria and Sudetenland)
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frequency of special problems had led temporarily to a
great overburdening which had unfavorable effects on
the operation of the railways. A penetrating examination
of the present situation shows that the difficulties of assur
ing business a sufficient amount of loading room have
not been completely overcome....
"The Reichsbahn must reckon in the coming autumn
-the seasonal peak-once again with a number of special
problems. . . . The new demands will at first be all the
more difficult to overcome since also in the past year . .
it was not possible to increase the available freight room
to any great extent." 10
Funds for renewal of railway equipment were made
available only when transportation difficulties called
forth protests from many industries and alarmed the
Army leaders. Because the Government was unable to
provide sufficient funds, it was compelled to satisfy the
financial demands of the railroads at the expense of
other branches of the economy. Investment plans for
these industries were thereby disrupted.
In a country where all State activities are dedicated
to war preparations and where the armament program
has resulted in a scarcity of raw materials and capital
funds, industrialists seek a refuge for their surplus
funds in fields of investment which are unproductive
and even unprofitable but whose comparative safety
renders them more attractive than State-recommended
investments.
In their almost panic-stricken search for safe invest
ment opportunities, many German capitalists resort to
the purchase of real estate, the value of which cannot
depreciate as a result of inflation.This also explains the
prosperity of certain speculative and luxury trades; for
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example, the paradox that Germany, notwithstanding
all the emphasis placed on sacrifices in the national in
terest, is one of the few countries where the jewelry
business is flourishing. Even cheap trinkets find a ready
market at a good profit. The "Aryan" proprietor of the
largest jewelry store in Berlin, a Mr. Markgraf, was
arrested by the Gestapo under suspicion of having
smuggled jewels into the country. He had been selling
more than he could legally have obtained. Thus Ger
many, the country with the greatest scarcity of foreign
currency and gold, is importing jewels to meet the de
mand of people who prefer diamonds and platinum to
State loans.
The Government is unable to create conditions which
make the investment policies of the State sufficiently
attractive to capitalists. A few concerns may obtain such
extensive privileges that they feel the totalitarian State
has brought them prosperity-largely at the expense of
other industries and enterprises. However, even they
must modify their investment plans in accordance with
the decisions of government agencies, because the abso
lute power of the State exacts compliance. Private in
itiative has not been completely suppressed, but it im
pels industrialists and investors in directions which run
counter to the desires of the State.

Chapter X

BANKERS AS STATE OFFICIALS
"The totalitarian State will not have an empty treasury
so long as private companies or individuals still have
ample cash or liquid assets."

manager of a big German bank sometimes goes
abroad to visit foreign bankers, but bankers in Amster
dam or Zurich have ceased to wonder why their G�r
man business friends no longer dare to visit them alone.
The German banker is often accompanied by some
body else-a Party man-who has to see that no private
business is arranged without the knowledge of the
Party. The Dutch or Swiss banker will be reluctant to
invite his German friend for a social evening because
the German banker would be afraid to come without
the Party man. Otherwise Party authorities might be
suspicious and troublesome after his return to Germany.
He has to give a detailed report to the Government
authorities about everything he discussed or heard. He
would not be trusted if he declared that he talked with
his foreign banking friends only about the weather or
his own health.
Within Germany itself, the banker's activities are
likewise circumscribed. He plays a dual role, a fact
which creates many unpleasant and even risky situations
for him. He is the head of a "private enterprise," yet
he must always act like a representative of the State. A
private investor would be nai:ve if he continued to rely
THE
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on the advice of "his banker" whom he has known for
many years and who formerly advised him how to invest
his money. The advice he would get now would consist
only of the instructions the banker gets from the Govern
ment. The banker must urge his customer to buy State
bonds or bonds of Four-Year Plan enterprises, and he
must always pretend to hold the most optimistic views
about the financial situation of the State, contrary to
his real opinions. If a private investor dares disregard
the advice and pressure exerted to force him to invest
his funds in State bonds, the bank manager might tel1
him that he had better leave his money on deposit and
not invest it at all. lt is not illegal to refuse, but in
advisable. If he withdraws large funds for private invest
ments or otherwise remains stubborn, the banker will
have to send a report to Government authorities inform
ing them about the case. They will then check on how
the money is used. The local Party leader will keep in
tauch with the bank manager, too, and learn of with
drawals or of the existence of liquid assets and make
use of this knowledge when there is a new Party drive
for funds.
Under fascism, big bankers, formerly independ
ent-except, of course, "non-Aryans" -have become State
officials in everything but name. They are often in high
and influential positions, but they are all members of
the compact, centralized State machine. Their inde
pendence, their individual initiative, their free com
petitive position, all the principles for which they once
fought fervently, are gone. They no langer lead in
society. They used to be the most influential and inde
pendent capitalists, more powerful even than the bankers
in England or in the United States. For in Germany
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big banks were not mere deposit banks like the "big
five" in England which are not allowed to grant long
term credits or to participate in issues of stocks and
bonds. A few big banks in pre-Nazi Germany were in
much more complete control of the capital market and
had eliminated banking competition to a greater extent
than the big banks in the United States or in Great
Britain. There were no antitrust laws in Germany which
prohibited the rise of huge nation-wide banking trust:s.
They could, and did, grant long-term credits and
participate in issues of stocks and bonds. The executives
of the big banks were the financial advisers of the
industrial trusts, which were largely financed by the
banks. The steel trust controlled by Fritz Thyssen, who
helped Hitler come to power, arose from the financial
debacle during the stabilization crisis of 1924-25 as a
result of the financial skill and support of the Jewish
banker Jakob Goldschmidt, then managing director of
the Darmstaedter-und Nationalbank. The big banks dis
tributed the major part of the foreign capital which
went to Germany during the prosperity era of 1927-29.
This was a contributing factor in making their position
untenable during the banking crisis in 1931. They had
to apply for State assistance. When the Nazis came to
power, the State owned or controlled most of the share
capital of the large banks, with the exception of the
Deutsche Bank & Disconto-Gesellschaft.
These big banks are today again under private owner
ship. This fact easily misleads the foreign observer. For
under fascism "private banks" are as much under State
control and are as co-ordinated as ordinary State banks.
The transformation of the big banks from protectors
and pillars of private enterprise to the whip of the
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authoritarian State to be used in controlling private
enterprise gives a certain degree of opportunity to small
private bankers. They may be financially weak, but they
have one asset which the larger banks do not possess: they
are not directly Government controlled.
The private capitalist who visits such an independent
banker can, however, never be sure whether he can trust
him. Ths banker may be a personal friend, but he would
not be allowed to exist as a banker unless he were
trusted by the Party leaders, too. He must prove his
"reliability" by disclosing trade secrets. He would be
suspect if he did not do so.
Such a banker is really in an embarrassing position.
He should be on good terms with the Party authorities.
and yet he must be trusted by the private investor, a
combination which obviously is difficult.
Such a privileged position seems to be that of Dr.
Christian Fischer, who decided to establish himself as.
a private banker in the spring of 1939. He resigned
from the executive management of the Reichs-Kredit
Gesellschaft, a very influential State bank which con
trols the financial affairs of most State enterprises. Dr.
Fischer is an "old-line conservative" rather than a Party
man. He has a chance to succeed in his new career, for
he has good connections with the State bureaucracy,
plus the reliability of an "old conservative." On the
other hand, the Government would not have allowed
Dr. Fischer to act as private banker unless it had made
sure that he would act in full accordance with the poli
cies of the State.
The fusion between the State and the banks has de
veloped as a result of forces which were miscalculated
by all former leaders of the banks as well as of the Nazi_
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party. During the first period of totalitarian rule, Dr.
Hjalmar Schacht was given a chance to reconstruct the
old banking system. Many bankers who had to rely on
State support before the Nazis came to power had hoped
that fascism would mean a return to the old prosperity,
with private banks taking advantage of new possibilities
for private investment and of the increase in savings
capital. The Nazi Government did not seriously attempt
to abolish private banking as demanded in the Nazi
program and did not try to create one large banking
trust owned and administered by the State. The German
bankers cannot complain that they were "betrayed" by
Hitler. A chance was given them when Schacht became
president of the Reichsbank in 1933. Private investments
were encouraged by the State. Taxes which seemed to
be an obstacle to prosperity were reduced. Profits which
were reinvested became tax exempt. State credits and
subsidies were granted for repairs of houses. But real
prosperity failed to emerge from these measures.
In the meantime, Dr. Schacht tried to reconstruct a
private banking system. At the end of 1933, an inquiry
on banking was staged. Its results could have been fore
seen. The Commission of Inquiry was against any kind
of socialization of banking advocated by Nazi radicals.
lt only recommended measures for the supervision of
private banks. And as a result of the inquiry, the Gov
ernment decided upon a vague "control of all credit
institutions." New credit institutions would no longer
be allowed unless they obtained special State permits.
Other measures were quite in accordance with banking
laws in democratic countries.
Many ruined Nazi manufacturers who had taken seri
ously the Party program against "interest slavery"
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and "unproductive banking capital" went to "Jewish
bankers" requesting credits for themselves without
offering guarantees and refusing disclosure of their
financial status. Against these ultra-Nazis was decreed
the Reich Law on Credits of December 5, 1934. This
made it compulsory for all private bankers to grant non
secured credits of over 5,000 marks (about $1,200) to
individuals or firms "only after obtaining full informa
tion on the financial affairs of the debtor." Another
decree, of December 13, 1935, provided that credits of
over one million marks must be reported bi-monthly to
a Reich commissar. This measure was to establish a
better control of the credit policy of the banks as well
as a control of the indebtedness of industrial concerns.
On the whole, these measures provided for a recovery
of the private economy under the leadership of the
banks. But the armament policy and the huge spending
program of the State subjected the machine built up by
the private banks to the demands of the State.
When this new policy began, Dr. Schacht still was
president of the Reichsbank and subsequently was even
made Minister of Economics. He must have foreseen
that the huge financial deficit of the State could not
continue forever. But Dr. Schacht did not expect that
a financial crisis would endanger his position as eco
nomic dictator. On the contrary, he no doubt felt that
in line with his previous experience, financial difficulties
of the State would strengthen the position of the Reichs
bank and would make the Government dependent on
the wishes of those who controlled the capital market.
This had been his experience under the Weimar Re
public. But now the financial difficulties compelled
Schacht to create a bureaucratic machine which enabled
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the Government to replace him at a moment' s notice
by somebody more docile than he was.
Dr. Schacht tried to restrict State expenses, to keep
at a minimum the regimentation of economic life under
the Party bureaucracy, to encourage the revival of pri
vate initiative and competition, to end credit inflation
and the growth of taxes. With Schacht were allied high
Army officers who shared his point of view, who opposed
the control of the armed forces by the Party bureau
crats and the Gestapo. But the Party would not tolerate
restriction of its spending and curtailment of its author
ity by "outsiders."
Dr. Schacht and the "conservative" leaders of the large
corporations thought in the old terms of a "strong state"
which would insure the smooth operation of an eco
nomic system under which they would remain in con
trol of the capital market. They had witnessed many
governments they did not like. Their influence had
never failed them, for the State needed credits to meet
its financial demands, especially during periods of de
pression when capital remained idle and the State had
to spend more in order to temper the effects of the
depression. In such a situation the Government had to
appeal to the capital market.
Under the Nazis, Schacht could no longer apply the
old methods of compelling the Government to fulfill
the wishes of private corporations. The Reichsbank was
no Ionger a central bank defending the interests of the
private banks or of the "capital market" against the de
mands of the State. On the contrary, it had to function
as an arm of the Government, issuing instructions to
the "private" banks and to the corporations, directing
them how to invest their funds. Dr. Schacht, who had
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attacked parliamentary government for its increased ex
penditures and its deficits during the depression, bad to
help the Nazi Government increase its expenditures
and its deficits to such an extent as to necessitate the
closing of the capital market to any but the demands
of the Government.
"The Government decided to fleece the short-term
money market on a gigantic scale. German capitalists,
like those abroad, showed little confidence in the de
velopment of German economy, and they were in conse
quence loath to invest money on long terms. They were,
on the other band, eager to employ their capital some
how, and the Government exploited this situation by
issuing so-called work creation bills, with which a large
percentage of its expenditure was met. The industrial
ist, or whoever received these bills in part payment,
kept them as a short-term investment. A relatively small
percentage he sent to his bank, which in its turn kept
them as a short-term investment." 1
When Dr. Schacht realized that he was no longer
the president of an autonomous institution, he openly
attacked Party leaders as "frivolous dilettantes" in a
speech at Koenigsberg on August 16, 1935. The publi
cation of this speech in the press was prohibited by
Goebbels, the Minister for Propaganda, so that Schacht
decided to have it printed and distributed by the Reichs
bank. The speech was rather the statement of a resigned
old man than of somebody who expected to succeed in
the internal struggle.
"These frivolous dilettantes have not the slightest
notion of the immense efforts required in guiding finan
cial and economic policy for the fulfillment of our task.
Is there any person whose heart would not be warmed
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by such phrases as 'The flag is more than a bank account,'
'The nation comes first, not its trade'? Such phrases are
disarmingly true, but what practical use can a sensible
man make of them? Recently I pointed out in a public
statement that German trade must be kept free from
disturbing influences; immediately thereafter I read that
any argument over whether a measure disturbs trade
or not was a Jewish and liberalistic one. I pointed out
that our national rearmament demands the concentra
tion of all economic and financial reserves; and when
I said all, I meant all. The reply I received was that
only old wives would throw up their hands and ask,
'Who is going to pay for the whole thing?' At the risk
of being set down as an old woman, I want to say quite
plainly that the question of the practical execution of
the task set us is one over which I have racked my brains
day and night. My comrades and fellow-Germans, to
dismiss the gravity of the situation and our task as Ger
mans with cheap phrase-mongering is not only silly but
damned dangerous."
Dr. Schacht retired from the Reichsbank when he had
already lost any real influence on Germany's financial
affairs. The complete loss of the independence of the
Reichsbank, which had become a mere tool of the Gov
ernment, was not yet quite clear to the first successor of
Dr. Schacht. As vice-president of the Reichsbank, Dr.
Rudolf Brinkmann became the real head of this central
banking institution, taking over the duties pr.eviously
performed by Dr. Schacht. Soon after his appointment,
however, he retired, according to the official Nazi ver
sion, as a result of a "nervous breakdown with loss of
memory."
Commenting on Dr. Brinkmann's mysterious "nervous
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breakdown with loss of memory," the French periodical,
Agence Economique et Financiere, published a report
of a meeting in Berlin of civil service officials and Nazi
leaders at which Dr. Brinkmann, then still State Secre
tary and Vice-President of the Reichsbank, said: "We
have been paying in Germany for one gun the normal
price of ten, and that gun is of inferior quality. Our
currency is exhausted, and we know that no more money
can be raised by taxation." Three days after this speech
Nazi papers reported Dr. Brinkmann's retirement.
The totalitarian State reverses the former relation
ship between the State and the banks. Previously, their
political influence increased when the State needed
financial help. Now the opposite holds true. The more
urgent the financial demands of the State become, the
stricter measures are taken by the State in order to
compel these institutions to invest their funds as the
State may wish.
lt happened in the spring of 1938 that the Reichs
bank refused to rediscount any further issues of State
bills. As a result, the banks stopped buying these bills
from the industrialists. This almost created a panic,
leading to sales of securities and a consequent fall of
prices on the Stock Exchange. The banks were then
ordered to intervene. Thus the Nazi State hinders the
operation of the "economic laws," which can make them
selves felt in democratic countries.
Dr. Schacht stressed the fact that there was no langer
any idle industrial capital. Further extension of pro
duction must therefore be financed from an increase in
national income. In other words, private industrialists
would be unable to replace their depreciated equip
ment and to make new industrial investments if the
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-State continued to monopolize the capital market and
to absorb all liquid funds.
The totalitarian State will not have an empty treasury
so long as private companies or individuals still have
ample cash or liquid assets. For the State has the power
to solve its financial difficulties at their expense. The
private banks themselves, the financial institutions
which previously dictated the terms on which they were
willing to lend money, have built up the system of
siphoning off liquid funds. This financial system is now
utilized by the totalitarian State for its own purposes.
The State has the supreme claim on anything private
·citizens or private firms own. These would have to go
bankrupt first, before the State goes bankrupt. This,
however, is not possible either. For the State can always
free itself from financial commitments by a simple de
·cree. lt may refuse payment and make levies on indi
viduals or whole groups of citizens in order to raise
money, ordering them to turn over a part of their for
tunes to the State without compensation. Or it may
suspend payments of private debts in order to enable
the State to raise fresh credits. This may be achieved
by cancelling debts or by reducing the interest rates for
loans. Early in 1935, for instance, a general reduction in
the coupon rate of all bonds, with the exception of
industrial debentures, from 6 per cent or whatever
higher rate they carried, down to 4½ per cent was de
creed, effecting a total indebtedness of about 10 billion
marks. This was not a conversiori as the term is under
stood in democratic countries, that is, a reduction of
interest rate by voluntary agreement between debtors
and creditors. The State compelled the creditors to
renounce one-fourth and more of their interest claims
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Oll a total debt of over 10 billion marks. Private
owners of mortgages alld of industrial bonds were
"advised" to follow the example; they had to reduce
interest rates to 5 per cellt or less.
Liquid funds which were freed by the callcellatioll
or reduction of financial obligations were taken by the
State. In practice, all institutions which usually have
large fullds for investment and for granting credits at
their disposal had to buy State bonds. The suppressioll
of private issues strengthelled the positioll of the State
Oll the capital market. In additioll, insurance companies,
savings banks, and municipalities possessing liquid funds
were compelled by special decrees to buy State bonds
or Treasury bills.
NEw IssuEs OF SECURITIES IN GERMANY
(In million marks)
(Compiled from reports of the German Institute for
Business Research)
Stocks
Industrial
State
Shares
Loans
Loans
1,163
988
1926
322
1,339
1928
294
633
150
10
1932
248
91
1
1933
2
7
1
1934
43
4
75
156
1935
1,636
3
395
1936
2,670
47
333
258
1937
3,150
107
822
1938
7,744
A decree of the Reich Minister of Finance, issued Oll
October 29, 1938, compels all municipalities to invest
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at least 75 per cent of their liquid funds or reserves
in State bonds or Treasury bills. Before this decree, the
municipalities were able to use such funds for special
local purposes.
Insurance companies must ask the Reich Minister of
Economics for a permit before they may grant a loan to
a private company even though this loan be secured by
a first mortgage. When the decree making this pro
cedure obligatory was issued, it was intended merely
for the supervision of the insurance companies. Because
of the compelling need to direct the flow of capital of
these institutions as well, the Reich Ministry of Eco
nomics came to use its supervisory power as a brake on
such credits.
"These measures were sufficient, until the middle of
1938, for a satisfactory supervision of the capital mar
ket....In June and July, 1938, however, a special
situation arose as a result of political events. .. .The
Western fortifications created great financial demands.
Therefore, every cent of the capital market had to be
at the disposal of the Reich. As a result, on August
12, 1938, savings banks, State and private insurance com
panies were prohibited from granting new mortgage
loans ...except for the construction of army build
ings and houses necessitated by the Four-Year Plan,
apartment houses for workers, and replacements of tene
ment houses in Berlin, Hamburg and Munich." 2
The resources of the German capital market, forma
tion of new long-term capital, are estimated at 2 to 2 ½
billion marks yearly. Dr. Karl Schwarzkopf, managing
director of the Landeskreditbank Kassel and former State
Secretary, estimated that "the capacity for the formation
of new capital ...is less than one-third of the pre-War
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level. . . . At present one might estimate the new for
mation of long-term capital at 2 to 2 ¼ billion marks." 3
The estimates of new capital amount to 350 million
pounds, or 7 billion marks, in England (1935), and 30
billion francs, or five billion marks, in France (1935).
The German Government expects to be able to issue
at least 2 billions in new State loans annually for a num
ber of years; that is, 80 to 90 per cent of the available
new capital will be required by the State.4 The rest will
not, however, be "free." lt will have to be used in those
projects considered essential by Goering's Ministry, to
make Germany "self-sufficient." Other issues of shares
or debentures will not be permitted; they would be in
competition with the State.
Many businessmen who previously left their money
on deposit with the big banks turned to savings banks
and insurance companies after the experience of the
banking crisis and out of general anxiety to avoid any
investment risk. lt is tragic and grotesque that these
funds which have been accumulated as a result of the
desire of investors to avoid any risk are almost com
pletely seized by the State and spent for armaments.
Insurance companies and savings banks as well as com
mercial banks have to accumulate State bonds and
Treasury bills. State debts increasingly become their
assets, the "earning power" of the State�taxation of the
nation-their chief source of income.
"The State could take the decisive role in the forma
tion of capital. ... This explains the fact that the
heading 'securities,' in the balance sheets of insurance
companies has changed ... and has become the most im
portant form of investment for new funds of the insur
ance companies .... Among 'securities,' of course,
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State loans and Treasury Bonds are of prime impor
tance....In addition, there are the bonds of State
corporations for special purposes." 5
The insurance companies fear that the investment of
all their funds in State paper is very dangerous for them.
They are in the position of a businessman who fore
sees that the debtor will be unable to fulfill his financial
obligations and who, worse yet, knows that the creditor
will be powerless in respect to the debtor whenever
there should be any disagreement.
The leader of the Reich Group of Insurance Agents
and Representatives stated the position at their Congress
in Hamburg in October, 1938, in cautious and occasion
ally obscure words, the meaning of which is clear only
to those with inside knowledge of the Nazi regime:
"The attempt to change the structure of the insur
ance business would be an extremely dangerous experi
ment. . ..lt would be an irresponsible step to replace
one economic form by another.lt is true that the form
is not the decisive thing, but rather the underlying
philosophy. This is undoubtedly partially true, but
not entirely.. . . A warning against total centrali
zation.. .. Instead of working with knowledge based
on practical experience, one works with general slogans
which do not become significant by frequent repeti
tion.. . . Competition must be orderly, but it should
not be wiped out or replaced by compulsory cartels. The
rules of competition should not be so severe that they
protect lazy, inefficient enterprises which are inimical
to progress and therefore a liability.. .. " 6
A comparison of the trends on the American and Ger
man capital markets will startle the observer who pays
more attention to statistics than to social facts.In the
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United States, private issues have shrunk and public
issues have overshadowed them since the depression.
American capitalists who held liquid capital funds did
not find opportunities for private investment which
adequately satisfied their demand for security and
profit. Therefore, American investors (especially banks
and insurance companies) preferred the purchase of
Government bonds, thus rendering possible without dif
ficulty the financing of the huge State deficits. The
reader might conclude that in Germany the private capi
talist looking for reinvestment of his capital would
have encountered greater difficulties in finding satisfac
tory private investment possibilities and would there
fore have bought State bonds anyhow, with or without
coercion. Such a conclusion, however, would be contra
dicted by the fact that private banks and insurance
companies made strenuous efforts to free themselves
from the strict State control and to escape measures for
compulsory investment of their funds in State bonds.
This drive for private investment possibilities was not
a result of new prosperity or of an at least partial re
covery of private economy. Rather were these attempts
to avoid the purchase of State bonds due to fear that
it was too risky an investment, and that the State might
devalue the currency. Therefore the obligations of the
State were and are unpopular investments, although
there is no alternative in the field of private investment.
The main concern of private investors in Germany has
been the safety of new investments rather than their
profit possibilities.
In former times this problem could be solved easily.
Under the old system of private banking, any enter
prise could raise capital by selling shares or debentures,
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provided buyers could be found for the newly issued
securities. If this was not possible, a banker might ad
vance cash in the expectancy of a later issue of securities
which would serve to repay the banking credit. This is
"sound" finance as long as interest or dividends can be
paid and as long as a capital market exists which will
absorb new issues of securities.
The Nazi State was unable to find enough capitalists
willing to buy State debentures. Yet it raised huge short
term credits and even loans by compelling capitalists
and financial institutions, unwilling and unable to risk
their money in new investments, to invest their capital
in the riskiest form of large-scale, short-term financing
of State "investments."
This explains the impressive ability of the Nazi State
to spend and spend extravagantly, to finance huge def
icits without an immediate breakdown of the economic
system.
The Nazi State takes advantage of the fact that Ger
many is a highly industrialized country where the sav
ings of several generations have accumulated in the form
of gigantic investments and in an industrial machine
bigger than that of France or even England. In com
parison with Germany, Italy is a poor country; its
technical equipment and industrial capital is merely a
fraction of such investments in Germany. Mussolini,
therefore, finds it much more difficult to finance exces
sive State deficits than does Hitler, and Mussolini's
deficits have a greater and more immediate effect upon
private economy than Hitler's. Yet the final conse
quences of living at the expense of the savings of the
past are more fatal for a system which can feed its popu
lation only by means of a highly industrialized economy
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and not entirely or mainly by means of agricultural
labor.
This living on the capital of the nation finds expres
sion in the growing indebtedness of the State to private
economy. lt has been authoritatively estimated 7 that in
Germany today direct and indirect State indebtedness
in all forms-bonds, other securities, bank credits and so
on-amounts to over 55 per cent of the total indebted
ness, with private debts accounting for the remaining
45 per cent. Excluding mortgage debts, the indebtedness
of the State amounts to something like 75 per cent of
the total.
If traditional relations between creditor and debtor
prevailed, the debtor should be under the control of
the creditor-in receivership-if there were any difficul
ties in paying interest and amortization charges. Figures
and words have changed their meaning. Many private
enterprises have managed to pay off debts under the
Nazi regime. The fight against "interest slavery"-a
propaganda slogan of the Nazis before they came to
power-has in part been successful insofar as private
debts are concerned, and interest payments have shrunk.
But this shrinkage of debt and interest payments has
been more than offset by the growth of debt and in
terest obligations of the State, and also by a tremendous
growth of taxation. Yet this does not mean that the
State as a debtor is "enslaved" to its creditors-the bond
holders. For the State has the power, at any time it
pleases, to refuse fulfillment of its obligations as a
debtor.
"National Socialism does not allow either the level
of interest rates or the distribution of new money capital
to be determined by the free play of demand, supply
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and quotations. The present interest rate is the result
of a number of planned and carefully adjusted economic
measures which are not based on the impracticable idea
of giving interest laws the character of police orders
but which are based on the desire to control all factors
which influence the rate of interest." 8
There are, however, obvious limits to the State's
power to draw on private funds and the State budget
must be limited accordingly. But these limits are very
elastic, since they are not set by the net income of private
economy. The State can spend much more by levying
tribute on all private property and by eating up part of
the capital which several generations have accumulated.
Unfortunately, the State deficit has grown so tremen
dously that it even surpasses the total liquid funds at
the disposal of the capital market. The new State loans
were used to pay for current State expenses-new deficits
-not for transforming the short-term into long-term
debts. A large proportion of the short-term State bills
had been turned over to the Reichsbank or to other
State banks, so that the State had to finance a large part
of its own deficit.9 This would have led to inflation on
a much greater scale than really occurred had not the
totalitarian State reserved to itself the power to tighten
control of all financial developments in an emergency.
In 1939, the Government was no longer able to pay off
the armament bills and compelled the industrialists to
accept partial payment in the form of special bills which
can later be utilized for payment of taxes. In order to
overcome the difficulties of the moment, the tax rev
enues of the future are mortgaged.
The tremendous rise of the short-term indebtedness
of the N ational-Socialist State has been often regarded
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as an indication that the regime would be defeated by a
financial debacle. Those who stress this point underesti
mate the ability of the fascist State to exercise stringent
control over private economy.
Only a fraction of the State deficit has been financed
by inflation. The fact that an inflationary process has
started is not so remarkable as the fact that it has not
gone much farther. Despite a yearly State deficit of
about five billion marks from 1934 until 1938, the
financial means derived from inflationary expansion of
money in circulation cannot exceed 2 to 4 billion marks,
that is, they constitute only a small fraction of the total
deficit. In February, 1939, the volume of "money in
circulation" 10 was 68.6 per cent greater than in 1929,
industrial production (including armament production}
had increased about 30.1 per cent, production of con
sumption goods only 17.0 per cent. But money circulates
more quickly, so that the inflationary process has prob
ably gone further than the above figures reveal.
Such figures are not symptoms of an early break
down of the system, but foreshadow more coercive acts.
by the State and indicate the impossibility of a return
to the old kind of private economy.
"The present financial position is unsound, but it is.
not dangerous in the sense that Germany-as so many
people believe-is headed for a financial collapse. lt is
true that under normal conditions the existence of a
floating debt-that is, inclusive of creation of work bills
-of as much as 16,000,000,000 marks would constitute
a most dangerous potential inflation. At the first sign
of financial or political disquiet the bills held by private
capitalists and the banks would be rediscounted with
the Reichsbank, and the note issue would be doubled
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or trebled at a moment's notice. In Germany this <langer
can be ruled out. The means of control of the totali
tarian State are so complete and powerful that it is well
within the power of the government to nip such a
<langer in the bud. The government could, in fact, quite
easily refuse to grant rediscounting facilities and thus
transform the bills into a kind of perpetual loan." 11
The most serious financial problem for the Nazi State
is not the <langer of a breakdown of the currency and
banking system, but the growing illiquidity of banks,
insurance companies, savings institutions, etc. The bulk
of the funds entrusted to these institutions by depositors
and holders of insurance policies is now invested in
State bonds or bills which cannot be turned into cash.
Germany's financial organizations are again in a situa
tion where their assets which should be kept liquid
have become "frozen." From the purely financial point
of view, the situation is more serious than in 1931, the
year of the banking crisis. But the totalitarian State can
tighten its control over the whole financial system and
appropriate for itself all private funds which are essen
tial for the further existence of a private economy. Yet
the institutions which still exist as private enterprises
are not allowed to go bankrupt. For an artificial belief
in credits and financial obligations has to be maintained
in open conflict with realities.

Chapter XI

S TOCK EXCHANGE AND
SPECULATION UNDER FASCISM
"The 'Aryan' members of the Berlin Stock Exchange have
lost much more than they gained by the removal of the
'Non-Aryans.'"

THE Berlin Stock Exchange still exists-as a building,
as an institution with large offices, with brokers and
bankers, with a huge organization for daily announce
ment of stock and bond quotations. But it is only a
pale imitation of its former self and of what a stock
exchange is supposed to be. For the Stock Exchange
cannot function if and when the State regulates the flow
of capital and destroys the confidence of investors in
the sanctity of their property rights.
The glorious days when millions of marks daily
poured into the Stock Exchange, when the bonds and
securities of foreign countries were handled, when new
concerns and trusts were promoted and exciting specu
lative maneuvers were staged-those glorious times have
long since departed, and even the doorkeeper who
vividly remembers the excitement of the "good old days"
does not believe that they will ever return. Yet the
decrepit machine still runs. The office staff, brokers and
bankers have been reduced in numbers as a result of
the enforced removal of all "non-Aryans." But the pure
"Aryans" who remain members of the Stock Exchange
do not enjoy their privileges under totalitarianism. Some
1 75
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of them may have expected to prosper after the exodus
of the J ewish brokers and bankers, by having inherited
their business. But the "Aryan" members of the Berlin
Stock Exchange have lost much more than they gained
by the removal of the "non-Aryans." They do not have
much to do and feel strongly that they have become
superfluous because the Stock Exchange no longer func
tions as such. lt has become an empty husk. Sales
amounting to a few thousand marks are great events
and may easily cause wild fluctuation in the price of
securities unless the State Commissar intervenes.
The commission a Berlin broker can charge a cus
tomer is much less than the commission charged by a
broker on the New York Stock Exchange. Commissions
are calculated differently in Berlin than in New York,
yet a rough comparison is possible. And not only does a
Berlin broker receive on each specific transaction a
smaller commission than does his "opposite number" in
New York, but there are far fewer transactions; the vol
ume of sales is infinitely less in Berlin than in New York.
Thus in every respect a member of the New York Stock
Exchange occupies a far stronger position than does a
member of the Berlin institution.
Slack business is not a peculiarity of the Berlin Stock
Exchange. Wall Street, too, has experienced it. But the
Berlin Stock Exchange represents a phenomenon of its
own-a State regimentation quite different from the
supervision of the Stock Exchange as it existed before
the Nazis came to power. A State Commissar for the Stock
Exchange already existed in pre-Hitler Germany. This
State Commissar daily visited the Stock Exchange but
he was without real influence. His role was merely
supervisory, similar to the Federal Government's control
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of the New York Stock Exchange, which is intended to
prevent private groups from controlling or manipulat
ing the market. In Nazi Germany, however, the State
itself manipulates the capital market and therefore also
the Stock Exchange.
When, in 1937, the New York Stock Exchange ex
perienced a new recession, the Berlin Stock Exchange,
which formerly followed the lead of Wall Street, re
mained almost unaffected. This was not a sign of
strength but of effective Government manipulation. lt
prevents market fluctuations. When, for instance, Ger
man capitalists wanted to increase their investments in
stocks of private corporations rather than to buy State
bonds, the Government interfered. The fear of inflation
made stocks an attractive investment. But as this
would have been harmful to the State's credit, Dr.
Schacht warned German capitalists in an address in
Koenigsberg, in August, 1935, that "all Germans were
in one boat" and they all had to share the risks of the
depreciation of the mark. Sales of stocks were curbed.
Furthermore, the Government created an artificial de
mand for State bonds and bills at the expense of foreign
holders of German securities. They are not allowed to
withdraw their capital from Germany. Yet they cannot
make use of the Stock Exchange in order to buy German
stocks in an effort to protect themselves against the risk
of a devaluation of the currency. An order of the For
eign Exchange Board of December 9, 1936, provided
that the foreign owners of blocked marks are allowed
to buy only bonds.1 The expropriation of Jewish
capital would have led to large-scale sales of stocks and
bonds with resultant price disturbances if the Govern
ment had not stepped in.
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"Another new situation arose in November, 1938,
affecting the movement of capital. The restriction of
Jewish business activities, if previous experiences were
repeated, would have led to a new wave of sales. . . .
This would have had an undesirable result because in
vestment capital would have gone into buying cheap
securities from J ews, when it was urgently needed for
other purposes. Therefore, credit institutions were in
structed by the Ministry of Economics to refuse accept
ance of any selling orders of securities from Jewish
owners. On account of the extraordinary emergency, this
order was issued to the directors of the economic groups
orally on the morning of November 14, 1938, before
the opening of the Stock Exchange ....lt is quite pos
sible also that it may become necessary to put under
control those methods of finance which today are still
free." 2
A foreign visitor to the Berlin Stock Exchange would
easily be deceived. There are announcements of daily
quotations and price changes as though a free Stock
Exchange still existed, but nowhere would he find the
former "public" -private buyers and sellers-as repre
sented by independent brokers, bankers and "visitors." 3
In former days the floor of the Exchange was crowded
with people, rushing to and fro. There was noisy shout
ing from all sides, typical of the floor of a free stock
exchange. Today, the floor is quiet and looks peaceful.
Plenty of empty space makes it appear like the dignified
anteroom of a government office rather than the old
time Stock Exchange-as it still exists in New York,
London or Paris. A "big day" at the Berlin Stock Ex
change today is no langer marked by excited discussions
of industrial finance. lt is more important to hear what
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is whispered about new Government actions and
policies.
Brokers, banking representatives, "visitors" at the
Berlin Stock Exchange, all play a new role. Everything
is under the control of the State Commissar.He has his
advisors and informers among the brokers and "visitors."
Private speculation has not disappeared, but it op
erates almost entirely outside of the official Stock Ex
change. The greater part of the sales and purchases of
stocks and bonds is executed at quotations which depend
on individual arrangements and which often differ
greatly from the official quotations on the Stock Ex
change.State Commissar Martini of the Berlin Stock
Exchange complained that instructions for control of
the sales of securities "turned out to be ineffectual in
practice."
The office for the listing of new securities, he said,
is of no use if "an increasing number of the most re
spectable companies fail to have their securities listed
because they fear the inconvenience of a far-reaching
disclosure of their situation, and want to save the cost of
listing on the Stock Exchange.... Disadvantages of
not having an official listing are so slight that they are
disregarded. ... There are innumerable independent
brokers for transactions in unlisted securities . . .satis
fied with market reports, the publication of which is
not yet forbidden.The securities business has therefore
largely circumvented the Stock Exchange Law and fol
lows its own easier course. Even companies of high
standing are willing to sell their securities in the free
market without official listing on the Exchange.The
embargo on new issues has favored this development.
There is still a third kind of securities business, the so-
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called telephone business conducted over the telephone.
lt avoids all control. The volume of business done by
telephone sometimes exceeds all other securities trans
actions." 4
Commissar Martini sought to outlaw all transactions in
securities outside of the Stock Exchange. The periodical,
Die Bank,5 termed this proposal unworthy of discussion.
The Stock Exchange still retains the function of
evaluating the "earning power" of private companies, as
well as of the State's credit, as expressed in price quota
tions for stocks and bonds. Therefore the Stock Ex
change is a necessary institution for the fascist economic
system. lt cannot be discarded, although the program
of the Nazi Party called for the abolition of "anony
mous" capital, and in particular, of the Stock Exchange.
The Government is utilizing it in support of the
regimentation of the capital market. Private investors
as well as corporations are compelled to accept quota
tions of stocks and bonds as true market values, although
they may be based on State guarantees and artificial
optimism.
Newspapers still publish reports on the "tone" of
the Stock Exchange, with quotations of stocks and
bonds as of old. But the changes which really have oc
curred cannot be discerned in these newspaper reports.
Yet a comparison of the stocks and bonds listed in news
paper reports on the Stock Exchange in former times
and at present reveal some interesting changes. The
Frankfurter Zeitung listed in its reports on the Berlin
Stock Exchange at the end of May, 1929: 23 Govern
ment bonds, 57 bonds of provincial and municipal com
munities, 640 stocks; at the end of May, 1939, however:
64 Government bonds (including "special tax bills"),
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238 provincial and municipal bonds, 471 stocks. The
number of Government bonds listed rose 178 per cent,
the number of provincial and municipal bonds 210
per cent, the number of stocks declined 26 per cent.
These figures indicate a trend which had already
begun during the world economic crisis. Investors
turned from private investment fields to State-guaran
teed or protected investments. Today, under totali
tarianism, a certain reversal of this tendency can be
observed. The interest in private investments has in
creased, not as a result of greater confidence in them,
but due to the loss of confidence in State guarantees
and as a result of the desire to escape State control,
inflation, and measures of expropriation by the totali
tarian State.
The Dresdner Bank, for instance, sold the bulk of its
own stock, 120 million marks, which had been owned
by the State, to the public. This was easily arranged
through the bank's 165 branches. The clients obviously
preferred the stock of a private corporation to State
bonds. The result of this transaction was that the Gov
ernment obtained funds of private investors and yet
did not lose control over the "privately owned"
Dresdner Bank. For the State has organized and rigor
ously maintains supervision of all security issues and in
general of the credit policies of the banks.
Because of this preference for private issues, the Gov
ernment decided upon certain changes in its investment
policies when the second Four-Year Plan was announced
in 1937. Some private issues were again to be per
mitted. However, State control over the capital market
was not relaxed. Any such hopes that conservative
capitalists might have harbored were disappointed. The
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armament race as well as the urgent need for homemade
raw materials made it necessary to finance new factories
for the production of ersatz materials. Private investors
tried to avoid investments in armaments works and State
projects. An ingenious compromise was made. A number
of leading mining, steel and chemical concerns founded
new "Four-Year Plan Companies." The shares are
mostly property of the mother concern. The greater
part of the capital, however, is raised by the issue of
bonds-part also in the form of stocks. These issues
appear as "private issues" on the Stock Exchange and
are therefore more attractive to the investor. But these
investments were not made quite voluntarily by the
concerns and trusts which are the official owners of the
new works. They acted under order of Goering's Four
Year Plan Commission.
"Investments in private industry were not lacking.
They probably increased considerably in comparison
with the previous year; but they were not for the most
part freely made and did not originate with the private
initiative of investors; they were without exception
created to serve the purposes of the Four-Year Plan." 6
The Economic Review of Foreign Commerce of the
United States also declares:
"While there has been a certain amount of privately
financed industrial expansion, such investments . . .
were determined exclusively by the objectives of the
Four-Year Plan." 7
The transformation of the Stock Exchange from a
mere market for stocks and bonds into an instrument
of the State was not accomplished because the Nazi
Party program was hostile to the Stock Exchange as such;
other planks in the Nazi platform calling for economic
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changes were simply forgotten after the Party came into
power. The ground for the transformation of the Stock
Exchange had been prepared a long time before fascism
came to power-even before the world economic and
banking crisis had taken effect. The Berlin Stock Ex
change-like most stock exchanges in eastern Europe
had never acquired such a relatively independent posi
tion as the stock exchange in New York, London or
Paris. Greater amounts of capital were available in
New York, London and even in Paris, than in Berlin.
This, however, was only one of the reasons for the second
ary position of the Berlin Stock Exchange. In Germany
a few big banks actually had controlled the Stock Ex
change, although this control was indirect and un
observed by the casual visitor. In England deposit banks
are not allowed to trade in securities on the Stock Ex
change. This is the privilege of the brokers and jobbers.
A New York deposit bank cannot underwrite issues of
stocks and bonds. In Germany, however, the big banks
used to be, and still are, both deposit banks and discount
and merchant bankers as well as dealers in stocks and
bonds. They grant loans and participate in security
flotations.
These big banks largely replaced the Stock Exchange
by acting as buyers and sellers of stocks and bonds. The
banks bought and sold on the Stock Exchange only when
there was a differential between sales and purchases of
customers or for some special reason-sometimes in order
to "support" a slack market. The Stock Exchange was
of importance to the banks, even if they did not require
it for their own transactions, because its existence served
as a guarantee to the investor that he could buy and
sell stocks and bonds at market prices.
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The Stock Exchange obviously could function only
as long as numerous investors existed who were willing
to buy stocks and bonds. But the inßation of 1923 in
Germany had wiped out the greater part of the savings
of the middle classes. The ruin of many capitalists as a
result of the world economic crisis and the terrific losses
sustained by most speculators had a devastating effect
upon the business on the Stock Exchange. In former
times, a depression was usually followed by prosperity,
which enabled many small- and medium-sized investors
to recover. The armament boom, however, had no such
effect. The middle dass did not improve its position.
A few figures are illustrative:
The total number of corporations dropped from
11,690 at the end of 1928 to 9,634 at the end of 1932,
and 5,518 at the end of 1938. The number of corpora
tions with a share capital of five million marks and
more declined proportionately much less, from 750 in
1928, to 679 in 1932 and 616 in 1938.
DEATH OF BUSINESS

(Dissolution of Firms in Germany)
Limited
Other
Liability
GorFirms
Companies
porations
1928
932
8,384
22,227
1929
804
6,779
19,263
193°
678
4,728
19,559
736
1931
4,671
17,428
1932
904
16,260
4,777
600
4,367
14,188
1933
1934
602
4,890
13,6I1
856
8,892
1935
15,713
16,266
7,513
749
1936
17,829
9,820
1,167
1937
(Compiled from figures published by the Statistisches
Jahrbuch fuer das Deutsche Reich, various volumes)
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The following figures are even more interesting: the
total share capital of all corporations registered in Ger
many declined by about 34.8 per cent from 1928 to
1938. But whereas the large companies with a share
capital of five million marks or more accounted for only
55.8 per cent of the total capital of all corporations at
the end of 1928, they represented 74.6 per cent at the
end of 1932 and 77.2 per cent at the end of 1938.
The comparison afforded by these figures is somewhat
distorted by the effect of the Law for the Transforma
tion of Joint Stock Companies of July 5, 1934, which,
in accordance with Nazi philosophy, was designed to
foster the transformation of "anonymous" corporations
into other, more personal, forms of corporate organiza
tion. Two thousand and seventy companies, or 22.3 per
cent of the total number, were thus eliminated from
the roster of corporations. Their aggregate capital, how
ever, was only 1,557 million marks or 7.8 per cent of
the total, due to the fact that the law primarily affected
small corporations. Another law, which became effective
on October 1, 1937, raised the capital requirement for
corporations from 50,000 to 500,000 marks. Corporations
already in existence at the date of enactment of this
law were allowed to continue operations, but must raise
their capital to 100,000 marks by the end of 1940.
The figures on the concentration of corporate capital
call for yet another comment. They demonstrate concen
tration of control rather than concentration of owner
ship of corporate capital. This point is quite important.
For in all advanced industrial countries, especially in
the United States, a relatively small number of cor
porations are in control of the greater part of the
corporate capital. Only 0.15 per cent of all corporations
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in the United States, for instance, owned approximately
53 per cent of the total corporate assets in 1933.8 In Ger
many, in 1933, the corporate capital of 0.4 per cent of
all corporations represented 25.6 per cent of the
total; the corporate capital of 3.9 per cent of all corpora
tions represented 60.6 per cent of the total.9 However,
in Germany, as well as in Italy and Japan, concentration
of ownership of corporate capital exists to a far greater
extent than in the United States.
In ltaly under Mussolini, the concentration of control
of corporate capital has also increased greatly. The share
of the 100 largest corporations in the total corporate
capital has risen from 32.1 per cent in 1922 to 38.1 per
cent in 1933 and 44.0 per cent in 1936, the percentage
of all assets from 30.1 per cent in 1922 to 40.3 per cent
in 1933 and 46.3 per cent in 1936.
"Large corporations have played an increasingly
prominent role in Italian economic life since the advent
of Fascism. By 1936, 100 great manufacturing, communi
cations and trading companies-a mere half of one per
cent of all stock companies-owned almost half of all
non-financial corporate assets. Concentration has become
even more pronounced in the field of banking. Evidently
the Fascist environment has not been uncongenial to
the growth of large-scale business organizations." 10
lt seems that in the United States the concentration
of the control of corporate capital is at least as great as or
even greater than in Germany. But the ownership of
corporate capital is more concentrated in Germany
and in Italy-than in the United States or in Great
Britain. This statement cannot be verified statistically
because in Germany and Italy no figures on the number
of stock- and bondholders are available. But many known
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facts justify the assumption that the overwhelming part
of the stock of practically all big corporations in Ger
many and Italy is in the hands of a few big shareholders,
and that only a small proportion is in the hands of the
"public" or of small stockholders.
In the totalitarian countries big corporations tend to
become mere "family trusts," a trend which is especially
typical of the large corporations in Japan, where four
big family trusts own almost the entire large-scale indus
try and middle dass investors never were of any im
portance.
In Germany a few "Aryan" families like Mannesmann,
Friedrich Flick, Otto Wolff and Graf von Ballestrem
were able to acquire additional control of numerous
plants and companies. Industrial enterprises owned by
"non-Aryans" became the property of these big concerns
and trusts.11 In the foodstuff industry and retail trade,
however, where the small proprietor predominates, the
expansion of concerns and trusts has been curbed. This
indicates a trend of the disappearance-or at least de
cline-of the medium-sized independent manufacturer.
The gap between a few big concerns and trusts on one
hand and numerous small impoverished manufacturers
and shopkeepers on the other hand becomes wider than
ever before.
This development reduces the importance of the Stock
Exchange. The disappearance of small corporations gives
rise to a tendency among small investors not to risk their
capital in new competitive enterprises. The larger the
big corporations grow and the closer they become con
nected with the State bureaucracy, the fewer chances
there are for the rise of new competitors.
Certain changes in corporate organization also indi-
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cate that small shareholders have become quite unim
portant.The German Corporation Law, which became
effective on January 30, 1937, did not even pretend to
have regard for the interests of the small shareholder.
The "authoritarian leadership principle" must be ap
plied in all corporations, and this confers full authori
tarian power on the managing director, who, in general,
is a representative of the biggest shareholder.
"The chairman of a corporation is the organ of busi
ness leadership.... Up to now the chairman was sub
ject to far-reaching control by the Supervisory Board
[ elected by the stockholders]. This has been changed.
The Supervisory Board now only has the right to ap
point and recall the chairman.Under the new law the
management of the corporation becomes the sole re
sponsibility of the managing director. He is now there
fore independent of the chairman of the Supervisory
Board, and is not subject to the latter's instructions." 12
There are other reforms along the same line.13
The structure of the National Socialist State somehow
serves as an example for all corporations. An under
standing of the structure of the totalitarian State, there
fore, makes it easy to understand the changes in the
structure of the private corporation. At the head of the
Third Reich is the Fuehrer, the authoritarian executive.
Private citizens may be compared to stockholders who
still have a claim to dividend payments, but have no
power to render that claim effective. And as the Fuehrer
controls the State, so command of the corporation has
been usurped by the authoritarian executive. The share
holders have lost their controlling influence and no
longer have any right to insist on their claims at the
shareholders' meeting.They have no right to protest
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and to remove directors who do not respect the prop
erty rights of the members of the corporation. On the
contrary, the managers have such authoritarian power
that they can refuse any dividend or interest payment,
demonstrating to their creditors that any return on their
capital, any dividend or interest payment, is not their due
but rather a voluntary act on the part of the executive.
The world economic crisis has created widespread mis
trust among investors. lt is no longer possible for cor
porations to convince prospective investors that the
future earning power of new investments is as certain
as it appeared during prosperity. But the State is in a
better position. lt has the power to tax the people and
the whole economy-more power than any private
monopoly which can tax only certain sections of the
economy or the consumers of its particular products.
In modern capitalism claims for interest or future
profits are mortgaged and turned into "capital." Debts.
appear as wealth of creditors, and therefore as "wealth
of the nation." State debts also are registered as "na
tional wealth" because capitalists or investors have ac
quired claims for interest payments to be made at some
future date. The greater such claims are, the higher
taxation mounts, the greater the "national wealth" be
comes. This kind of "national wealth" can be tremen
dously increased under a totalitarian regime, to a greater
extent and at a quicker pace than under liberal capital
ism, for the totalitarian State does not allow the private
investor to judge for himself the kind of investment he
wants to make, the reliability of the debtor and the
prospect of the debtor's willingness to fulfill his finan
cial obligations. This is the outcome of State dictator-.
ship on the capital market.

Chapter XII

"SELF-SUFFICIENCY" THROUGH
ERSATZ
"Much technical genius and hard work have gone into
adapting the industrial machine to the use of ersatz. The
results have been disappointing-huge investments to produce inferior articles at higher prices."

ScIENCE, particularly modern chemistry, enables us to
reproduce almost all "natural" products. Furthermore,
chemistry gives us other completely new products, dif
ferent from anything in nature. Today it may be eco
nomically unsound to manufacture them in quantity be
cause of insufficient technical development; tomorrow
they may well revolutionize production and consump
tion.
Criticism of ersatz production in Germany and other
totalitarian states must not be regarded as denying the
likelihood of further technical progress. lt seems cer
tain that progress will not be frozen at today's level.
Already trends are discernible which indicate that we
are witnessing only the beginning of a new technical
revolution. To grasp the implications fully is not yet
possible. Today new technical methods are used to in
crease the production of armaments and to give them a
more destructive power, far exceeding that of any previ
ous implements of war. This "progress" means that
technical possibilities exist which might be used for a
better purpose.
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Synthetic materials, or "ersatz," are produced in the
United States as well as in Germany. The American
firm, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc., is in
the forefront of this development. Dr. C. M. A. Stine,
in an article published in the Du Pont Magazine, indi
cates the tremendous potentialities that are now unfold
ing as a result of present-day discoveries.
"We have entered the Chemical or Scientific Age. The
Machine Age could not go beyond the limitations of
natural materials, so that in the main it was limited to
improving things known for centuries. The Scientific
Age is taking us beyond into a realm of new materials
not to be found in Nature, and from them we are
creating things that did not and could not exist before.
"This new ability of man to create, and the new vision
it has given us, in turn is creating a new economy-an
economy that is putting wealth, in the true sense of
greater enjoyment of life, within the reach of millions
who never before knew it; that is, creating new oppor
tunities for work, new leisure, new health. Above all
it is creating new knowledge in the light of which almost
nothing stands as impossible." 1
But limited capacity to consume is an obstacle to
further expansion on a mass-production basis. Construc
tion of new and better plants and equipment would
make existing means of production obsolete. The dead
weight of the old investments hampers technical prog
ress. The United States has the advantage of a wide
internal market-wider than that of any other country
which has enabled it to participate in the development
of synthetic products on a mass-production basis to a
greater extent than other countries. The United States
likewise has no difficulty in financing the huge invest-
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ments necessitated by new chemical industries. In Ger
many, on the other hand, recently built plants for
synthetic products would not have been created were it
not for the strong pressure of the totalitarian State upon
economic life. Government intervention can achieve re
sults which would be impossible under the competitive
system. But as a result of this development of new
chemical industries, Germany's internal economic equi
librium has been seriously thrown out of balance.
The mere evidence of new technical developments
does not necessarily mean that at the present time their
application is economically justified. At a later stage
they may well turn out to be a success from the economic
point of view as well. The fascist State must disregard
economic considerations. Its main concern is: are the
new plants essential for wartime economy or for the
replacement of raw materials which cannot be imported
because of lack of foreign currency? This makes the State
especially interested in ersatz, or synthetic production.
lt has happened before that a regime which, his
torically, represented the extreme decay of a society,
sponsored new technical developments which became
effective only after the downfall of the regime that gave
them life.
The comparison with feudalism in its period of decay
is striking. When absolute kings strengthened their
political power by encouraging what industry and com
merce existed, their actions foreshadowed the replace
ment of individual home production by modern indus
trial production.
History seems to repeat itself. Frederick William, ab
solute ruler of Prussia at the beginning of the eighteenth
century, tried to introduce local production of silk, a
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costly attempt which was a complete failure. The
National-Socialist State has repeated the experiment.
Under the first Four-Year Plan several communities in
Bavaria, Saxony and the Rhineland were forced to culti
vate mulberry bushes, and special associations were or
ganized to persuade the peasants to collect the cocoons.
In 1934, the Weidenwerk Spinnhuette A.G. was founded
in Zelle with government capital. In 1936, 472 kilograms
of silk were produced on German soil. Since then, how
ever, nothing more has been heard of the experiment.
The absolute monarch of the eighteenth century who
wanted to strengthen his power feit it necessary to intro
duce certain industries into the economy of his country.
But society was still fundamentally feudal; it relied on
agriculture and manual labor and was not yet prepared
for modern industrial production. Consequently, the
State factories were very expensive and did not lead to
progress in other spheres. Yet they were the first signs.
of a new technical era in a backward country. Gigantic
chemical plants turning out new or "artificial" products.
may well play the same role under fascism as the State
sponsored factories did under feudalism in decay.
Before going into details as to the success of ersatz
production, something should be said about the char
acter of the economic "self-sufficiency" the fascist State
is trying to create.
There is widespread misunderstanding about "au
tarchy ." Increased barriers against world trade, and par
ticularly the development of productive forces to replace
foreign raw materials, are tendencies which can be ob
served in all countries, but this process has reached its.
culmination in the fascist "have not" countries. Every
where industries producing for the world market have-
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declined; they relied on an international division of
labor and looked forward to an indefinite expansion of
markets and of productive forces.
A competitive economy can never be satisfied with
what it has gained. The steady drive for world-wide ex
pansion has been reflected in the industrial structure of
those countries which supplied the world with goods.
Industries producing "capital goods" or "means of pro
duction" grew at a much faster rate than those manu
facturing consumption goods. However, in the end, the
new "means of production" must serve to produce
finished articles for consumption by human beings-ex
cept in the case of "means of destruction," which belongs
to a peculiar economic, or, rather, uneconomic, category.
In the industrial economy of our times the capacity
to produce capital goods has by far exceeded the capacity
to produce consumption goods. In order to find a market
for capital goods, industrialists have had to make invest
ments which heightened the disparity between the two
divisions of industry. When world economy was expand
ing, that economic disparity was bridged by the open
ing of new markets and fields of investment. Now that
such expansion is no langer possible, the disproportion
has become a tremendous problem.
On the surface, fascist economy, particularly in Ger
many, seems to have found a solution for the economic
crisis; it has been able to employ fully every able
bodied man and woman. Nazi leaders have proclaimed
"autarchy" -economic self-sufficiency-as a program to
keep the nation and the industrial machine busy creat
ing new productive forces and ending dependence an
the rest of the world. The reality, however, is quite
different.
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The economic policy of the fascist regime does not
create economic self-sufficiency. Genuine self-sufficiency
would mean complete independence of world economy.
The new productive forces under fascism increase the
disparity between capital goods and consumption goods
industries. The decline of the consumption goods indus
tries proceeds at a quickened pace, while the capital
goods industries grow rapidly. But these capital goods
are largely synonymous with war materials.
In the essence of things, such an industrial policy is
not independence from world economy. On the contrary,
it means preparations for the conquest by force of new
markets and international monopolies. These war prepa
rations influence decisively Germany's industrial struc
ture.
German prewar industrialization was characterized
by two phenomena: the rise of German militarism, and
the supplying of goods for the world market. The former
entailed a disproportionate growth of those heavy in
dustries necessary for the production of armaments. The
latter meant the growth of industries producing machin
ery largely for export.
Prewar Germany developed a gigantic heavy industry,
which produced iron and steel in greater quantities than
any other European country. Iron and steel firms earned
profits as a result both of the armaments race, which was
started by German militarism at the end of the nine
teenth century, and of German imperialist expansion
(for example, the ßerlin-Bagdad Railway).
While British industry developed first on the basis of
textile exports, German industrial growth was based from
the beginning upon huge exports of iron, steel and ma
chinery. Hence, for German capitalism continuing indus-
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trial development of the world was a vital necessity on
which her large export of capital goods depended. So long
as world capitalism was expanding, Germany's prosper
ous industrial machine could go on working at full speed,
:supplying the world with the means for further indus
trial development.
Postwar Germany had lost her prewar position as the
1eading producer of iron, steel and machinery, and the
monopoly of certain chemical products she formerly
held. There still remained certain types of machines
with which German industrialists supplied the world
market in competition with only one other country
the United States of America. But after the World War
the dependence of world economy on German machines
.and other means of production decreased as a result of
industrial progress in other parts of the world. Yet
immense sums were invested in the renewal, moderniza
tion and extension of Germany's industries, financed, to
a large extent, by foreign loans.
From the military point of view, Germany's prewar
industrial structure was a happy combination of a power
ful heavy industry with big manufacturing plants which
,did not need subsidies in peacetime. Germany's prewar
industries were privately financed and remained good
businesses mainly as a result of the nation's unique
ability to supply the world with complicated machinery,
,electrical equipment, etc.
N ow there is a still greater disproportion than in pre
war times in the growth of heavy industry. The totali
tarian State is attempting, on a gigantic scale, to use
and extend its industrial capacity in such a way as to
make German militarism the strongest in the world
:so strong that it will be able to conquer by force what
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it cannot achieve by peaceful commercial competition.
From being the workshop of the world, German indus
trialism has become the workshop for German militar
ism. Therefore Germany's exports no longer expand at
a rate corresponding to the growth of Germany's in
dustrial capacity.
Reduction of exports brings about reductions in im
ports and a resultant scarcity of foreign raw materials.
This necessitates the production of ersatz without con
sideration of the high costs involved. The whole indus
trial machine may come to a standstill unless enough
"ersatz" is available. New technical processes must there
fore be put into operation even before they have reached
the mass-production stage.
Among the raw materials which are of vital impor
tance to German industry, textile fibers, ores, petroleum,
timber and rubber occupy first place. lt is in these fields
that the greatest efforts have been made to replace im
ports by domestic production. Without these materials
German industry cannot exist and Germany's war ma
chine cannot function. Their share in Germany's imports
in 1929 was 39 per cent; in 1932, 32 per cent; in 1935,
32 per cent; and in 1938, 35 per cent.2
Cell Wool
Cotton and wool, the major raw materials needed by
European textile manufacturers, were and still are
shipped largely from America and Australia. In return,
Europe supplied and continues to supply the rest of the
world with finished goods. But this world trade has
declined. From 1932 to 1938 German imports of cotton
fell almost 40 per cent in quantity and about 36 per
cent in value; from 1929 to 1938 the decline amounted
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to 48 per cent in quantity and 77 per cent in value. Im
ports of wool dropped 23 per cent in quantity and 12
per cent in value from 1932 to 1938; from 1929 to 1938,
the decline was 32.8 per cent in quantity and 71.9 per
cent in value.
GERMAN IMPORTS OF COTTON 3
I929 I9J2 I9J5 I9J7 I938
In million marks
814.7 291.3 329.7 275.1 186.9
476.8 424.7 397.4 349.6 250.0
In 1,ooo tons
GERMAN IMPORTS OF WooL
I929 I9J2 I9J5 I9J7
In million marks 739.4 236.4 248.1 285.2
In 1,000 tons
204.6 180.0 156.3 128.2

I938
207.3
138.9

Foreign sources of supply have shifted too, especially
cotton imports. Germany imported only 19 per cent of
its cotton supply from the United States in 1938 com
pared to 75 per cent in 1932 and 76 per cent in 1929.
Brazil and Egypt have superseded the United States as
exporters to the Reich. Imports of raw cotton were
increased from those countries with which harter deals
were consummated. Germany exchanged industrial
goods, munitions and so forth for raw materials. Con
versely, imports of raw materials were curtailed from
those countries with which such harter deals could not
be arranged.
The growth of synthetic production has had a very
great effect upon all cotton and wool exporting coun
tries and is of increasing importance since it indicates
that the old international division of lahor has come to
an end. Synthetic production of textile fihers started
with artificial silk or rayon 4 which resembles silk more
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than it does wool or cotton. Another synthetic product,
cell wool, a rayon staple fiber which is made from wood
or skimmed milk as the basic raw material, is a strong
competitor of cotton and wool. Cell wool has become
the main source of supply for domestic textiles in coun
tries where a scarcity of foreign currency and large scale
armament construction have necessitated rigorous re
strictions on the import of raw materials for textiles. 5
A recent issue of a German periodical makes the fol
lowing comment:
"This [ the development of cell wool] is the astonish
ing fact, and, as will be shown, it threatens wool. lt is
not the production of the 'have nots' which counts, but
the interest of the entire spinning and textile-consuming
world in the new fiber. For as soon as the success of the
new spinning materials was made known, even the coun
tries which did not have raw material difficulties started
producing it. . . . The old cotton and wool countries,
the United States and England, took up staple-fiber pro
duction on a large scale and within the last three years
have greatly increased it." 6
Since 1932, production of cell wool has been rapidly
expanded in Germany. Italy and Japan, in order to
replace cotton and wool. In 1937, the Reich produced
about ten times more cell wool than the United States,
ltaly 6.8 times more than the United States, and Japan
7.7 times more than the United States.
WoRLD PRonucTION oF CELL WooL
(In million pounds) 7

1929
1932
1937

US. A. Germany
.5
1.1
20.2*

2.4
5.5
220.0

Japan
.6
l 74.8

Great
ltaly Britain France

1.7
9.4
156.3

2.6
1.2
32.7

1.6
l 1.3

("Preliminary figure of the Bureau of Census)

World
Total
7.2
19.8
623.0
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In pressing for the mass production of cell wool and

other synthetic materials, the fascist countries have been
motivated neither by a desire to increase productive
forces with a view to satisfying previously nonexistent
demand nor by the possibility of producing such
raw materials more cheaply than the corresponding
"natural" products. New factories have been built, or
are under construction, as a result of decisions of a gov
ernment which considers only military preparations im
portant.
In discussing the sudden rise in the production of
cell wool in Germany, Italy and Japan, the German
Institute for Business Research emphasized the fact that
the rise had been due largely to State subsidies and in
dicated that it was skeptical about the future of the new
plants.
The Institute report states:
"General rearmament throughout the world has
naturally led to a greater demand for wool. ... Only
when world rearmament has come to an end and mili
tary needs are the normal replacement needs, can staple
fiber (cell wool)-when civil demands predominate-be
a strong competitor of wool. .. . Natural wool will
probably maintain its position as a 'heavier' textile raw
material for heavy clothing in colder climates." 8
In spite of the skepticism expressed by experts, the
German government has gone ahead with its plans of
rapid extension of cell wool production. In 1935, orders
were issued for the immediate construction of four
cell-wool factories. They were financed partly by the
State and partly by compulsory contributions from the
textile companies, the latter being forced to buy shares
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in the new companies.9 The cell wool industry is con
fined to seven companies: two of them-I.G. Farben
industrie, the chemical trust, and Vereinigte Glanz
stoffwerke, the largest rayon concern-control over 50
per cent of the total production. 10
At the time this development was taking place, other
branches of the textile industry increased their produc
tion of textile fibers, but this increase did not compare
with the increase in the production of cell wool, either
relatively or absolutely.
The following table gives some idea of the production
of textile raw materials in Germany.
GERMAN PRonucnoN oF TEXTILE

R.Aw

MATERIALS

(Official figures-in tons)

z933
Flax
?
Hemp
200
Natural wool
5,200
28,700
Artificial silk
5,400
Cell wool
Reworked wool 9,300
Reworked cotton 9,000

z937
26,000
6,800
7,100
57,5oo
102,000
55,000
37,000

r939
r938
28,000
10,000
7,500
65,000
150,000 225,000 11
60,000
42,000

Only a small proportion of Germany's consumption of
"natural" textile raw materials can be satisfied from do
mestic production while the home production of arti
ficial silk and cell wool already exceeds the domestic
demand.
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German production of textile raw materials in
per cent of consumption (1937) 12
Flax ........................... .....
46.1
Hemp and jute.................. .....
4.9
17.2
Natural and reworked wool............
Artificial silk... ................ . .... . 118.2
Cell wool ... .. ... .. ... . . . ..... .... . .. 142.8
Reworked cotton......................
9.3

1 938

per
per
per
per
per
per

in

cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent

According to the German Institute for Business Re
search, Germany had to import 94 per cent of her supply
of textile fibers in 1933. This percentage fell to 83 per
cent during the first Four-Year Plan, but this growth
in self-sufficiency becomes less impressive if one takes
into consideration the fact that even in 1938 the total
production of textile raw materials in Germany
amounted to only 22.3 per cent of the consumption.
Official statements declare that the quality of certain
kinds of cell wool approximates that of cotton and wool.
For example, the Saechsische Wirtschaft,13 trade organ
of Saxony's manufacturers, described cell wool in the
following manner:
"This new material . . . is no substitute, no passing
fancy, but a well-liked fiber. Previously it was of poor
quality, but now it has a tremendous advantage over
all natural fibers; its texture can be varied according
to specific requirements."
Companies producing cell wool have reported the de
velopment of several types which are as permanently
curly, elastic and heat-retaining as natural wool. The
1. G. Farbenindustrie claims that its new fiber, "Vis
tralan," will react in the dyeing process exactly like
wool.
From the technical point of view it may be possible
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to produce artificial fibers which are superior in quality
to cotton or wool, or fibers which have completely new
properties. But the important question is not whether
cell wool is really an effective substitute for cotton and
wool but whether a good quality of cell wool can be
produced to sell at a reasonable price. According to all
technical experts, the production costs of these materials
are so much greater than similar costs for cotton or
wool that the mass production of these fibers is out of
the question for many years to come. The exorbitant
costs of production have been reduced at the expense
of quality. But even fibers of inferior quality are more
expensive than cotton or wool.
Consumers buying articles manufactured from cell
wool are generally disappointed, for prices are higher
and quality inferior. The government claims that the
new material will soon supersede cotton and wool; that
it will be cheaper in price and better in quality. But
the consumers are not convinced; they stock up on
cotton and wool articles, thereby increasing the scarcity
of these materials.
Clothes made from cell wool are generally stiff and
heavy and often retain moisture. In commenting on
them, a private report declared: "A few years ago the
big clothing shops were able to sell a suit made of pure
wool for 35 marks. The worker could wear it for years.
Today a suit, similar in appearance, costs 50 marks. The
suit is no langer 'pure wool.' After a short time it looks
like a sack. lt soon shows wear and the threads look as
if they were giving way. A few years ago one saw good
overcoats in the shop windows for from 35 to 75 marks.
Today the overcoats one sees cost 45 to 75 marks, but
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they are good in looks only. To get a coat of the former
quality one must pay at least 120 to 200 marks."
In an announcement over the radio, President Kehrl,
head of the Office for German Raw and Work Mate
rials, declared that in 1938 capacity of cell wool pro
duction had reached a total of 1 50 million kilograms, or
one-third of the previous demand for cotton and wool.
He hastened to add that the public must not think cell
wool clothes would deteriorate when they were washed,
although he admitted that manufacturers often made
Statements such as, "We cannot guarantee this article as
washable." In future, he declared, the police would
forbid this.14
The quality of cell wool articles is undoubtedly higher
than it was a few years ago but the price still is higher
than former prices for similar wool articles. The tensile
strength on which the quality of the yarn depends has
been increased thirty and more per cent. In September,
1937, the Price Commissar forced a reduction of the cell
wool price over the protests of the cell wool firms.
German cell wool firms claimed that high costs of pro
duction plus heavy investment risks made it impossible
to reduce prices. Nevertheless the price was reduced 9.3
per cent. Simultaneously the compulsory admixture of
cell wool with cotton yarn in the finished product was
increased from 16 to 20 per cent. Naturally the cheaper
qualities disappeared from the market, while higher
priced articles were available in quantity. Unfortunately,
the higher-priced articles of "better quality" were hardly
as good as the previous cheaper quality had been.
Before the introduction of cell wool, Augsburg cotton
yarn cost 1.33 marks a kilogram; today, mixed with cell
wool yarn, it costs 2 .07 marks, a price increase of almost
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60 per cent and a simultaneous decrease in quality.
Mass production of cell wool has increased the de
mand for wood. But "the raw materials wood and
skimmed milk (likewise used in the manufacture of cell
wool) are not available in unlimited quantities, and fur
thermore wood does not grow in a short time ... " 15 In
1937, the Government decreed that 50 per cent more
timber should be supplied from German forests than was
supplied previously, in spite of the fact that such exces
sive lumbering is bound to have disastrous effects on
German forestry.
The supply of wood from German cuttings has been
increased from 2 5 million cubic meters annually ( 19251929) to 39.0 million in 1937, and about 45 million
cubic meters in 1938. 16
In the long run, this means the depletion of German
forests, all the more so as the demand for wood as a
substitute for other scarce materials increases. The Gov
ernment has therefore decided that production of syn
thetic fibers shall not be expanded beyond the point
where such fibers represent more than 20 to 25 per cent
of the total textile consumption.
Yet the army needs wool for uniforms. Large subsi
dies, therefore, were paid to farmers in order to make
sheep herding more attractive than the raising of cattle.
Sheep-raisers were guaranteed a domestic price for their
wool which was two and a half to four times as high as
the world market price. In addition, they received long
term State credits on easy terms for the purchase of
sheep. Fifty years ago the change from sheep breeding
to the raising of cattle and grain was considered a sign
of progress. Today the Government is paying a subsidy
to those who are willing to use their land for sheep.
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Synthetic Gasoline
lt would be futile to build a huge air fleet and con
struct thousands of tanks, armored cars, etc., unless
sufficient gasoline were available to operate them. Con
sequently, the Nazis have expended great efforts in an
endeavor to increase the domestic production of gaso
line, and these efforts have shown remarkable results.
German official reports claim that 100 per cent self
sufficiency in gasoline can be achieved through synthetic
production, but this assertion is contradicted by the
Reich's violent drive for control of foreign petroleum
resources.
According to the German Institute for Business Re
search, in 1937 Germany produced 36 per cent of the
mineral oils (natural and synthetic products) she con
sumed, as against 20 per cent in 1935. In 1939, Germany
will probably produce 50 per cent of her requirements.
lt is, however, very significant that domestic production
of "gas oil" (Diesel oil), especially important for war
fare, is relatively small and amounted to only 8.7 per
cent of consumption in 1937.17
GERMANv's SuPPLIES oF MINERAL 01Ls

Production from
Total Consumption Domestic Raw Materials
(In % of total
(1,000 tons)
consumption)
(1,000 tons)
52.0
Gasoline
2,345
1,220
8.7
120
Diesel oil
1,385
89
Kerosene oil
44.9
320
79 1
Fuel oil
4o.5
Lubricants
25.9
54°
5,150

35.9
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Yet the rise in gasoline production is quite impressive
in view of the fact that Germany possesses no impor
tant natural crude oil resources. lt should be remem
bered, however, that the whole economy of the country
has to pay a heavy toll to support domestic gasoline pro
duction.
The price of synthetic gasoline is four times that of
the world market price for natural gasoline, despite the
huge subsidies paid the producers of the synthetic
product.
According to the calculations of Dr. Rudolf Regul, 18
the cost of production of synthetic gasoline from coal
amounts to about four times the cost of production of
natural gasoline.
The German consumer has to pay for imported gaso
line:
World market price for 91.5 liters of
imported gasoline (includes ex
penses for transportation)
Import duty
Turnover tax
Compulsory admixture of German
alcohol (8.5 per cent)

In marks
6.70
18.35
.47

Furthermore, the importer and salesman have to make a
profit, so that the final price is more than four times the
world market price.
In theory it is possible to extend synthetic gasoline
production almost indefinitely. But the national econ
omy cannot live merely on gasoline. German military
experts are, however, inclined to make heavy inroads
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into the economy of the country in order to assure a
greater supply of gasoline during wartime.
Self-sufficiency of mineral oils in peacetime would
not assure self-sufficiency in wartime. According to Ger
man experts in war economy, the army air force and
navy would absorb over seven million tons of gasoline
or fuel per year in wartime, in addition to the present
peacetime consumption of five million tons. Even this
estimate has been criticized as too low. lt is asserted
that gasoline and fuel consumption of a "big power"
waging totalitarian war would jump to three or four
times its peacetime consumption.19

Buna
Rubber is another key product needed in vast quanti
ties both in war and in peace, as a result of the
growing motorization of transport. Natural rubber does
not grow in Europe. During the last World War, the
urgent need for rubber compelled Germany to produce
synthetic rubber and to use it despite its high produc
tion costs and the many deficiencies in quality. But as
soon as the World War ended, synthetic rubber produc
tion was discontinued.
Present conditions have again intensified the efforts of
German experts to solve the problem of synthetic rubber
production. A new German synthetic rubber-called
Buna-is to play the role in its field which cell wool
plays in the textile field. Buna is supposed to be as good
as or better than natural rubber, and in certain cases
this seems to be true. However, the "better quality" of
synthetic rubber-especially its greater hardness-tends
to complicate the manufacturing process. When Buna
was first introduced, German manufacturers estimated
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that they required nearly four times as much machinery
to work with it as with natural rubber. Since then,
technical developments have decreased this proportion 20
but, according to German experts, costs of production
are still at least three times higher than those of natural
rubber. Huge investments in plants for the produc
tion of Buna have been made, although, from the point
of view of economy, the process has not yet reached the
mass-production stage. Production has been made pos
sible only by huge subsidies and "conscription" of
capital.21
As a matter of fact, consumption of rubber has grown
more than the production of Buna. Although Germany
can produce over 25 per cent of her needs, she is now
importing more natural rubber than formerly, before
production of Buna was started. Imports of natural
rubber in 1938 were 66.6 per cent higher than in 1933, at
the beginning of the first Four-Year Plan. lt is expected
that Buna production can be extended to about one
third of Germany's rubber requirements in 1939-40.22
What a price has to be paid for this 25 or 33 per cent
self-sufficiency! In 1937, a hundred per cent ad valorem
duty was imposed on rubber imports. This yielded 160
to 170 million marks yearly. The price of natural rubber
has increased more than 100 per cent, yet Buna still
costs over 60 per cent more than natural rubber and
nearly four times as much as rubber abroad.
Before foreign natural rubber passes the German cus
toms it costs about one-third of the sales price in Ger
many. Yet three times the world market price for natural
rubber is insufficient to cover the costs of production of
synthetic rubber. The German producer therefore gets
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a subsidy of almost twice the world market price in cash
from the Government-in spite of which, private pro
ducers complain that production is not profitable.
Germany spent So million marks for the import of
rubber in 1938. Horne production of this rubber would
have cost about 400 million marks.
In addition, every industry using rubber has had to
buy new machinery.The opinion of German capitalists
on this matter was expressed by Die Braune Wirtschafts
post as follows: "Relative risks in the rubber industry
are very high ...because the shift [from natural
rubber] to Buna means losses in many cases ...23
Synthetic production of rubber might soon be resumed
in alI industrial countries, but it is improbable that buna
will become of decisive importance. Its production is
complicated and expensive and better processes might
be discovered.
"Development of a process for making a synthetic
rubber from butane was announced today by Dr. Gustav
Egloff, director of the research laboratories of the Uni
versal Oil Products Company, who said the process had
been advanced to the stage of commercial utilization.
Their synthetic rubber has wearing properties superior
to those of natural rubber, and he added that .its costs
will enable it to compete with natural rubber for many
uses.
"The synthetic product developed in his laboratories
is better and cheaper than the 'buna' rubber produced
in Germany, Dr. Egloff said. The German material is
made by a process which starts with acetylene, a synthetic
hydrocarbon which must be manufactured from calcium
carbide in an electric furnace process, while the Amer
ican process starts with a gas so plentiful that it is almost
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a waste product in some oil fields and is also produced
as a by-product in refinery processes." 24

Other Substitutes
There are many other substitutes such as alloys and
plastic materials to replace metal, fish skin as a substi
tute for leather. Much technical genius and hard work
have gone into adapting the industrial machine to the
use of ersatz. The results have been disappointing-huge
investments to produce inferior articles at higher prices.
lt is typical that the Nazis should expect the gigantic
automobile plant financed by the German Labor Front
to become the largest and most modern in Germany.
The buyers of the new automobile are not so sure of the
value öf the product, however, especially when they are
compelled to sign a declaration that they have no claim
for compensation if the technical standards should not
be up to minimum legal requirements. For the new
"people's automobile," the special pride of the Fuehrer,
will be built with ersatz materials.
The absolute power of the State has been used to
advance the armament industries and ersatz with such
ruthlessness that the decline in other branches of in
dustry has been accelerated. Germany's capacity for ob
taining foreign currency and raw materials through the
medium of exports has also declined. The situation has
a momentum of its own. The greater the scarcity of raw
materials, the stronger becomes the pressure of the State
to extend production of ersatz, regardless of expense and
in spite of insufficient technical experience.
For example, at a convention of German soap manu
facturers on August 30, 1937, the official speaker, Arthur
Imhausen, told those present that synthetic fats :would
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be produced from coal tar, not only for making soap
but also for fine quality butter. On another occasion, at
an exhibition sponsored by a State-subsidized research
institute in Duisburg, a group of peasants who had
eaten butter made from coal testified that this synthetic
product could not be distinguished from the best natural
butter. Unfortunately, realities have a way of interfer
ing with official plans. The trade organ of the German
coal experts, Der Kohleninteressent, issued a warning
that it would be a long time before synthetic butter
could possibly compete with natural butter. Their warn
ing said: "Artificial butter made from coal is a purer
fat than natural butter ... lt is better not to say very
much about the question of costs of production ... "
Earlier, Dr. Bergius, outstanding German expert on
synthetic production and inventor of the best known
process for the production of gasoline from coal, declared
at a meeting at the Haus der Technik in Essen: "The
pig is still the best fat producer. We have not been able
to discover an industrial process for producing fat so
effectively."

Chapter XIII

FROM WORLD TRADE TO
TRADE WARFARE
"The Greeks have to accept payment in mouth organs or
radio sets, and in such large quantities that their demand
for these articles could be satisfied for many years to come.
Optical instruments which the Nazi Reich could not ex
port elsewhere were offered to the Bulgarian peasants."

IN THE era of world prosperity, when crises and depres
sions seemed merely temporary interruptions in the on
rushing stream of continued economic development,
international trade relied upon a scheme of generally
accepted rights, laws and customs as much as upon free
dom of the seas and protection against pirates and rob
bers. Since the world crisis of 1929, however, the old
concepts have been brushed aside and new and confusing
practices are supplanting the stable relations which for
merly regulated international commerce. Only frag
ments of the fundamental principles looked upon but
a few years ago as virtually immutable are still opera
tive. A variety of new methods and conditions have pro
foundly affected the former freedom of international
trade. The private businessman attempts to adapt him
self to the new conditions and to continue "business as
usual," but the changes, involving him in a variety of
risks previously unknown, are so manifold and far-reach
ing, and they are sprung upon him with such alarming
213
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suddenness that he scarcely has time to consider any
given situation before further changes upset his plans
and negate his carefully laid precautions. He is com
pelled to take new risks unless he is content to sit still
and retire from business. He may still hope that the new
restrictions on his freedom in international trade are
only temporary and will end with a happy return to the
"good old times." But such hopes are becoming more
and more remote from reality. And the end is not yet
in sight.
In all of the existing confusion, only one thing seems
clear, namely, that a new consolidation of world trade,
of its rules and conditions, has not yet been achieved.
Whether or not the foreign trader will ever again find
himself on safe and unshifting ground is at least prob
lematical.
The changeover from free trade to trade sub
jected to protective tariffs did not begin to compare
in importance with the problems confronting in
ternational trade at the present time-State regimen
tation and State control of foreign trade, establish
ment of State boards for the handling of foreign
currency, export and import quotas, State measures
against "flight of capital." Such regimerttation has been
instituted not only in fascist States; many of these meas
ures have likewise been adopted in those non-fascist
States which were affected to an especially grave degree
by the world's economic crisis.
About 25 per cent of the world trade of today is
strictly subject to exchange controls. In addition, a fur
ther sizable proportion of world commerce is hedged
around by other State restrictions which drastically inter
fere with the free flow of commerce, subordinating it to
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the "tasks of the State." Tariff regulations have lost in
importance, for direct interference curbs imports far
more effectively than protective tariffs. lt is obvious that
no country in the world can avoid being influenced by
these changes. In the lang run, all countries will be
forced to adapt their foreign trade systems in con
formity with the new situation.
State economic measures which affect only the internal
market do not necessarily force other States to adopt
similar measures. In international trade, however, a new
policy and a new conception enforced by one country
compels all other countries, or the traders of those coun
tries, to transform their commercial habits so as to be
able to meet the new competition. International trade
relies on certain customs and conventions which must be
equally effective everywhere. They must be respected by
all participants. If, however, one group of traders defies
them systematically and cannot be disciplined, then all
other participants must change their methods and poli
cies, too. A foreign trader who acts as a private business
man representing only his own firm cannot deal on an
equal footing with a foreign trader who is the agent of
the State. The U.S.S.R. was the first State which organ
ized complete State control (State monopoly) of foreign
trade in peacetime. This had an important effect upon
international trade methods. In all other States where
trade relations with the U.S.S.R. were of any importance
special organizations were formed and measures adopted
by the State and by private trade associations in order
to regulate transactions with the U.S.S.R. Yet this was
regarded as an exception and did not fundamentally
change the traditional practices in foreign trade.
Today, however, the exception has largely become the
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rule. Japanese exporters are organized in export cartels
by the State. The State restricts competition among
exporters and importers. The same thing is done in Ger
many and Italy. Moreover, it is not only in totalitarian
States that payments for imported goods have become
dependent on governmental decisions. Similar regula
tions have been adopted in certain non-totalitarian
countries. Any foreign trader exporting to such a country
must make sure in advance that the State involved is
willing to supply foreign currency for the payment of
his goods.
Furthermore, the private trader cannot compete with
the trader of another country who is subsidized or other
wise supported unless he himself receives similar sup
port from his own government. In most countries the
State has now organized special measures for the "pro
motion" of exports. The preservation of traditional
rules and the retention of the conservative spirit on the
part of certain businessmen gives an advantage to their
competitors whose business transactions are directed and
subsidized by their governments and who do not feel
bound to traditional rules and international laws.
There are, of course, many instances where the free
and independent businessman has an advantage over one
who is State regimented and dependent on decisions
of a government bureaucracy. But in the long run the
advantages are outweighed by the superior power of a
State over that of a private businessman. Trading with
a firm located in a totalitarian State is peculiarly hazard
ous because such a firm is no longer a free agent, subject
only to accepted international regulations. The actions
of a firm in a totalitarian State assume what appears to
be a very capricious character. This is inevitable, for the
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State has absolute power to modify private contracts and
their execution-or nonexecution.
The situation is complicated by the extreme uncer
tainty and confusion which surrounds all dealings with
a firm whose every activity is controlled by the State.
The State-regimented foreign trader plays a dual role
he appears as a private businessman, signing contracts
in the name of his "private" firm. But the fulfillment of
his contracts, his buying and selling policies, depend
neither on his own free will nor on the international
customs and laws which were valid in a free competitive
world economy. Whether fulfillment of contracts can
be guaranteed or violation of contract can be prosecuted
depends to a large extent on the government's decision
and on the political power of the State. This factor has
been recognized by many foreign traders only after ex
periences which have proved costly indeed. Totalitarian
States still exploit regulations developed under unre
stricted competitive world trade although they have
already changed these rules and laws in accordance with
the "interests of the State." The secret of the success
of certain new trade methods of Nazi Germany is the
belated recognition by other countries of the structural
changes that have occurred in world trade. Dr. Hjalmar
Schacht in particular recognized and exploited the in
ability of a competitive company to defend its interests
efficiently in commercial deals with totalitarian States.
German foreign traders used to joke about the inter
national trade methods of the President of the Reichs
bank. One story ran as follows:
A deputation of South Sea natives was sent to the
President of the Reichsbank and addressed him thus:
"Big chief of the money: Our magician has instructed
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us to sail from our coasts over the big sea and to come
to you. May we seil our Kauri shells to you?"
The President of the Reichsbank answered:
"With pleasure, gentlemen. You merely have to ex
change the shells for Fiji canoes, the Fiji canoes for moss
from Iceland, this moss for Chinese dog hair, Chinese
dog hair for Japanese paper napkins, and the Japanese
paper napkins for Argentine flax seed. We have need of
Argentine flax seed in our margarine production. In
payment we shall deliver to you the finest and most
modern planetarium. When your big powerful magician
sees the planetarium he will be delighted at this ex
change and will be impressed with the progress in the
world. Yes, gentlemen, the ways of modern world
economy are wunderbar."
Hamburg and Bremen traders relate this story with a
grim smile. They often are disgusted with the tricky
methods used by the totalitarian State to obtain foreign
raw materials without payment in foreign currency. In
"payment" for the goods imported, Germany ships to
her foreign customers, who are dependent on her goods,
whatever articles she may happen to have in abundance
regardless of whether or not the recipient wants this
particular type of merchandise. Sometimes she makes no
payment at all.
Primitive international trade began by barter, that is,
by direct exchange of products without the use of money.
These primitive practices have now been revived. When
Germany resurrected harter trade, she represented it to
potential foreign customers as a means of re-establishing
world economic harmony which had broken down as a
result of the world economic crisis. A glut of agricultural
products and raw materials on the world market pre-
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vented agrarian and raw material producers from buying
industrial goods. Simultaneously, industrial countries, in
particular, Germany, were unable to sell their industrial
products. A stalemate resulted, with Germany lacking
foreign currency for the purchase of agricultural prod
ucts and raw materials. Workers and machines remained
idle. The finding of new ways of exchanging industrial
goods for agricultural products or raw materials seemed
a mere technical problem. "Barter," that is, exchange
of industrial products for agricultural products and raw
materials without payment in foreign currency or gold,
seemed to be a remedy by which both patients-the
agricultural country and the industrial country-could
be cured of their ailments. Dr. Schacht, during his trip
through the Balkans in 1938, as the Nazis' commercial
agent, offered splendid schemes for the solution of the
world economic crisis. "You need agricultural imple
ments and industrial plants and material for railroads
and armament. We are going to provide you with all
these things," he said. He was asked: "How shall we
pay?" The answer was persuasive: "What about the
natural resources of your country? vVe are willing to ac
cept all your crops and your output of raw materials
in payment. We shall pay you more than the world
market price. We are quite ready to come in and help
you develop your natural resources to the best advantage
and we are able to do this."
The solution sounded plausible. Experience, how
ever, was to teach the agrarian and raw material pro
ducers that the world economic crisis could not be solved
by reverting to more primitive methods of international
trade. Barter proved extremely disappointing to Ger
many' s customers. Barter trade made agrarian and raw
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material producers dependent on the totalitarian State
in unforeseen ways. Barter trade likewise became an im
portant weapon in the hands of the totalitarian State
against its competitors on the world market. This de
velopment was not apparent during the first stages of
harter deals. These initial transactions were private ar
rangements between German importers and foreign
exporters. German importers, unable to obtain sufficient
foreign currency to meet their payments, could now im
port foreign products on a harter basis, paying surpluses
due their creditors in "additional" exports of German
goods. The government hoped that these private harter
deals would stimulate German exports and thereby re
lieve the scarcity of raw materials. lt was not the inten
tion, however, that harter deals should be resorted to
where the customer could pay for the manufactured
articles either in foreign currency or in specie. Had this
system worked in practice as its sponsors hoped, Ger
many would have achieved her aim of acquiring both
raw materials and foreign currency.
What actually happened, however, was that harter
transactions tended to supplant sales for foreign cur
rency or specie. lt was more profitable for the German
exporter to arrange with the foreign buyer that pay
ments be made in materials instead of in cash. What
ever cash payment (foreign currency) was received had
to be turned over to the Reichsbank. Foreign materials,
however, could be imported and sold at a handsome
profit. Scarcity of foreign materials and high prices in
Germany made such harter business very attractive for
the German exporter and often also for the foreign
importer of German goods. The harter transactions,
therefore, resulted in many upsets both in Germany's
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foreign trade and in her foreign currency position.
Goods were imported which were not vital and could
not be used for armament. Effective control of prices
proved impossible and the flow of foreign currency to
the Reichsbank dwindled. The resultant dislocations.

caused the Reich Foreign Exchange Board eventually

to restrict private barter trade.1 Private barter has almost
been abolished, but the methods of barter trade have
not been renounced. Barter transactions have become
strictly government-controlled or direct State affairs.
Along with the difficulties that Germany has experi
enced in solving her problems by barter deals, one must
also recognize that through them she has gained certain
positive advantages, though these be only of a temporary
nature. The exporter who is able to get cash payment
for his sales abroad is no longer allowed to make barter
deals. Countries with which Germany has an export
surplus-for example, England-have been excluded
from barter deals altogether. In countries where Ger
many buys vast quantities of raw materials and agrarian
products, however, harter trade is used in order to com
pel the foreign seller to buy German products, thus.
stimulating German exports at the expense of her for
eign competitors. American exporters of cotton, for in
stance, were previously paid in "Aski marks"; these
could be spent only for German goods which naturally
must be exported from Germany. The American ex
porter, therefore, became an importer and an involuntary
sales agent of German goods. In spite of restrictions of
barter trade, cotton could previously be exported from
the United States to Germany on the basis of barter agree
ments. But since the introduction of "Countervailing
Duties on Imports from Germany" 2 by the United
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States Treasury Department, all imports from Germany
on a harter basis have been prohibited.
A discussion of harter trade and the blocked mark
would be incomplete without mention of another aspect
of their operation. With a grand gesture, the Nazi govern
ment offered to purchase from the agrarian- and raw
materials-producing countries their whole crop or out
put, or the greater part thereof, thus solving the prob
lern these countries had of selling on a glutted world
market. The Nazi State was willing to take care of sales
difficulties. lt was even willing to pay a price much
higher than the world market price. Only one condition
was imposed: that for these materials Germany should
make no payments in foreign currency. Payments were
to be made in Aski or in clearance marks (Verrechnungs
mark) which could be spent only for purchases of Ger
man goods within Germany. The more agricultural
products and raw materials Germany bought by paying
in Aski or in clearance marks, the more the other
country was bound to import from Germany. When no,
or insufficient, compensating purchases were made,
mark funds were accumulated-a foreign credit for the
German State for which it paid no interest. The greater
this credit became, the more the owner of Aski or clear
ance marks-often foreign governments-had to import
from Germany, for otherwise these mark deposits were of
no use. Various governments in southeastern Europe
and in South and Central America were thereby com
pelled to import much more from Germany than they
otherwise would have done.
The Nazi authorities did not regard the excessive
price paid for agrarian products as a loss, for they could
pay in goods which otherwise would not have found a
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market and could dictate the price of these goods since
the agrarian-exporting State was obliged to buy German
products. This put the Nazi authorities in a strong posi
tion and enabled them to raise the price for industrial
export goods.
The Nazi State did not buy coffee, tobacco and other
world goods merely for consumption at harne. lt needed
gold and foreign currency and these it could obtain by
selling on the world market goods secured through har
ter transactions (or by payment in Aski marks). The
result was astounding:-the agrarian countries which
were unable to obtain sufficient foreign currency to
satisfy the urgent demands of their national economy
found that they were in the position of having involun
tarily granted credits to the Nazi State. The Nazi State,
in turn, was able to dump these articles on the world
market. The agrarian countries thought they had sold
products to the Nazi Reich which they could not have
sold elsewhere. But it happened in a number of cases that
such goods were later resold by the Nazis on the world
market. The agrarian country or raw material producer
might have sold its products directly on the world market
-at low prices, it is true, but in return it would luve
received foreign currency. Instead, the foreign currency
went to the Reich while the agrarian producer received
nothing but Aski marks for these sales.
This was the situation that developed between Ger
many on one hand and on the other hand such rela
tively poor countries as Greece, Bulgaria, and a number
of the South and Central American countries which sold
to Germany most or part of their crops-coffee, grain,
corn, cattle, etc.-for which the Reich paid in blocked
marks. In some countries-for example, Greece and
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Rmnania-the agrarian producer was paid by his own
government in the currency of his country, and the
government became the owner of clearance marks. If
the government wanted to get something for the mys
terious clearance marks, it had to buy German goods. But
the Greek or Rumanian governments were unable to
buy freely from Germany needed machinery or articles
which contained a considerable percentage of scarce
foreign materials. The Rumanian government was com
pelled instead to spend !arge amounts of blocked
marks for the purchase of thousands of typewriters
enough to supply all the offices in Rumania for years.
lt had to resell these typewriters on the world market
at a fraction of the cost price. Rumania, moreover, had
to take the blame for dumping, although it acted only
as the Reich's involuntary sales agent. Simultaneously,
in order to obtain foreign currency, the Reich sold on
the world market Rumanian agricultural products as
well as Brazilian coffee, obtained by harter agreements.
"Germany got the advantage of a low-value currency
for her imports and of high-value currency for her ex
ports, at the expense of the foreign owners of the
blocked mark. . . . At present the use of blocked marks
in payment of German exports has almost completely
ceased, although a !arge part of German trade with
Latin-American countries is paid for with the so-called
Aski, or compensation, marks. . . .
"Time after time during 1937 and 1938, it was an
nounced that Germany had succeeded in obtaining or
ders for delivery of industrial plant or other capital
goods on a long-term credit basis. This appeared all the
more astonishing since Germany's banking resources did
not allow for such generous credit terms. The explana-
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tion lies in the fact that in reality the credit transactions
were financed not by Germany but by the governments,
of the debtor countries .. ..
"In general, exporters are very cautious when grant
ing long-term credits to customers. This is particularly
true with regard to Balkan customers. In Rumaniai,
therefore, German sellers became very popular and were
able to beat foreign competition because of the generous
long-term credits they granted to anybody who wanted
German goods. lt has been made possible for anyone
in the Balkans to buy a German motorcar or bicycle
against a nominal deposit and on extremely easy terms." a:
The London Economist called this transaction the
"long-term credit trick." This "generosity" of the Ger
man seller was at the expense of the Rumanian govern
ment. The Rumanian purchaser of German goods.
turned over the money for the purchase not to the Ger
man seller, but to his own government. If he failed to
meet his payments, the Rumanian government was the
loser. Whether he paid or not, the German seller re
cei ved the full price for his products from the clearance
mark deposit of the Rumanian government.
In spite of the growing foreign disillusionment with
these harter deals, the Reich managed to continue its
manipulations by offering considerably more than the
world market price to foreign producers of agricultural
products. The agrarian seller could see only that he ap
parently got more than he could get anywhere else.
German buyers paid about 43 per cent more than the
world market price for wheat bought in southeastern
Europe, and about 50 per cent more for barley. "In
Poland, Germany concluded a deal for the sale of con
siderable machinery by signing an agreement whereby
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she will buy for some years agricultural products con
siderably above the world market prices." 4 But whether
this deal will be carried out is doubtful.
Germany's clearing agreement with the Greek gov
ernment showed a credit balance of 28 million marks
in favor of Greece, but the Nazi government refused to
settle this account-except by supplies of more Gennan
commodities which Greece did not need.
The same thing happened in Turkey. German buyers
did not hesitate to buy all the mohair produced in Ana
tolia and all the nuts produced in Trabzon-and paid
for them in goods or in blocked marks. In return, Tur
key received German coffee mills, gramophones, radio
sets and similar articles, although Turkey needed ma
chinery. The German government sold the major part
of the Turkish products for foreign currency on the
world market.
The foreign owner of Aski or clearance marks often
finds it impossible to buy those goods in Germany he
wishes to buy. The German exchange control authori
ties excluded from the list of goods which can be bought
with blocked marks for exports, according to a decision
of July 19, 1938:
(a) Articles and commodities in which Germany has a
virtual international monopoly to such extent that their
export at the current high German prices requires no
assistance.
(b) Goods of which there is a shortage in Germany so
that their export is not favored by the German Govern
ment.
(c) Goods composed of foreign materials to such a large
extent that their export is objectionable to the German
Govemment because of the drain on Germany's foreign bal-
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ances which would result from the purchase of the materials
used in their manufacture. 5
How rigorously this system is applied depends more or
less on the political influence of the foreign State of
which the foreign owner of the Aski marks is a citizen.
American cotton exporters, for instance, are treated with
more consideration than Greek or Bulgarian tobacco
exporters. The Creeks have to accept payment in mouth
organs or radio sets, and in such large quantities that
their demand for these articles could be satisfied for many
years to come. Optical instruments which the Nazi
Reich could not export elsewhere were offered to the
Bulgarian peasants. lt has proved almost impossible,
however, for those countries to purchase in Germany
semimanufactured articles for their own domestic in
dustries.
These methods of "harter" have enabled the Nazi
Reich to make inroads in South American markets,
especially in Brazil.
The Nazi State may consider the fact that the German
share in the import trade of Latin America rose from
9.54 per cent in 1932 to 15.1 per cent in 1937 and reached
almost the prewar level (16.5 per cent) as evidence of
success. Latin America's share in Germany's import trade,
however, declined from 12.2 per cent in 1913 to 8.9 per
cent in 1937. 6
The share of South America, as a whole, in Ger
many's exports rose from 3.3 per cent in 1932 to 10 per
cent in 1938 (6.o per cent in 1929). Germany's share of
Brazil's total imports has more than doubled in the past
ten years. lt rose from 10.6 per cent in 1928 to 24.4
per cent in 1938. Simultaneously the United States'
share of Brazil's imports declined in the same period
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from 28 per cent to 24 per cent. In 1938, therefore,
Germany exported more to Brazil than did the United
States. Mr. Eugene P. Thomas, President of the National
Foreign Trade Council, in New York, commented on
this development as follows:
"In her purchases from Brazil, Germany bought far
in excess of her domestic requirements and resold at a
profit and for cash what she herself could not absorb.
In payment for these goods, Germany flooded Brazil
with German manufactures which Brazil was unable to
absorb as rapidly as they were dumped on her market.
Many of these German goods were found to be not as
suitable for Brazil's needs as American products. In her
trade with Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Peru and Uruguay,
Germany ran up a debit account of large proportions
which she has been unable to settle. Victims of German
harter methods, these Latin American countries found
at the end of 1935, according to German estimates, that
Germany's debts to South America had mounted to 650
million Reichsmarks. Other authorities place the actual
indebtedness at about one billion Reichsmarks. Fear
ing that she might be shut out of these rich reservoirs
of raw materials, Germany applied high pressure meth
ods and did not hesitate to use political propaganda to
attain her economic objectives." 7
States which permitted private traders more or less
freedom in the purchase and sale of German goods
the State, however, acting as intermediary and handling
the financial end of the transaction-soon found that
they could exercise no control over the workings of the
harter or Aski mark system. They were powerless to
prevent the system from serving exclusively the interests
of the totalitarian State. In self-protection they therefore
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refused to renew those pacts or themselves established
strict State control over exports to and imports from
Germany.
The greater part of the raw materials the "have not"
powers need cannot be obtained by harter deals or from
vassal States. lt must be imported from countries where
the exporter insists on payment in money he can spend
on the world market or in his country. This is the
reason why Germany, like ltaly and Japan, is in urgent
need of foreign currency or gold. The principal means
through which Germany can obtain foreign currency
or gold is from payments from countries where the cur
rency still is "free," that is, free to leave the country or
return. In such countries, foreign trade, Iike trading in
general, is still little supervised or manipulated by the
State.
In totalitarian States, exporting is no langer the pri
vate concern of businessmen. They work for their own
profit, but, more important, they also serve the cause
of the State. The exporters of a totalitarian State appear
very much like any other businessmen. Yet something
has changed. They, in contrast to other businessmen,
are State-regimented, but they also have ample oppor
tunities to gain the financial assistance of the State in
order to beat foreign competition. State control of ex
ports has forced upon them a "national discipline"-a
united front against foreign competition. Where they
meet no foreign competition, they must raise prices to
the highest degree possible; when they are faced with
competition, they resort to dumping on an unprece
dented scale. lt is possible for them to do this because
the State grants them export subsidies adequate to com
pensate them for the reduction in the selling price. The
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exporter of a totalitarian country is compelled to act as
the agent of one big State trust, co-ordinating his policy
with the sales policies of all other exporters, and get
ting full support-financially and otherwise-from his
government. His foreign competitor, on the other hand,
represents only his own private firm. This system has
been organized on a grand scale, especially in Germany.
The State exerts a strict control over the sales prices
of all German exports. Any sale abroad must be regis
tered with the Reich Foreign Exchange Board. This
gives the government control of payments in foreign
currency. lt also enables the State to control the price
policies of all German exporters. As a matter of fact,
there exists a dual control of the price policies of Ger
man exporters. The German exporter must report the
price for the sale of German goods abroad to the Reich
Foreign Exchange Board, which was organized in 1935
by the then President of the Reichsbank, Dr. Hjalmar
Schacht, as well as to the administration of the "Self
Help of German lndustry." This harmless name seldom
appears in Nazi publications. lt is, in fact, the innocent
sounding title of an Export Subsidy Fund. The purpose
of this fund, to which all industrialists must contribute,
is to subsidize exporters who otherwise could not com
pete on the foreign market. Subsidies are not paid in all
cases, however, and the amount of the subsidy varies
greatly.
A firm which applies to the Export Subsidy Fund
must prove that without the subsidy it cannot sell at
a profit. The firm must also indicate at what price it
can sell abroad. Officials of the Fund compare this
sales price with prices for similar articles made by other
manufacturers. Sometimes the officials insist on a higher
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price than that originally quoted because the foreign
buyer cannot obtain the product elsewhere at that price.
During the first period of the Four-Year Plan, Ger
man exporters were subsidized either by being allowed
to purchase German dollar bonds at depreciated prices
or by being permitted to purchase scrip issued by the
Conversion Office of the Reichsbank to foreign creditors
in payment of debts. The scrip could be bought at a
discount of approximately 50 per cent while it could
be exchanged within Germany for its full mark value.
The foreign creditor thus had to pay for the promotion
and subsidizing of Germany's export trade. This kind
of export subsidy was later superseded by the special
Export Subsidy Fund. While the scrip method was
widely discussed, when it was in use, only little is known
about the Export Subsidy Fund. No exporter is allowed
even to mention its existence during private conversa
tions with foreign business friends. Consequently the
following confidential letter from a trade group is re
vealing:
NEW SERVICE OF THE GERMAN
CLOTHING INDUSTRY
Exportfoerderung
Berlin W 68, Kielgaustr. 4
HERAUSGEGEBEN VON DER WIRTSCHAFTSGRUPPE UND
DER REICHSVEREINIGUNG DER DEUTSCHEN

Lfg. 22

BEKLEIDUNGSINDUSTRIE

Strictly confidential:

Reg. no. 13
November 5, 1937.

"With reference to the confidential character of the
export subsidy procedure:
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"Although each notice in our News Service contain
ing an announcement about the export subsidy pro
cedure is marked 'Strictly Confidential,' we have, un
fortunately, observed violations of this confidence in a
number of cases. Reference to 'scrip procedure,' 'com
pensations of the Reich,' 'export promotion rates,' and
so on, have been discovered in the foreign correspond
ence of a number of firms. We again remind our mem
bers very earnestly that the confidential character of
the promotion procedure must be preserved under all
conditions and that a penalty is involved if it is men
tioned in letters, especially to foreign countries.
"In order to avoid unpleasant measures against fac
tory leaders and firms we request our members to ex
amine carefully any letter sent abroad and to avoid any
mention of the export promotion procedure even in
conversations with foreign business friends. We urgently
request that the situation be again explained to em
ployees concerned with foreign orders."
The turnover tax, which is collected from all indus
tries on behalf of the Export Subsidy Fund, yielded
about 1,200 million marks in 1938, approximately 25
per cent of the total value of German exports. In the
spring of 1939, the Nazi Government decided to pay
a State subsidy of 500 million marks into the Export
Subsidy Fund for 1939-40. This secret fund will thus
dispose during the year 1939-40 of 1,700 million marks,
equal to about 35 per cent of Germany's yearly ex
ports in 1938. No subsidy is paid where the foreign
buyer seems dependent on German products, as is the
case where Germany has a monopoly and the foreign
buyer can, therefore, be forced to pay the price dictated
by the German firm. The average subsidy paid to an
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exporter amounts to about 40 to 45 per cent of the sales
pnce.
The Reichsbank and other German State authorities
are able to aid German exports in other ways than
through the direct intervention of the Export Subsidy
Fund. A German manufacturer unable to sell at a prof
itable price has ample opportunities for getting State
financial assistance. lt is impossible to determine in the
case of any individual export transaction whether and
to what extent it has been subsidized. The elastic evalua
tion of blocked, Aski, and other marks makes it possible
for the Reich Foreign Exchange Board, in conjunction
with the Reichsbank, to grant hidden subsidies. The
foreign buyer might be accorded especially cheap Aski
marks, or the German exporter might be empowered
to use the foreign currency he gets from sales abroad
for financing an import business. The exporter who can
increase his exports above a certain volume is to receive
in the future some kind of special export premium by
being given a freer disposition of the extra income of
foreign currency.8 This is generally very lucrative, be
cause foreign materials are scarce and it is easy for the
German importer to sell them in Germany. Or the
Reichsbank might request the Price Commissar to grant
a certain firm a higher sales price in Germany for some
imported raw material. The extra profit derived from
this import business compensates for the loss entailed in
selling goods abroad at prices far below the German
costs of production.
Nazi practice of export subsidizing was described by
Attorney General Frank Murphy in a letter to the Secre
tary of the Treasury of March 18, 1939, as follows:
"An American importer desires to import into the
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United States from Germany certain German cameras.
Before this can be done approval of the transaction
must be obtained from the German exchange control
authorities, without whose approval nothing can be ex
ported from Germany.... Under an arrangement ap
proved by the German import control authorities ...
a German agent acting for the American importer buys
American cotton at the world price for $ 1 ,ooo and sells
it in Germany for 2,500 Reichsmarks, plus a premium
of 33¼ per cent, making a total sales price of 3,333
Reichsmarks, the equivalent of $1,333 .... The Ameri
can importer thereupon buys cameras for $1,333 (3,333
Reichsmarks) and imports them into the United States.
Thus, for cameras which cost the American importer
$1,000 the German exporter is paid $1,333; with the
result that the German exporter is enabled to compete
unfairly with, and probably to undersell, American
camera manufacturers, while the exportation to Ger
many of American cotton is correspondingly restricted
or curtailed."
The extent of the indirect export subsidies thus can
not be determined outside of Germany, without special
knowledge of the arrangements between the Reichs
bank, the Price Commissar, and the Export Subsidy
Fund administration on one hand and German exporters
on the other.
With a strake of the pen, the German government
can compel German industrialis-ts to <lump a certain
percentage of their output on foreign markets.
"The authorities responsible for German economic
policy laid special stress in the autumn of 1938 upon
a call for further efforts in the export field. The Reich
Minister for Economic Affairs issued a special order on
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November 25, 1938, which emphasized in two different
ways the paramount urgency of the export business.
Firms with outstanding performances to their credit in
this field are to be given preferential treatment in the
distribution of public contracts, while on the other hand
firms which are culpably behindhand in effecting for
eign sales are to be put at a disadvantage with regard
both to public contracts and to the distribution of raw
materials. Secondly, priority was given to export orders
over all home orders, public as well as private. This
latter provision is particularly important in that during
the last twelve months export business has often been
lost through inability to effect delivery." 9
lt became profitable for many industrialists to throw
a certain volume of their production on the world mar
ket, even at a price which meant a loss to them, as this
loss was more than compensated for by profits derived
from armament sales at home. Opportunity to obtain
this latter profit would not have been given them had
they been unwilling to push sales in the foreign markets.
The stringent control of foreign trade in fascist coun
tries and in Japan is not identical with the foreign
trade monopoly of the Soviet Union. In Germany, Italy
and Japan, the State determines what merchandise and
how much of it is to be imported. lt likewise controls
and "promotes" exports but, with certain exceptions,
the State as such is not directly involved in the actual
purchase and sales transactions. The transactions are
handled by businessmen who act in their private capacity
and not as officials of the State.
The peculiar coexistence of the State and private
economy, of State agencies and of State control existing
side by side with private enterprises run by and for
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private interests, which characterizes domestic trade
within Germany, is found likewise in the sphere of
foreign trade. Because of the special nature of foreign
trade, the clash between private and State interests in
this field is even sharper than it is in the purely in
ternal market.
The importers and exporters have advantages over
traders engaged solely in domestic trade. They are deal
ing with foreign concerns which are not subject to the
control of the totalitarian State. They cannot be watched
as closely as shopkeepers in a German town. They are
better informed than other businessmen about condi
tions abroad, and have more opportunities to evade
strict State supervision.
There are many subterfuges which the German ex
porter or importer may employ. He may try to raise his
export subsidy by asking his foreign business friend to
send him letters testifying that he will buy only if a
price reduction is granted and asserting that he has
better offers from other countries. The extra profit de
rived fr,om such an artificial price reduction will prob
ably be divided between the German exporter and the
foreign purchaser, with the exporter's extra profit being
deposited in a secret bank account abroad. This can be
dorre, of course, only where the articles in question do
not have an established market price, as in the case of
complicated machinery. The German importer likewise
may ask for a special commission from the foreign ex
porter and this he will hide from the German authori
ties, thereby also creating a secret reserve fund abroad.
Thus, if he is not rigorously watched, the German
exporter or importer has a good opportunity, if he is
so inclined, to circumvent the Nazi Government restric-
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tions and, by quoting fictitious prices to foreign firms,
to build up reserves in his personal account abroad. The
Nazi Government is aware of this loophole, and there
fore looks with special suspicion upon all exporters and
importers. This causes innumerable hardships, for
it is precisely in the field of foreign trade that there
is the most urgent need for freedom of action and inde
pendence from bureaucratic control and interference.
Despite the manifold and extremely aggravating at
tempts of the authorities to make the exporters toe the
line, it is evident from the following circular issued by
the Nordmark Chamber of Commerce under date of
November 15, 1937, to its members engaged in foreign
trade, that many conflicts with the law do exist. Says
the circular:
"With reference to foreign currency frauds, the De
partment of Foreign Trade has received the following
letter from the Chamber of Commerce in Hamburg
which should be studied with great care by all members:
"A number of arrests have been made recently in con
nection with cases of violations of foreign currency de
crees. This has caused discussions and doubts among the
businessmen as to whether the incidents really were so
serious that arrests had to be made.
". . . Every trader must take great pains in foreign
currency affairs. . . . This affair will not be discussed
in newspapers or other publications.
Heil Hitler!
The Executive
Subdivision of Import and Export."
Absolute power has become a decisive factor in the
relations between debtors and creditors. Dr. Schacht is
reputed to have said, "lt is no longer the creditor but
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the debtor who has the whip hand." This is only true
insofar as the debtor has sufficient power to defy the
foreign creditor. The southeastern European vassal
states of the Nazi Reich would certainly not improve
their position were they to become the debtors of the
Nazi Reich.
There exists a growing tendency to respect property
rights in world trade only insofar as they can be effec
tively protected-either by absolute power or by retalia
tory measures. Everywhere, in particular in trading with
fascist countries, business morale is declining. This holds
true in State as well as in private deals. Contracts are
still signed and promises of payment are made, but the
signatures under these contracts do not guarantee ful
fillment, as they did formerly. The government officials
of the totalitarian State review the completed contract
and decide whether or not the pledge of the private
firm is to be kept or cancelled. Of course, traditional
forms are preserved, and there is no open declaration
of contempt for law.
In a number of cases Import Control Boards have
advised German importers to cancel contracts with for
eign firms because the same goods could be bought more
cheaply elsewhere, or because political or other reasons
dictated that they should be purchased in another coun
try. The German firm then rnust say to the firm from
which it agreed to purchase that it very much regrets its
inability to accept the merchandise but that it is unable
to do so because it cannot obtain the requisite foreign
currency or because some Nazi authority has objected
to the respective harter deal. The foreign firm, in turn,
can do little about such a breach of contract.
Even in controversies all parties to which reside
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within Germany, businessmen no langer hasten to prose
cute for breach of contract. Sound as their case may be,
the plaintiffs may find that the defendants have better
political connections than they have, and in Nazi Ger
many judges are as accountable to Party secretaries as
is everyone eise.
When the plaintiff is a foreign firm, the German de
fendants are quick to avail themselves of the defense
slogan "interests of the state," so that it is almost im
possible for a foreign firm to win a case in a German
court. Even though a decision might conceivably be
rendered in its favor, the foreign firm would have won
merely a technical victory, for the Reichsbank never
releases foreign currency in payment of such claims. In
practice, therefore, German firms may break buying
contracts abroad at will (or on the order of a commissar),
should the world price drop. They are then free to re
purchase elsewhere at a lower price. The situation is
different only if the German firm has foreign assets
rendering it vulnerable to court actions abroad and is
obliged to accept the decision of a foreign court.
"Conservative" German businessmen-principally in
ternational bankers and merchants-who grew up with
the traditional respect for private property and who had
established international contacts with foreign bankers
and foreign traders, had created "good will" which
was one of the essential assets of their firms. Bankers in
London or Amsterdam could reveal the names of such
"conservative" businessmen who still try to adhere to
former business standards and to retain the good will
they have established. One and all, these individuals
mourn the end of sacred, time-honored principles. But
they are being superseded rapidly by businessmen who
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are not troubled by traditions, and the concern of the
conservatives over respect for private property is not
shared by the highest authorities of the fascist countries.
They are, in fact, contemptuous of it.
"The development of international law is not at all
desirable .... The fixing of such a goal [sanctity of
property rights] is either utopian or dictated by corre
sponding interests of international power groups.Jewish
and liberal authors represented such an aim in Ger
many." 10
The use of force to compel the fulfillment of financial
obligations is not an innovation of the Nazis. They can
and do claim that this principle was applied during the
World War and in the Versailles Treaty. What is new
is that principles customary in wartime are being ap
plied by the Nazis to peacetime trade.
An outright return to the frank use of force is not
advisable even from the point of view of those who pre
fer the absolute power principle to the acknowledgment
of traditional rights.The open resumption of piratical
methods would be a premature challenge of foreign
powers.Dr. Schacht evolved an ingenious system which
enabled the totalitarian State to use its power and in
fluence abroad in varying degrees and forms, without
openly disavowing traditional standards.
He introduced the system of using various kinds of
marks, a system which has often been misunderstood
abroad. In his "birthday" address before the Reich Eco
nomic Chamber on January 22, 1937, Dr. Schacht ridi
culed foreigners who did not see the intrinsic meaning
of the "devaluation" of the marks paid to them.
"When I am talking abroad about the stability of
the mark, people usually laugh at me because there are
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so many kinds of marks, all of which have a different
value. To be sure, there are many kinds of marks, all
of which do differ in value, without any of them being
on gold parity, since they are quoted at 20, 30, 40, 50
or 60 per cent discount. My answer to this is always
exceedingly simple: 'Yes, this applies to the mark that
belongs to you; the mark that belongs to us is stable.' " 11
This system can be applied in such a way that mark
debts abroad are paid back at a rate of exchange which
is kept artificially low, while on the other hand pay
ments to Germany have to be made at an artificially
high value.
The Nazi State prefers to differentiate according to
the rule: "To every creditor according to his power
not according to our ability to pay."
British, Dutch, Swiss and French creditors have been
treated better than American creditors. The British gov
ernment could effectively threaten the German govern
ment with the introduction of a "clearing system.'' In
that event, all British importers of German goods would
have paid their bills not to the German exporter, but
into a special fund directly administered by the British
government. This fund then would have been used to
pay: (a) exporters of British goods to Germany, and (b)
British creditors who have a claim for payments from
Germany. Germany would have received only whatever
surplus remained after all these claims had been satis
fied. This system would have been effective because
Germany exports much more to Great Britain than it
imports from that country. Therefore the Nazi Govern
ment conceded partial repayment of debts to British
creditors. Agreements for partial payment of outstand
ing debts were also concluded with other foreign coun-
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tries which could exert similar pressure on the Reich.
The Reich Government tried to replace the Clearing
Offices established by other countries by Payment Agree
ments. These provide not merely for payments for ex
ports to Germany but also for at least partial payment of
outstanding German debts.12 But only those countries
which could, if necessary, impose a clearing system for
foreign trade with Germany have been able to conclude
payment agreements.
No corresponding arrangement has been made for pay
ing State and corporate debts due in the United States
inasmuch as Germany's imports from the United States
by far exceed her exports to this country. Only in a few
cases have American creditors succeeded in collecting
their German debts-or at least partial payments in
acknowledgment of the obligation-by effective counter
threats. The creditors of the Norddeutscher Lloyd Ship
ping Company, for example, were able to make an ar
rangement with certain German debtors as a result of a
threat to attach German liners on their arrival in New
York.
On March 7, 1939, the German Foreign Debts Conver
sion office applied to Washington for a registration state
ment covering a proposed issue of $70,000,000 of 3 per
cent refunding bonds. The Securities and Exchange
Commission insisted on having certain information in
the registration statement. When this was refused by the
Nazi Government, the SEC suspended the registration
Statement, and declared:
"The registration statement does not disclose the entire
amount of floating <lebt of the German Government or
an adequate history of defaulted obligations.... No
statements of the balance of international payments of
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Germany for any year since 1935 . .. . Furthermore,
the registration statements have not been adequately
amended to set forth requested information vital to
American investors respecting present German resources
of gold and foreign exchange."
The Nazi economists claim that they are compelled
to apply their new methods in world trade because
the Versailles Treaty robbed them of the means with
which to buy sufficient raw materials and foodstuffs.
They refer to the fact that prewar Germany, like Great
Britain, imported more than it exported. The import
surplus was financed by "income from abroad," mainly
dividends and interest from foreign investments. Post
war Germany lost its foreign investments. lt even had
to pay "reparations" as well as interest and amortization
on foreign credits.
This could be done only by increasing exports of in
dustrial goods-in competition with the exporting in
terests of the victorious powers. Extension and moderni
zation of Germany' s industrial machine was necessary
and was made possible by the influx of foreign credits.
But the world economic crisis reduced the greater part
of Germany's industries to idleness. In Germany itself,
forces arose which rebelled against the loss of industrial
capital which was of value only if production could be
resumed. lt so happened, however, that many indus
tries which had been producing for the world market
could also produce armaments for the home market.
This is one of the advantages an industrial country has
compared to an agrarian country. Corn, grain and fruit
have value only as food. They cannot be used as bullets.
Raw materials, other than foodstuffs, are useless unless
manufacturing industries exist which consume raw ma-
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terials. An industrial country, on the other hand, can
produce peacetime goods for the world market or, if
necessary, it can switch to the production of armaments
which strengthen the military power of the State. Evi
dence of this change in Germany's production can
readily be observed by a traveler. He will easily dis
cover the contrast between the depression in the trading
ports of Hamburg and Bremen on the one hand and,
on the other hand, the boom in construction in central
Germany where new armament works are being erected.
A world armament race completes the disruption of the
international division of labor on which our world
economy relies.
When State control of foreign trade was inaugurated,
imports were restricted because of a lack of foreign
currency and gold. Germany's rearmament policy, how
ever, increased her demand for foreign raw materials,
and likewise decreased her ability to export industrial
goods.
The major part of the raw materials imported by the
Third Reich are used in such a manner that it is im
possible to pay for them through increased exports. We
must recall here the structural changes of Germany's
industry under the Nazis, described in previous chapters,
namely, the decline of the export and consumption
goods industries and the greatly increased production
of armaments. The rise in capital goods production thus
was due to armament manufacture and not to the in
creased production of machinery for export.
Germany's industry used to rely largely on the im
portation of foreign raw materials and the export of
manufactured goods. One of the best German econo
mists, Professor Max Sering, who is still living in the
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Third Reich but who does not understand the new
times, has written:
"The powerful structure of this new industrial society
[prewar Germany] relied essentially on foreign coun
tries. Germany was rich in coal, sulphate, iron and zinc
ores. But the textile industry worked almost exclusively
with foreign raw materials. The metallurgical, electro
technical and rubber industries, the oil, fat and timber
industries, as well as the manufacturers of leather goods,
were dependent on large supplies from abroad ....
Therefore a large section of Germany's industrial popu
lation worked for foreign countries and was nourished
by them." 13
Postwar Germany depended to a greater extent than
prewar Germany on the export of manufactured goods
to finance imports of raw materials and foodstuffs for
its industrial population and to service payments of
foreign debts.
A reconstruction of Germany's industries on the pre
War pattern took place during the period from 1925 to
1929. Foreign credits were used at that time to recon
struct and extend Germany's industrial machine, equip
ping it again with the most modern technical means
so that Germany might regain its privileged prewar
position. The world economic crisis and the consequent
depression made it clear that Germany could never again
become the hub of industrial world production it had
been previously. The futility of its attempting to do
so was not recognized by those who believed in the pos
sibility of a new world prosperity. Industries which
depended on a return to the "good old days" became
idle during the depression. They could not be re
awakened without a new world prosperity. Fascism
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seemed to give them a new chance-mass production for
the State, in an effort to make the State so strong from
a military point of view that it might take by force
what was unobtainable by peaceful competition.
Germany's former exporting industries became part of
a gigantic military machine, prepared to turn out arma
ments on an unprecedented scale.
"The supreme guiding principle of foreign trade is
neither a maximum volume of exports nor the exploita
tion of every chance for foreign trade that may be advan
tageous from the point of view of [ comparative] costs,
but primarily the satisfaction of the demand for im
ports as a necessary supplement to domestic produc
tion." H
There is a definite trend in world trade toward the
formation of "blocs" of imperialist powers which draw
or try to draw into their "spheres of influence" countries
producing food and raw materials. The decline in Ger
many' s foreign trade with the United States is, therefore,
rather a result of that general tendency than of a special
discriminatory policy toward the United States. More
over, there is a general tendency toward a decline of
Germany's foreign trade with industrially developed
countries.
GERMAN EXPORTS AND IMPORTS 15
(In per cent)
"Industrial
Southeastern
South
Countries"
Europe
America
Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports
8.3
39·4
49.3
4.6
5.8
5.1
6.4
7.3
51.3
33.8
5.6
4. 6
10.5
28.9
13.1
11.l
8.0
36.7
(All 1938 figures included only January to September)

These figures indicate: less foreign trade with "indus
trial countries," more foreign trade with "agrarian coun-
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tries," in particular, with southeastern Europe. However,
the figures do not disclose whether Germany's trade with
nations in these categories is growing or decreasing; they
show merely what percentage of German trade goes to
each category listed.
The Reich Minister of Economics, Walter Funk, wrote
in Goering's organ, Der Vierjahresplan:
"The United States will lose Germany as a customer .
. . . We shall find a substitute for orders from the
United States in the Balkans and in Turkey, whose
economic structure is better fitted to natural exchange
of products with Germany." Neither the Balkans nor
Turkey, however, can export cotton or copper to an
extent comparable with the United States or nearly ade
quate for Germany's demands.
In spite of large subsidies, enforced export drives, and
political pressure, the Nazi expert offensive has scarcely
enabled Germany to hold its own in world commerce,
even in countries where it has expended much energy
and money.
Certain of Germany's export industries have been
especially hard hit, for example, toys and leather goods.
But this has not been decisive in Germany's general
decline of foreign trade caused by the world economic
crisis. Tfüs decline has been intensified by Germany's
preoccupation with the production of armaments and
with the production of goods for the home market. Thus
we have a situation where exports have declined while
industrial production has risen. German exports, in
percentage of Germany's total industrial production,
have fallen from 30.9 per cent in 193 1 and 2 2 .5 per
cent in 1933 to 13.1 per cent during the first half of
1938.
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GERMAN EXPORTS IN PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 16

1928
1931
1933
1934

22.0
3o.9
22.5
15·9

1935
1936
1937
1938

15.2
16.1
16.2
13.1

The economic policies of the State have made it
more difficult than before to pay for the increased im
portation of raw materials by increased exports of manu
factured articles. lt is much more profitable for the
German industrialist to work for the State, manufactur
ing war materials, than to work in an industry manu
facturing export goods and competing on the world
market.
Imports which are still vital, however, must be paid
for, and in most cases without delay. There are now
fewer opportunities than before for the totalitarian State
to finance imports through foreign credits or loans. In
addition, the Nazi State has actually obtained less for
eign currency from exports than the trade figures would
indicate.
The German Institute for Business Research com
plained that "several countries took advantage of the
monopoly they practically have in certain articles and
would only deliver their articles against payment in free
foreign exchange. As a result, Germany, despite exten
sive use of bilateral payment agreements, must always
be intent on securing a sufficient amount of foreign
exchange." 17
"Only about one-fifth of the total income from ex
ports has accrued to the Reichsbank in the form of
foreign currency. Out of this amount had to come ex-
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penses for amortization and interest payments on for
eign credits, expenses of foreign representatives, travel
costs abroad, charges for foreign trade, transport costs
and commissions." 18
According to official trade figures, the Third Reich
had an import surplus of 433 million marks in 1938.
The deficit in foreign currency must have been much
greater. Exports showed an actual decrease, yet imports
of raw materials, urgently needed for armaments and as
wartime reserves, had increased.
"Taking Greater Germany as a whole, moreover, the
passive balance was far greater still. Imports into Ostmark
[Austria] from foreign countries rose even more sharply
in proportion, while exports experienced a more than
average decline owing to the problems of transition and
readjustment. Furthermore, in considering the special
foreign exchange position of Ostmark, it must be re
membered that the invisible items by means of which
Austria had in previous years made good the (somewhat
smaller) passive balance in respect to her commodity
trade-viz., tourist traffic, transit traffic, and interest on
foreign investments-probably fell during 1938." 19
From 1937 to 1938, the volume of imports of the
basic materials rose as follows:
Wood ........... ......... ......... .. ..... .
Cotton .....................................
Building and industrial timber................
Iron ores ...................................
Copper ....................................
Fuels and lubricating oil.....................

35.2%
11.0%
22.0%
10.3%
39.7%
16.5%

Imports of wool, however, have considerably declined.
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The Nazi State was unable to raise a foreign loan.
Still, it succeeded in financing the increased imports it
needed for armaments. This was made possible by the
various means that can be applied only by a State which
regiments and controls all economic activities. Imports
of foodstuffs, for instance, were largely curtailed. This
did not mean that Germany had become self-suflicient
in foodstuffs, but that consumers in Germany had to
reduce their standards of living. "Guns are more im
portant than butter," according to Goering.
Secondly, all foreign assets held by Germans ("Aryans"
and "non-Aryans") were conscripted and, in most cases,
expropriated. The German owners were compensated,
but with German marks at artificially high rates. They
had to hand over the assets to the Reichsbank, which
sold most of them abroad between 1936 and 1938. Some
foreign investments were sold at a great loss due to the
fact that the State bureaucrats handled the sales and
that the foreign buyers were fully informed of the
Reichsbank's precarious condition. In some cases only
one group of foreign capitalists (for instance, Dutch)
was interested in a given German investment. Taking
into account the general risk of new investments in
Europe and the Reichsbank's inability to play for time,
only a portion of the ordinary value, therefore, was
paid for some of these investments.
lt is interesting to note that German capitalists are
not generally allowed to keep the profit accruing from
the artificial devaluation of the mark. A German indus•
trialist who wishes to pay off a foreign <lebt has to pay
the full amount of his <lebt to the Reichsbank, and
the Reichsbank in turn deals with the foreign creditor
and makes an arrangement with him providing for a
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"discount" varying from 20 to So per cent on payment
in foreign currency. The profit derived as a result of
this discount is kept by the Nazi State.
State officials, for example, sold German holdings in
foreign shipping companies which are largely engaged
in transporting German and other European goods. A
foreign partner in these companies bought from the
Reichsbank at a low price the shares previously held
by German iron industrialists, and German capitalists
no langer have a voice in their management or share in
their profits. Previously, the German industrialists who
were part owners of these companies received dividends
from them which partially offset shipping charges. In
addition, they were in a position to influence directly the
rate policies of the companies in their own interests.
This situation no langer obtains. Thus, in instances of
this type, the Reichsbank's sale of German holdings
abroad resulted not only in a real lass, but even in
increasing the deficit in the Reich's international pay
ments. German industrialists not infrequently felt a
secret pleasure at this result, because they were angered
by the enforced expropriation of their foreign holdings
for the benefit of the Reichsbank. But this does not
pave the way for a return to the old system of free for
eign trade.
These various marks and "discounts" enable the
totalitarian State to pay each foreign creditor on the
basis of an individual arrangement. For this reason the
Nazi State is not anxious to resort to general devalua
tion of the mark. Strict control of foreign currency and
foreign trade keeps the domestic mark at a value dif
ferent from that of the foreign mark. General devalua-
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tion of the mark would mean that every foreign creditor
would be treated alike.
Clearing systems and State measures for the control
of foreign trade are becoming increasingly a feature of
the foreign trade of our times, but they create no new
organized system of world economy.

Chapter XIV

FASCIST EMPIRE BUILDING
"'Something for nothing' is a dominant principle in the
methods of imperialist expansion adopted by all 'have
not' powers."

A BRITISH businessman, visiting Germany during the
first years of the Nazi regime, would have been wel
comed as a "pure Aryan" and as a representative of a
sister nation. Such an attitude arose from Hitler's views
as expressed in Mein Kampf. Today the situation is dif
ferent. In present-day Nazi propaganda, Great Britain
is pictured as the most covetous bourgeois "have" power
and the ringleader of those countries who seek to pre
vent the rise of "young" nations like Germany and
Japan. Every newspaper reader in Germany is fully
acquainted with the most unsavory aspects of British
imperial policy. Nazi propagandists harp on the fact that
the Britons, like all other empire builders, employed
brute force in creating their own empire. Germans are
repeatedly told how British imperialism ruthlessly de
stroyed India's domestic textile industry in the interests
of the Lancashire textile manufacturers. They are also
reminded of the fact that Great Britain has repeatedly
denied self-rule to the Indian people. The Germans are
also fed with numerous statistics illustrating the tight
control that the "have" powers exercise over the raw
materials needed by German industry, such as copper,
tin, rubber, crude oil and so on. They are informed
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of the huge incomes that British capitalists receive from
abroad as well as of the enormous investments that the
British have made in their colonies. So insistent has
this propaganda been, that the German businessman
generally is better acquainted with the early history of
British imperialism than even the British businessman.
This oeing so, it would be vain to attempt to counter
the propaganda of the Nazi regime by moralizing about
Germany's desire for absolute power and her declining
respect for international treaties. As a matter of fact,
in Germany, as well as in Italy, anti-British propaganda
has proved much more effective than propaganda for
the crusade against Bolshevism. The Nazis constantly
utilize Germany's scarcity of foreign currency and raw
material to popularize and justify her struggle for the
creation of an empire.
Since the foundation of the British Empire, however,
world conditions have changed. There are no longer
"uncivilized" countries-that is, countries in which pre
industrial economic systems predominate or which are
sparsely settled-free from imperialist control. With only
minor exceptions, the entire world has been staked out
and claimed. New colonial empires can be created,
therefore, only by the destruction of rival empires-and
of the U .S.S.R.-through a new world war.
Previously when an imperialist power gained control
of a "backward" country, new and large-scale invest
ments were made in order to open up the undeveloped
natural resources of the country. This process took a
certain period of time-frequently many years-to bear
fruit. Fascist imperialism, however, is unable to wait
for the slow economic penetration of new territory. lt
cannot use the methods employed by the older im-
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perialists, namely, the establishment of "spheres of in
fluence" through the export of capital. The precarious
economic situation and the pressing military needs of
the "have not" powers make it necessary for them to
gain immediate, not deferred, economic advantages from
the new territories that come under their influence.
Nazi Germany, therefore, in each of her conquests has
rushed to appropriate to herself all tangible resources
of capital, foodstuffs and raw materials available in the
new territory, largely without compensation to the for
mer owners.
New methods of exploitation must be used where the
conquered country already has fully developed capitalist
property relations and established industries belonging
to native or rival foreign capitalists. Since the lack of
raw materials and of exchange has been a motive power
in forcing fascism to take the road of imperialist ex
pansion, the economic exploitation of the conquered
country must be made completely subordinate to the
urgent needs of the "mother country." Native and rival
foreign capitalists must be expropriated on a large scale
so that the conquerors can acquire without compensation
the accumulated wealth of the country. The principle
of "the sanctity of private property" derived from capi
talist property relations becomes embarrassing. There
fore the prospective "mother country" must proclaim
new principles in order to justify the wholesale expro
priation of capital and the destruction of competitive
enterprise. These new principles, as employed by the
Nazis, have been called "racial principles," "national in
terests," and the like.
Neither Japan in China nor Nazi Germany in Czecho
slovakia began the economic penetration of their "pro-
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tectorates" or new colonies by large-scale investments
which would have created new industries within the
boundaries of the vassal state. Only those enterprises
which could supply the "mother country" with urgently
needed materials were encouraged.
When the Nazi Reich embarked on its expansionist
drive, stocks of raw materials, foreign currency and gold
were at a low ebb, and it was impossible to replenish
them with sufficient speed in the normal way. The mili
tary machine might have collapsed had it not used its
power to obtain these vital necessities.
The immediate cause for Germany's expansion was
not her need of finding an increased outlet for industrial
products, but there were internal difficulties which were
intensified by her need of gold, foreign currency and
raw materials. The Reich had no means of paying for
these in quantities sufficiently large to keep the indus
trial machine at work, because its "free capital" had all
been invested in strengthening its military power. In a
sense, Germany was in the position of having to utilize
its military power to prevent the capital invested in it
from becoming obsolete.
The first act of the Nazi Reich after the occupation
of Vienna as well as after the occupation of Prague was
symbolic. Gold and foreign currency found in these two
former capitals were immediately transferred to Berlin.
The possession by Austria and Czechoslovakia of !arge
stocks of both of these valuables hastened Germany's
decision to occupy their territories by military force.
The booty in Vienna amounted to 416 million shillings
or $78,000,000, three times the currency reserve of the
Reichsbank at that time. The raid on the Prague Na
tional Bank was a little disappointing because a large
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percentage of the Czechoslovakian reserves was deposited
abroad, principally in London, and, to a smaller extent,
in New York. Official stocks amounted to $81,000,000,
or over four times the Reichsbank reserves. 1
In addition, all private holdings of gold, foreign cur
rency and other types of foreign property had to be
handed over to the Reich.According to private esti
mates, this booty in Austria was more than double the
amount of gold and foreign currency found in the
vaults of the Austrian National Bank (about 1,000,000,000 shillings, or $188,000,000).The private holdings
in former Czechoslovakia 2 were even greater. Large
quantities of materials, machines, foodstuffs and so on
were "requisitioned" and sent to the Reich.
Germany is extracting a maximum amount of plunder
from these conquered lands [ Bohemia and Moravia]. The
equipment of a superb army, food reserves calculated to sup
ply the whole Czechoslovak Republic for eighteen months,
and a small but welcome sum in foreign exchange are but a
fraction of the real gains. To this must be added the skill
of hundreds of thousands of workers, and the property and
industries of Jews which are being bought with paper money
seized last October with the Sudeten territories. 3
Dr. Eduard Benes, former president of the Czecho
slovakian Republic, supplemented this picture of the
fate of Bohemia and of Moravia.
I hear that preparations are now made to transport im
portant objects of culture and art [ to the Reich].Factories
are being ruined and industry crippled as machinery is
carried away for war purposes.... Safety deposit boxes
and safes may be opened only in the presence of the
Gestapo.4
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Foreign property rights likewise were abolished in
fact, if not in law. This was true not only of foreign
loans granted to the preceding governments, but also
of private foreign holdings. French stockholders in the
Vienna Laenderbank, which controlled a great many in
dustrial enterprises in Austria and southeastern Europe,
were forced to sell out for almost nothing. Numerous
industrial enterprises owned by "non-Aryans" were ex
propriated without compensation and handed over a
new State-owned concern, called the Hermann Wilhelm
Gustloff Stiftung.5 The greater part of Austria's large
scale industry has been concentrated in this trust and in
another large State trust, the Hermann Goering Reich
Iron Works.
Fascist conquest has still another aim, more per
manent in character-the acquisitiori. of monopolies.
The strict control which the fascist State imposes on
production and sales of raw materials, as well as on ex
pons and imports, is used to compel the "protectorate"
to sell its agricultural products and raw materials to
the "mother country" at artificially low prices, while
prices for industrial goods imported from the "mother
country" are maintained at artificially high levels. The
German cartels and syndicates which control the market
within Germany keep internal prices much higher than
prices abroad. These national monopolies are now able
to extend their "internal market" by including the con
quered areas which are under the political control of
the Nazi State.
Thus, by the use of military force, the fascist State
gains new monopolies or extends the power of the exist
ing monopolies without developing new productive
forces.
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Austria, for example, was a highly developed indus
trial country before it became a province of the "Greater
Reich." Formerly Austria imported 24 per cent of its food
supply (in Germany prior to the annexation the figure
was 19 per cent). The most important food imports were
wheat, 43.2 per cent; rye, 28.4 per cent, and corn, 66.6
per cent. 6 Coal and iron were imported in large quantities
from Poland, Czechoslovakia, and to a smaller extent
from Germany. Austrian importers had formed a syndi
cate in order to obtain cheap coal. This syndicate was,
of course, independent of the German coal syndicates,
since it could obtain coal from sources other than Ger
many. After the occupation of Austria, trustees who
were Nazis connected with the German coal syndicates
replaced the former directors of the Austrian coal
syndicate. Now Austrian manufacturers must pay a
higher price for coal than formerly and must accept the
domination of the Reich's coal concerns. The bulk of
the profits of the Austrian coal syndicate is under con
trol of the Nazi party.
In Austria, as in the other newly acquired countries,
only those industries are flourishing which supplement
German industry. Specifically this means armament fac
tories, which are important from the strategic point of
view as industrial strongholds for German militarism.
Austria's contribution to Goering's Four-Year Plan
consists mainly in supplying ore, timber, hydroelectric
power and labor to Germany and, to a smaller extent,
machinery and materials for armament factories. Aside
from these resources, however, Austria has relatively
few raw materials and is largely dependent on supplies
from abroad, which can no longer be obtained in suffi
cient quantities. To a certain extent, Austria will par-
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t1opate in ersatz production. For example, cell wool
will be produced from Austrian wood to replace cotton
and wool, previously imported from America and
Britain. Apart from considerable construction work for
fortifications, only a few factories in Austria are being
,constructed or enlarged. And even these are devoted to
the armament industry or to ersatz production, as, for
instance, the iron and steel works now being erected
at Linz. New roads are being built for strategic reasons.
But this much advertised construction work means little
or nothing when compared with the decline which has
taken place in other important branches of Austrian
industry. Fotmerly most Austrian factories produced for
the world market in competition with German industry.
Today Austria's iron ore or iron is being used for
armaments. Previously Austria had a flourishing trade
with Czechoslovakia. Now this market is dominated by
central German and Saxon industrialists. Only an en
largement of the Reich to the shores of the Black Sea
and through Turkey to Asia might give Austria's export
trade an opportunity to revive under the hegemony
of the Reich. But this imperialistic dream of the future
offers no remedy for the distressed conditions of today.
Through the absorption of Czechoslovakia, Germany's
heavy industries further strengthened their monopolist
position. Formerly their largest competitor in central
and southeastern Europe was the Witkowitzer Iron
Works owned by Czech industrialists. As a matter of
fact, these industrialists had thought that by making
concessions they could co-operate with the Nazi Gov
ernment. Their attempt to do so was doomed to failure.
Not a vestige of their former independence remains.
German iron and steel magnates no longer need reckon
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with the strong Czechoslovakian competitors who had
many geographical advantages in central and south
eastern Europe. The Ruhr industrialists have simply
extended their domestic market and swallowed up their
former competitors.
lt is no langer possible for the fascist State to build
up its own monopolies on the basis of hitherto unde
veloped resources. Therefore Abyssinia has been a
burden rather than an asset to Italian imperialism.
There are no raw material resources or industries already
developed, hence there is nothing to requisition. Supe
rior military strength made possible the conquest of
Abyssinia, but the Italian military victory did not, and
will not, lead to economic wealth. In order to make
the victory profitable, vast amounts of capital would
have to be invested. A tremendous amount of technical
equipment would be necessary to open up the unex
plored wealth of the conquered country. But Italy itself
is suffering from a scarcity of these very materials and
technical means which are necessary to the development
of productive forces in colonial lands. Therefore, Abys
sinia has for Mussolini a strategic rather than an eco
nomic value-not counting the increase in prestige.
Nazi imperialism was more fortunate than Italian im
perialism. The Third Reich was in a position to con
quer countries which had achieved a relatively high
degree of development. These countries had accumu
lated considerable wealth-at least in comparison with
Abyssinia-and their raw material resources are more
easily accessible.
In a very illuminating study,7 Freda Utley has shown
the manner in which Japanese imperialism is exploit
ing newly conquered countries. Trade monopolies were
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established and as much economic wealth of native
citizens acquired as could be obtained without develop
ing any new productive forces, except those which sup
ported Japanese industry and militarism. "Something
for nothing" is a dominant principle in the methods of
imperialist expansion adopted by all "have not" powers.
There are certain peculiarities of imperialist expan
sion in Europe which distinguish it from the Japanese
conquest in China. Germany, for instance, is surrounded
by countries where the natural resources have already
been developed and where modern industries are in
existence. Japan is not. lt is true that industrialization
of southeastern and eastern Europe is less advanced than
in Germany, yet in these areas, especially in former
Czechoslovakia, modern industries already existed.
Czechoslovakia manufactured articles from raw mate
rials which are rare in Germany and exported finished
products largely in competition with German manu
facturers. Czechoslovakia and Austria possessed highly
developed modern industries which distributed manu
factured goods to all parts of the world. German monop
olistic control of southeastern European markets was
impossible as long as the rival industries remained inde
pendent. Establishment of a "protectorate" over the
semi-industrialized countries of central Europe by the
Nazi Reich, therefore, entailed the throttling of exist
ing industrial productive forces in the interest of Ger
many' s monopolies. This policy involved the expropria
tion, even to the point of ruin, of the propertied classes
of the new colony. Because of this, the Nazi Reich was
unable to find any social stratum among the native
population through which it could exercise an effective
but indirect control over the country. Direct military in-
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tervention and constant police supervision became neces
sary.
In some instances, it is true, attempts were made
to form governments which would be the tools of the
Nazi Reich. Such a government, for instance, was the
last Czechoslovakian government prior to the march of
the German army into Prague. Another example was
the "autonomous" Slovakian government which agreed
to remove all "ideological" obstacles to an understand
ing with the Nazi Reich, and to adopt certain Nazi
principles, such as anti-Jewish "racial laws." The Slo
vakian government stood ready to grant preferential
treatment to German businessmen and to export sur
plus foodstuffs and raw materials to Germany in ex
change for industrial goods. There are always groups
within such groups which are ready and willing to
sacrifice the wealth and the interests of others in order
to clear away the obstacle to co-operation with the im
perialist power. But this was not sufficient. Complete
direct domination was necessary. As long as a sub
jugated country keeps some degree of political inde
pendence, its Government, no matter how dictatorial
or subservient to the interests of German imperialism,
must consider the requirements of domestic .business and
agrarian interests. Even the farmers were concerned in
the maintenance of domestic industry, because the
downfall of the latter would mean the ruin of the in
ternal market for agricultural products and a rise in
the prices of the industrial goods which the farmers
need.
Statistics on production reveal that there was a def
inite trend toward an industrial growth in those semi-
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agrarian or agrarian countries which were trying to pre
serve their independence.
In nearly all countries industrial production has in
creased since 1932, exceeding in many cases the 1929
level. The increase has been much more rapid in agrar
ian or semi-agrarian countries than in industrial coun
tries. The agrarian producers in southeastern Europe
consume only a few industrial products; their standard
of living was, and is, exceedingly low. The greater
growth of industrial production in agrarian countries
was due, in the final analysis, to governmental action.
The governments tried to strengthen national forces of
resistance by promoting and subsidizing industries of
military importance.
In 1937, industrial production in southeastern Europe
was 112.6 per cent above the 1928 level. In the rest of
Europe the increase was only 37.1 per cent. 8 This un
equal development continued during 1938. In com
menting on this situation, the German Institute for
Business Research stated:
"Southeastern European countries are gradually be
ginning to build up their own capital goods industries.
. . . This development, which is primarily due to mili
tary considerations, has also led to a considerable expan
sion of heavy industry in Yugoslavia, Rumania and
Greece. lt is to be assumed that these tendencies will
become stronger in the next few years." 9
Increased domestic production replaced imported
articles, thus hurting foreign industries which formerly
supplied the agrarian countries with finished products.
This development had not yet gone far enough to revo
lutionize the economic structure of these countries,
which still remained backward by comparison with Ger-
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many. Yet it prevented German industrial monopolies
from gaining absolute control of the markets and dic
tating prices. lt also aided in solving the problem of
outlets for domestic raw materials; they could now be
utilized within the boundaries of each country.
The Sudetenland and the remainder of Czechoslo
vakia possessed large industries which produced finished
goods not merely for domestic consumption but also
for the world market. Not only did they supply south
eastern Europe with textiles, machinery, etc., but they
also carried on considerable export trade with England
and the United States. In order to supply this extensive
export trade, Czechoslovakia imported large quantities
of raw materials. Nearly a quarter of the population of
the Sudetenland was engaged in the production of tex
tiles, many of which were shipped abroad. There were
many other industries producing for export in competi
tion with German industry.
Following the Anschluss, industrial life in the Sudeten
land decayed, but "flax cultivation and sheep breeding
are once more beginning to increase." 10
An English author recently commented on industrial
conditions in Czechoslovakia as follows:
"The cotton industry, which is the most important
branch of Czechoslovak industries, has a capacity far in
excess of the home demand, so that it is particularly
dependent on exports. .. . A large proportion of the
wool used is imported from British sources.
"After the cotton and wool industries come ßax spin
ning, linen manufacture, the jute industry and the silk
industry.... The Czechoslovak jute industry buys its
raw materials very largely from India and has a great
export to the United States.
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Comparatively little of the pig-iron produced
in Czechoslovakia is exported, about 83 per cent of it
being used in the country for the manufacture of steel
and malleable iron.
"The iron manufacturing industries, on the other
hand, produce very largely for export. Thus the en
ameled ware industry exports some four-fifths of its
production and the agricultural machines and imple
ments are produced mainly for export. A great many
of these go to the Soviet Union." 11
Before the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia, Czech
industries had a distinct competitive advantage because
of Czechoslovakia' s favorable commercial treaties with
England and the United States and because of its geo
graphical position in southeastetn Europe. These ad
vantages have now been lost. Czech industries can no
langer compete with the better-equipped German fac
tories, especially when the latter have a greater supply
of raw materials at their disposal.
The deterioration of industries has progressed much
further in Czechoslovakia proper than in Austria and
the Sudetenland. Czechoslovakian industries were larger
and they have not been given the few privileges granted
"Aryan" manufacturers in the Sudetenland and Austria.
The ruin of these industries was initiated by the appli
cation of "racial principles" shortly before Prague was
occupied and Czechoslovakia proclaimed a "protec
torate" of the Third Reich.
Prior to the end of Czechoslovakia, J ewish manufac
turers who had ßed from the Sudetenland with their
machines and with some capital tried in vain to transfer
their plants and capital to Slovakia. Early in 1939, a
member of the Slovakian government received a depu-
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tation of Jewish capitalists. He encouraged them to settle
in Slovakia with the object of transforming it into a
new manufacturing center producing for the Balkan
market. The Slovakian government promised to respect
the property rights of the manufacturers. The erection
of a soap factory in Tyrnau was decided upon and was
to be financed by Jewish capital, but with State repre
sentatives as members of the management. These plans
for developing Slovakian industries would have hurt
the German monopolistic position in the Balkans. Con
sequently the Nazi magazine Der Wirtschaftsdienst,
which is closely connected with German export in
terests, described the intended development of Slo
vakian industries as creating "a serious and dangerous
situation ....12 This warning foreshadowed the mili
tary occupation of Czechoslovakia.
A clear indication of future Nazi plans for the eco
nomic development of her "protectorates" can be
gleaned from a consideration of the negotiations be
tween the German and Rumanian governments in
March, 1939. As an essential condition for future co
operation, the Nazi government openly demanded the
suppression of all domestic industries which were com
petitive with German industries, hoping thus to obtain
an absolute monopoly for the Nazi industrialists. This
demand was considered necessary because in recent years
the Rumanian government, desirous of decreasing its
dependence on foreign countries, especially in the arma
ment field, had systematically encouraged the develop
ment of its own domestic industry. According to the plans
of the Nazi government, only those industries should
be developed which would help to open up Rumania's
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raw material resources and to increase its agricultural
production to supplement Germany's economy.
Foreign capital has financed most of the industry in
semiagrarian countries. Consequently, the Nazi policy
of ruining industries they regard as "undesirable com
petitors" is tied up with their propaganda for a
"National-Socialist" regime and for "racial principles"
which will destroy the property rights of "alien ele
ments."
This open attack on the sanctity of private property
is used even outside of Europe as a propaganda weapon
against the "have" powers. Britain and the United States
have importallt investments in certain South Americall
countries with large raw material resources, where gov
ernments are in debt to them. As governments which
guarantee the sallctity of private property-for foreigll
illvestors-they are dictatorships whose power depends
Oll military force rather than Oll popular consent. In
these coulltries fascist agitators find it easy to gain
groulld by advocatillg rebellioll of debtors agaillst credi
tors. Nazi propagalldists approach such coulltries with
the slogans: "no payment of foreign debts," and "against
exploitation by foreigll [Jewish] capital."
In commellting on the challges which have takell
place in Rumanian industry, a German periodical de
clared:
"Many overseas countries are economically depend
ent on foreign capital . . . or they are countries pro
ducing raw materials. Foreign capital was conceded a
superior position since it undertook to develop such
resources. In every case one can observe a distinctive
one-sidedness in economic relationships. All these count
tries are able to export huge quantities of domestic
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goods, but the capacity to export is much greater than
their capacity to import. This is due to the fact that
only a minor part of the income from exports remains
with the producing countries. A more or less large
part of this income is taken by the leading corporations
and remains with the mother countries of these cor
porations. . . . This disproportion between the capacity
to export and to import is especially great in Africa.
All African colonies must do statute labor for foreign
capital since the colony receives too little for its ex
ported products." 13
Nazi imperialists cannot make large loans to States
whose raw materials and foodstuffs they need, but as a
substitute they can offer assistance in expropriating the
capital invested by the "have" powers. Such propa
ganda spread by Nazi agents is very persuasive and has
obtained response in some parts of South America. Of
course, the Nazis do not intend to make large-scale
investments of their own in the Western Hemisphere,
if only because of strategic considerations. In case of
war, connections with South America would be severed.
Therefore, whatever limited capital Germany is able to
export will be directed into areas which can be con
trolled by German militarism in the event of another
world war.
In countries, however, which have become Nazi "pro
tectorates," the sanctity of private property is preserved
in a one-sided way, disappointing to native businessmen
and foreign capitalists. At the time of the occupation
of the Sudetenland, most Sudeten manufacturers were
heavily indebted to banks which were largely under
Czech and Jewish management and in which both
British and French capital participated. Before the
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Anschluss the Nazis promised that no debts need be
paid to Jewish or foreign capitalists. "lnterest slavery"
would cease under National Socialism. This part of the
program has been fulfilled-in so far as Czech, Jewish or
foreign capitalists are concerned. Most of their capital
has been expropriated; they are paid neither interest
nor amortization. Foreign creditors can look forward to
receiving only a tiny fraction of the credits they have
advanced.
When the Sudetenland was occupied, its "Aryan"
manufacturers welcomed the Nazi commissars who took
over the banks in their districts, but they wondered how
they would obtain further credits urgently needed for
new investments. At that time, Herr Henlein, Sudeten
land Fuehrer, solved the problem of what to do with
the banks and their credit facilities.
He often promised his Sudeten German Party com
rades that the Third Reich would cancel banking debts.
This was privately said and never published. We can
therefore only quote him from confidential reports of
some of his Party friends.
"There are no difficulties," Herr Henlein used to say.
"Sudeten German industrialists who do not want to pay
their debts to Czech banks need not bother to do so.
And they need have no fear about obtaining further
credits. We shall open a new regional bank for the
Sudetenland. We have all the accumulated capital of
the country at our disposal. The Czech and Jewish banks
will have to hand over their stocks and bonds at a price
we shall decide upon. We will fix the value of these
assets and pay for them with State debentures while the
new banks will be under our control."
The Reichsbank was informed that certain counter-
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measures would be taken if the Nazis expropriated Brit
ish and French investments in the newly occupied areas.
Schacht hastened to warn the Nazi leaaers of possible
serious consequences if Herr Henlein were allowed to
follow the policy of expropriation of foreign capital in
vestments. British and French capitalists could not be
treated like the Jews. A compromise was reached. In
June, 1939, the British and the Reich Governments
agreed that the Sudetenland should fall within the scope
of the Anglo-German debt payments. The German
Government successfully insisted that the date of Sep
tember 29, 1939 (Munich Conference) be set as determin
ing the ownership of debts so that nothing must be paid
for credits which were transferred to British creditors
after that date.
The Nazis used the threat of complete expropriation
and boycott, however, in order to intimidate foreign
banks and foreign investors. The threat was at least
partially successful. Foreign investors were willing to
surrender a large part of their investments and regarded
themselves as lucky to have salvaged anything. But the
regional banks became mere branches of the Berlin big
banks.
The Deutsche Bank acquired 23 branches of the Bo
hemian Union Bank, the Dresdner Bank, the branches
of the Czech Escompte Bank; the Allgemeine Deutsche
Kredit-Anstalt, the branches of the Anglo-Czech Bank
(subsidiary of the Laenderbank) and of the Czech In
dustrie Bank.
In the future, the money paid in by Sudeten manu
facturers will flow to Berlin and not remain in the
Sudetenland. New capital will not be invested in areas
where competitive industries are undesirable.
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A few big German trusts "bought" those Sudeten
factories which were likely to have a prosperous future
in connection with the armament boom. The I. G.
Farbenindustrie "purchased" the stock of the Bruexer
Bergbaugesellschaft and of the Nordboehmische Berg
baugesellschaft (in which Lord Runciman has an in
terest). The I. G. Farbenindustrie intends to construct
a factory near Bruenn for the production of synthetic
gasoline from coal. Mannesmann, a German concern
well known in the armament business, acquired several
mines from Witkowitz, the Czech iron firm.
Businessmen in the newly conquered areas who at first
welcomed Nazi rule because of dissatisfaction with for
mer conditions were disillusioned almost overnight. In
äddition to full interest payments on their debts-their
debts have not been diminished, only the nationality
of the creditors has changed-they now pay higher taxes
and higher prices for raw materials-mostly ersatz.
Worst of all, they have lost their export markets with
out receiving any compensation in the domestic market,
because, on the whole, they produced consumption
goods, not armaments. Small and medium-sized enter
prises have deteriorated to a much greater extent than
similar enterprises in the Reich proper. A few big trusts
have become predominant in industrial life. They own
the new armament factories in the Sudeten area and they
exploit the raw material resources of the region for the
benefit of the Reich's economy.
Apart from strategically important armament fac
tories, industries in the newly acquired territories must
operate at minimum capacity so that all raw material
resources may be exploited fully in the interest of the
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"mother country." Czech manufacturers in Bohemia
and Moravia try in vain to obtain from their new rulers
sufficient supplies of those raw materials which are
scarce in Germany. Only a fraction of the allotments
granted the Germans is accorded the Czech manufac
turers. Allotments for scarce raw materials granted to
Czech manufacturers amounted to only 15 per cent of
the allotments for German manufacturers.14 The im
perialist "mother country" tries to satisfy its deficiencies
at the expense of the new colony. Since there is not
enough raw material to go around, the colony's produc
tive forces are permitted to deteriorate.
The handicaps under which the industries of the
Reich are laboring are being felt with even greater in
tensity in the newly conquered countries. State inter
ference in business and private life assumes greater
proportions in the vassal states than in the "mother
country" itself.
The greater the exploitation and economic devasta
tion in the vassal states, the more necessary does it be
come to build a strong military machine under cen
tralized authoritarian leadership. Party leaders have
hailed this growth of the State machine because it gives
them more power. Within the Reich proper they have
tried and probably will continue trying to increase their
authority and popularity by new conquests. From the
territory thus acquired, the leaders have been able to
recover at least a fraction of their huge expenditures
by levying tribute on the "colonies." They can also
slightly extend the narrow base of the privileged "friends
of the State bureaucracy" at the expense of the new
vassal States.
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But the number of the underprivileged grows much
more rapidly than the number of the privileged. The
further this development proceeds, the more absolute
is the power needed for the maintenance of the regime.

Chapter XV

PLANNING FOR WAR
"Not the military experts, but the Party leaders, decided
the tempo of militarization and rearmament."

MANY businessmen had nurtured the hope that the
Army could be relied upon to prevent tyrannical abuse
of power and that it would restore the traditional basis
of bourgeois society-the sanctity of private property.
This-when Hitler came to power-was the viewpoint
of the political leader of the German conservative
nationalists, Alfred Hugenberg, as well as of Dr.
Hjalmar Schacht.
There naturally existed, and to a certain extent still
exists, an important distinction between the Army and
the Party. The Army was primarily an instrument for
external war. German generals were patriots fond of
their profession, who thought in terms of "serving the
fatherland" and wanted to make practical use of the
military power at their command for this purpose only.
They were reluctant to apply their power to maintain
order within Germany itself. They wanted to stand
"above the parties" because they did not want to share
responsibility for unpopular measures of the Govern
ment or of the Reichstag. They wanted Hitler and the
Party to assure internal order so that they, the Army
leaders, might better prepare the whole nation for ex
ternal war. But fascist party leaders cannot be satisfied
with playing a subsidiary role. Their controlling posi-
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tion cannot be maintained if they are reduced to the
role of commanders of the police force. The leader of
a totalitarian State cannot allow the Army to stand apart
from the Party. The Party leaders must make it clear
to the Army that the existence of the Army itself is de
pendent on the preservation of the Party regime, for
a situation might well arise where the internal war front
is even more important than the external war front.
The Army must openly demonstrate its readiness to
protect the regime-internally and externally. Army and
Party troops-the S.S., S.A. and Gestapo-are sections of
one Greater Army, both wearing the insignia of the
Party and owing unconditional allegiance to the Party
leader.
The widespread hope that the Army would restrain
the dictatorship of the Party was an illusion. Two abso
lute powers cannot coexist in one totalitarian State.
But there has been no complete victory either of the
Party over the Army or of the Army over the Party;
the armed forces of the Party-the S.S., S.A. and Gestapo
-and the Army still exist as separate organizations.
Hitler, the Party Leader, is in control of the Army. The
commanders of the S.S. and S.A.-mere Party forma
tions-do not control the Army, although the Gestapo
keeps a close watch over the leaders of the Army. No
Army man is allowed to be a member of the Party, while
the Party's military forces-the S.S., S.A., Gestapo and
the ordinary police-are kept apart from the command
of the Army. There still exists, however, a division of
labor between the Army and the armed forces of the
Party, with the major functions of the latter being the
preservation of internal order, while the main function
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of the Army is the preparation of the country for wars
against foreign powers.
There is no "conservative" army officer who did not
welcome the open flouting of the Versailles Treaty and
the strengthening of German militarism. But many
military experts regarded with skepticism not only the
armament policies of the Nazi regime, but also its re
turn to the prewar style of army, based on general
conscription.
A retired army officer, Major Soldau, former editor
of the official army organ, Deutsche Wehr, wrote in
1933:
"I am strictly opposed to conscription.... A return
to conscription means a step backward to the old system
as contrasted with the new system represented by the
army of today; it means disregarding the essential lessons
of the World War and implies fatal ignorance of the
political developments since the end of the war." 1
Many leading army officers are extremely dissatisfied
with Hitler's armament policies as weil as with his for
eign policies, yet they do not see any chance of acting
contrary to his wishes without such a breakdown of the
system as would bury the whole structure of German
militarism.
lt is a common mistake to count the military strength
of a State in terms of the number of planes ready to
fly, the number of guns available at the moment a war
starts, or the number of soldiers who can be put in uni
form at a moment' s notice. Counting these factors only,
Hitler's armament policies have been exceedingly suc
cessful. There is no other country in the world-except
the Soviet Union-with as large an army and as great
an air fleet as Nazi Germany. But increase in armaments
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does not in itself mean a corresponding growth of mili
tary strength. lt might be the decisive factor if there
were a chance of winning a final victory in the first
battle, a battle which would crush the adversary before
he had a chance to mobilize his forces. Such a quick
victory, however, would be possible only against a small
country or against a big country in no way prepared
for war. Under any other circumstances, a war cannot
possibly be decided in a single battle. Other factors then
become more decisive than the number of planes, guns
and soldiers ready to fight on the day the next war is
declared; these factors are the capacity for the produc
tion of all kinds of war materials in huge quantities
and the production of sufficient consumption goods to
prevent starvation. Particularly in a long war are these
factors vital to the maintenance of morale.
Furthermore, the horrors of modern warfare make it
more necessary than ever before that the soldiers and
the people be firmly convinced that the war is unavoid
able. From this point of view, the fascist philosophy does
not promote the required war morale. The fascist
philosophy, expressed by Mussolini himself, declares war
to be something which is in itself desirable, regardless
of the fact that complete destruction might be the final
outcome of that war.
"All doctrines which postulate peace at all costs are
incompatible with Fascism. Equally foreign to the spirit
of Fascism-even if accepted as useful in meeting a
special political situation-are all international or
League superstructures which, as history shows, crumble
to the ground whenever the heart of nations is deeply
stirred by sentimental, idealistic or practical considera
tions. Fascism carries this anti-pacifist attitude into the
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life of the individual. 'I don't care a damn'-the proud
motto of the fighting squad-is not only an act of philo
sophical stoicism; it . . . is evidence of a fighting spirit
which accepts all risks." 2
Hitler's armament policies seem to follow the fatal
example of the plans of the leading war strategist of the
Kaiser's army, von Schlieffen, who relied on a few "great
decisive strokes" to insure an immediate and decisive
victory.
"We learned that what Your Excellency aspired to was
not partial successes, but great decisive blows. Your Ex
cellency does not want a war which would be prolonged
indefinitely until the power of one country is exhausted
by the power of the other. You want great decisive
strokes, and your goal was the destruction of the adver
sary. All forces should be directed toward that supreme
goal, and the will which led you was the will for
victory." 3
Recent war experience and the development of war
technique contradict the possibility of an army's win
ning a quick victory against an adversary who can de
fend himself with the same means and tactics as those
used by the aggressor.
"lt is probable that a European war will start as a war
of position. . . . This means a considerable weakening
of the war strategy and war policies of the German State
as a result of its geographical situation and its raw ma
terial dependence." 4
Nobody can foresee how long a new European war
will last. The hope that one short decisive battle might
decide the whole war prevailed among German pre-War
militarists who thought in terms of the Franco-Prussian
War of 1870. German post-War strategists abandoned
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the hope of a quick and easy victory against another big
power. This implied a change in the traditional con
ception of war preparations. lt is no longer sufficient
to have a few !arge armament plants and to store enough
materials to satisfy the demands of a short war. A steady
supply of raw materials and foodstuffs is as important
as the existence of armament and gun factories.
Enough has been written about the probable character
of the next large-scale war. Practical experience has
shown that such a war would be "totalitarian" because
the whole nation, all the economic forces of the coun
try, would have to be mobilized for it. Such a vast mass
of material and human beings will be needed that a
country unable quickly to mobilize all its material and
human forces for the purpose of war would be doomed
to fail.
lt seems as if a totalitarian State should be the ideal
political regime for the preparation of totalitarian war,
since it should be able to secure complete preparation
of the entire social system for war. The fascist war
preparations, however, have defeated their own ends.
They have created tremendous armies and vast masses
of war materials, but simultaneously there has been
such strain on the whole economy, such an exhaustion
of economic reserves, such a decline of the "morale of
the people"-a factor as important as reserves of raw
materials, guns or planes-as to make the State unable
to stand the strain of a real totalitarian war for any
length of time. lt is even doubtful whether the most
recent increases of army strength and of the number of
planes, guns and the big naval program have not weak
ened rather than strengthened the military system, and
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whether further increases will not have similar adverse
effects.
The real strength of the military system of a totali
tarian regime has not yet been seriously tested. There
fore whatever may be claimed for it is open to doubt.
There are, however, certain fundamental facts which
modern militarism has to take into account. In the
long run there is scarcely a single branch of industry
that can be spared during a totalitarian war. One indus
try might be more important than another, and some
industries might be superfl.uous if the war lasted only a
few weeks or months. But a totalitarian war makes
claims upon the entire economic structure. One missing
link might bring the war machine to a standstill. Pro
duction of uniforms must continue during a war be
cause the soldiers cannot march and fight in worn-out
rags. Butter is no less important than guns-Goering to
the contrary notwithstanding-for without butter the
physical strength of the soldier breaks down and he will
lack the fighting spirit and morale which will be more
necessary than ever in the war of the future.
"In a totalitarian war, every State reaches its optimum
of war power only by a balance between land, air and
sea forces in accordance with the availability of sup
plies. . . . Decisions of the commander which result
in an exhaustion of the available reserves before having
achieved the purpose of the war have a decisive
effect. . .." 5
The Nazi leaders have disregarded this aspect of
armament. They have built up a large army and air
fleet, but there has been no corresponding growth in
the other parts of the economic system necessary for
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maintaining and supplying such a huge army and air
fleet.
The armament policies of fascism, and especially of
Hitler in Germany, have strengthened the military forces
and certain branches of war production on so !arge a
scale that the foreign world has wondered how such
huge armament expenses could be undertaken without
a financial breakdown. lt did not see the impoverish
ment of the economy as a whole, nor the shrinkage of
the economic reserves which are so essential for a totali
tarian war. This latter factor is not so readily discernible
as the impressive growth of the army and the air fleet.
Tremendous fortifications were erected in western
and eastern Germany; new investments in ersatz pro
duction industries signalized the growth of economic
preparations for war.But simultaneously Germany's de
pendence on foreign raw materials has grown because
raw material reserves have had to be used up without
sufficient replacement, and because industries which do
not directly produce munitions, but which are also
essential for totalitarian warfare, have decayed.
The Army leaders were alarmed over the complete
lack of gold and foreign currency reserves, for they
appreciated the absolute necessity of Germany's import
ing huge quantities of foreign materials in wartime in
order to keep the war machine running and to avoid
starvation of the people.An influential representative
of the Army leadership wrote as an answer to declara
tions of Party leaders that a totalitarian State does not
need gold:
"One cannot expect in another war that neutral, or even
friendly, countries will send supplies which ...cannot be
paid for in gold, foreign currency or essential goods. There-
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fore, it may happen that gold will become the most impor
tant war material.From the point of view of war econ
omy ...limitation of the measures of self-sufficiency might
become necessary." 6
Last but not least-the morale of the people has suf
fered under the economic strain and under the militari
zation of the country in peacetime. The will to defend
the Nazi fatherland has not grown with the increase in
numbers of planes and guns and soldiers. All reports
which indicate the trend of war morale in Germany
and the same applies to Italy-confirm the fact that it has
declined, and that the increase in armaments has been
achieved at the expense of the whole economic system,
which has been made subservient to militarization and
to the parasitic existence of the Party and State adminis
tration.
As a warning against the illusions raised by the self
sufficiency policy of the Nazi government, the organ of
the Army Staff pointed to pre-War experiences:
"Full foodstuff independence was impossible before
the war.We should have had to pay for such an attempt
with heavy lasses to our industrial world position. . ..
Peace economy should be burdened as little as possible
by economic preparations for war. The principal aim
must be the formation of wealth, the creation of re
serves... . Foodstuff independence in peacetime is no
guarantee of foodstuff independence in wartime....
World economy has not undermined our safety, but it
was one of the most important factors of our ability to
resist during the World War." 7
Nazi militarism might be compared to the athlete
who overtrains one part of his body for some special
purpose, disregarding the training of other parts. He
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might boast of the tremendous size of a few specially
trained muscles and yet be unable to stand the strain
of an effort involving his entire body.
The Nazi State has a tremendous air fleet. lt is
equipped with well-organized factories for mass produc
tion of planes. But other essential parts of the economy
are weaker than at the beginning of the big armament
program.
Armaments are by their very nature unproductive;
at best, they are not used at all and become obsolete.
In case of war, there will be a suddenly increased pro
duction and consumption of armaments. Capacity to
increase this kind of production will be a decisive fac
tor in military strength. Such production can be greatly
expanded only if huge economic reserves exist. The
greater the economic wealth of the nation, the more can
be wasted-used up-in wartime. If, however, there is
such a strain on the economy in peacetime that the
necessary reserves needed for carrying on a totalitarian
war cannot be built up, then the war preparations are
jeopardized. This is a circumstance peculiar to the eco
nomic structure of the totalitarian states.
"Germany is far behind her capabilities, not because
her working population works too little, but because
so large a proportion is engaged in unproductive work,
and in piling up overhead charges; because so large a
proportion of her resources remains dormant or is mis
directed without due reference to calculations of ulti
mate advantage; because her present economic situa
tion is so little adapted to developing her real but latent
powers." 8
This picture resembles the development of German
economy during the World War. A study of the eco-
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nomic trends in that period shows a close similarity te>
the economic development of Germany under the Nazi
regime.
"Germany is spending about two billion marks a
month on the war. About one-sixth of the national capi
tal will thus have been spent by the end of the year.
Whence do all these billions come? The shells are shot
off, the guns are worn out, motors are used until they
become old iron, the soldiers' uniforms are worn into
rags, and so forth.We work exclusively for the war, and
a great part of the cost of war is covered by this work.
For the rest we are living on capital. The first and chief
cause is the fact that we are using up our stocks-the
copper reserves in the home (urns, kitchen utensils,
etc.) ... as well as the accumulated raw materials in
the warehouses. Another cause, which also means a
drawing on capital, consists in the fact that plants are
worn out without immediate repairs being made. In
peacetime the industrialist regularly writes off big sums.
for the depreciation of buildings, machinery and other
assets, and then acquires new machinery to replace the
old in order to avoid being faced in the end by the fact
that his whole factory has been worn out.Such sums
are, of course, still being written off the balance sheets;
but the industrialist generally abstains from making the
actual replacement purchase, either because he cannot
obtain the necessary goods or because, in view of the
fundamental changes in markets and prices, he wishes
to wait and see what methods of production he will be
able to use in the future. As private individuals, people
save money in order to invest it in war loans, but in
the economic sense, for the requirements of war, we are·
saving materials and labor which in peacetime would
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)therwise have been used in order to make good wear
and tear.We are living on capital in order to finance
the immediate needs of wartime economy." 9
This is exactly what is happening in Germany today,
although the country is not yet involved in another
world war.The nation's savings are used for unproduc
tive expenditure to the detriment of consumption and
investment for truly productive purposes.
These huge armament expenditures represent only
one aspect of the inroads of the totalitarian State on the
economic life of the country. There is still another
aspect of State interference.Unforeseen economic dif
ficulties are encountered which necessitate sudden
changes in economic plans and state policies in order
to satisfy the most urgent needs of the moment.
Yet the authoritarian State always pretends to act in
accordance with a grandiose plan, in execution of a
"program." The character of the authoritarian State,
however, makes it necessary to prevent its actions from
appearing as the result of unforeseen developments or
subject to the force of circumstances or emergency
situations.
The rulers of a totalitarian State boast that their
interference with the economic processes eliminates the
effects of the business cycle.The State itself "manipu
lates economic laws."
"We intend to manipulate economic laws ourselves
in place of private interests and of Jews....The Ger
mans are no longer dependent on the restrictions and
artificial speculation in a glutted market. The Germans
are no longer the proletarians of world economy, but
workers for Germany." 10
Even though State policies are officially independent
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of the business cycle, the authoritarian rulers, like all
others, must take into consideration basic economic
facts. Whether or not they are willing to admit it, they
must make concessions to economic conditions. The
totalitarian State must always pretend that its Fuehrer
or Duce cannot be mistaken, that he foresaw what would
happen, that his power cannot be impaired by economic
difficulties. Yet it would be virtually impossible to find
a plan or scheme which substantiates these pretensions.
"Out of import restrictions there arose the system
of State administration of raw materials with its system
of purchasing and processing permits, and prohibitions
against investment and use of raw materials; and out
of the State control of raw materials there arose in
turn the control of production, of investments and of
consumption and the exact regimentation of the volume
of labor to be employed for given purposes. The de
velopment of the twenty-eight control offices is particu
larly significant, for this machinery which at present is
responsible for the direction of every economic process
is a definite emergency measure. This also explains its
complicated nature and its obscurities. lt would be dif
ferent if a planned economy of this kind had been de
liberately aimed at. The freedom of business is restricted
to such a degree that a paralysis of the economic forces
is to be feared in the long run." 11
When we search for a predominant plan in the Nazi
economy, we see that apparently all individual activities
are directed toward military preparation. lt seems that
the State is co-ordinating all State acts and private activi
ties according to a single consideration: does it help to
strengthen us from the military point of view?
Economic restrictions are officially justified by the
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claim of military necessity. In reality, the rearmament
plan which the Army Staff worked out, important as
it is, is not the sole guiding principle of the fascist State.
Fascist State policies are largely designed to strengthen
and to preserve the autocratic power of the Party leaders.
Consequently, armament policies are largely influenced
by the narrow interests of the fascist bureaucracy. This
explains why the fascist regimes disregarded the plans
and recommendations of their best military experts,
compelling them to adapt or change their military plans
according to the policies and interests of the authori
tarian dictators.
German military experts never desired the peacetime
autocratic rule of an unpopular bureaucracy. They did
not approve of the State's suppression of private initia
tive in economic life.
-..-As to industry, we should not forget that the Fuehrer
has said: 'The new State will not be and does not want
to be an entrepreneur. Planned economy must be re
jected from the point of view of rearmament. ... We
insist upon free initiative and full responsibility of the
businessman in accordance with the general policy of
the State.' " 12
German military leaders wanted to prepare and equip
the entire industrial machinery and to mobilize the
whole people for war. They recognized the futility of
having an inflated State-owned or State-subsidized in
dustry for the production of airplanes or machine guns
if other important branches of industry were to be
allowed to deteriorate. The "conservative" Army leaders
did not wish the State to abolish private enterprise in
armament manufacture. They were afraid that such a
measure would interfere with the balanced develop-
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ment of all industries necessary for a wartime economy
and would thus hinder rather than aid the country's
preparation for a totalitarian war.
"State ownership of armaments industries ... might
be justified for Italy. lt does not suit Germany. We
want to mobilize the full strength of the highly de
veloped German economy. The more peacetime indus
tries can be put on a war footing, the more efficient
will be the German war economy.
"We do not want to abolish the private initiative of
the German businessman." 13
The Army officers approved of a policy which would
"direct" the private initiative of the entrepreneurs in
such a way as to make their business conform to the
interests of militarism. The German Army leadership
rejected plans for a "corporate state" with "guilds" or
corporations in control of production and prices. They
supported Schacht's endeavor to strengthen or recon
solidate the system of privately owned banks and in
dustries.
The Party leaders, however, welcomed the necessity
of extending the centralized administration because it
put them in charge of a more powerful State bureauc
racy. They needed quick successes in foreign policy in
order to consolidate their autocratic power and to jus
tify their suppression of individual rights and liberties.
They thought that the difficulties arising from an in
tensification of the economic strain would enable them
to extend their power in the direction of State capital
ism. Not the military experts, but the Party leaders,
decided the tempo of militarization and rearmament.
They enforced a peacetime extension of the Army and
of the air fleet which was out of proportion to the
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strength of the economic basis on which the Army and
the air fleet had to rely.
Hitler's foreign policy was greatly infl.uenced by the
internal condition of the Nazi party. The Party leaders
undermined the position of defiant nationalist generals
by a more rigid militarization than the militarists them
selves had advocated. Their foreign policy created situa
tions which made it necessary to prepare for another
world war against the West, the East, or both. The
creator of the German Reichswehr, von Seeckt, was
fearful of another war in which German militarism
might be cut off from foreign resources and might be
completely isolated. He preferred to follow the policy
of Bismarck rather than that of the Kaiser, trying to
neutralize Russia in case of a confl.ict with the Western
powers. Hitler's aggressive foreign policy, however, com
pelled German militarism to change the militarization
program; to prepare for another conflict in which Ger
many would be cut off from supplies from overseas as
well as from Russia.
The more unstable the economic system becomes,
the greater is the necessity for a repressive leadership
and State bureaucracy. lt has to whip up the militancy
of its Party members, and raise the prestige of the
Leader. lt orders Party actions, the economic effects of
which cannot be foreseen by businessmen.

Chapter XVI

BUREAUCRACY IN CONTROL
"They do no work which adds goods or social services to
the market. Their job is to hold their job. The rest of the
community finds itself serving as the hardworking host
upon which the bureaucratic clique is feeding and fattening."

THE capitalist in Germany is confused. The fascist State
has, it is true, saved many private concerns from bank
ruptcy. Under the totalitarian regime, business has been
freed from trade-unionism and strikes, and has therefore
been able to depress wages and lengthen working hours
at will while huge investments in armaments have re
sulted in prosperity for many enterprises. Nevertheless,
most German businessmen insist that they have lost more
under Nazism than have the workers.
The subservience of businessmen to the Party, the
devious dealings and precarious existence which they
suffer at the hands of the State, the complete lass of
that independence which characterizes capitalist ven
tures in a non-totalitarian economy have proved a special
disappointment to those who helped to finance the Nazi
party before it came to power. lt was their hope that
the Nazi party would serve as their tool. Especially was
this the belief of the important industrialists who had
feared the loss of their monopolies, and of the big
agnirians who could not survive the crisis without fresh
State subsidies. Both eagerly sought political power in
291
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order to safeguard their positions-not merely against
social revolutionary forces, but also against business
competitors who attacked their monopolist privileges.
They invested huge amounts of money in the Nazis.
They did this, or had to do it, on too large a scale. For
the power they helped create all too soon became the
master of its creators-"authoritarian," independent of
their will and regulation. Co-operation of the business
men, big and small, with tbe State and Party bureauc
racy is being enforced by those who now have political
power, while those who command mere money power
are forced to "co-operate" with the new government at
the risk of their very existence. This co-operation en
tails generous spending and the greasing of official palms,
but it does not in any way increase the businessman's
chance of regaining economic independence and
freedom.
When Germany's leading bankers and financiers met
at the National Congress of their group association
(Banken und Versicherungsanstalten) on October 21,
1938, they were addressed as follows by the Govern
ment's spokesman, Secretary of State Rudolf Brink
mann, who after Schacht's removal was to become Vice
President of the Reichsbank:
"Schenkendorff [a German poet at the time of Ger
many's 'War of Delivery' from Napoleon's rule] sang
in 1813, a heroic period, his song 'Freiheit, die ich
meine .. .' [My idea of freedom ... ] and I see you,
grimly smiling, making comparisons and especially ask
iflg me where that freedom of business and of business
activity is, of which I have spoken and which I so
love .. .'' 1
The bureaucracy of the Nazi State is a special phe-
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nomenon. lt is like a huge and growing incubus living
off the body politic and becoming more parasitic as it
increases in size and numbers. Secretary of State Brink
mann has said:
"To be sure, the new State has had to establish an
alarming number of economic administrative boards,
and, certainly, many a decision which is made by the
foreign exchange control boards, by the examination
boards, by the supervisory boards, by the economic
groups, by the finance authorities is bureaucratic, that
is, it is born more of excessive desire for order and
love for the letter of the law than of knowledge and
understanding of actual business life. However, bureauc
racy exists not only in the governmental division of our
economic life.In large concerns many bureaucratic decisions are to be observed....Cartels also are not
always free from bureaucracy...." 2
The bureaucracy of the totalitarian State is much
more bureaucratic and top-heavy than was the bureauc
racy of private cartels, concerns and trusts in pre-Hitler
Germany. Yet these corporations had already violated
the laws of free competition under liberal capitalism
and had, therefore, paved the way for further suppres
sion of the rights of the independent entrepreneur.
This development did not originate in the minds of
a few men who were especially unscrupulous. lt was a
development which grew out of a certain stage of the
competitive struggle.Curious as it may seem, large con
cerns, trusts and cartels had abolished free competition
in the name of free competition, and in the name of
the rights of the independent entrepreneur who was
typical of an earlier stage of liberal capitalism.Paradoxi
cally, those entrepreneurs who did not attain a monopo-
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listic position and who had to compete with each other
in the open market, often, under the Weimar regime,
asked State help or interference against "free," that is,
ruinous competition. Such a policy leads to a state of
affairs where the State becomes a superpower, restricting
and reducing the rights of all businessmen, granting
privileges to a few concerns and trusts which are closely
connected with the State bureaucracy and with the
armament business and transforming private monopo
lies into State-protected monopolies.
The State dictates to the individual businessman how
he must act in order that his activities may best serve
the "national interest."
A ward must be said here about the character of the
"common" or "national" interest.
The government of a totalitarian State might claim
that only the strong arm of the State can prevent the
individual businessman from looking after his private
interests at the expense of society. The possibility of
such a clash between individual and "common" interests
certainly exists. A stubborn defender of a liberal econ
omy-free competition-might deny the possibility of
such a clash if there were such a thing as a "pure" com
petitive economy. But only if individual and social in
terests were identical would there be no need for laws
and rules to regulate property rights and business life.
The term "common" or "national" interest is an
abstraction, a conception which exists as a result of
certain common interests or peculiarities of a stratum
of citizens whose welfare is conceived of, under a totali
tarian regime, as synonymous with the welfare of the
State. These citizens, however, have private or individual
interests which they may try to satisfy at the expense
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of members of their own dass or group. Such acts would
very often threaten the social group while enriching the
individual.
This is particularly obvious in emergency situations
famine, earthquakes, war-when the reckless pursuit of
private interests might endanger the whole social system.
The State must then step in to discipline the individual
miscreant "in the common interest," that is, in defense
of the whole social system.
Industrialists who are members of cartels or syndicates
may be confronted by such clashes between individual
and common or group interests. There are always firms
which try to obtain special privileges for themselves at
the expense of the whole group or "group community."
The clash between such private and group interests be
comes dangerous when market conditions turn critical.
Then common interests make it more necessary that a
cartel or syndicate restrict individual business activities
effectively. Under just such critical conditions, however,
it becomes more tempting for independent enterprises
to strengthen their position, their share in production
and sales, at the expense of the other group members.
The same holds true for the whole of society as long
as it is based on a competitive economy. For competi
tion implies the right of every individual to advance his
own private interests as much as possible. The clash,
however, between these individual or private interests
and the social or group interests may be lessened by
laws, decrees, and government measures, which restrict
and diminish the individual rights.
The establishment of central authorities which con
trol and restrict private business activities is a necessary
conseq uence of this need for regulation. The growth
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of the central authorities promotes the formation of
a powerful administration which becomes so strong that
those who are in control of it easily become a quasi
independent power. Such a development is inevitable
in a totalitarian State with a one-party dictatorship
where the Party bureaucracy penetrates all government
offices and grows to gigantic dimensions.
The new State bureaucracy compels the businessman
to conform to restrictions and rules which conflict with
the essential functions and rights of an independent
capitalist. State officials may violate the sanctity of pri
vate property. This even becomes their duty if the
businessman fails to conform to suggestions or orders
of the State bureaucracy or shows insufficient devotion
to the Party or to the leader.
The businessman is still "free" and "independent" "free" in that he has no pension rights, "independent"
in that he may risk losing his capital and economic
status.
As a rule, a fascist government does not free the
private businessman from the risk of losing his capital
or from the burden of managerial activities. lt does
forbid him to increase or reduce production merely
according to his private interests. The State orders pri
vate capital to produce and does not itself function as
a producer. Insofar as the State owns enterprises which
participate in production, this can be regarded as an
exception rather than as the general rule.
The fascist State does not merely grant the private
entrepreneur the right to produce for the market, but
insists on production as a duty which must be fulfilled
even though there be no profit. The businessman can
not close down his factory or shop because he finds it
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unprofitable. To do this requires a special permit issued
by the authorities.
According to Dr. Brinkmann, the fascist State has
"proclaimed the right to work and ownership of private
property" as rights of the citizen. But "private property"
in turn imposes the obligation to make good the "right
to work." This claim is not advanced because the State
is sentimental about workers who lose their jobs, but
because any considerable decline in employment would
endanger the existence of the inflated State bureaucracy
and the progress of rearmament.
The totalitarian State bureaucracy cannot tolerate
another industrial crisis, leading to a s_erious decline in
production, without risking a serious crisis for the
whole regime. In Italy as well as in Germany the totali
tarian State is the biggest consumer. Its demands exceed
50 per cent of the total production. A decline of pro
duction by only one-third would mean that the State
would take 75 per cent of the total production, leaving
only 25 per cent for the private citizens who are neither
State-employed nor receive a State income. This would
entail such an increase in direct and indirect taxation
as to render private business completely unprofitable.
The State bureaucracy would have to resort to further
measures of coercion in order to maintain the industrial
and social system. Under such conditions, the State itself
might be compelled to operate industrial enterprises
and thereby abolish the system of private enterprise.
But this would immediately lead to a further growth
of unproductive bureaucracy and an enlarged adminis
trative apparatus, without inspiring workers or manage
ments to increased production. The stimulus which still
remains for workers and management to increase pro-
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duction would be absent. In its place would be even
more naked force and fear. Voluntary co-operation
could be achieved only if those who are engaged in
production would receive higher incomes and more
personal liberty.
The Nazi government has expressly threatened the
private entrepreneur with increased State coercion and
reduction of personal rights and liberties unless he ful
fills adequately the "duty to produce" according to the
State's demands. The threat is implicit in the following
"pep talk" of a high Nazi leader to German business
men:
"Acknowledge frankly, without any reservations, your
obligation to produce, and subscribe completely to the
principle of unfalsified competition on a performance
basis. If you do not do this, the strong State in which
you share will no longer be in a position to allow busi
ness the wide field of free activity it now enjoys." 8
Like schoolboys, Nazi Germany's big bankers and in
dustrialists had to listen to and applaud the State
Secretary of the Ministry of Economics-formerly a
Reichsbank employee of minor importance-who raised
his finger warningly to Germany's biggest private entre
preneurs and threatened: "Either you do what we tel1
you and satisfy our demands, or we shall take away the
'freedom' still left youl" Dr. Schacht emphasized fre
quently the conception that the State restricted private
business activities only as an emergency and temporary
measure. He clung to the idea, which has become old
fashioned under a totalitarian regime and is officially
regarded as a heritage of "reactionary conservatives,"
that the State should serve the interests of private busi
ness and protect its property rights. The Party leaders,
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on the contrary, insisted that the main function of
private business is to serve the interests of the State
the individual exists for the State, not the State for
the individual.
The Nazi regime maintains that private property is
a basic principle of society, but in practice it controls
and regulates the use of such property. This was not
what the capitalist who favored the Nazi party during
the 1931-32 depression had wanted. He merely wanted
the State to find a way out for him. He feit he could no
langer survive under the old competitive conditions. On
one hand, his reserves were shrinking; on the other,
he was the target of the labor movement. But the
Fuehrer whom he then acclaimed as his savior has be
come the leader of an authoritarian State and Party
bureaucracy. This bureaucracy regulates and controls
the struggle for survival of private enterprise. Formerly
the competitive struggle of business interests decided
who would bear the inevitable capital lasses during a
crisis. Today it is the State bureaucracy which dictates
who is to be eliminated from business. A private enter
prise can survive only to the extent to which it has closer
and better relations with the State bureaucracy than
its competitors.
The greater the economic difficulties, the more the
individual businessman fears that he will be sacrificed
by the authoritarian regime "in the interest of the
State."
Therefore the dictatorship of the State bureaucracy
becomes increasingly a dictatorship over the capitalist
entrepreneurs, the small as well as the big businessmen,
the shopkeepers as well as the great corporations.
Such conditions strengthen the independent power
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of the State bureaucracy so that it can become-and to
a certain extent already has become-a dictatorship
which defends its own selfish interests at the expense
of all classes, not excepting the private capitalists.
The selfish interests of the State bureaucracy are of
an economic as well as of a political nature. When Dr.
Schacfit was still President of the Reichsbank and a
powerful figure in Nazi Germany, he suggested curtail
ing the State bureaucracy and the expenses of the ad
ministration so as to reduce the weight of taxation, there
by helping the businessman. Dr. Schacht was told by
the Party leaders that the maintenance of the Party and
the bureaucratic administrative machine came ahead of
the interests of the business community, which is allowed
to exist only in order to pay its tribute to the State.
This tribute which private citizens have to pay to
the totalitarian State might be bearable during pros
perity when private business is making large profits and
can earn an adequate income even in the face of in
creased taxation. However, when no such prosperity
exists and depression wipes out private profits, then
the weight of increased taxation and the financial de
mands of the State bureaucracy mean an increase in
overhead for private enterprise, intensifying and length
ening the depression.
The totalitarian State cannot give heed to such con
tingencies. lt cannot adapt its budget to the business
cycle. lt might perhaps cut unemployment relief, but
the expenses for the maintenance of the State bureauc
racy itself, as well as for armaments, cannot be reduced
at will.
As the State takes on new and wider functions, it
breeds an army of officeholders to take care of them.
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The entrepreneur finds that almost daily new State
committees are created to pre-empt the functions of
private business. Committees for Accounting, Super
visory Boards, Raw Material Purchase and Distribution
Offices, Organizations for Preparation of War Produc
tion in Peace Industries, Labor Front Secretariats, In
vestment Control Boards-these and countless other
State committees are manned by Nazi officials who are
independent of private business and responsible to no
one but the Fuehrer. And under each Nazi leader there
are scores of subleaders.
The authoritarian State breeds irresponsibility on the
part of this ever-growing and legally privileged group.
Their position is secure-unless they are purged by their
own friends, often as a result of rivalries-whereas the
general economy is insecure. They do no work which
adds goods or social services to the market. Their job
is: to hold their job. The rest of the community finds
itself serving as the hardworking host upon which the
bureaucratic clique is feeding and fattening.
This does not yet prove that the ruling Party or the
totalitarian regime has purposely betrayed its former
sponsors. Increased State interference and the restric
tion of rights imposed even on big industrialists might
be taken to show that the State has been compelling
the individual businessman or industrialist to sacrifice
materially and personally for the larger State or social
group interests. But the fact is that the fascist State
bureaucracy has steadily gained strength as the internal
economy has weakened, and it now operates as a sprawl
ing parasitic agency, identifying its own narrow bureau
cratic interests with the general interests of society.
The Nazi party has warned the private entrepreneur
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that he must completely subordinate his private interests
to the "public weal." "The principle of primacy of pub
lic weal means also that the possibility of following per
sonal interest ends where personal interest clashes with
justified interests of others and thus threatens to plunge
the whole system into conflict. These limits are pointed
out to the individual, in some cases by business ethics
and in some cases by State order." 4
This development has fundamentally changed the
social position of the businessman. He no langer belongs
to the top stratum of society even if he is a big business
man. His social position is beneath that of the leading
members of the State bureaucracy or of the Army. This
is reflected in his steady fear of the State bureaucracy.
He is no langer a law-abiding citizen who sticks to the
letter of the law because he believes the law is good
and court decisions usually just. He fears the power
of the State bureaucrats and he knows all too well their
contempt for the ideas which he has cherished. He no
langer believes that the sacredness of private property
will be respected, for he has experienced too often the
arbitrary curtailment of property rights. He knows too
intimately that State bureaucrats use their absolute
power to enrich themselves at the expense of other less
powerful citizens. There may be less likelihood of losing
his capital through "ruinous competition," but this has
been more than offset by new business risks. Previously,
when he failed in a competitive struggle, he inclined
to blame himself for his failure, but not the system. If
he fails under the totalitarian State, he blames the
system-and his inability to win the favor of an influen
tial State bureaucrat.
Under such a system two categories of businessmen
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can be distinguished: those who are willing to take risks
and those who are not. Not that the former seek new
fields of investment or new possibilities of production.
They devote their energies to circumventing bureau
cratic decisions and to cunning violations of the law.
They do not lose the respect of their competitors; on
the contrary, they are regarded almost as heroes who
risk their existence and their lives in the struggle against
the State bureaucracy.
They may reduce their risks by paying an insurance
premium-bribing State bureaucrats and paying higher
contributions to the Party treasury.
Those who do not wish to take chances spend their
energy worrying lest they violate some decree or law,
and behave timorously toward any State bureaucrat.
A big German manufacturer was asked by the author:
"How has the spirit of the businessman changed under
the Nazi regime?"
The laconic answer was:
"The German businessman riecht nach A ngstschweiss
(sweats with fear). He does not know whether he has
broken some law, whether and when he will be caught.
He wakes up in the morning dreaming of an investiga
tion by some State bureaucrat who has discovered some
irregularity of which he, the businessman, knew or did
not know. He enters his office fearing that he will find
the announcement of a new decree which curbs his
business, or that the condition of State finances will lead
to some new measure of expropriation. When the office
door opens he expects a tax official who will investigate
his business affairs for many years back until he finds
some 'irregularity.' You may think this anxiety un
reasonable. But unfortunately I cannot help fearing that
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I will experience tomorrow what is happening to others
today."
Fascisrn has deprived the businessrnan of his self
confidence and feeling of econornic security, even if he
still is a well-to-do capitalist. The totalitarian regime
has annihilated the most important conservative force
of capitalism, the belief that private property ought to
be a sacred right of every citizen and that the private
property of every citizen ought to be protected. Respect
for private property has penetrated the spirit of the
people in all capitalist countries. lt is the strongest bul
wark of capitalisrn. Fascism has succeeded in destroy
ing this conservative force-without having created a
new and better social principle. For it still relies on
private property and on private production. People still
have to work for money and have to live on money
incomes. Possession of capital still provides income. But
this income is largely at the mercy of State bureaucrats
and Party officials.

Chapter XVII

A WORLD OF ABSURDITIES
"The fascist dictatorship grows stronger-internally and
externally-the more it increases the dangers against which
it pretends to protect the businessman."

IN NAZI GERMANY there is no field of business activity
in which the State does not interfere. In more or less
detailed form it prescribes how the businessman may
use capital which is still presumably bis private prop
erty. And because of this, the German businessman has
become a fatalist; he does not believe that the new rules
will work out well, yet he knows that he cannot alter
the course of events. He has been made the tool of a
gigantic machine which he cannot direct. He looks at
the rest of the capitalist world, hoping for help in win
ning back from the State his lost rights and freedom.
But wherever he turns there are trends and changes of
a similar, though milder, character, indicating that the
totalitarian regime in Germany cannot be attributed to
the madness of one man or to the self-interest of one
ruling party; that it represents in caricature some of the
fundamental phenomena in modern capitalism, which
lead to more and more State interference and conse
quent usurpation of the businessman's rights and privi
leges.
State Secretary Brinkmann summarized the lost rights
of the German businessman as follows:
"You will call attention to the fact that the freedom
3o5
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of disposition of the entrepreneur in the sphere of com
modity purchases is chained down by the system of
supervisory boards and other regulations, that the utili
zation of labor is subject to various restrictions, that the
wage ceiling and prohibition of price increases [ Preis
Stop] force a price level which in a liberal economy
would be impossible, that money intended for consump
tion is forcibly shifted to capital investment and the
entrepreneur sees himself forced under State interfer
ence to make capital investments which he would never
have made if he had been left to his own doing, tha�
money capital is enfeebled by the law for the Com
pulsory Investment of Surplus Dividends1 [Anleihestock]
and is forced by the prohibition of private issues to
offer itself at a cheap rate for purposes in which it is but

little interested.

"And you will argue further that in the shadow of
this governmental procedure, which you call economy
of coercion, there is occurring under the eyes of the
same state the very thing it wishes to prevent, namely,
choking up of individual initiative by administrative
activity, a burdening, perhaps even an overburdening,
of the economic apparatus with dead costs; the impair
ment of a Standard of living to be derived from a cer
tain nominal income, due to rising taxes and monopoly
prices; a still further expansion of the already great con
cerns, and death or dormancy among the small and
medium-sized businesses." 2
This frankness on the part of the former State Secre
tary is evidence that he is speaking of something which
is the common experience and knowledge of any busi
nessman in Germany.
That it is also the common experience of business-
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men internationally, the Nazi leaders never fail to stress.
They impress the German businessman with the inter
national character of his own experiences and thus
deprive him of any hope that the "good old days" will
return. They increase his fatalistic point of view, direct
ing his gaze to the rest of the world, so that he may see,
once and for all, that he has no alternative, that he must
accept the totalitarian State as the new form of society,
as his destiny and inescapable future.
lt is worth while to quote the German government's
spokesman again:
"lt may be that other countries use different methods,
and, indeed, in some cases in the Anglo-Saxon countries
a word from a leading man often suffices for direction
of business, while in Germany we still need law and
regulation. We call a spade a spade and openly admit
that in the National-Socialist State the primacy of gen
eral policy prevails. The parliamentary states come to
practically the same result, but the governments there
allow themselves to be empowered to undertake
measures which are no langer in accordance with the
principles of individualism and liberalism but which
are in accordance with the principle of planned economy.
But the interventions are, at least in substance, as
similar to ours as one egg is to another. Or was it no
great intervention of the state in business, when first
England, then the United States, then France and finally
about fifty countries devalued their currencies? .. .
Great Britain, in order to counteract the credit with
drawals in 1931 and, by maintaining stable wages and
prices, to revive domestic business activity through ex
ports; the United States in order to force a decrease
in domestic indebtedness and by a rise in prices
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to let loose the forces of revival; France in order to
close the gap between domestic and foreign prices.
We were not the founders of trade quotas for the pur
pose of isolation, nor were we the inventors of
clearing agreements with their destructive result on
commodity trade. Furthermore, was it not management
of business when England went over to a protective
tariff and signed the Ottawa Agreements, and were not
the international production restrictions for tin, rubber,
copper and other materials, as well as the formation of
an association of the English coal mines and of the
Manchester cotton spinners, a regulation of markets?
Prohibition of private issues on the capital market was
known in England and the United States before it was
known in Germany, under reference to the national
obligation of business, and forced interest reductions,
before we ever carried out conversions. No matter where
you look you will see: State economic leadership at
tempting by the granting of State orders, especially by
utilization of armament programs, to maintain the level
of business activity, attempting to make up for the in
ability or lack of desire of private business to make
capital investments, attempting to finance these orders
by tax revenues. You will see export management, ex
pert subsidies, the hindering of economically undesir
able imports, and exertion of influence on the price level
in one form or another right down to, and including,
our prohibition of price increases. You see, not we alone
have State economic leadership and restriction of free
dom in business life, even though the form, name and
degree in other countries may differ from ours." 3
The representative of the German State bureaucracy
makes it appear that State interference has increased less
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in Germany than abroad. This obvious misrepresentation
of facts is a product of his effort to make palatable the
very unpopular measures taken in Germany. Many busi
nessmen in Germany would like to flee to a free country
with their capital, to some part of the world where
money power is still unrestricted and has an independent
existence. But any attempt to do so is very risky. The
new penal code in Germany provides the death penalty
for any person caught trying to take money out of the
country.
What position in society does the businessman have
when he lives under a totalitarian regime from which
he cannot escape? Many businessmen in Germany would
answer this question with an anecdote which is very
popular among them. lt tells of two peasants who did
not understand the difference between Bolshevism and
National Socialism. One of them asked the other his
opinion on the matter. The answer was:
"Under Bolshevism all your cows will be taken away
from you because you are a kulak. Under National
Socialism you are allowed to keep the cows; but the State
takes all the milk, and you have the expense and labor
of feeding them."
In order that a capitalist may exercise his proper
function, it is essential that he use his capital freely for
his own personal advantage. But this principle is no
longer valid in Germany. The State bureaucracy "di
rects" the use of capital "in the interests of the State."
The attitude of the businessman toward his loss of free
dom, and what he thinks about the State's diversion of
capital to its own uses, is well illustrated by the story of
the owner of a Westphalian machine-tool plant. In de-
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scribing his experiences to a friend, this industrialist
declared:
"I have a million marks to invest. If I could use this
money as I please, I would buy gold. This I would put
in a safe deposit vault where not even the Reichsbank
president could touch it. The gold would earn no in
terest. I would lose possible profits. But I would be free
of the constant fear of losing my capital. I would not
have to worry about having to invest it where I can
never be sure of its worth from day to day. But I can
not buy gold with my million marks. I must invest it as
soon as possible, since if I leave it in my bank account
too long, it may be confiscated by the tax controller,
the Party may demand a large contribution, or the
Party secretary may inform me that I am to be honored
as the founder of a new enterprise for the unprofitable
production of some ersatz product. Before I receive
some such suggestion, I must make up my mind about
the possibilities of investment. Two years ago I might
have decided to buy a new house for my family, or to
erect an apartment building. I would not have cared
particularly whether there were tenants or not, inas
much as I would at least have had some real property
that could not be wiped out by inflation, and that would
be at my free disposal. But today this is out of the ques
tion without a special permit from the State. The only
way out seems to be to invest the money in extending
my own plant."
A few weeks later the manufacturer again met his
friend and reported to him:
"New decrees forbid installation of machinery made
of iron and steel, whenever ersatz materials can be used.
I cannot get any new machinery for the next fifteen
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months. However, the State has taken care of my
worries. I was 'asked' to build a huge refuge where
valuables could be safely stored and workers accommo
dated during air raids. lt will cost nearly 150,000 marks.
Then our manufacturers' association worked out several
new machines for using ersatz materials. Replacement of
my obsolete machines cost me 500,000 marks. Then the
tax controller discovered I had liquid assets and found a
'mistake' in a tax return I made some years ago; I had
to pay a fine of 350,000 marks. So I am relieved of the
worry of how to invest my million marks."
N evertheless the State refuses to become the owner of
industrial or distribution enterprises; it prefers to leave
the difficulties of production to the private entrepreneur.
But markets with price movements dependent mainly
on the business cycle have been supplanted by markets
dependent on State policies and on the whims of the
commissars who carry them out. The markets as such,
however, still exist. Private enterprises do not buy or
sell goods as agents of the State; they still act on private
calculation. The system thus is a strange mixture of
State interference and planning combined with private
management-an economic system which is neither com
petitive capitalism, nor the planned economy of state
socialism nor state capitalism. lt is so bewildering in its
complexity that the capitalist no langer knows whether
he is a capitalist or whether he has become a mere agent
of the State.
The new system has, as its representative, a powerful
bureaucracy which is not particularly interested in the
defense of any system-except insofar as it contributes
to the bureaucracy's own absolute power. Capitalist
enterprises are desirable and tolerated as long as their
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existence is compatible with and useful to the State
bureaucracy.
This raises the question of the position in society of
the State bureaucracy. Is it a dictatorship standing above
and against all social dasses? A comparison with the
State which emerged from the Russian Revolution is
relevant.
The fate of the proletarian revolution in Russia has
aroused extensive discussion among socialists. Is the
Soviet system a dictatorship of the workers or over the
workers? This question cannot be answered categorically
one way or the other. Even the early Soviets, which were
democratically elected, had, on occasion, to suppress the
individual rights and liberties of the workers who
elected them. In emergency situations the individual
worker had to be restricted for the sake of the common
interest. Such a dictatorship is a dictatorship of as well
as over the working dass. But when the State bureauc
racy degenerates and fosters certain interests of its own
at the expense of the common interests of the citizens,
then it becomes a dictatorship over and against the
general dass interest.
Similar questions might be raised in discussing the
character of the fascist dictatorship. The fascist parties,
which were originally largely financed and sponsored by
influential capitalist groups, have also established dic
tatorships over and even against capitalist enterprise.
However, it would probably be more accurate to de
scribe the dictatorship of the fascist party as a dictator
ship for and against capitalist enterprise.
Although defending a system of private property, the
fascist State bureaucracy and all those whose existence
is dependent on the absolute power of the totalitarian
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State must act in defense of their own interests even
if this hurts the interests of all classes in society.
Many German capitalists who demonstratively show
their devotion to the Fuehrer, secretly ber�ve that
fascism or National Socialism is "almost the same" or
"just the same" as Bolshevism. Under both regimes the
State bureaucracy is independent of any democratic in
stitution; it is under the sole command of an authori
tarian leadership.
In both countries the economic system is difficult to
define because of its complexity. This is particularly
true of fascism. Here the capitalists may feel that they
are mere agents of a State which is building up a new
anti-capitalist society. But it is easy to prove that fascism
relies on capitalist economy. Capitalist owners or man
agers-so-called "leaders" -still try to enrich themselves
by obtaining as much profit as poßsible. State regulations
restrict their activities and they may disagree with State
policies. Yet the fact that this clash of interests between
the State and the capitalist still occurs is in itself proof
that private property and the search for profit have not
ceased to exist under fascism. Balance-sheets may reveal
that dividends have increased, yet the amounts paid in
taxes considerably exceed these profits. There is much
planning, leading to more State interference in private
enterprise, yet there is no national plan which abolishes
private enterprise as such, except in the event of a war
time economy.
The present economic system under fascism or Na
tional Socialism escapes definition in a single term, such
as "capitalist" or "socialist." Two mutually contradictory
systems exist side by side-the genesis of a planned
economy and unplanned private enterprise.
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Capitalism still exists, because private enterprise still
owns as private property most of the means of produc
tion and distribution. But the State has already intro
duced measures typical of state socialism, such as national
investment boards, state control of prices, banking,
and foreign trade, general regimentation of business
activities. These measures have not, however, been
introduced on the basis of any new principle, but in
order to maintain and increase the absolute power of the
State.
The progress which state capitalism has made in
fascist countries has created economic phenomena simi
lar to those in Soviet Russia. In both cases the Five- and
Four-Year Plans diverted capital funds into the army's
budget and into armament industries. At the end of the
first Five-Year Plan in the U.S.S.R., just as at the end
of the first Four-Year Plan in Nazi Germany, the one
sided development of the armament industries led to a
distressing shortage of consumption goods. For similar
reasons both countries experienced a serious railway
crisis; too little capital had been spent for repairs and
extension.
Under both systems an inflationary increase of
State credits and currency circulation took place,
but the immediate effect of this process was not a general
rise in prices; a number of State-regulated prices re
mained "stable" while other prices rose considerably
and the quality of most goods declined. The peasants
feit that they were being exploited and that the prices
they received for agricultural products no langer
made their production worthwhile. Consequently, they
answered with "sabotage" of production for the market,
while at the same time the State tried to compel the
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peasants to fulfill "their duty" and feed the towns. A
new type of agrarian crisis had occurred, quite different
from such crises under a competitive economy. The
German peasants were not yet threatened with starva
tion, but they lost interest in producing for a State
regulated market.
This was also a feature of the agricultural crisis in
the U.S.S.R. during the first Five-Year Plan, when the
peasants received almost nothing in return for the grain
they were forced to deliver to the State. In 1932-33, it
was realized that some inducement must be given to
the peasants. So they were allowed to sell in the free
market any produce they might have left after deliver
ing their quotas to the State. For a time two price
systems existed side by side: a free market where short
age of foodstuffs led to excessively high prices, and the
State shops where all workers and employees could buy
their bread rations and a very few other necessities.
During this period there existed in addition "closed
distributors" (shops where only those who have a special
permit may buy) ranging from those for the highest func
tionaries where many articles could be bought at low
prices, to those for the skilled workers where rations of
meat and butter and a few other consumption goods were
provided. In 1935 most of the "closed distributors" were
abolished, bread prices were increased but bread ceased
to be rationed, and all goods were sold freely to all
citizens at prices lower than the previous free market
prices, but much higher than the prices charged by the
"closed distributors." This change meant, in effect, that
bread was no longer sold at artificially low prices in the
towns, and that the income of the peasantry was in
creased-mainly at the expense of the workers. How-
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ever, the major profit from the increased price of bread
was retained by the State.
This is equally true of Nazi Germany where the State
is playing a similar role. The Reich Nutrition Estate
a huge bureaucratic State organization-has completely
replaced private grain dealers and has established a strict
control over sales of most foodstuffs. State agencies buy
grain at artificially low prices while the price for flour
has been increased. The higher profit of the "dis
tributor" State is largely spent by the administration
for the huge costs of its bureaucratic machine. In Ger
many the Government has somewhat disguised the in
creased profit which it takes from producers and con
sumers by lowering the quality of the bread supplied.
In addition, the Party bureaucracy endeavors to foster
an artificial antagonism between town and country by
telling the workers that the peasants are responsible
for the poor supplies. When workers visit the villages
they are astonished to find how little the peasants are,
in fact, receiving, and both feel oppressed.
In Germany the peasants have not been "collectivized"
and they therefore feel the more keenly the loss of their
right and freedom to seil their products as they please.
But a loosening of State control and a return to private
marketing of agricultural products could be inaugu
rated only if the Government agreed to an increase of
prices for these products.
Will the Nazi government have to make a change in
its price policy similar to the new agrarian policy in the
U.S.S.R.? This would mean granting higher prices to
the agrarian producers, thereby encouraging them to
supply the market. The inauguration of such a price
policy does not depend merely on the Government's
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will. When the second Five-Year Plan m Russia and
the second Four-Year Plan in Nazi Germany were under
discussion, a greater rate of increase in consumption
goods was promised, but this promise was rendered
largely inoperative by a further increase in armament
production caused by the international armaments race.
Consequently the second Five- and Four-Year Plans dif-.
fered less from the first plans than originally intended.
There are other features of State bureaucratic control
of economic life which can be observed in both Soviet
Russia and Nazi Germany.
Although there is no such clash between the State and
the capitalists in the Soviet Union as in Nazi Germany,
industrial managers in the Soviet Union also have ex
perienced difficulties as a result of the tremendous.
growth of State bureaucracy, which compelled them to
act on their own initiative, independent of, and even
against, the decisions of that bureaucracy.
lt seems to be a general characteristic of too extensive
a State bureaucratic regulation of economic life that
"middlemen" should appear who correct and change the
"plan" and supplement the bureaucratic regimentation
by private initiative. This also happened in Soviet
Russia at the end of the first Five-Year Plan. There,
only State enterprises existed; all directors of factories
were mere State functionaries; bureaucratic decisions ac
corded with the "plan" but often not with real life.4
Further confusion was introduced by so-called "social
ist competition," which led to one factory competing
against another for raw materials in the effort to "over
fulfill" its quota.
The economic system of this period in Soviet Russia
represented a clash between theory and practice in all
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spheres. For example, according to the general plan, a
factory was to be supplied with a certain quantity of
raw materials and credits and was expected to fulfill a
set production schedule. On paper, there was an effective
control of the financial affairs of a State trust or factory,
and each allotment of materials was calculated in ad
vance at prices fixed by the State. Costs of production
likewise had been calculated in advance. A credit plan
had been fixed based on cost of raw materials, labor,
new machinery, etc. The task of the director was to meet
his production quota, or even to exceed it. But in prac
tice the director had to try to fulfill this plan against
odds which had been neither foreseen nor calculated.
Most factories were unable to obtain on time the raw
materials they were supposed to receive, and the quanti
ties and qualities differed from the original specifica
tions. Complaints were dealt with bureaucratically. A
stoppage of production in one industrial plant led to
the interruption of production in other dependent
plants.
The director of a plant was often in an extremely
difficult position. If he kept to the official rules and
made his complaints in the prescribed way, the chances
were that he would fail to get the raw materials he
needed. He might also be short of food for the workers.
Responsible for failure to fulfill the plan and unable
to resign, he was compelled to develop sufficient "private
initiative" to overcome the difficulties created by
bureaucratic decisions and ineptitudes. lt would seem
that in such a state of regulated economy "private initi
ative" on the part of industrial leaders would cease,
inasmuch as everything was planned and regulated by
the State. In reality, however, the whole economic life
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would have come to a standstill had not the directors·.
of industrial plants and trusts developed initiative in
violation and circumvention of bureaucratic decisions
and official rules. To carry on their business it was abso
lutely vital that they obtain materials with or without
plan or provisions. A typical experience was reported
to the author by a Communist who worked as the tech
nical director of a new industrial combine in Caucasia.
He was responsible for completing the construction of
a new factory before the beginning of winter. But his
building materials did not arrive in time despite dozens
of complaints. Work had to stop. Workers received
wages but did no work. The whole budget fixed by the
Planning Commission was overthrown by the tremen
dous rise of unproductive costs. And worse than
that, if the new plant could not be finished before
winter set in, the half-finished work would be destroyed
by the weather.
Finally he started out on his own to discover whether
building materials might be found in his district. In a
neighboring town he located building materials of the
kind he needed. They had been stored many months for
construction work planned for the coming year. He
demanded that they be given to him in exchange for
the materials he would receive too late for his needs..
But it was impossible to obtain the necessary official
permits for such an exchange. His work was delayed
more and more. Finally he acted on his own initiative,
but in agreement with the local Party secretary. The
trucks which were at his disposal transported the build
ing materials from the neighboring town to his work
location without any official permit. The authorities of
the other town tried to mobilize the G.P.U. against
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him. The case was serious-according to official rules.
But the local G.P.U. chief, an experienced Communist,
approved the director's action.
In many other cases factory managers, who needed
materials they could not ohtain hut had to have for
their work, tried to save the situation hy private harter.
The director of a plant which produced shoes would
arrange with the director of another plant which pro
duced tools for an exchange of shoes for tools. This
was done as a private arrangement without an authorita
tive permit and in violation of the plans and official
rules. But it often had the approval of the local Party
authorities and even of the local G.P.U., hecause stick
ing to the letter of the laws or decrees would have caused
a disastrous decline in production and waste of materials.
The danger, however, was that the G.P.U. might later
use this against the manager and have him "purged."
Private harter deals and illegal purchases of raw
materials reached such a point hy the end of the first
Five-Year Plan that regular "middlemen" hegan to
operate. They had an expert knowledge of what dif
ferent factories produced and what they needed, so that
they could arrange or facilitate harter deals. The G.P.U.
must have known of the existence of such "middlemen"
hut tolerated them hecause they helped to overcome
anarchy of production within the planned economy.
The role of these "middlemen" is similar to the role of
"contact men" under fascism. The fascist "contact man"
works for private firms and for hrihes. The "middle
men" in Soviet Russia arranged exchanges of industrial
products from one State plant to another, receiving an
illegal commission for this service. Nevertheless, hy
violating the Plan they facilitated its fulfillment.
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The industrial manager in fascist Germany or Italy is
not merely interested in production as an end in itself.
He is also interested in profits. His income (or divi
dends to the shareholders) is not fixed by the State,
although the size of it depends largely on his relation
ship with the State bureaucracy. As a manager he is
under pressure from two sides-from the State and from
the private owners or shareholders. They may both be
in harmony, but more often they disagree and a com
promise is arranged, leading to the many economic ab
surdities described in previous chapters.
The fascist State bureaucracy appears as a super
capitalist power, which takes a heavy toll from all
private enterprises, treating them as subsidiaries of one
big State trust, from which the supreme leadership
requisitions the greater part of the aggregate profit. But
the leaders of the subsidiaries, the private capitalists,
are bound to the trust-or the system-unless they
wish to lose what the State has left them.
The U .S.S.R. does not have a capitalist dass tied to
the regime by privileges which are of a nature different
from those a State bureaucrat can obtain from society.
Yet a very interesting social phenomenon can be ob
served both in the U.S.S.R. and in Nazi Germany
an authoritarian Party dictatorship which is strong be
cause it can suppress antagonistic forces from the right
as well as from the left.
Many capitalists may fear and despise the State
bureaucrats, yet they are afraid of losing everything
with the downfall of the regime. The fascist regime
rests on two pillars: the absolute power of the State and
the power of private property holders whose property
rights are protected by and are dependent on the State.
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This is not the first time in history that an absolute
dictatorship has become independent of all social classes
and yet has retained the support of those who fear the
worst from a change in the regime. Napoleon was able
to gain and hold the support of the peasantry because
they were afraid of losing their new property rights
under whatever regime might follow. If the Vendee had
won, the feudal landlords might have been restored to
power and the peasants might have been forced to re
turn the land they had taken. On the other hand, the
left-wing Jacobins had too little respect for private
property rights to gain the support of the peasants. Con
sequently Napoleon appeared to the peasants as the
best protector of their new property rights. But his im
perialist policy was so expensive for the people in
France and cost so many lives that in the end even the
peasants became dissatisfied.
Because the Nazis are under some compulsion to
make palatable the decrees which make them feared
and despised, they have attempted to connect totalitarian
philosophy with the re�pectable and historic policy of
mercantilism. Nazi economists often picture fascism as
the beginning of a new age of mercantilism-neo
mercantilism-under the inspiring guidance of the
fascist totalitarian State.
The comparison of the economic policies of a totali
tarian regime with the mercantilist state is not entirely
out of place. There are, indeed, some striking parallels:
The State exercises the function of deciding which in
dustries should be developed and which should be sup
pressed; it regiments foreign trade and all economic life
in order to become self-sufficient and militarily strong.
Military strength is identified with economic self-suffi-
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ciency. The philosophy of mercantilism agrees in many
respects with the philosophy of the totalitarian regime
"The State is everything-the individual nothing."
(Mussolini.) Yet in spite of many mercantilist trends
there is no real return to the mercantilism of the
seventeenth century.
Mercantilism was the prevailing policy at a time when
bourgeois society was just emerging from feudalism;
when commodity production was superseding individual
production by the feudal family or village unit.
The world situation is quite different today. This dis
cussion would take us too far afield, but there is one
interesting historical parallel worth noting. Just as the
Prussian king in the eighteenth century, in an effort to
strengthen the State which still defended the privileges
of the formerly independent feudal dass, found it neces
sary to introduce and encourage new methods of pro
duction appropriate to the coming social order, so the
Nazi leaders must use methods of social planning which
are appropriate to socialism, in order to buttress the
shaky State power which is dedicated to the preservation
of a private property economy.
The fascist totalitarian State of today is essentially a
capitalist society with private enterprise and private
property as the foundation of its economy. Yet it already
applies methods and policies typical of another society.
In an effort to defend the old, decaying system, it intro
duces measures which may be part of a future system,
but which do not create a new society. At the same time
the fascist State weakens and undermines the forces on
which the old capitalist system relied. lt has expropri
ated and ruined the greater part of the middle dass-
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to which, incidentally, most of the Jews in Germany
belonged.
The ruin of the middle class has strengthened the
position of a few great concerns and trusts; the standard
of living of large sections of the middle classes has de
clined to such an extent that their income is often below
that of the working class. Middle-class businessmen have
witnessed a rise of the nouveaux riches, whose wealth
has not been accumulated as a result of efficient business
methods or general prosperity but through the applica
tion of the absolute power of the State bureaucracy. Re
spect for private property has vanished, because property
morale has been destroyed. The new justification for the
ownership of private property is absolute power.
Regimented and led by a power over which he has no
control, the businessman under a totalitarian regime is
compelled to carry on. He has lost faith in the old com
petitive system, although he cannot help thinking with
fatalistic nostalgia of the "good old days." He finds it
impossible to believe that they will ever return, yet he
thinks of them wistfully in a vain attempt to forget his
anxieties for the future. For the economic policy pur
sued by the fascist dictators deepens social antagonisms,
weakens the capitalist system and increases the danger
of a proletarian revolution with which the dictators
blackmail other imperialist powers. The fascist dictators
endeavor to strengthen their authoritarian position by
making themselves indispensable to those who fear the
loss of their privileges and property rights. The narrower
the stratum of those whose business interests are still
protected by the regime, the more these businessmen
become dependent on the absolute power of the State
as represented by the fascist bureaucracy. The fascist
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dictatorship grows stronger-internally and externally
the more it increases the dangers against which it pre
tends to protect the businessman.
In the name of militarism business is treated with
contempt, but even purely military interests suffer, be
cause first and foremost the system serves the absolute
power of an authoritarian bureaucracy. New privileged
business interests and supermilitarization have a dis
astrous effect on the system of private business as such
because they increase the absolute power of the state
bureaucracy rather than make the whole nation strong.
A member of the German General Staff expressed the
strongest possible criticism of fascist militarization as
follows:
"If indirect costs are increased more and more by
economic preparations for war, and if a war economy is
carried on in peacetime, domestic investments will de
preciate and in the end the nation will not succeed in
its national defense plan.The effects and difficulties of
war will be better endured by the people if they are
well fed and dressed and trained, if the reserves are
great and industry well equipped." 5
General Thomas, Chief of the Economic Council of
the War Department, also expressed his anxiety over the
probable final result of fascist militarization:
"Experience has shown us the close relationship be
tween military and economic leadership in war.Men
like Alexander the Great and Hannibal, in spite of their
great strategic talents, had to give way on account of
economic facts....And whether we quote Frederick
the Great's attempts to strengthen Prussia economically
for war or the collapse of Napoleon's world power on
account of its inadequate economic foundation, we al-
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·ways find proof of the close interdependence of economic
and military leadership in history. In particular, we see
the consequences if military leaders err in estimating
the economic forces of their own country or of the
·-enemy's." 6
But the conservative leaders who appraise the strength
.and inner force of a system in the traditional way
-do not recognize the dynamic strength of a totali
tarian dictatorship. They do not recognize that explo
sive forces have been created which may be used as
weapons against hostile powers.
The position of the fascist dictators might be com
pared to that of Schweik, the "good soldier" in a tale
·by Hajek, the Czech writer.
Looking for a place where he could defy his superiors,
Schweik entered a gunpowder magazine. Seating him
self on a keg of gunpowder, he pulled out his pipe and
contentedly began to smoke. But he did not remain un
-disturbed for long. The sergeant appeared. Excitedly he
began to berate Schweik and threaten to punish him,
but the sight of a few sparks from Schweik's pipe halted
his tirade. Schweik smiled innocently at the sergeant
and puffed again on the pipe. The sergeant trembled
.and changed his tone. In the friendliest manner he tried
to hint that Schweik would really feel much better in
the fresh air. Wouldn't Schweik take a walk with him?
But Schweik declared that he was quite contented to sit
-on the keg of gunpowder smoking his pipe. Schweik
,could continue to defy his sergeant not because he was
inherently strong, but because of his position on the
keg of gunpowder. The sergeant represented a gigantic
military machine which Schweik could never have
hoped to overpower. But Schweik could destroy the
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whole barracks, the sergeant and all supenor officers
with a single spark from hL pipe.
The fascist dictator is in the same position as Schweik.
The preponderant weight of force, both internally and
externally, is against him, but he, like Schweik, with
lighted pipe in hand, is seated on a keg of gunpowder.
The conservative forces which helped the fascist dicta
tor to power thought they would be able to control
him, but now they do not dare to make use of their
power against him. They know that nothing of the old
system would remain if the structure he has built were
to fall.
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Amt fuer Deutsche Roh- und Werkstoffe-Office for German
Raw and Work Materials; one of the bureaus of the
Ministry of Economics, in control of production and
distribution of raw materials produced in Germany.
Arbeitsfront-Labor Front; State-administered organization
of employers and employees.
Aski Mark-Aski is an abbreviation for "Auslaender-Son
derkonto fuer Inlands-Zahlungen," meaning "Foreigners
Special Account for Interna! Payments." The term is
used to designate marks received from exports to Ger
many which the foreign seller must spend in Germany,
at a specified rate of exchange, in payment for purchases
made there.
Aufsichtsrat-Supervisory Board; controlling body of a cor
poration, elected by the stockholders' meeting. lt has no
counterpart in American or British corporations, but its
function is similar to that of the Board of Directors.
Betriebsfuehrer-Factory Leader or manager, who is respon
sible to the State for labor relations and production and
whose orders must be followed by the employees of the
firm (see "Gefolgschaft").
Erbhofbauer-Owner of a hereditary farm that cannot be
mortgaged and will always be inherited by the oldest
son, excluding all other children.
Dego-Mark-Dego marks are issued by the German Gold
Discount Bank and offered to foreign travelers to Ger
many at a discount (about 50 per cent). According to the
Standstill Agreement, foreign currency derived from the
sale of Dego mark is shared by the Gold Discount Bank
and foreign creditors.
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Deutsche Golddiscont-Bank-German Gold-Discount Bank,
a subsidiary banking institute of the Reichsbank, used
for financial transactions which the Reichsbank cannot
or does not want to execute.
Gefolgschaft-"Followers," employees who under Nazi rule
have to "follow" orders of the hass (see Betriebsfuehrer).
Gesellschaftsgesetz-Corporation Law, to ensure the "inde
pendent" authority and initiative on the part of the man
aging directors in corporations.
Gestapo-Abbreviation for Geheime Staats-Polizei, Secret
State Police.
Gruppe-Group, new Nazi term for a trade which is or
ganized by the Government. This term largely corre
sponds to the Fascist term "Corporation" in Italy.
Kommissar-Commissar, a term applied by the Nazi Gov
ernment to State-appointed "Leaders" in industry and
trade.
Kommission fuer Wirtschaftspolitik-Commission for Eco
nomic Policy, economic advisory and research department
of the N.S.D.A.P.
Kraft Durch Freude-"Strength Through Joy," subsidiary
of the Labor Front, organizing recreation for employees,
especially cheap trips during vacation.
Kriegswirtschaftsrat-War Economic Council, subdivision of
the General Staff, supervising and directing national
preparations for a wartime economy; supreme authority
in economic affairs during wartime.
Marktvereinigung-Marketing Board, administration in
control of production, sales and prices of various articles.
Neuer Plan-New Plan, Schacht's decree of September 21,
1934 (put in force on September 24, 1934), establishing
a system of control boards for imports of all categories
of goods.
Preisstop-Verordnung-Price Stop Decree of November 26,
1936, prohibiting any price increase of commodities and
services above the level of October 18, 1936.
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Protektorat-Protectorate, a foreign country or colony under
control of an imperialist "mother country." "Protec
torates" of the Reich: Bohemia and Moravia.
Reichsautobahn-Reich Auto Highway, 5,000 kilometers of
strategically important automobile roads (only in part
completed), financed by the Government.
Reichsdevisenamt-Reich Foreign Exchange Board, issuing
certificates to business firms and individuals entitling
them to purchase a certain amount of foreign exchange
or to fulfill a financial obligation abroad.
Reichsgetreideamt-Reich Grain Board, which alone is en
titled to import grain and which is in control of grain
prices in Germany.
Reichsnaehrstand-Reich Nutrition Estate, State organiza
tion of all agrarian producers, manufacturers of, and
traders in, agrarian foodstuffs, in control of production
and prices of most foodstuffs.
Reichsstand des Deutschen Handwerks-Reich Estate of
German Handicrafts, State administered organization of
all artisan groups, with a State appointed leadership. The
independent artisan guilds were dissolved in 1934.
Reichsstatthalter-Special Appointee of the Reich Govern
ment, functioning instead of the constitutional president
of a state or of a Protectorate.
Reichswirtschaftskammer-Reich Economic Chamber, cen
tral organization of German industry, commerce, handi
craft, banking and insurance firms, under Government
control according to the law of February 27, 1934, and
the decree of July 7, 1936.
Selbsthilfe-Aktion Deutscher lndustrie-Self-Help Action of
German Industry, fund raised by a special tax on all
German manufacturers, spent for subsidizing exports.
This fund is also subsidized by the Government.
Sperr-Mark-"Blocked mark," a mark "blocked" in Ger
many because it may be spent only for certain specific
payments inside Germany.
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Stand-Estate, a social dass or caste, meaning, under the
Nazis, any professional organization.
Stillhalte-Abkommen-Standstill Agreement between the
Reichsbank and representatives of foreign creditors about
repayment of German short-term credits or recommer
cialization of foreign credits.
Treuhaender der Arbeit-Labor Trustees, Government ap
pointed, for the supervision of relations between labor
and industry in specific districts, authorized to regulate
labor conditions.
Ueberwachungsausschuss-Supervisory Board, executive of
a State Administration for the control and distribution
of scarce raw materials.
Verrechnungsmark-Clearance mark, derived from clearance
agreements between the German and foreign govem
ments. Exports to Germany from a country which has
a clearance agreement create clearance mark deposits
which are used by the corresponding Govemment for
payments of imports from Germany at a fixed rate of
exchange.
Vertrauensrat-Council of Trusted Men, employees ap
pointed by the manager (factory leader) in agreement
with the Nazi Party Cell. The official function of the
Council is to assist the factory leader in the creation of
a "Work Community" (Labor Code of January 20, 1934).
Vierjahresplan-Four-Year Plan, at first announced at the
Congress of the N.S.D.A.P. in September, 1936, is to make
Germany independent of imported raw materials within
a period of four years. A plan of new investments and
protective measures for new industries worked out by a
special commission at the Ministry of Economics, under
the leadership of Goering (Special Appointee for the
Execution of the Four-Year Plan).
Wehrwirtschaft-Defense Economy, an economy preparing
for war.
Wehrwirtschaftsfuehrer-Leader of Defense Economy, Army
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officer especially trained in industrial management under
a wartime economy, supervising industries, concems and
trusts of special importance for armaments.
Werkschar-Work Guard, organization of especially "reli
able" workers militarily trained and willing to safeguard
the works in emergency situations during strikes and civil
war. The Work Guard has lost in importance because of
the scarcity of "reliable" workers.
Winterhilfe-Winter Help, State organization for the sup
port of those who are "in need," financed by "voluntary
contributions" (often compulsory) of employers and em
ployees.
Wirtschaftskammer-Chamber of Business, regional compul
sory organization of all firms and businessmen-previously
Chamber of Industry and Commerce.
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